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So long as the human race shall last, so long as

human appetites demand illegitimate gratifica-

tion, so long as human blood shall course hot in the

veins, so long as men have passions, so long as women
are frail, so long as illicit pleasure has attraction for

bewildered wallowing humanity, and so long as lust

—

" the headstrong beast " — stalks through the earth,

venery and dissipation will undoubtedly continue to

claim thousands of unhappy victims.

" Vice, like disease, floats in the atmosphere," and

notwithstanding the strenuous efforts which have been

made in all countries and ages to eradicate prostitution

it still exists rampant and invincible.

History demonstrates the sad truth that all human
efforts have been—and probably will ever be—unequal

to the task of stamping out the social evil from our

midst, and we are therefore forced to recognize that

the most we can hope to achieve in the direction of

ameliorating its consequences is to regulate and control

its worst features.

Many and earnest have been the vain attempts of

European reformers to grapple with the evil, but their

efforts have invariably ended in disappointment. The
Church has thundered and anathematized, the secular

authorities have enacted severe and even cruel laws,

but the courtesan still survives and will doubtless

survive and flourish until the waters of Time have en-

gulphed the World.

Japan has not stood still among the nations in her

endeavour to solve the problem of prostitution, and

the present system of legal control is to all intents and



purposes a development of that inaugurated ivcll-nigh

three centuries ag'o.

While admitting the existence of objectionable

features in the Yoshiwara, it is evident that a system

which has stood the test of three hundred years must

possess some good points to account for its long lease of

life, and it is also manifest that in the course of three

centuries a great many curious customs—some good,

some bad—must have crystallized around the institu-

tion.

Being no partizan or special pleader, I have simply

confined myself to what I believe to be assured facts,

and hope that the contents of the volume will be

of interest and service to persons who are anxious to

impartially investigate the customs of one of the most

remarkable institutions in this country. I have com-

piled this book with the object of providing foreign

students of sociology, medical men, and philanthropists,

with some reliable data regarding the practical working

of the system in the leading prostitute quarter of the

Japanese Metropolis, and I leave my readers to form

their own opinions as to the pros and cons of the success

or otherwise achieved by the plan of strict segregation

adopted in this country.

To Japanese who may think that the Yoshiwara

is a disgrace to Japan I would remark that this Empire

has by no means a monopoly of vice ; and to foreigners

who declaim against the " immorality of Japanese " I

would say frankly—" Read the ' History of Prostitu-

tion ' by Dr. W. W. Sanger of New York, also the

* Maiden Tribute of Modern Babylon ' which appeared



in the Pall Mall Gazette fourteen years ago. You
cannot afford to criticize this country too closely, for

you certainly dare not lay the flatteiing unction to

your souls that you, as a race, have any inotiopoly of

virtue."

THE AUTHOR.

Tokyo, 1 899.
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HISTORY OF THE YOSHIWARA

YUKWAKU.*

3)
^ p r was not until after the City of Yedo

had become the seat of the Tokugawa
government that regular houses of

^^ ill-fame were established, and up to

the period of Keicho (i 596-1 614) there

were no fixed places set apart for brothels

and assignation houses. Under these circum-

stances, the brothels of Yedo were to be

found scattered all over the city in groups

of twos or threes, but among the many
localities in which such stews were situated

were three spots where the houses were to

be found in larger numbers plying their

shameful trade side by side.

(i.)—In Kojimachi, hat-cho-me, there

were fourteen or fifteen houses : these

* Ytt/rioaht is a segregated town f rovided with bro:htls and assignation

houses.
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had been removed from Roku-jo in

Kyoto.

(2.)—In Kamakura-gashi (Kanda district)

the number of houses was the same as

in Kojimachi : these had been removed
from Miroku-machi of Fuchu (now
Shidzuoka ?) in Suruga province.

(3.)—In Uchi-Yanagi-machi, near Ohashi

(C)hashi is now the Tokiwa-bashi

gate, and Yanagi-machi is now
Dosangashi-dori) there were twenty

houses. This group was inhabited

by Yedo women exclusively. It is

stated by some writers that the

name of this street " Yanam-machi

"

(Willow Street) was derived from

the fact that at the entrance of the

street stood two gigantic w^eeping-

willows. Prior to this date, in the

period of Tensho (1573-1591)' ^

person named Hara Saburozaemon
had established a brothel quarter at

Made-no-Koji, Yanagi-no-baba, in

Kyoto, but although it is true that

the name of Yanagi-machi w'as given

to this place, the Yanagi-machi of

Yedo did not derive its title from

the one in the Western city.
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In the loth year of Keicho (1605)

Yanagi-machi was selected by the Govern-

ment in connection with the construction of

the castle of Yedo, and consequently all the

brothels were removed to a place in front

of the Moto-Seigwanji (temple).

As Yedo prospered and her population

increased, various enterprising individuals

gradually arrived from Shumoku-machi in

Fushimi, Kitsuji-machi in Nara, and other

places near Kyoto, and established them-

selves in the brothel-keeping business.

But as Yedo still grew more and more
prosperous and thriving, and her marts

busier, various municipal improvements were
projected, numerous new roads were opened,

and bridges constructed, and, as gradually

the work of organizing the urban districts

progressed, many houses had to be pulled

down ; consequently large numbers of per-

sons were forced to remove their residences.

Under these circumstances, the brothel-

keepers considered the moment to be an

opportune one for the presentation to the

powers that were of a petition requesting

the Government to allow of the collection,

into one special locality, of the Yedo
demi-inoiide. They therefore petitioned the
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authorities to establish a regular Keisei-

viachi^^ but their petition was unsuccessful

and matters remained in statu quo.

In the 17th year of Keicho (161 2) a

certain Shoji yinyemon (a native of Odawara
in Sagami province) conceived the idea of

collecting all the brothels and assignation

houses of Yedo into one special quarter of

the city, and after many consultations with

his confreres (for this gentle " reformer

"

was in the "profession" himself) he made
a representation to the Government to the

effect that—
" In Kyoto and in Suj-uQn, and also in all

" other thickly poi:)ulated and busy places (to the
" number of more than twenty) there have been
" established, in accordance with ancient custom
" and precedent, regular licensed Kcisci-machi*
" whereas in i^edo, which is growini^ busier and
" more populous day by day, there is no fixed

" Yi'ijo-i}iacJii.\ In consequence of this state of

" affairs houses of ill-fame abound in every part of

" the city, being scattered hither and thither in

" all directions. This, for numerous reasons, is

" detrimental to public morality and welfare, etc.,

" etc"

The petitioner further enumerated the

advantages which would be gained by the

* Ktisei-niachi

:

—A courtesan quarter. Keisei means a castli falling

into ruins, the idea being that such women lead to the destruction and ruin

of the State.

t Yttjo-machi:—k courtesan quarter.
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system he advocated, and he submitted a

memorandum of reasons and arguments

divided into three headings, the substance

of the same being :

—

"(i.) As matters stand at present, when a

person visits a brothel he may hire, and disport

himself with, Yfijo {fillcs dc j'oie) to his heart's

content, give himself up to pleasure and licen-

tiousness to the extent of being unable to

discriminate as to his position and means and
the neglect of his occupation or business. He
may frequent a brothel for days on end, giving

himself up to lust and revel, but so long as his

money holds out the keeper of the house will

continue to entertain him as a guest. As a

natural consequence, this leads to the neglect of

duty towards masters, defalcations, theft, etc.,

and even then the keepers of the brothels will

allow the guilty guests to remain in their houses

as long as their money lasts. If brothels were
all collected into one place a check would be

put to these evils, as, by means of investigation

and enquiry, a longer stay than twenty-four hours

could be prohibited and such prohibition en-

forced.

" (2) Although it is forbidden by law to

kidnap children, }'et, even in this city, the

practice of kidnapping female children and
enticing girls away from their homes under false

pretences is being resorted to by certain vicious

and unprincipled rascals. It is a positive fact

that some evil-minded peisons make it a regular

profession to take in the daughters of poor people

under the pretext of adopting them as their own
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children, but when the girls grow-up they are

sent out to service as concubines or prostitutes,

and in this manner the individuals who have
adopted them reap a golden harvest. Perhaps it

is this class of abandoned rascals that even dare

to kidnap other people's children ? It is said to

be a fact that there are brothel-keepers who
engage women knowing perfectly well that they

are the adopted children of the parties who
wish to sell the girls into prostitution. If the

prostitute houses be all collected into one place,

strict enquiries will be made as to the matter of

kidnapping and as to the engagement of adopted

children, and should any cases occur in which
such reprehensible acts are attempted, informa-

tion will be immediately given to the authorities.

"
(3.) Although the condition of the country

is peaceful, }'et it is not long since the subjugation

of Mino* province was accomplished, and conse-

quently it may be tl\at there are many ronin\

prowling about seeking for an opportunity to

work mischief. These ruffians have, of coiu'se,

no fixed place of abode and simply drift hither

and thither, so it is impossible to ascertain their

whereabouts in the absence of properly instituted

enquiries even although they may be staj'ing in

houses of ill-fame for a considerable number of

days. If the authorities grant this petition, and

permit the concentration of the existing brothels

in one regular place, the brothel-keepers will pay

special attention to this matter and will cause

• The decisive battle between leyasti and Hideyori, son of the great

Hideyoshi (" Taiko Sdma") was fought at Seki-ga-hara, Mino Province, in

the year 1600.

t Masterless swash kbuc'.ers.
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" searching enquiries to be made about persons who
" imay be found loafing in the prostitute quarters :

" should they discover any suspicious characters

" they will not fail to report the same to the
" authorities forthwith.

" It will be deemed a great favour if the
" august authorities will grant this petition in the
" fulness of their magnanimous mercy."

In the following spring (1613) Shoji

Jinyemon was summoned to Court and

examined on various points by Honda Lord

of Sado, after which he was informed that

the result of the petition would be made
known at a later date. He was then dis-

missed.

In the spring of the 3rd year of Genua
(161 7) Jinyemon w^as again summoned to

to the Court and, in the presence of several

other judicial officials, Honda Lord of Sado
notified him that the petition was granted.

He was also informed that two square cho

of land would be devoted to the purpose of

founding a prostitute quarter, and that the

site had been selected at Fukiya-machi. In

return for this privilege, Jinyemon promised

that no prostitutes should be allowed in the

city of Yedo and neighbourhood except in

the licensed quarter, and further covenanted

that in case of any of the women being found
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elsewhere the matter should be communi-
cated to the authorities, as in duty bound,

either by himself or by the other brothel-

keepers. At the same time, Shqji Jinyemon
was appointed Keisei-inachi Naniishi (direc-

tor of the prostitute quarter) and was in-

structed by the Bugyb (Governor possessed

of administrative, military, and judicial func-

tions) to observe the following regulations :

—

"(i.) The profession of brothel-keeping shall

" not be carried on in any place other than the
" regular prostitute quarter, and in future no
" request for the attendance of a courtesan at a

" place outside the limits of the enclosure shall be
" complied with.

" (2.) No guest shall remain in a brothel for

" more than twenty-four hours,

"
(3.) Prostitutes are forbidden to wear clothes

" with gold and silver embroidery on them ; they
" are to wear ordinary dyed stuffs.

"
(4.) Brothels are not to be built of imposing

" appearance, and the inhabitants of prostitute

" quarters shall discharge the same duties (as

" fiiemen, etc.,) as ordinary residents in other parts

" of Ycdo city.

"(5.) Proper enquiries shall be instituted

" into the person of any visitor to a brothel, no
" matter whether he be gentleman or commoner,
" and in case any suspicious individual appears
" information shall be given to the Bitgyd-sho

" (office of the city Governor).
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" The above instructions are to be strictly

" observed.

"(Date ) The Bugydr

On the low land of Fukiya-cho, which

was thus granted by the authorities, now
stand Idzumi-cho, Takasago-cho, Sumiyoshi-

cho, and Naniwa-cho, and the ko-kori (or

small ditch) at Hettsui-gashi which was once

the outer moat of the prostitute quarters.

The present O-mon-dori (Great Gate Street)

was formerly the street leading to the O-
mon (Great Gate). At the time about which

I am writing the place was one vast swamp
overun with weeds and rushes, so Shoji

Jinyemon set about clearing the Fukiya-

machi, reclaiming and filling in the ground,

and building an enclosure thereon. Owing
to the number of rushes which had grown
thereabout the place was re-named Yoshi-

wara (UJ§ = Rush-moor) but this was after-

wards changed to Yoshi-wara ("n J|^ = Moor
of Good luck) in order to give the locality

an auspicious name.

The work of filling in and levelling the

ground, and the construction of houses, was
commenced in the 3rd year of Genua (161 7)

and by November of the following year

"business" commenced. The work of lay-
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ing out the streets and completing" the

quarter was not however finished until the

9th day of the loth month of the 3rd year

of Kwan-ei (28th November 1626).

The following were the names of the

wards of the Yoshiwara :

—

Yedo-cho, It-cho-me : This was the

pioneer prostitute quarter established in the

city after the Tokugawa government had

made Yedo the seat of their administration

;

and in the hope and expectation of sharing

in the prosperity of the city itself the

felicitious name of Yedo-cho (Yedo ward)

was chosen as appropriate for the new ward.

All the houses at Yanao^i-cho removed to

this Yedo-cho, and among them was the

^' Nishida-ya " (House of the Western Rice-

field j which was kept by Shoji Jinyemon
himself

Yedo-cho, Ni-cho-me : To this ward
(Second ward of Yedo-cho) were transferred

all the houses formerly kept at Moto-Kama-
kura-gashi.

Kyomachi, It-cho-me: To this ward
were transferred the houses at Kojimachi.

The majority of these establishments having

had their origin in Roku-jo, Kyoto, the ward
was named Kyo-machi, thus using the first
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character ^ (Kyo) of Kyoto and preserving

the old association with the capital.

Kyomachi, Ni-cho-me : The brothel-

keepers of Hisago-machi in Osaka, Kitsuji

in Nara, and other localities, having heard of

the opening of the Yoshiwara, many of them

immigrated to this place. The buildings

in this ward \vere completed two years later

than those in the other streets, and accord-

ingly this ward was commonly called Shim-
machi (IffffTf New Street).

Sumi-cho : The brothels at Sumi-cho,

Kvobashi, havino- been removed to this

ward, the name of the original place was
copied when " christening " the new street.

After many vicissitudes, the brothel-

keepers believed that they had now found

an abiding place, and that no further changes

would be made, but they were doomed to

disappointment. On the 19th day of the

loth month of the 2nd year of Meireki (4th

December 1656) Ishigaya Shogen, the

Bugyo, summoned the elders [toshi-yori-

elojud) of the Yoshiwara and informed them
that the existing site of the prostitute quarter

being required by the authorities for building

purposes, the houses must be removed else-

where. Ishigaya added that, in lieu of the
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Yoshiwara, the authorities were prepared to

grant either a plot of land in the vicinity of

the Nihon-dsutsumi behind the Asakusa
temple, or one in the neighbourhood of

Honj5.

The representatives of the Yoshiwara

people were filled with consternation at the

action of the government, and they sub-

mitted a petition of grievances to the effect

that the brothels had been in existence for

44 years and that the keepers would be put

to great inconvenience and caused serious

loss if they were suddenly forced to remove
to a remote district. After reciting the above

facts, and pointing out the injury which

would be done to " vested interests," the

petition wound up with a prayer that the

authorities would be pleased to permit the

brothels to continue to ply their profession

in the same place as hitherto. This petition,

however, was rejected, and after mature

deliberation the elders now applied for a

grant of land at the Nihon-dsutsumi : they

also petitioned that a sum of money might

be given them from the public funds to assist

their removal.

In response to the last petition, the

authorities provided a suitable site near
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Nihon-dsutsumi, and in consideration of the

removal of the houses to such a distant and

out-of-the-way locaHty, Ishigaya Shogen, and
Kamio, Lord of Bizen, agreed to the follow-

ing conditions in connection with the new
Yoshiwara :

—

"(i.) Hitherto the <;^rouud to be occupied

has been limited to 2 square cJio : in the new
place these limits will be increased by 50 per

cent, and extended to 3 cho by 2 cho (3 X2).

" (2.) Whereas liitherto the profession has

been allowed to be carried on in the day-time

only, in consideration of the quarter beinj^ moved
to such a distant place it is in future permitted

both day and night alike.

"
(3 ) More than 200 Furo-ya (lLSM=l^ath-

liouses)* now existing in the city shall be

abolished.

"
(4.) In consideration of the YosJihvara being

removed to a distant place, its people shall liere-

after be exempted from the duties of acting as

guards against fire on the occasion of the festivals

at Saniw and at Kanda, or as firemen in time of

conflasjrations, etc.

' These " bath-houses " were in reality house? of assignation and un-

licensed brothels. Carrying on their business under this innocent title liiey

engaged women called " Kami-arai-onihi,^'' or (for want of a better word)

" shampooers," but these females were really '^Jij^o/:u " (" Hell women ") and

were selected for their beauty in order to attract persons to '^ take bal!isy

The "bath-house''' women were not only as beautiful and accomplished as

the regular courtesans, but they were cheaper and would accommodate guests

either day or night, whereas the regular girls were only permitted to exercise

their calling in the day-time. These unlicensed prostitutes were so numerous

that they seriously intirfcred with the business of the real Yoshiwara, and it

was to the interest of regular brothil-kecpers ihat they should be suppressed.
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"(5.) The sum of 10,500 rj/o w\\\ be granted
" to assist the expenses of removal, at the rate of
*' 14 7yo per small room "

It is very curious to note that Japan was
not the only country where shady " bath-

houses " were to be found. In a German
book by Wilhelm Rudeck, entitled " Ges-

chichte dey Oeffentlichen SittlicJikeit In

Deutschlaiid^' it is stated that " bath-houses
"

were plentiful. Early in the morning a

horn announced that everything was ready,

and men, women and maids undressed at

home and went nearly naked to the bath-

houses, where the attendants were mostly

girls who had a very liberal idea of their

duties. The tubs in many cases were large

enough for two, and a board was laid across,

upon which food and drink was served to

the bathers, w^ho were not compelled to

produce a marriage certificate. In the castles

of the knights, the ladies often attended on

the male guests in the bath and vice versa,

and in bathing resorts, such at Wiesbaden,

for instance, Frau \'enus seems to have

reigned supreme. A very free illustration,

reproduced from an old volume, shows a

row of tubs with a long board laid across

them, upon which food and drink is served,
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and there are other illustrations, reproduced

from old cuts, of some more than merely

suggestive scenes, which we must presume

were nothing out of the common in bath-

houses.

On the 27th day of the nth month of

the same year (January i ith 1657) ^^e elders

and monthly managers (^ ff if] = ^-^^^/^^-^o-

ji) of the Yoshiwara repaired to the Treasury

office at Asakusa and received the sum
granted by the authorities to defray the

expenses of removal : at the same time they

applied to the officials to be allowed to

remain in the Yoshiwara durinQf the next

three or four months, promising to complete

the removal by the following April.

The request being a reasonable one, it

was granted, and the removal was postponed

until the fourth month but on the 2nd March

1657 (Meireki 3 nen, Shogwatsu, 18 nichi)

Hi-no-to tori (cycle of the Water P^owl) that

disastrous fire known as the " Furisode

kwajf' (fire of the long-sleeved garment)

broke out in the Hom-myo-ji (temple) at

Maru-yama in Hongo and raged through

the city of Yedo during three days and three

nights burning everything before it.* The
* Vide chapter entitled " The Furisode Kwaji.^'
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fire swept away a large portion of the city

and gutted the Yoshiwara completely, so

there was no further excuse left for not

moving forthwith. The head-man of the

Yoshiwara was again summoned to the

Bugyo's office and ordered to take advantage

of the fire to carry out the removal without

further delav.

In May 1657 Ishigaya Shogen, Kamio
Lord of Bizen, and Sone Genzaemon pro-

ceeded to Nihon-dsutsumi to inspect the site

of the new quarter, and while the houses

were being built and prepared temporary

shanties called " Koya-gake " (/l^MSh = ^

temporarily built shed or house) were erected

in the neighbourhood of Sanya and Imado,

and in these (and also in private houses

which were hired for the purpose) the

loathesome trade was carried on as usual.

In September 1657, ^'^^ ^^^'^^^ brothels

were completed and the " profession " crowd-

ed into the " Shin-Yoshiwara."

The " Shin-Yoshiwara " (New Yoshi-

wara) was so named in contra-distinction to

" Moto-Yoshiwara " (former Yoshiwara). It

is situated at a place formerly known as

Senzoku-mura and is only a few chb distant

from the Asakusa-ji (temple).





The " O-mon " or cntranct



kteway ot tlic Voshiwara.
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There is a hill (or rather slope) leading

down from the Nihon-dsutsumi on the way
to the Shin-Yoshiwara which is called

" Emon-zaka " or " Dress(ing) Hill," because

it is supposed that visitors to the gay quarter

began to adjust their garments and smarten

themselves up in passing along this road.

Another account states that the name was
taken from the Emon-zaka of Kyoto.

The road leading from Emon-zaka to

the Yoshiwara is known as Gojikken-machi.

Tradition says that there was a servant

named Koheiji in the employ of Shqji

Jinyemon (the founder of the quarter) and
that he advised his master to construct the

road in three curved lines as this was con-

sidered more tasteful than one constructed

in a plain line. Another tradition says that

the road was constructed in that way in

accordance with the commxands of Kamio
Lord of Bizen, but, at any rate, it is certain

that the plan of the road was conceived by
some person gifted with a (from a Japanese

point of view) poetical imagination. On
either side of the curved section of roadway
twenty-five tea-houses (cha-ya) were built,

making a total of fifty houses (go-jik-ken),

hence the popular name " Go-jik-ken michi

"
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(fifty house street) or " Go-jik-ken-machi
"

(fifty house town). At the end of the road

stood a gateway which formed the entrance

of the Yoshiwara, and the vicinity of this

gateway was known as the Omon-guchi
(entrance to the great gate). The gate itself

was called the O-mon (great gateway).

Having passed through the O-mon, the

visitor would find himself within the precincts

of the " Shin-Yoshiwara."

The Shin-Yoshiwara was about half as

large again as the old place (Moto-Yoshi-

wara), measuring about 3 cho (1074 feet)

from North to South, and 2 cho (716 feet)

from East to West, and therefore embracing

nearly 18 acres of land. The enclosure was
surrounded by a kind of moat, and the

streets within were laid out somethiner in

the shape of the Chinese character [2 (la=
a ricefield). As will be seen from the plan

of the Shin-Yoshiwara annexed, Naka-
no-cho goes through the centre while

Yedo-cho (It-cho-me and Ni-cho-me), Sumi-
cho, and Kyo-machi (It-cho-me and Ni-

cho-me) branch out to right and left on

either side. As was the case with the

Moto-Yoshiwara, another street was added

for the convenience of " Age-ya^' and called
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•" Ageya-machi."* This street was situated

opposite Sumi-cho, to the right of the

Naka-no-cho when facing Suido-jiri.

In the 8th year of Kwambun (1668) a

raid\vas made on the ''jigoku" (unhcensed

prostitutes) and the captives were transported

to the Yoshiwara, but as they numbered 512
souls it was difficult to find accommodation
for them and apparently there was not

enough room in the quarter to erect new
brothels. Under these circumstances, a little

plot of ground was requisitioned at the back

of each brothel in Yedo-cho Ni-cho-me, and

some seventy-five small houses were built

there for the reception of the new immigrants

to this earthly paradise. As the majority of

these fresh arrivals were natives of Fushimi

and Sakai, the streets where their houses

stood were called Fushimi-cho and Sakai-

machi. Sakai-machi was destroyed by fire

during the era of Meiwa (i 764-1 771) and

has ceased to exist, but Fushimi-cho is to

be seen to this day.

At first the five streets of the Shin-

Yoshiwara consisted wholly of brothels,

* Agc'-ya (}§M) were houses of assignation where, in accordance with the

customs of ihe time, a visiior could stay and to which he could invite any

prostitute with wliom he had, or wished to have, a liaison. The a^e-ya made
all arrangements for procuring the attendance of courtesans when required.
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Agcya.-m3.chi o{ '' c7ge-ya" and Naka-no-cho

of the tradesmen's stores, but as time rolled

away the " age-ya " ceased to exist and in

their place sprang up '^ cJia-ya " (tea-houses).

Gradually, also, the shopkeepers in Naka-
no-cho removed elsewhere and their stores

w^ere turned into tea-houses. Subsequently

tea-houses began to increase in number at

Ageya-machi, and nowadays there are even

many brothels to be seen in this street.

The followincr extract from the " Tsuiko

Yoshiwara Taizen " (ii§^'nl^:ic^ ^^^ o^d

descriptive book on these matters) may be

of interest to my readers :

—

" The corner between Naka-no-cJio and Ycdo-
" cho It-cJio-vic and Ni-cJio-inc is called " Machi-ai
" no tsiij'i, or " Waitinc^ lane " because the women
" used to sit down here before their houses waiting
" for guests ***** The corner of Ycdo-cJio Ni-
" clio-mc was called the Ao-inoiio Ichiba (Vegetable
" Market) and that of Sunii-cho the " Sakana
" Ichiba " (Fish Market) becau.se during the day-
" time green-grocers and fishmongers were in the
" habit of assen'-.bling in those ]:)laces. In the
" summer evenings dealers in fire-flies {/lofaru-tiri)

" would also be found hanging around these streets.

** As to the origin of the Suido-jiri (" End of the
" Aqueduct ") it is said that former!)^ there were no

"wells in the YosJikvara ami that all the water
" used there had to be carried from the wells at

" Jariba and Taiubo, but in the eras of Ccnrokii
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(1688-1703) and Hoyci (1704-1710) the famous
Ycdo merchant prince

—

Kinokitni-ya Biinzaycmon

—caused a well to be sunk in the compound of

Oivari-ya Scijnrd in Agcya-macJii for the first

time, with the result that a plentiful supply of

water was provided ***** As the pipes in

which this water was conducted to the various

portions of the YosJihuara terminated at the

end of Naka-no-cho, the name '' Suidd-jirf (see

above) was given to that spot." The " Jiscki-

goko'' ^^/^:^ (another book) says :
—" The name

of Suidd'Jiri did not originate in the Moto-

YosJihvara, but in the Shin-YosJihvara. In the

plans of the old Yoslihvara, however, it would

seem that a place with a similar name did

actually exist, and so it is mentioned here for

the sak'e of reference. The street along the

creek at Kyo-inacJii It-cho-inc is c-dW&A Joncn-gnsJu

which name is said to have been derived from
the name of ii son of the Headman, SJtdji Jin-

ycvion, who formerly had his residence there."

"The "/w>;7 Shoran'' fWM^W (another

book) says;—During the era of Kzuandmn (1661-

1672) the san-cJia " (a class of low and cheap

prostitutes about whom an explanation is given

elsewhere) came into existence, and at the same
period, on the application of Gcnycinon, head-

man of Kyo-viachi, new houses were built at

Sakai-mac/ii, FiisJdnii-chd, and Miuauii-cJio. The
first street was so named because it was situated

on the border (5(^/'i^/) of Sinni-chd Ni-cJio-mc, the

second on account of the forefathers of the elders

of the street* {Yamada-ya Yaniazaburo, Yama-

" " Named after tlieir native place in order to perpetuate the memory of

their ancestors."
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' giiclii-ya SJiicJiiroeinon, Adz2iina-ya JiJici, and
' Okadaya KicJiizacmoii) having come over to the
' YosJiiwara from Kotobnki-cJid, Bungo-basJti, etc.,

' in FiisJiimi, at the time of the founding of the
' YosJihvara. The street along the creels at Kyo-
' viacJii It-cho-jHc is called the NisJii-gasJii in

' remembrance of a younger brother of Slioji

^
Jinyeinon, (founder of the YosJihvara) named

' TacJiibaiia-ya Saincn, having lived there.* The
' street along the creek- at Kyo-viacJii Ni-cJiP-inc\

' known as Rashoiiion-j^as/ii—or more commonly
'as ^' Warii-gasJii'" (the wicked creek-side)—was
' so-called owing to the fact that there was a small
' brothel there—named Ibaraki-ya "—the inmates
' of which used to accost passers-by and clutch
' tenaciously at their sleeves, somewhat after the
* fashion of the warrior Watanabc no Tsiina who
' seized the ariri of an ogre and cut in off in the
' course of his well-known adventures at the
' Raslio-Dioii, near Kydto.\ The Tcujin-gasJd was
' situated at Sjtido-jiri, and here there were some
' 25 low brothels established. This creck'-side was
' called " Tenjin-gashi " after Stigaivara-no-MicJd-

' sane, a great scholar who had been deified and
' whose festival fell on the 25th of each month." +

+

• The Japanese pronunciation of the character g (sai) in the name
" Sainen" is "A'/s/ii" (West); hence the name of A^is^if (West) -|- ^as/i?'

(river bank). It is a very common custom in Japan to compose names in

this manner.

t The story of Jl'ataiiabc' no Tsiiiia's ad\'entures lias been published in

the " Kobiinsha " " Fairy Tale Series " under the head of " The Ogre's

Army

\ Tenjin is the name under wiiich Suc^aii'ara-no-Mkhiyxne is apotheo-

sized. He was a great minister and scholar, but falling a victim to calumny

was banished and finally died in exile. He is worshipped as the God of

Calligraphy.
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Nihon-dsutsumi.

{The Dyke of Japan)

It is mentioned in the " Dobo Goyen
"

IpHI ^h'^^ there was an hereditary farmer

at Minowa named Shibazaki Yohei, and

according to his story he had heard from

his grandfather that the Nihon-dsutsumi was
constructed about a hundred years ago in

the year of the '* large monkey." Now
countrymen often call the year of Koshin

the "year of the large monkey," so the year

referred to by Yohei's grandfather may be

the yth year of Genna (1621). It is also

mentioned, in a supplement to the book,

that the characters formerly used in writing

the name were ~ J^ (ni hon = 2 lines) and

not i^ (Nihon = Japan), because there

were two roads one of which led from

Shoden-cho to Sanya-bashi. As, however,

Yedo increased in prosperity hills were
levelled and canals dug, after a while the

road to Sanya-bashi disappeared as part of

the changes made in the city ; and accord-

ingly the characters ZL 4^ were altered to

:2(]C in describing the remaining road. At
the time of the construction of the Nihon-
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dsutsumi, a large number of lacquer-trees

{iirnslii-no-ki^ were planted on both sides of

the road, forming a veritable avenue,* and
it was a common joke to w^arn an habitue

of the Yoshiwara saying— "When you pass

along the Sanya road, mind you don't get

poisoned by lacquer !

" The bank com-
menced at Shoden-cho in the West and
Yoshino-machi (Asakusa) in the East, and
extended to Harajuku (Shitaya), the total

length being 834 Ken (5004 feet), the width

of the road 10 Ken (60 feet) and the horse-

path 5 Ken on the average (30 feet).

Mi-kaeri Yanagi.

{Gazing back Willoiv-tree).

This well-known willow-tree stands at

the entrance of Go-jik-ken-machi, on the

left, below the Nihon-dsutsumi. It has been

so called because many a visitor to the

Yoshiwara has looked regretfully back as he

passed the willow tree, feeling reluctant to

leave the pleasures of the quarter and to be

separated from his fair, even though frail,

inamorata.

* Trees planted in this manner hy the authorities were called "^ovc-

bohi^'' or "government trees." Lacquer trees are poisonous, and the sap

produces a severe rash on the skin if handled.
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Yoshiwara Jinja.

{Yoshhuara SJii-inc).

This is situated on the ricrht hand side

of the Go-jik-ken-michi. Formerly there

was on this site a shrine called Yoshitoku

Inari, but of late years the Enomoto Inari

(at the corner of Yedo-cho Ni-cho-me) the

Kai-un Inari (at the corner of Kyo-machi,

It-cho-me) the Kurosuke Inari (at the corner

of Kyo-machi Ni-cho-me) and the Akashi

Inari at the corner of Yedo-cho Ni-cho-me

—

Fushimi-cho) were all amalgamated into

one. The name of " Yoshiwara Jinja '' was
given to the new shrine and it has been

made the guardian shrine of the " enclosure."

Every twelve days, on the day of the horse,

the festival of this shrine is celebrated,

crowds of people visit the neighbourhood

including sundry itinerant dealers known as
'' ennichi akindo'' (festival dealers) and the

fete has become one of the popular features

of the Yoshiwara. Accordincj: to the " Ski'ni-

pen Yedo-shi',' (/fflSlE/^jfe) ^ht.^ Kurosuke
Inari was in the old Yoshiwara, having been

founded in the 4th year of Wado ? (711 ?)

Later on, a person named Chiba Kurosuke
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removed it to a space on the border of a

paddy-field, and since the estabhshment of

the Yoshiwara, in the era of Keicho (1596-

1614), this Inari became the guardian deity

of the prostitude quarter. Again, according

to the '' Kwagai Manrokit'^ (^ffif'li^) the

shrine of the Kurosuke Inari was situated

beneath Kyo-machi Ni-cho-me since its

removal from the old to the new^ Yoshiwara,

and about the era of Tenna (i 681-1683) it

began to be called '* Kurosuke " Inari because

a man called Kurosuke lived in front of the

building.

As to the origin of the '' Byakko-sekf'

(white fox stone) of the Akashi Inari—which

was the presiding deity of Yedo-cho Ni-

cho-me— its shrine formerly stood on the

estates of a certain Mr Nishimura, but at

the request of the local inhabitants to con-

secrate it shrine of the guardian deity it was
removed to the present site. While the

shrine was in course of construction a

curiously shaped object was unearthed, and

on closer examination it was found to be a

beautiful blackish coloured stone resembling

the figure of a byakko (white fox) gambolling

in the fields. The people, thinking this a

good omen, consecrated the image under
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the name of Akashi Inari {^^'^ = aka-tsht

" the bright stone," or even, by forced

rendering, " the bright and revealed stone ")

and prayed to it as a god which would bring

prosperity and good-luck to the town and

protect the quarter from disastrous fires.

The " Aisome-zakura."

{Cherry tree offirst iiicetin^q).

AND

The '' IComa-tsunagi-matsu."

{Colt tethcrinj^ pine-tree).

The above trees stand close to the

Yoshiwara shrine.

The "Ryo-jin no Ido."

{Jravelle7-'s Well).

This well is situated about the centre

of the Go-jikken-michi, on the right hand

side.

Government Kdict-board and
regulations at the Omon.

Up to the time of the Restoration

—

some 30 odd years ago— the following
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official regulations were posted up before

the O-mon (great gateway) of the Yoshi-

wara :

—

' Persons other than doctors are forbidden to

" enter riding in Kago (palanquin) or iwriinono

" (sedan chair).

" Long weapons are forbidden."* [This meant
" spears or long swords, and also other warlike
" weapons which formed part of the ordinary
" paraphernalia of a Daiviyos (noble's) train.]

The present Omen.

On the present O-mon ('great gateway)

are inscribed the following characters from

the pen of Mr. Fukuchi Genichiro (a well-

known playwright) better known under his

noni de plimie of " Ochi Koji "
:

—

'• Slmin-inu inasa rii koiuayaka nari, niangai

no o-un. Sim-shin saki ni tsTizu ryoko no

tb-yeil' or freely translated into English :

—

''A dream of Spring-tide when the

streets ai^e full of the cherry blossoms.

' It should not be forgotten that no samurai (feudal warrior class) was

allowed to enter the brothels wearing his swords. The swords were taken

charge of by attendants at the doors before the saiinirai guest went into the

house. Mr. A. B. Mitford says in his " Tales of old Japan "—" When a

Japanese enters a house of ill-fame he is forced to leave his sword and dirk

at the door for two reasons— first, to prevent brawling ; secondly because it is

known that some of the v;omen inside so loathe their existence that they

would put an end to it, could they get hold of a weapon."
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Tidings of the attimnn Tvheii the streets are

lined on either side loith lighted ta?iterns

^

This poem is a eulog-y composed of four

sentences each containing four Chinese characters,

the style being an imitation of that of the blank

v^erses which were in vogue in the TsiJi dynasty.

The depth of meaning conve}'ed by these sixteen

ideographs is almost incredible to the uninitiated,

and to explain the full sense of the composition in

English is well-nigh impossible. The words which
are rendered " A dream of Springtide ivhcn the

streets arc full of the cherry blossoms " refer to the

custom of planting cherry-trees right down the

centre of the Naka-no-cho from the main gateway
{p-inon) to Snido-jiri. The cherry trees are in full

bloom about the first week- in the third month
(according to the old calendar—now April) and

when one then glances down the avenue at night,

after tlie place is lighted up with thousands of

brilliantly coloured lanterns and flashing electric

lamps, the whole quarter appears as if smothered in

flowers. The commingling blossoms, seemingly

transmuted into dense masses of soft and fleecy

cloud, braid the trees in a wealth of vernal beauty,

and the gay dresses both of the unfortunate women,
and those of the passers-by, ever kaleidoscopic in

effect and vividly oriental in colour, all go to make
up a scene at once strange, fascinating, and well-

nigh dream-like in character. The women in the

Yoshiwara are likened in a certain poem to

" che7-rics of the night luhich blossom luxuriantly,''

and their power of fascination is expressed by

another poem which says " Cherry blossoms of the

night at leng-th become those of the morning and
again those of the nig/it ".• and }-et another poem
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runs—" Naka-no-cJio, zukerc the iiigJit-cJccrrics (cour-

tesans) blossom htxiLriantlyy There is a double

entendre in the sentence, for the words not only

refer to the intermingling cherry blossoms in the

Naka-no-cJio but imply that joy and pleasure is to

be found in " A di'eaui of spring, in a tozun in-

habited by beautifIII and voluptnons luouien to xvJlovi

their lovers cleave as the connninoiing blossoms of
the cherries blend together.'" The poem also im-

plies an indirect allusion to an episode in the life of

one of the Chinese Emperors, who was distinguished

for his Solomon-like proclivities in his admiration

for the fair sex, and the harem of ravishingly

beautiful damsels he kept at Fuzan.* The words
" Tidings of the antnvin zuhen the streets are lined

on either side zuith lighted lanterns " refer to the

custom of hanging out lord (lanterns) in front of

every tea-house in the Naka-no-cho during one

month from the ist day to the last day of the yth

month (old calendar). These toro were first hung
out as an offering to the soul of one Tamagiku, a

popular courtesan in olden da}'s. When one enters

the great gate at the time of this festival it is a

very pretty sight to see the rows of lanterns after

they are lighted up. Some of these lanterns bear

pictures by celebrated painters and are therefore

quite works of art, and the effect of the display is

heightened at times by artificial flowers being placed

between them. It is said that the approach of

Autumn is heralded by the cry of the wild geese,

but that it is also foretold by the display of

lanterns in the Naka-no-cho during the festival of

the dead. The sight of these lanterns moreover

remind the sightseer of the words of an old poem

Chi Hwanti (JS^^), builder ol' the "Great Wall."
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which runs—" Alas ! it is the ni^^lU zu/icn the dead

Tamagikn comes to visit the toroT

Of the reason why going to the

Yoshiwara ^vas called " Cho ye yuku."

In the "Yoshiwara O-kagami," ("gJ!^

')\& "Great Mirror of the Yoshiwara") it

is mentioned that the origin of the common
expression in former days of " Cho ye

yuku" (going to Cho)—meaning "going to

the Yoshiwara "—was as follows. Formerly

the streets of the Yoshiwara were laid out

in the shape of a cross, but afterwards one

of the entrances was closed, changing the

cross into a shape like that of the Chinese

character "Cho" (~f)» hence the saying. In

later times this expression was changed, and
nowadays people speak of going to the

Yoshiw^ara as " iiaka ye yuku " (to go
"inside ").

Classes of Brothels.

In ancient times the houses were clas-

sified according to the position and standing

of their inmates. As we mention elsewhere,

the courtesans were formerly classed as

Tayu, Koshi-joro, Tsubone, Sancha-joro,
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Umecha-joro (also read " Baicha-joro ") and
Kirimise-joro, and in a similar manner
brothels were also divided as Tayu-mise,

Koshi-mise, Tsubone-mise, Sancha-mise,

Umecha-mise (or " Baicha-mise ") Kiri-mise,

etc. Afterwards, the name of the Taya-mise
and Koshi-mise was changed to " Yobi-

dashi," and the " Umecha-mise " having

disappeared the so-called " Zashiki-mochi
"

and " Heya-mochi " came into existence.

After the era of Kwansei (1789- 1800) the

following classes of brothels sprang into

existence:— ist class;—Omagaki : 2nd
class ;—Ham-magaki : 3rd class ;—Dai-cho

ko-mise : 4th class ;—Kogoshi : 5th class

;

— Kirimise, etc. Courtesans classed as

Yobidashi, Hirusan, and Tsuke-mawashi
belonged to the Omagaki, while the Zashiki-

mochi and Heya-mochi were attached to

the Dai-cho ko-mise.

The style of architecture employed in

the erection of the " Tsubone-mise " is ela-

borately described in the '' Dbbo Go-yen^'

(y|n]J^^|ll) and the fact that the general

features of the " Sancha-mise " were similar

to those of the Furo-ya in the city is also

mentioned in the same book. After the era

of Kwansei (1789-1800) the classes of
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.

brothels, it appears, were determined accord-

inof to the heio^ht of the bars of the cadres.

The highest niagaki (^) are said to have

reached to the ceiHng while the lowest were

about 2 feet high. The wood used in the

lattice window of an O-magaki (a first-class

house with bars running up to the ceiling)

was about 8 inches in width and was painted

red. The houses themselves were generally

as large as 13 ken by 22 ken (78 x 132 It).

The lattice bars of the lower class houses,

on the contrary, were 3 inches in width and

therefore these houses were called Ko-goshi

(small lattices). The lowest class houses had

bars which ran horizontally instead of verti-

cally. These distinctions were maintained

up to the time of the general liberation of

prostitutes in the 5th year of Meiji (1872)
but since that time the brothels have been

classified as either 0-niise, ChU-niise, or Ko-
inise (Large, medium, and small "shops.")

At present there is no uniform style of

architecture, but as the better class of houses

are naturally visited by a superior class of

guests, the leading establishments are fine

buildings, and are noted as much for the

luxurious character of their furniture and
appointments as for the beauty of the women
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who inhabit them. The best houses do not

exhibit the women in cages.

The following are the names of the

existing brothels of the Yoshiwara.

Kado-ebi-ro

Inamoto-ro

Daimonji-ro

vShinagawa-ro

Nomura-ro

Man-kwa-ro
Horai-ro

Ai-idzumi-ro

Naka-gome-ro

O-mise

{First-class Itoiiscs.)

in Kyo-machi It-cho-me

,, vSumi-cho.

„ Yedo-cho It-cho-me.

„ Ageya-machi.

„ Kyo-machi Ni-cho-me.

Naka-mise.

{Sfcond L'/ass houses.)

in Yedo-cho Ni-cho-me.

„ Ageya-machi.

„ vSumi-cho.

„ Kyo-machi Ni-cho-me.

KLo-mise.

( / 7iird-c/ass houses.)

Shin Hanai-ro

Sho-yei-ro

vShin Ichino-ro

in Yedo-cho It-cho-me.

11 >>

»>
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Nari-hisa-ro in Yedo-cho It-cho-me.

Sugimoto-ro

Kikuya-ro

Ichino-ro

Shin Kink\va-ro

Kajila-ro

Nishihashi-ro

Yoshi-Inaben-ro

Fuku-Suzuki-ro

Fukurai-r5

Katsu Nakagome-ro „ „ „

Sho-yu-ro

Izutsu-ro „ „ „

Scikwa-ro „ „ „

Hanaoka-ro „ „ „

Moto Fujiyoshi-ro „ „ „

Fukuyosu-ro „ „ „

Kawa-tachibana-ro ,, „ „

Kyocha-ro

Kyo-shin-ro „ „ „

Kiku-matsu-kane-ro „

Matsu-mi-ro in Yedo-cho iVi-cho-me

Katsu-moto-ro „ „ ,,

Tama Mikawa-ro „ „ „

Tama Hanai-ro

Tsunc-Matsu-kane-ro „

Hikota-ro „

Osaka-ro
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Kiyo Fujimoto-ro in Yedo-cho It-cho-nie.

Oto Hanai-ro »» 11 f«

Musashi-ro »» n Ni--cho-me.

Hisa Hanai-ro n 11 M

Yawata-ro »» »» 11

Ryugasaki-ro M 11 11

Toku Hanai-ro >> 11 11

Kikko-ro >> >1 11

Matsu Yebi-ro >> 11 11

Sugito-r5 » >» 11

Sumi-Yawata-ro >> M 11

Suke-Komatsu-ro >> >> 11

Iwa Hanai-ro M 11 11

Moto Komatsu-ro )) 11 11

Hanai-ro M 11 11

Asahi-ro M 11 »»

Matsu-Nakagome-ro >> 11 »»

Tsuru-yoshi-ro >) 11 11

Cliisei-ro 11 11 11

Fuji-yoshi-ro )> 11 M

Naka-Hanai-ro >> 11 »»

Nakamura-ro >> 11 »>

Yu-sen-ro 11 11 >»

Kane Koshikawa-ro 11 11 M

Manji-ro 11 11 >»

Kinkwa-ro 11 11 M

Hira Hanai-r5 11 11 »»

VIoto Kawachi-ro 11 11 «t
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Shin Yoshidaya-ro in Yedo-cbo Ni-cho-me.

Yasu Nakagome-ro
Masui-ro

Shin RyQ-ga-saki-ro

Kyosei-ro

Oga\va-ro

Nishi-naka-ro

Sei-k\va-ro

Takahashi-ro

Naka Inaben-ro

Kikumoto-ro

Shin-Fujimoto-ro

Hei-Daikoku-ro

Seiho-ro

Nari-Yamala-ro

Masu-Kawachi-ro
Nishioka-ro

Horai-ro

Kin-Nakagome-ro
Ise-ro

Sawa-Inaben-ro

Ovvari-r5

Tama Horai-ro

Kiku Inaben-ro

Yamada-ro
vSawa Nakaoome-ro
Sada Kawachi-ro

Shin-Matsu-Daikoku-ro

in Ageya-machi.
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Ume-man-ro
Shimotake-ro

Tanaka-ro

Takeman-ro
Taiiia-Kawachi-ro

Aichu-ro

Tatsu-Inaben-ro

Shin-Inaben-ro

Shin-Matsu-kin-ro

Kame-Inaben-ro
Toku-Inaben-ro

Ni-masu-ro

Sho-NakaQ^ome-ro

Tsuta-Inabcn-ro

Fuku-Yamato-ro
Hiroshima-ro

Niikawa-ro

Naga-idzumi-ro

Takara-ro

Matsuoka-ro

Koshikawa-ro

Daikoku-ro

Tama-Kawach i-ro

Shin-Ai-idzumi-ro

Inaben-ro

Shin-man-ro

Ai-man-r5

Shin-l'^ukuoka-ro

in Ageya-machi.

»

»»

>>

M

>»

in Kyo-machi It-cho-me.

>>

>»
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Is-shin-ro in Kyo-niachi It-cho-mc.

Hyo-Daikoku-ro „ „ „

Toyo-Matsu-Kin-ro ,, „ „

Matsumoto-ro „ „ „ .

Shin-Horai-ro „ „

Inage-ro

Fujimoto-ro

Man-nen-ro „ „

Yedo-ro

Shin-Okamoto-ro „ „ „

i Ioku-yetsu-r5 „ „

Mikawa-r5

Matsu-Owari-ro „ ,,

Sen-Inaben-ro „ „

Kimman-ro „ „ Ni-cho-me.

Matsuyama-ro „ „ „

Matsu-Kin-ro „ „ „

Sen-Nakagome-ro „

Matsu-Daikoku-ro „ „

Yoshida-ro „ „

Kawachi-ro „ „

Moto-Higashi-ro „ „

Koiman-ro „ „

Bitch Q-ro

Kane-Nakagomc-r6 „ „

Shin-Nakagome-ro „ „

Gyokusai-ro „ „ „

Waka-lake-ro
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Kin-Horai-ro in Kyo-macbi Ni-cho-me.

Sbin-Adzuma-ro ,, „ „

Tatsu-Komatsu-ro „ „ „

Kado-Owari-ro „ „ „

Hikile-jaya."''

{"' Introdzicing Tca-hoitscs.")

The business of hikite-jaya . is to act

as a guide to the various brothels, and

to negotiate introductions between guests

and courtesans. There are seven of these

introducing houses within the enclosure

{/euruwa), fifty in Naka-naga-ya, Suido-jiri,

and outside of the O-mon (great gate).

Besides these there are many houses in

Yedo-cho, Sumi-cho, Kyo-machi (It-cho-me

and Ni-cho-me) Ageya-machi, etc. The
first-mentioned seven houses are first-class,

those in Nakanaga-ya second-class, while

those at Suido-jiri and Go-jik-ken are very

inferior indeed. The reception of guests,

and arranging affairs for them, is attended

to by servant maids, three or four of whom
are generally employed in each hikite-jaya.

As, of course, the reputation of the house

* " Leadingby-the-hand tea-houses."
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of these servant-maids, their employers

generally treat them very considerately, well

knowing that if the girls attend to their

duties satisfactorily the number of guests

will continue to increase.

When a visitor arrives before the en-

trance of a hikite-jaya, the mistress of the

house and her maid-servants run to welcome
him with cries of '' irasshai'' (you are very

welcome !), and on entering the room to

which he is conducted (in case of his being

a stranger) the attendant will ask him the

namie of the brothel to which he desires to

go, as well as that of the particular lady he

wishes to meet. Then the attendant will

guide him to the brothel selected, act as a

go-between in negotiating for the courtesan's

favours, and after all preliminaries have been

settled will wait assiduously upon the guest

throughout the banquet which inevitably

follows, taking care to keep the sake bottles

moving and the cups replenished. By and

by, when the time comes for retiring, the

attendant conducts the guest to his sleeping

apartment, waits until his " lady friend

"

arrives, and then discreetly slips away and

leaves the brothel. When one of these

servant maids takes charge of a visitor she
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becomes, for the time being, the actual

personal servant of such guest and attends

to everything he requires. To perform the

services rendered by her is professionally

spoken of as '' niawasu^' (J® to turn round,

to move round) because she goes bustling

round in order to arrange a hundred and
one matters for the guest she is in attendance

upon. If the guest calls geisha (dancing and
singing girls) the maid carries (supposing

it to be night-time) the geishas sainisen

(guitar) and the guest's night-dress in the

left hand, and a " Kambaii eJiochiii "* and

a white porcelain sake bottle {hak?i-cho)\' in

the right—a performance which requires con-

siderable experience to achieve successfully.

With the exception of the guests, no

persons are allowed to wear £;dri (sandals)

inside the brothels.

Of late it has become a rule that the

office which manages all affairs in the

* Literally a " sii^ii-board lantern
""

so calletl because the lantern bears

the name of the liikile-jaya. It is the custom tor the maid to carry a iigiited

lantern (even inside the brothel) as tar as the door of the room of the

courtesan to whom the visitor is introduced. This lantern serves as a token

to identify the hihitc-jaya to which the maid belongs. On arriving before the

door of the room the lantern is extinguished by shaking it, and not by blowing

out the light in the usual way. A superstition exists against blowing out the

light with one's lips -.— it is supposed to be unluckj-.

t The hikii-clio or white porcelain sake bottles used on these occasions

hold about i sho, or say about 3 pints.
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Yoshiwara shall distribute to the various

tea-houses registration books, of a uniform

style, in which are to be minutely recorded

the personal appearance of visitors, status

and place of registration, profession, general

figure and build, aspect, style of clothes,

personal effects (i.e. rings, chains, watches,

etc., etc.). The books are carefully ruled

off in columned blanks headed :

—
" Nose,

Ears, Mouth, Status, Place of registration,"

etc., etc. ; and the descriptions have to be

written in under the respective headings.

In short, these books (for which, by the way,

a charge of 20^30 sen is made) are some-
thing like the usual Japanese hotel registers

but more complex and detailed, and when
the blanks are faithfully filled up an exceed-

ingly good description of guests is secured.

In all Ijrothels simikir books are kept and
the duty of comparing the entries in these

with the entries in those of the liikite-jaya

devolves on the staff of the Yoshiwara office.

In addition to these duties there are a good
many harassing and \'exatious police regula-

tions to be observed bv the introducing'

houses. Should an\- liifcitc-jaya keeper or

employe secretly introduce a guest who is

in possession of explosives, a sword, or
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poison, he is severely punished and caused

no end of trouble. The payment of the

guest's bill is made through the hikiie-jaya

on his return to the introducing house in the

morning : the guest pays his total bill to the

hikite-jaya and the latter squares up accounts

with the brothel. The rule is for the htkile-

jaya to settle up these accounts daily with

the brothels, but it has become a custom

with the majority to balance accounts only

twice a month—viz :—on the 1 4th and 30th

day of each month. In case of a frequent

visitor being without money, and unable to

pay his bill, the hikite-jaya will not refuse

him credit in consideration of the patronage

he has extended to the house and in anti-

cipation of future visits. Sometimes, how-
ever, it happens that a regular customer

becomes heavily indebted to a certain house,

and turning his back on this establishment

he seeks for new pastures and fresh credit

;

but here the extraordinary secret intelligence

system upsets his calculations. Among
these tea-houses exists a kind of " honor

among thieves" esprit de corps, and besides,

self-protection has forced the houses to give

secret information to each other where their

mutual interests are threatened, so when a
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party is in debt to one of the hikite-jaya

he will be boycotted by the others. A
smart hand may successfully pretend to be

a new arrival in the Yoshiwara once or

twice, but his trick is sure to be discovered

ere long. Faithful service of employes is

ensured in the Yoshiwara in a similar

manner. In case of a servant-maid em-
ployed in one house being desirous to enter

the service of another establishment, she

must first obtain the consent of her employer,

and the master of the house to which she

wishes to go will certainly confer with the

master of the establishment she wishes to

leave. In ordering food from a dai-ya (a

cook-house where food is cooked and sent

out to order), or in making purchases from

storekeepers in the Yoshiwara, a maid-

servant belonging to any of the hikite-jaya

requires no money with her because the

dealers all place confidence in the house

from which she has come, and this they

know at once by the inscription on the

lantern she carries. Immediately an order

is given by a maid-servant the goods are

handed over without the slightest hesitation,

so under these circumstances an evil-minded

woman might resort to fraud without any
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difficulty ; hut should she once be detected

she would never again be able to get em-
ployment in the Yoshiwara.

The fifty tea-houses outside the 0-iuon

(great gate) were in former times called

" Kitte-jaya " (ticket tea-houses) or " Kiite-

niise'' (ticket shops); they were also collo-

quially termed in Yedo slang—" Yoshiwara

no go-jU-mai kitie " (the fifty " tickets " of the

Yoshiwara) because they had the monopoly
of issuing tickets or passes for the Yoshiwara.

In a book called the " Hyokwa Manroku
"

(5$i|g^t) it is recorded that in the 3rd

yQ.2iX o{ Keiaii (1650) one of the tea-houses

named " Kikuya " (sign of the Chrysanthe-

mum I'lowers) issued tickets — or rather

passes—for the passage of women through

the great gate. On one of these old passes

was written :

—

3 certify lljat these six ladies helomj to

tlje Ijouseljold of a (^entltman wJjo patronizes my

estahlisJjincnt. January 2btlj—

.

'Xiclict~s})op,

Xo {signed) ^I\iliuya Jdanihei.

Xf)c lieepcrs of tijc great gate.
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It appears from this that every lady who
wished to enter the precincts for the purpose

of sightseeing, or for any other reason, had

to obtain a pass from the tea-houses above-

mentioned. Afterwards, the " Midzu-cha-

ya " (rest-houses) began to be built on the

Nihoii-dsiitsumi {J^yV^ of Japan) and as they

gradually increased and prospered they at

length encroached upon the Naka-no-cJi6

where the tradesmen of the quarter were

living. This continued until the street

came to be monopolized by Midzit-chaya,

and from the latter the present hikite-

jaya were finally evolved. It is recorded

that since the era of Genrokn (1688-1703)

the keepers o{ fima-yado (a sort of tea-house

where pleasure l)oats are kept and let out

on hire for excursions and picnics) used to

arranije for ijuesls to <jo and come in their

river-boats, " and among the sights of Yedo
were the long lines of boats floating up and

down the river with gaily-dressed courtesans

and the jeuuesse doree of the city in them."

During the 8th year of Kwambun (1668) all

the unlicensed prostitutes in Yedo city were

pounced upon by the authorities and placed

in the Yoshiwara, and al)out this time the

inconvenient custom of being obliged to
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visit brothels through an ageya was done

away with. The tea-houses which had their

orierin on the banks of the Nilwii-dsHtsumi,

now acted as guides {lebi'ki) to intending

visitors to brothels, the old custom of

the place was broken, and the name of

hikite-jaya come into existence. [The tea-

houses belonging to the Ageya which were

removed from the old Yoshiwara, and the

" Ainigasa-jaya " (see this heading further

on) which sprang into existence while the

brothels were temporarily situated at vSanya,

after the Fiirisode-kwaji (fire) of the era of

Meireki, are separate establishments.] In this

way the newly evolved tea-houses pj ospered

greatly and their influence grew apace until

the older houses in Ageya-machi began to

lose their trade. No doubt but the deca-

dence of the older institutions is attributable

to the superior facilities afforded to guests

by the new houses. In the old days the

tea-houses in Ageya-machi were allowed to

construct balconies on the second stories of

their establishments for the convenience of

those guests who desired to witness the

processions of courtesans {YUjo no dd-cJiTi)

that formed one of the most interesting

features in the life of- the Yoshiwara. Prior
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to the fire of the Meiwa era (1764- 1761) the

second stories of all the tea-houses in jYaka-

no-cho were fitted with open lattice-work in

front, but subsequent to that memorable
conflagration this restriction was removed
and the houses were built so as to render

them convenient for sight-seeing from the

upper floor. This freedom did not prove of

much advantage to many of the houses,

however, as it was decided that the pro-

cessions should thenceforward be confined

to the Naka-uo-chb. In the lolh year of

Horeki (1760) the " Ageya " completely dis-

appeared, and the receiving of and arranging

matters for guests became the monopoly of

the tea-houses. Taking advantage of the

position attained, the tea-houses abused their

prosperity and influence and allowed their

establishments to be used by courtesans,

geisha, taiko-'niocJii, and various guests, for

the purpose of carrying on illicit intrigues

and advancing amours between men and
women of loose morals. Not only this, but

the houses allowed their accounts with the

brothels to fall into arrears, or made pay-

ment in an unpunctual and perfunctory

manner, and for these reasons many were

suspended from exercising their business.
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In the era of Tempo (i 830-1 843) all food

served to the guests in Iiikite-jaya was
prepared on the premises by professional

cooks in the service of the houses.

At present, a first customer to a tea-

house is called '' shokwai'' (first meeting):

the second time he comes " ura " (behind

the scenes) and the third time " najimi'' (on

intimate terms). According to prevalent

custom, guests have to pay a certain sum of

money as " footing " on their second and
third visits, and persons who are anxious to

pass as '* in the swim " are often willing to

pay both these fees {tira-najimi-kin and
iiajiJiii-khi) down at once. Ordinarily the

itajimi-km is fixed at from 25^ yen or 3 yen,

according to the brothels to which a visitor

wishes to go, and the tea-houses do not

guide visitors who do not patronize either a

first (p-niise) or second (jiaka-nitse) class

establishment. In addition to other small

fees the visitor is expected to give a tip of

20 or 30 seji to the maid who acts as his

guide, but if he does not hand it over

voluntarily it is carefully included in his

bill under the heading of " o-tonio " (your

attendant). jFinrikisha fares advanced will

also appear in the bill (/5///^(? = contraction
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of " kakitsuke " = an account, writing, or

memo) under the title of " o-tomo " (your

attendant). Experience of hikite-jaya will

convince visitors that these establishments

never fail to charge up every possible or

impossible item in their accounts : when a

man is returning home in the morning with

a " swollen head " after a night's debauch

his ideas of checking a bill are generally

somewhat mixed up.

The expenses of planting flowers in the

streets in Spring, setting up street lanterns

{lord) in Autumn, and maintaining street

dancing {iiiwakd) are defra3'ed by the tea-

houses.

The profits of Iiikite-jaya are chiefly

derived from return commissions on the fees

paid to courtesans and dancing girls, and
percentages levied on the food and sake

consumed by guests. (A large profit is

made upon sake, as this is kept in stock by
the tea-houses themselves). Besides, they

draw a handsome revenue from visitors in

the shape of '' chadai'' (tea money) which

rich prodigals may bestow upon them in

return for fulsome flattery and cringing

servility. The guests will also often give a

sobana (present to all the inmates of the
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house) when ihey are well treated, and at

special seasons of the year, festivals, and oc-

casions of rejoicing, the liberality of visitors,

brings quite a shower of dollars, all nett

profit, into the coffers of the chaya proprietor.

It is one of the many curious customs

of the Yoshiwara that the expression
''
fiiki-

dasiL " (to blow out) is disliked, as also

is the blowing out of the ground cherry

{kosttki)f^

I must nut omit to state that there is

a low class of tea-houses which resort to

extortion and barefaced robbery in dealing

with strangers to the Yoshiwara. These
houses are known by the general term of
" bori-jaya " and their modus operandi is to

detail their rascally employes to prowl

about outside the quarter and inveigle un-

initiated visitors to the kurircca. Under
various pretexts, inexperienced persons are

guided to bori-jaya by these touters, wel-

* As these places depend upon the custom of persons enterin;^ tliem, it

is considered as unlucky to speak about blowing anyth ng out. The /icstt/ci

is bitter or acid, and as a pregnant woman is supposed to like sour or acid

things courtesans think that to blow the winter cherry is most ominous as it

may presage pregnancy and injure their profession. The ordinarj' j^n's/ia

(dancing girl) in Japan delights to sit making a squeaking noise by means of

blowing and squeezing between her lower lip ar.d teeth the dried and salted

berry of the winter-cherr}', fiom which the pulp has been deftly extracted at

the stem. This practice seems as pleasant to the ^:^eis/.a as that of chewing

{^um does to so.ne foreigners.
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corned effusively, and pestered with the

most fulsome flattery and attention. Sake
and food is served to them, including

a number of dishes never even ordered by
the guest, and by and by geisha are called

in to sing and dance, although the visitors

have not requisitioned their services. Later

on, when the guests are primed with liquor,

they are urged to visit a brothel on the

condition that the expenditure shall be kept

as low as possible, but, once within the low

stews to which they are taken, they arc

persuaded to squander money on geisha

and other things. If meanwhile the visitor,

fearing heavy expenses, should desire to

settle his bill, the keeper of the house

will put off the matter and invent various

plausible excuses for delaying the making
up of the account. Time flies and morning
succeeds the night, but no bill is rendered,

and every artifice and trick is employed to

detain the guest, until the latter, overcome

with sake and fatigue, rolls over on the floor

in a drunken sleep. Meanwhile the pockets

of the unfortunate victim are surveyed in

order to discover the extent of his means,

and as soon as it is evident that there is no
more money left to be sucked he is allowed
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to depart. Sometimes, however, the visitors

prove too smart to be successfully swindled,

but in these cases the houses afford them

a very cold reception indeed. Sometimes

il happens that the bori-jaya proprietors

overestimate the pecuniary resources of

guests who have fallen a prey to their wiles,

and find that their purses are not lined

sufficiently well to meet the bills run up
against them. In such a case the proprietors

will allow the guest to depart under the

escort of one of the employes of the house.

This man exercises strict surveillance over

the guest, and follows him like grim death

wherever he goes until the bill is settled.

He is known as a tsuki-tiiua (an attendant

—

or " following "—horse) and if payment is

not made he will inflict the disgrace of his

presence upon the luckless wight he follows,

tracking the latter home to his very doorstep

and there making a noisy demand for the

money owing. It is only fair to add, how-
ever, that such low tea-houses are not to be

found in the Naka~no-cJid.
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Names of the present " Hikite-jaya."

/// Go-jikkcn-viachi.

Yamato-ya kept by Kuwagata Saku (u)*

Hama-Yamato >> Sakamoto Koniajiro .

Oini-j^a
>

Tanal^a Fumi. (u)

Wakamatsu-ya
>

Wakamatsu Tomi. ^^)

Suzuki-ya
>

Suzuki Naka. (w)

Osal<a-ya
»

Ota Tama. (vv)

Tsurutsuta-ya »> leda Hanzaburo.

Shin-Wakamatsu
>

Ogiwara Riye. (w)

Nani\va-ya •• Sada Koto. (w)

Ya\vata-ya »> Kobayashi Kiku. (vv)

Tal<a-Yamato » Takamatsu Kame. (vv)

/;/ Ycdo-cJio It-cJio-mc.

Gin-Yamato kept by
Takeji ,,

Nagasal-:i-ya „
Yamaguchi Tomoye ,,

Fukudama-ya ,,

Komi-Nomura „

Takasago-}'a „
Ro-Nakamura „
0\vari-ya „
Wakamizu „

Masu-dawara „

Chikahan „
Hayashi-ya „
Kane-Osaka „
Nishinomiya „

Onozuka Ginjiro.

Takenouchi Jihei.

Koboso Kihei

Shimura Tsunejiro.

Sugenuma Fuku.

Kuga Mitsu.

Ilagii Tetsu.

(^tsuka Tatsu.

Oda Tarobei.

Okubo Aikichi.

Okamura Iku.

Shimizu Hanslnro.

Ishii Mine.

Takata Kane.

Saruhashi Shozo.

(w)

(w)

(vv)

(vv)

^^)

(^^)

Those marked " \v " are ke|n by women.
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Ise-matsu-ya

FulsLi-no-ya

Saiken-Tsuta-ya

MasLi-niinato

Den-Daikoku
Yonel<a\va

Uwajima
Kameda-ya
Kiri-ya

Ume-no-ya
Kan6-ya

Matsu-zumi-ya

Yoshi-mura-ya

Awa-manji
Morita-ya

Adzuma-ya
Tsuruhiko Isc-ya

Ine-ya

Tani-Iseya

kept by Sugiyama Chisa.

,, Miyazaki I'uku.

„ MatsuiTiac Saku.

„ Ishiguro Nobutaro.

„ Ito Shin

„ Ishikawa Eizaburo.

„ Uwajima Kichizo.

„ Tanaka Harutaro.

„ Kimura Kin.

Kaeawa Ichizo.

(vv)

(vv)

(w)

(vv)

Kuriyama Tsuru. (vv)

Sakigawa Rin. (w)

Yoshimura Tamesh:iclii.

Ota Masa. (vv)

Mori Nao (vv)

Ogiya Fuku. (vv)

Omoii Hikojiro.

Katsuya Heisuke.

Kato Chika. (w)

/// Ycdo-cho Ni-cJio-inc,

Ueki-ya

Kanzaki-ya

Hisa Ono
Idzutsu-ya

Iwa-Yamato
Tatsumi-Ono

Mon-Matsumura
Myoga-ya
Yamazaki

Kanedainaya
Mon-Kadzusa
Shin-Ovvari

Matsu-Iseya

l<ept by Kakubari Cho. (w)

,, Hirano Fuku. (vv)

„ Ishizal<a llisa. (\v)

,, Yamagoshi Kane. (\v)

„ Kobayashi Hide. (vv)

„ Ono Saki. (w)

„ Nemoto Mon. (vv)

,, Koidzumi Ful<u. (vv)

„ Yamazaki Mitsu. (w)

„ Nozaki Yura. (w)

„ Tomizawa Uanshichi.

,, Kuroda Genjiro.

„ Sugiyama Kayo. (vv)
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Hisa-Yamato

Kirisa

Nobuzen
Minomura
Kotobuki-ya

Shin-Nagashima

Tokushinia

kept by Ozawa Masu. (\v)

Hi rota Sahei.

Nakajima Kin. (w)

Shinowara Natsu. (;v)

Hozalca Kamekichi.

Takashima Iku. (w)

Sugimoto Nisaburo.

In Ageya-viacJii.

Hanagavva-ya kept by Katagiri Ito. (uO

Matsmnura >» Ikeda Kayo. (w)

Umeniura >> Momooka Matsunosuke.

Idzutora j> Tsuji Toku. (w)

Horika\va-ya »> Uchida Tokuji.

Dai-yoshi >» Minagawa Fuku. fvv)

Tamasei >» Sato Kin. (U-)

Ichimonji-ya >» Saito Katsu. (w)

Oshima-ya
>» Saotome Kiku. (w)

]3aichu
j> Wakizaka KenjirS.

In Sinni-cho.

Shin-Kirihan kept by Shimidzu Matsuzo.

Suzuki Kadzusa >j Suzuki Shige. (w)

Shinakin
>» Miyazawa Kin. (vv)

Tamasano-ya
>> Shimidzu Tamasaburo.

Nobuki j» Yamamoto Kisaburo

Matsumoto
J J

Ito Kihei.

Hatsune-ya
>» Nakamura Shintaro

Ishigaki-ya
»> Minoura Jingoro.

Masumiya
>>

Y'amazaki Tetsu. (w)

Aoyagi
>>

Ishii Rihei.

Ozaki-ya
j> Miyazaki Tano. w)

Mansen
>> Kono Teru. (uO
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In Kyd-inacJii It-cho-vic.

Akashi-ya kept by Akashi Shika. (vv)

Ka\vagoe-ya ,, IMatsumoto Jubei.

Tamayoshi „ Suzuki Rika. (vv)

In Kyo-viacJii Ni-cJi6-me.

Naka-Onii kept by Hagiwara Yoshi. (\v)

]\Iasuda-ya „ Amano Kin. (w)

Hyogo-ya „ Yoshida Rui. (\v)

Komatsu-ya „ Akao Yoshizo.

The Ju-haehi-ken-jaya.

{EigJitccn Tca-JioiLscs)

The " Yoshiwara Zatsitwa " ^J^KifS
states that there were in Ageya-machi,

besides the " Ageya " themselves, eighteen

tea-houses to which persons repaired for the

purpose of watching the tayJl entering the

various " ageya!' According to the regula-

tions of the Yoshiwara in ancient times, the

construction of tsuki-age-do (shutters which

slide up into a groove above the window,
like shop-shutters) in the windows of the

second stories of these houses was per-

mitted, whereas it was prohibited in any

other part of the kuruwa. In the tea-houses

in Naka-no-cho, lattice work doors were
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used in their upper floors. It is stated that

originally only the central portion of the

Yoshiwara leading from Ageya-machi was
called Naka-no-cho, the other portions being

named Yedo-cho division, Kyo-machi divi-

sion, etc. According to an old resident of

Ageya-machi, Naka-no-cho was formerly

amalgamated with Ageya-machi owing to

the number of officials being small in the

former street, and about that time there w^as

a fireman's ensign (juatot) in existence

in Ageya-machi bearing the character cfi

(" Naka "), clearly showing the connection

between the w^ards. [Nowadays the whole

central street is called Naka-no-cho—middle

street—because it passes right through the

centre of the enclosure.]

The " Amigasa-jaya."

{Braided hat tca-hojiscs)

It is mentioned in the " Yoshiwara

Tatzen'^ ("nliHA^) ^^at there were tea-

houses, standing on each side of the Gojik-

ken-michi outside the great gate, which

were known as " Aniigasa-jaya " because

they lent to samurai, nobles, and people
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who wished to conceal their identity, " aini-

gasa " which covered the entire head, face

and all* These hats were usually made
of rush, and being very

deep looked some-
thing like inverted

baskets. The twenty

tea-houses are still to

be seen in Go-jikken-

machi, but the rush

hats formerly supplied

are conspicuous by
their absence. In passing, it may be noted

that it was a custom for these houses to

be built without second-stories facing the

street. ;

Tlie "' YosJihvara Kagainf "^f^i^ says:

—

" In ancient times there were amigasa-jaya outside
" the i^reat gate and visitors used to enter the
" Yoshiwara wearing the deep rush hats supplied
" by those houses. Each hat cost lOO iiioii (lo

" seii), but if the purchaser returned it on the way
" home the l<ceper of tiie ai)iigasa-jaya would
" exchange it for 64 inon (about 6.| sen).

" These hats are no longer used, but the old
" name still clings to the tea-houses."

* In ancient Rome, uriiil ilie lowest age of Roman degradation, no

man of any character entered a house of ill-lame without hiding liis face

with the skirt of his dress.
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The " K.ujaku Nagaya."

In the " Vea^o Siuiago^' (^X^^IiJ-i^) we
find this passage :

—

" The K7ijakn-nag'aya (a nag-aya is a long
" building in which are several separate residences.

" The old nagaya were used as a species of barracks
" for the retainers of the feudal lords. Kiijakii =
" peacock) are situated at the rear of the street at

" the end of the paddy-fields, and are so called

" because from this place the brilliant spectacle of

" the licfhted Yoshiwara can be seen to sjreat

" advantage. The spot has therefore been com-
" pared to the body of a peacock, and the dazzling

" splendour of the Yoshiwara to the magnificent
" tail of that vain bird."

In the '' Bokusui Shokaroku'' (M^'JCftHlf)
it is written : — "A row of houses on the emi-
" nence along that part of the Nihon-dzutsumi
" which leads to Tamachi, is called the " Peacock
" nagnyay The origin of this picturesque name
"is that about the era of Kii'avibiin (1661-1672)
" there lived in the extremity of the nagaya a
" lovely girl whose wonderous beauty was noised

" about the neighbourhood, and, owing to the
" dingy block of houses having such an enchanting
" damsel residing in the end building, some ad-

" mirers of the fair nymph, by a quaint conceit,

" compared the blocls of houses to the body and
" the dainty maiden to the gorgeous tail of a
" peacock."
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The " Kembansho."

{Office xvhicJi manai^cs tJic affairs of gcisJia and

other professionals.)

The " Yedo-Kiuag'ai Enkakii-shi " (tt^^^
•^^|g) says :

—
" In the 7th year of Anyei (1778)

" there were about lOO professional artists in the
" Yoshiwara including 20 otoko-geis/ta (male geisha)

" 50 female geisha, and 16 young dancing girls

" (geiko)r

These people had to obtain Hcenses

from the headmen of their respective districts,

but as no fixed taxes were imposed upon
them, all their earnings, including tips {shugi)

and fees [gyokitdm], went into their pockets

intact. Under these circumstances, many
persons began to consider the advisability of

taxing the geinin {artists and artistes] and
appropriating such taxes towards defraying

the common public expenses of the Yoshi-

wara. At this time the morals of the geinin

were at a very low ebb, and their conduct

so lax that great trouble was experienced in

the quarter. Female geisha began to com-
pete with the regular courtesans and openly

offered themselves as prostitutes, while the

male professionals contracted intimacies with

the women in the brothels and carried on
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liaisons with the latter. All these abuses

clearly showed the absolute necessity of put-

ting the geinin under proper control and of

framing regulations for putting a check to

their unrestrained intrigues, amours, and

general gross misconduct. In the Sth year

of Anyei (1779) a certain person named
Shoroku (who was the keeper of a brothel

known as " Daikokit-ya ") agitated the ques-

tion, and after consultation with his confreres

established a Keniban-sho (registry office for

geisha of both sexes). Abandoning his pro-

fession of brothel-keeping, Shoroku became
the director {tortshimari-yakii) of this insti-

tution, and under his supervision a system

was inaugurated by which all geinin^ includ-

ing men, women, and children, /o/'/zn-singers,

5rt:;;//5^;/-players, etc., were brought under

authoritative control. The business of the

Keniban-sho was transacted by two banto

(head-clerks) and some ten assistant clerks

(te-dat\ the latter acting in the capacity of a

modern hako-ya (attendant who carries a

geisha's musical instruments) and attending

to female geisha when the latter went out to

fill an engagement.

The male geisha^ it appears, were all

bound to do duty at the Kenibansho in turn.
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Classes of Prostitutes.

The custom of dividing;' courtesans into

higher and lower classes had already sprung

into existence while the Yoshiwara was
situated at Yanagi-machi (close by the

present Toki\\a-bashi). They were then

classified as TayTi and Hashi-joro^ During
the period of the Yoshiwara three classes

were added, viz :

—

Koshi-joro, Tsuboiie-joro,

and Kiriniise-joro. After the opening of

the new (S/iiii) Yoshiwara, HasJit-joro

and Tsitboue-joro ceased to exist, while at

the same period (G£?///'6'/^//= 1688- 1703) Saii-

cha-joro and Umecha-joyo came into exist-

ence. After the era of Kwansei ( 1
789- 1 800)

the classes in existence were :— Yobi-dashi,

Chiisan, Tsitke-niawashi, Zashiki- nwchiy

Heya-moclii, and Kirimise-joro. Particulars

of these changes are mentioned in various

old books and can also be gathered from the

lists of courtesans published in those times.

As to the origin of the names TayTi, Koshi,

Tsiibone, etc., these terms appear to have

been derived from a similar classification in

* The bfst women iii a Lrothel were always placed in the middle of

the mise (shop) and those of inferior beauty or attainments were placed at

the sides. Whence the name liasJn-jdro (" end " courtesan
)
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vogue in Kyoto, and if my readers are

curious to trace these derivations they will

do well to refer to a book called the Dobo-

Goyen (vlnl^fpHI) for further information.

The rayil\N'^s a courtesan of the highest

class, excelling her unfortunate sisters both in

respect to her beauty and accomplishments,

and, as previously mentioned, this appellation

had come into existence while the kitruwa

was yet in Yanagi-ch5. In the 20th year of

Kwan-ei (1642) there were 18 tayu, in the

era of Manji (1658-1660) 19, and in the 2nd

year of Kyoho (17 18) 14, but between the

2 1 St year of Kyoho (1736) and the ist year

of En-kyo (1744) the number of tayu de-

creased to 5. In the 4th year of Kwan-en

(1751) we only find one tayu in the whole

Yoshiwara, and by the end of the Horeki era

(175 1 -1 763) the class had entirely disap-

peared. The age-dai-kin (fee) of a tayu was
at first fixed at 37 inonime (about Yen 6.14),

but by the era of Teikyo (1684-1687) it had

been doubled. In the era of Kwampo it

appears to have been 97 nionime of silver

(about Yen 16.00). At that period the class

of courtesans styled Hashi-joro was a very

low one, and no reliable record is extant from

which we can obtain particulars of their fees.
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The Koshi-joro were similar to those

known as Teiijin in Kyoto. These women
had their rooms within the o-gdshi (great

lattice doors or bars) and the Dobo-Goyen

(vIpISpmHI) states that these women had the

prefix o{ Koshi placed before the \NOxdij6ro

(courtesan) to distinguish them from Tstibone-

jbro. Koshi-joro were next in position to

the Tayu, and their fee was at first 25 niom-

meiY^n 4.15). but in the era of Kwampo
(174 1 -1 743) it rose to 60 nionmie of silver

(about Yen 10.00). It is mentioned in the

Naniwa Seiroshi (S^WUrS) published in

the loth year of Horeki (1760) that the

term Tenjin was in use not only in Kyoto

but in Shim-machi, Osaka city. Next to the

Koshi-joro came the Tsiibone-joro;'^ and their

fee was originally 20 nionime silver (about

Yen 3.32), but, after the appearance of the

Sancha-joro, competition reduced it to 15

inoinnie (about Yen 2.49).

* Tstiboiic-joro were generally quartered in the second store}'. Tsiif'one,

— the "women's apartments" in the courts of princes and daimyo^was
added io joro to find an appellation for a daughter of Ichinomij-a, a noble.

She set out on a journey, so the story runs, to Hatake in Tosa, but was driven

by stress of weather to Hiroshima, where poverty presentl}' forced her to

become a prostitute.

The country folk of that district possessed no word in their vocabulary,

applicable to 2^ joro of such high social status, so they coined one and handed

down to future generations in the Yoshiwara the name tsubcitc-joro.
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In the front of the houses where Tsubone-

joro resided, wooden lattice work screens,

cut in a " figure of eight " all over pattern, of

six feet in height were erected, presenting a

most curious spectacle. This class of courte-

sans were in their turn ousted from popularity

by the Uniecha-joro about the era of Genroku
(1688-

1 703). It is true that after the era of

Temmei (i 781 -1788) a class of prostitutes

bearing a similar name came into existence,

but these latter-day Tsitbone-joro were the

lowest of low women and are not to be

confounded with their predecessors.

Kiriinise-joro were the predecessors of

the present Koinise-joro (" small-shop-courte-

sans ") to be found by the creek. These
women lived in naga-ya and offered their

services for the modest sum of 100 mon (10

sefi) : in consequence of this latter fact they

were described as hyakii-zo (or freely ren-

dered—" 100 nion women ").

At the beginning of Kwambun (1661-

1672) a still lower class of harlot, called

Kendon, arose, and later on another lower

grade of strumpets came into existence under

the euphonious name of Teppb (a gun).

The Teppo charged 2 sIhl (about Yen 1.25)

for a day and night, but after 10 o'clock at
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night even this sum was reduced, on strictly

business principles, to 400 inon (40 scji).

Sancha-joro was the name of a class of

women w^hich sprang up when a raid was
made on the jigokiL (" Hell womeii ") of

Yedo and the fitro-ya (bath-hcuse) women
w^ere brought into the Yoshiwara in the c;th

year of Kwambun (1665). The derivation

of the word Sancha is very curious, and its

explanation lies in a phonetically evolved

pun. Sancha was the old time word for

powdered tea, nowadays known as inatcha

or hikicha. In ancient times ordinary leaf

tea was infused by placing it in a bag, and

shaking this bag about in boiling water

until the liquor was extracted. In the Japa-

nese the verb " to shake " is fitru, but this

word is also used (especially by courtesans)

to mean—" to repel " or " manifest dislike

to " a guest. Ground tea {Saiicka)—on the

contrary—was not placed in a bag, but put

right into the water, and therefore it re-

quired no shaking. The negative form of

the word furU is fttraztt, and fiirazu has

the sense not only of " not to shake " but
" not to repel." In the Dobc-Goyen it is

stated that many of the better class courte-

sans were proud as peacocks, and in the
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zenith of their prosperity they would at times

display marked antipathy to some of their

guests, going so far as to repel {fum) the

the visitor altogether. The newly arrived

courtesans who had been brought into the

Yoshiwara from all parts of Yedo City were
quite tractable and docile and did not attempt

to rtthuf( [fuyazii) would-be guests and hence

the name Sancha-joro ;" Ground-tea harlots ").

The fee of the Sancha-joro was at first i Bu
(gold) about Yen 2.50). This class of women
became very popular in course of time, and

by the era of An-yei (i 772-1 780) and Tem-
mei

( 1
781-1788) this popularity had become

so marked that the number and value of

TayU and Koshi began to decrease. By the

end of Horeki (1763) the last-named classes

disappeared, and as soon as they ceased to

exist the Sancha-joro succeeded in monopo-
lizing the whole field. About that time,

however, there arose a superior class called

the Yobi-ciashi, and these again were divid-

ed into two grades, distinguished in the

Yoshiwara Saiken (list of prostitutes) of the

period by the marks -^ and ^§i respective-

ly. Those marked ^^ corresponded in all

respects to the tayu. Their agedai for 24
hours was i ryo i bu (about Yen 12.50)
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while those bearing the sign ^ were similar

to the Koshi-joro, their age-dai for a day and

a night being i ryb (about lo.oo Yen).

The Sancha were divided into ChUsaii

(or Htrnsan) and Tsuke - mawashi, their

charges being 3 /;// (about Yen 7.50) and 2

bu (silver) (about Yen 5.00) respectively.

Both the Vobi-dashi and ChUsan walked

about the Naka-no-cho on hachijiionji geta

(clogs) whereas the other women, with the

exception of the Tsiike-mawashi, appeared in

the hari-mise (or cage-like enclosure where

the courtesans sat on exhibition). About the

era of Genroku ( 1 688-1 703) a class of women
named Baicha-jbro came into existence and

entered into competition with the San-cha,

but failed to maintain their footing. The fee

of these Baicha was originally 10 nwiume
(silver) (about Yen 1.66) but it was raised

to 15 vwinine (about Yen 2.50) afterwards.

By the era of Kwampo (i 741-1743) the

Baicha had well-nigh disappeared. The
Zashiki-mochi 2iX\6i. Heya-uwchi \n\\o existed

up to the time of the Restoration are said

to have been the remnants of the Baicha-

jbro.

Since the Restoration (1-shiii) the dif-

ferent classes of prostitutes have not been
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distinguished by any special names, but their

age-dai varies according to the position of

the brothels to which they belong. At
present the fees charged run from 20 sen to

I Yen 20 sen, and the women are divided

into nine classes. The fees of the women
in b-niise (large brothels) and naka-mtse

(medium brothels) are Yen 1.20 and 90 sen

respectively. These large and medium-sized

establishments must be visited through the

agency of hikite-jaya, and the latter receive

a commission of 10 per cent on the business

introduced by them.

In passing, it may be of interest to

readers to peruse the following extracts from

the '' Koshoku-Shogyo-Shokoku-Monogata-
ri/' [n^MlWm^%\ written by the

well-known novelist Kyoden (^^ {||) under
the noni de plume of vShozan (^|Jj). In

this work elaborate descriptions of Yobi-

dashi, Zashiki-niochi, and Heya-nwchi are

given, and they portray a vivid picture of

the lives and customs of those women
between the era of Temmei (i 781-1788)
and Bunsei (181 8-1 829).

A YobidasJii. (Fee from i Ryo i Bti to 1 Ryo
3 Bn). (About Yen 12.50 to Yen 17.50). The
gorgeousness of her wearing apparel almost defies
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description. Her dress consists of a long robe of

richly embroidered silk brocade. Her head is

ornamented by a dazzling glory of hair-pins (made

of the finest tortoise shell) which glitter around her

head like the lambent aureole of a saint, while her

ravishing beauty is such that the mere sight of her

face will steal away one's very soul ******
From this description, the neatness of her apart-

ments, the tasteful arrangement of her furniture,

and the dainty elegance of her personal effects

may well be imagined. Every oiran of the Yobi-

dashi class goes out walking in the Naka-no-cJw as

soon as it is dusk. She is attended by two kaimiro

(young female pages), two grown up female attend-

ants {sJiinzo), a man bearing a lantern-box {hako-

Jochin) a footman holding an open long-handled

umbrella, and an old woman [yarite) who acts as

her chaperone.

A ZasJiikiviocJii (fee i Bn : about Yen 2.50).

These women belong to the Jtam-inagaki brothels.

Their " business hours " in the day-time are from

12 o'clock at noon to 4 o'clock in the afternoon
;

and in the evening from sunset until 12 o'clock

(midnight) ***** Their garments are made
chiefly of velvet, crepe, satin, figured satin, or

habutayc, and their girdles {obi) of gold brocade,

velvet, damask, etc. A couple of rooms of eight

mats each are generally placed at the disposal of

each courtesan.

Their fiiton (a kind of soft mattress) are of

velvet or damask (heavily wadded to a thickness of

about nine inches) covered on the surface with a

specially woven crepe, and each woman possesses

two such futon. The coverlets used at night are

of black velvet lined with red crepe.
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A Hiya7noc/ii [ice 2 shu : about Yen 1.25).

Although these belong to the smaller establish-

ments, there are many fine-looking women among
them ***** Velvets, crepes, and other silken

fabrics are employed in making their garments and

bedding.

A Tsubonc-joro {^0.0. 100 inon—abKjut 10 sen

—

or 200 inon—about 20 scii) for a day and night).

These are an exceedingly low class of women
and their houses are frequented by the riff-raff and

scum of the neighbourhood exclusively.

In this neighbourhood there is some strange

slang employed. A samurai— for example — is

called " Yajiia Sau," a priest " Gm San," a mer-

chant ''Clidniii San," a young man " Mnsnko San ;

"

and other queer nicknames are given to the various

classes of people who visit the locality. These

women used to lie in wait for passers-by, and pulling

in any lil^ely patron they could find would slam to

the door. A few minutes afterwards the door

would reopen and the guest depart, and this process

would be repeated ad infinitiiin.

In a humorous work by Ikku called the " Sato

Kanoko Shina Sadame " (MMT'fja'S) the tayil,

koshi, sancha, zasldki-Diochi, and Jtcya-viocJu are

wittily compared to flowers, as follows :
—

" Tayii

being scarce nowadays may be compared to the

cherry-blossom, for as no other flowers can equal

the cherry in point of colour and fragrance, in lil<e

manner the beauty and loveliness of the tayn

surpasses that of all courtesans. Koshi-joro, being

mild and gentle, are like the single-petallcd cherry-

flower booming luxuiiantly, for they imi^ose no

sense of restraint on an}'one. The prosperity of the

Sancha and ZasJiiki-nwcJii may be likened to the
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red plum blossom {kobai) because it's colour is so

deep (by meeins of a double entendre this means

that the amours of these women are very numerous).

The Jicya-mocJii are like the white plum-

blossom, pale in colour but very odoriferous. (! ! !).

The following is a chronolof^ical table of the

various changes of class and nomenclature of the

joro :
—

Yanagi-chu Period Hashi-joro. Tayu.

Moto-Yosliiwara ...Kirimise-

joro.

Genroku

(1688-1703)

.Kirimise-

joro.

Baicha-

joro.

Hashi- Tsubone- Kushi- Ta-

joro. joro. joro. yO.

Sancha- Koshi- Ta-

joro. joro. yu.

Kwnnsei Kirimise- Heya- Zashiki- Tsuke- Hiru- Yobi-

(1789-1800) joro. mochi. niochi. ma\sashi. san. dashi.

Kamuro.

( Yo2inq- Female l\o^es.)

It is mentioned in the " Yoshiwara Tai-

zen " (^(S;^^) that Kabttro (or Kamuro)
was the name of young females in the

Imperial Court who had the greater part of

their head shaven and only a long kind of
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scalp-lock left hanging. The little girls

who attended to the courtesans in ancient

times were dressed in imitation of the child

attendants formerly attached to the Court,

and were styled Kiri-Kabiiro. Their por-

traits are often seen in pictures of the Tosa
and Hishikawa iikiyo-e (realistic pictures)

schools. The clothes of the Kaimiro were

chiefly made of white bleached linen, on

which was dyed a pinetree pattern (laaka-

matstt no some-nwyo), or of dyed calico.

The Tayit and Koshijoro were entitled

to two and three Kamitro attending upon
them respectively while the Sancha-joro had

only one ; this system of limiting the number
of the Kaimtro of a courtesan was instituted

to distinguish the class to which she belong-

ed. The wearing of a kind of clothes, made
of material called ogiya-zonie, by the Kaimtro

was considered fashionable. In the era of

Hoyei (i 704-1 710) a SancJia-joyo named
Mt'yakoji, belonging to the Naka-Omiya in

Shim-machi, was attended by two Kainiiro

when she walked through the quarter, and
this excited a good deal of comment, the

elders of the place claiming that it was con-

trary to established custom. The matter,

however, was settled when Miyakoji ex-
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plained that one of ibc little maids who
had accompanied her was the servant of a

sister courtesan. This precedent once esta-

blished, it became a custom for Sancha-joro

to sometimes walk out attended by two

Kanmro under the pretext that one of these

girls was not her own servant. It is said

that this Miyakoji was a very popular

woman, and that in the house of Naka
Omiya, to which she beloni^r(jcl, her memory
was preserved for several generations by

means of calling her successors by a similar

name. vSince then IVakashu-Kamuro and

Bozu-Kamitro came into fashion, and of

later years it became the custom f(;r Kauiuro

to wear the same kind of beautiful clothes as

the courtesan on whom she was in attend-

ance. Even at the present day it is the

custom for the Kanmro to wear cotton

clothes, dyed with a pine-tree pattern, during

the first week in January, a period which is

known by the Japanese as niatsit no tichi.

The " Yedo - Kwagat- Iinkwaku- Shi
"

{iLP^Wivi'H^^ says:—When a young
girl was brougJit to a brothel as a Kaniuro,

it was usual for the keeper of the house to

see and name her. In the selection of these

names high-flown cognomens such as were
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bestowed on courtesans were carefully avoid-

ed, and pretty innocent names were chosen.

These names rarely exceeded three syllables,

and never four in any case. In the event

of two Kamiiro being attached to one

courtesan, names were given them to match :

e.g. one being called "
/Vy2 ;;///> " (waves) the

other would be named '' C/ndori^' (plover),

or if one was called KtireJia i^^^^k ^^'^ o^^

of the weavers who came from Gc—a king-

dom of China—in ancient times) the other

would receive the name of Ayaha (a wea\'er

from another kingdom in China). The
courtesan to whom the Kainiiro belonged

was called her " ane-joro',' and this ane-joro

found the Kamiiro in clothes and paid all

other expenses in connection with the child.

The keeper of the brothel watched the

behaviour and disposition of all the Kanmro
in his house, and if any promised to become
famous courtesans he had them instructed

in very branch of deportment, and taught

the banjo {samisen\ harp {Jioto\ floral ar-

rangement (ikeband), incense-burning {senko

^ ^), tea ceremonial {cha-jw-yii\ and

other accomplishments which were con-

sidered necessary in the " profession." The
behaviour of Kanmro towards their ane-JGro
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was generally gentle and submissive, and
they waited on her most assiduously. They
attended to all her wants, waited on her at

meals, lit her pipe when she desired to

smoke, accompanied her when she prome-
naded in the Naka-no-cho, and ran all her

errands in the neighbourhood. The Kaimiro
would also perform trifling services for the

guests of her ane-joro such as bringing water

for washing their hands, etc. It was the

custom originally that no Kaniuro should

assist at a wine party, as she was expected

to remain sitting by the side of her mistress

in the same manner as the page of a feudal

lord sat behind his master, but later this

custom was changed and now the Kamuro
wait on guests and pour out the sake.

When there was no available ajie-joro, the

Kanmro used to wait on the master of the

house, and if the latter found her smart,

beautiful, and likely to become a popular

courtesan, he took her himself as a sort of

adopted daughter, and had her educated at

his own expense so as to fit her for the

calling. On the other hand, girls who
gave no promise of turning out well in the

business were left without any education

whatever, became household drudges pure
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and simple, and ended their days in dis-

mal ignorance : under the most favourable

circumstances, this latter class of Kaimiro
would not be able to attain to reading

characters other than hiragana and to a

slight smattering of 5^;;^/5^;/-playing. When
a Kamuro attached to a courtesan was sick,

her place was taken by one of the girls

attending on the master, and it was also a

custom for one brothel to make a loan of

Kamtiro to a neighbouring house whose
keeper was short of these children. There

were no particular rooms assigned to the

Kanmro but they generally slept in a room
next to that of their ane-joro. They took

their meals in the kitchen together with

Shinzo (see chapter headed thus) and IVakai-

inono (see that heading) and in the day-time

were allowed to romp about the galleries of

the brothels and play together.

The term Kanmro has only been em-
ployed in the Yoshiwara, and in the Oka-
basho (which includes the prostitute quarters

at vShinagawa, Shinjuku, Senju, etc.) young
servant maids were either called uianie-don

or ko-shokn. Even in the Yoshiwara there

was a rule limiting the number of kaiuiiro to

attend to a courtesan of a particular grade.
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S h i n z o

.

In the " Yoshiwara Tatseit^' {'^]^^^-^)
it is mentioned that the name of Shinzo

(newly constructed) has been borrowed owing
to the fact that a newly launched ship is so

called. When kanntro (these girls generally

entered service between the ages of five to

seven years) had grown up to thirteen or

fourteen they were made Shinzo, according to

the discretion of the aiie-joro. About ten days

prior to this event the girls obtained some
ohagur(f^ (collected from seven different

friends of their ane-joro) and blackened their

teeth for the first time. (Dn the actual day

of the ceremony soba (buckwheat macaroni]

was made and partaken of by all the inmates

of the house, and presents of the same food

were sent to every Jo7^o-ya, tea-hoitse^ hikite-

jaya, and funa-yado with which the brothel

was acquainted and on friendly terms.

Sometimes sekihan (rice boiled with red

beans) was distributed instead of buckwheat

macaroni. It was also the custom on these

* 0/ia^^7ira is a dye made by immersing heated iron scraps in water and

adding to it a small quantity of sake. It is used (mixed with powdered

gall-nuts) by married women, and formerly by court nobles, to blacken their

teeth. This custom is dying out fast.



" Yobidashi'' of the Yoshiwara.
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occasions to put out a large number of seiro

(vessels for steaming food) ranged in a row
in front of the brothel, and to place them on

a long table of unpainted board measuring

from 9 to 1 8 feet in length. On this table

(also of unpainted wood) inside the brothel,

in the room of the ane-joro, were exhibited

rolls of dress materials, tobacco-pouches,

fans, towels, etc., which were to be given as

congratulatory presents to friends of the

house as souvenirs of the ceremony. In

front of the tea-house or fima-yado where
the guest who was supposed to finance the

ceremony was wont to come, a number of

seiro were piled up, and to all the tea-houses

and fnna-yado presents of vmshi-gashi
(steamed cakes) were distributed. On this

day the interior decorations of the brothel

were so magnificent and splendid that the

spectacle defies the power of language to

adequately portray. The shinzo, or inioio-

joro did not at once appear in the " miser

For a week or more from the day of her

initiation she promenaded the Naka-no-cho

(clad each day in different garments) under

the guidance of her ane-jbro^ and in case of

the latter having any inioto-joro she would
bring her along. When the week of intro-
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duction was past, the fellow-courtesans of

the girl would '' shimai-tsukawasit " her to

their ranks by engaging her and paying her

agedat every day in turn, and she would
receive congratulatory presents from her

friends. Sometimes two or more sJiinzo

were initiated in one house at the same time.

When a girl who had not been brought up

in the Yoshiwara was made a shinzo she

was technically termed a '' tsiikt'-dasht'' (one

who is pushed out to the front) and as, in this

case, there would be no ane-joro to look after

her interests, the kiitsuwa (explained further

on) provided her with the necessary bedding,

wearing apparel, and furniture suited to a

/ieya-?nocht\ cliTtsan {h'rit-saiif), or tsiike-

mawashi as the circumstances required.

The amount of money spent greatly depend-

ed on the personal attractions and beauty of

the girl. y\s in the case of a regularly trained

filie de joie, she promenaded the Naka-no-

chb accompanied by another shinzo, for the

space of a week from the day when she

made her debut, and, as a necessary accessory

to this ceremony, a present of sakazuki

(small sake cups), each bearing the name and

crest of the debutante, was made to all the

various tea-houses 2<x\^fiuia-yado.
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There was another class of prostitutes

in the Yoshiwara called yakko which origi-

nally, it seems, was generally recruited from

the ranks of saiiuirai women. Every now
and again a female of gentle birth would be

guilty of a lapse from virtue, and, in order

that the stern code of honour might be

vindicated, she would be sent to the public

stews for a term of three, or even five, years

as an exemplary punishment for her immoral

behaviour. In later times all public women
who were sold into the Yoshiwara from

other quarters were similarly termed yakko.

In the " Yedo-Kwagai Eiikakushi''

(iX/^^ffitn¥l£) it ^s stated that the shinzo

were divided into two classes, viz

—

ihcftin-

sode-shinzo and toine-sode-shinzb. For the

sake of brevity, the former was sometimes

called " Furi-sode " or " Furi-shin',' and the

girls themselves were either recruited from

among the kaimiro who had attained the

age of 13 or 14 years, or by outsiders

specially engaged for the purpose. When
the ftiri-shm had reached an age when the

fttri-sode (long sleeves) were no longer suit-

able to them, they were attired in the same
manner as their seniors. With the change

of their garments came the change of the
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general name by which they were known, and

they were now called '' toine-shiuzo'' (short-

sleeves shmzo) or more simply " tome-sode
"

(short-sleeves) or else " iome-shiny When
a kaiiuiro was about to become a

''
furi-

shinr her master w^ould first of all summon
her parents and surety [shonhi) and hand

over to them a baishri-sIiGnwn (certificate of

sale) in exchange for the ordinary hokcnin

shosJio (certificate of hire) which had been

given them when the young kanmro was
first engaged. The master would also hand

over a certain sum of money to the parents,

under the expressive name of uii-no-shiro-

kin (money for the body), the amount of

which depended on the beauty and accom-

plishments of the unfortunate girl. It would,

however, sometimes happen that the astute

parents of the girl had been in communica-
tion with a zegen (a professional procurer)

prior to this event, and when they were
summoned by the brothel-keeper they insist-

ed on removing their daughter as the term

of her engagement as a kanntro had expired :

they then sold the girl, at a greatly advanced
price, to another brothel through the agency
of the zegeii. This action of the girl's

parents meant scnie loss to the original
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master, as he had to go to the trouble and
expense of training another courtesan in all

the tricks of the profession, whereas, if he

had secured the kaimiro, he would have had

a girl who knew every little point regarding

the business routine, and who was already

trained and ready to commence her new
duties. As the original contract was to

employ the girl as a kaimiro, the master

was powerless to resist the wishes of the

parents when the term of apprenticeship was
up, so, as a precautionary measure against

either future disappointment or dunning, the

brothel-keeper, in many instances, purchased

the child outright, and demanded a certificate

of sale when he first engaged her as a

kanmro.

Yarite.

{Fcviaic ManaqL'?-s).

The duties of ^.yarile consist in watching

everything which happens in a brothel, and
includes the management of the courtesans

and the due espionage of both the inmates

of the house and their guests. Nowadays
these women are called " obasaii " (" auntie !

")

The yayites room is generally situated in
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front of the stairs so as to be more con-

venient as a position from which the general

affairs of the house can be observed. No
person can fill this important post satisfac-

torily unless she be thoroughly well versed

in the ins and outs of every matter pertaining

to the Yoshiwara, and unless she possesses

a fund of actual practical experience on

which she can draw in an emergency: the

yarite, therefore, are for the most part picked

from the old veterans who have themselves

served their time as courtesans. In the

O-mise (first class houses) the yarite are

ensconced in their rooms, employing shinzd

who play the role of aide-de-camps, while

in the ko-mise (small houses) they are ac-

customed to receive visitors themselves and
recommend suitable courtesans. The ko-

intse yarite is indeed kept very busy, for

she has not only to receive guests, arrange

meetings, etc., but she has to watch the

reception given to visitors by her girls, form

an opinion of the visitors themselves, and

attend to a hundred and one other things

also: the ko-mise yarite may be described as

" cute," and there are mighty few things

that escape the notice of these lynx-eyed

old beauties ! The yarite originated in the
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furo-ya (a sort of brothel) and their original

title was '' kwasha'' (>/c^ — ^ fii"e wheel),

In the " Kt-yit Shoran " (igJS^S) is a note

to the effect that the meaning of kwasha
was " to grasp " [tsukaniM) which in former

times was used in the sense of "buying"
prostitutes : it also had the meaning of
*' making oneself familiarly selfish ; and as

the yarite made rules which her women
were bound to obey, she often showed her-

self heartlessly selfish towards the courtesans,

and hence the name of kwasha. The
regular wages received by yarite were
insignificant, but their real sources of income

were tips received from guests and (by

previous arrangement with their employer)

commissions on the sums spent by guests.

They invariably wore maki-obt (a girdle

simply wound round the waist without being

crossed at right angles at the back). In

ancient times they wore a hood or cap over

the inae-ganii (a coil of hair above the

forehead) and wore viaki-obi of black satin.

They received wages twice a year, viz :

—

about the middle of August (<f//?7^<?;/ = 15th

day of the 7th month ; the last day of the

Feast of Lanterns^ 2 Bit ( Yen 5.00), and the

end of December [seibo) 3 Bit ( Yen 7.50).
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Besides, they charged a commission on

the food and other things brought to the

guests.

(In those days the rate of commission

allowed to the yarite was 200 nwn (20 sen)

on every Bit spent on food by guests, and
she levied 200 inon (20 seii) per guest on
the tea-house concerned). Even to this day

the '' obasan " receives a certain percentage of

commission, so she is fairly well off if she is

employed in a popular and largely frequented

house. In smaller houses the visitors give

the " auntie " a tip of 20 sen or 30 sen, and
those who omit to propitiate the lady in this

manner find that things are not made plea-

sant for them. In certain houses, however,

a notice is posted to the effect that no

gratuities are expected by the servants, that

the proprietor in anxious not to burden

guests with extra expenses such as tips, etc.,

and that patrons will be treated with all

possible consideration irrespective of such

presents. Sometimes a '* complaint-box " is

provided and hung up, and beside it is a

notice, written in bold characters, setting

forth the laudable intentions of the proprietor

and requesting guests to make immediate

complaint if they have been improperly
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treated, or if they detect any objectionable

practices being carried on in the estabHsh-

ment. Practically, however, the prevailing

customs of the Yoshiwara are so ingrained

and hard to fight against that there is scarcely

any visitor who has courage enough to lodge

a complaint.

In ancient times it was the obnoxious

custom for the yarite to administer corporal

punishment to prostitutes who were accused

of neglect of duty, and, taking advantage

of their power, they often subjected the

miserable object of their displeasure to very

cruel and inhuman treatment. Happily, such

practices have almost ceased since the princi-

ple has been recognized of according courte-

sans a reasonably full measure of liberty

;

but even in these enlightened days sinister

stories are told regarding the harsh treat-

ment of women in some of the lower class

houses. No doubt the obasan greatly abuse

their power at times, and this arises from

giving them too much liberty and discretion

in dealing with the inmates of brothels : they

find themselves in a position to domineer

over a number of other women (all of whom
are practically dependent on the good-will

of these female overseers) and, unless they
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happen to be exceptional persons, they are

naturally apt to give way to their tempers

and to show unfair partiality towards their

subordinates, treating some kindly enough

and others most cruelly.

The " Kutsuwa."

In the " Yoshiwara-Taizeii " ("^M^^
it is stated that the custom of calling the

proprietor of a brothel " kittsitwa " came
into vogue when the prostitute quarter was
situated at Yanagi-cho. The place was laid

out in the form of a Japanese bridle-bit

{fziitsuwa = 2. bit: shaped like a cross moline

within a circle) and the houses were built

in that shape, so it became the fashion for

visitors to call the brothels kutsuwa.

It is stated in the '* RitishU-Sanvb

"

(S.^fiW) ^^^^ brothels were named kutsu-

wa (which in Chinese characters reads [^ /\
and means " forget eight ") because persons

frequenting them were apt to forget the eight

virtues, viz:— filial piety, brotherly kindness,

loyalty, faithfulness, politeness, righteousness,

integrity, and the sense of shame. In the

Genua (1615-1623) and Meireki (1655-1657)

eras the kutsuwa were called kinii-ga-tete
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(sovereign and parent : or " Prince of the

Courtesans ") owing to the fact that at the

time of the opening of the Yoshiwara the

daimyb and other notables used to call the

founder of the quarter—Shoji Jinyemon—by
that name. One never hears this term

nowadays.

In the " Yoshiwara-Enkaktishi'' (^M
tft^-nS) ^^ is mentioned that kittstiwa (a

"bridle bit" ^^f^) is another name for a

brothel. Some say that a certain Hara
Saburoyemon (who had formerly been a

groom of the Taiko) having founded a

brothel, the name of kiitsuwa was given to

it in commemoration of his old employ-

ment and the kiUsuwa (bits) he had handled

in bye gone days. Another account says that

the prostitute quarter of Fushimi resembled

the shape of a bridle-bit, and hence this name
came into popular use. Still another ver-

sion is given by the ''Nobimaga-kiy' (fli'ftnE)

according to which a retainer of Nobu-
naga's, named Ota Umanosuke, was once

detected receiving bribes. This coming to

his master's ears, the latter, who was of a

humourous turn of mind, composed the

following poem and sent it to the guilty

henchman :— " Zeni-giUsiiwa hanieraretaru
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ka Unianosuke ? Hito-chikusho to kore wo
iuran "—

" Have you been bitted and bridled

with a bit made of money Umanosuke ? We
must call you a man-beast." (You have

been gagged by a golden bit, you may there-

fore be described as a man-beast). In the

Chinese characters, kutstiwa {^Z. A) meant
"selfishness" or " covetousness."

Wakaimono.

{Male Servants).

The " Voshiwara Shin-hanj6-kf' ("^(^

. ^H^£) says:—According to the custom

of the Yoshiwara, all men-servants in brothels

were called wakaimono (young fellows), and
this term was applied, in a most inconsistent

manner, even to middle-aged or old men in

the employ of these houses. There are

different duties assigned to the wakaimono.

In the best houses they are divided into mise

no hito (" shopmen "), naka-don (inside men),

toko-ban (bed men), chUro (overseers), nezu-

ban (night watchmen)—this duty is under-

taken by all the men in \wxvl),furo-ban (bath-

room men), shita-ban (downstair men), etc.

In the medium houses the churo are omit-
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ted, but in some of them another class of

men termed oi- nmwashi (overseers) is

employed. In the case of most lower-class

houses these grades are not known, or at

least the division of labour is not so well

arranged. In medium houses all the busi-

ness is transacted by " shop-iiien',' " hiside-

meiiy' '' do7vnstatr-inen',' while in the lowest

establishments, such as are to be found at

Waru-gashi, Rasho-mon, and Fushimi-cho,

a couple of men meet all the requirements of

the brothel. It is also needless to say that

there is a considerable difference in the

number of servants employed according to

the number of prostitutes kept by the various

houses. The wages of these people range

from 75 sen to t Yen per month which, of

course, would not be enough to keep them
in clothes and food were it not for their

perquisites and pickings. A " shopman

"

{inise no hito\ for instance, receives a

squeeze of one sen per da/ {3. dish containing

food) and one sen per each bottle—holding i

go—of sa/^e consumed by guests, and besides

5 rm (i sen) for each pair of boots or clogs

of which he takes charge. [This fee for

taking charge of foot-gear is deducted from

the agedai of the courtesans.] There is
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another source of income which is by no

means despicable. It is derived from the

extortion—for no milder term seems adequate

to express the real meaning—of a small, or

sometimes large, balance of change which is

due to guests when the latter settle their

bills. In the event of a bill amounting to

Yen 1.90, for instance, if a guest hands over

2 Veji in payment the courtesan, who is

ready for the occasion, urges—nay almost

compels—him to give the change [tsitri] to

the servant. It may happen that this goes

against the grain of the victim, but he

generally yields to the pressure of the girl's

persuasion for fear of being considered mean.
This squeeze is called a chbcho (butterfly)

and in some houses a collection of " butter-

flies " amounting to more than two or three

Yen per night is netted by the astute wakai-

mono. It will be observed that these
*' butterflies " are caught by the assistance of

the courtesan, therefore if the wakainwno are

not on friendly terms with the women they

will not be successful in catching such nice

fat chochb.

According to the rules of each house

accounts are kept either by the niise-no-hito

("shop men"), naka-don (inside men), or
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yarite. In every house the proceeds arising

from the sale of waste paper [kaini kiizu)

form part of the income of meshi-taki (the

kitchen servants). Tips are naturally desired

by all the servants of brothels, but the yarite,

shinzo, and nakadon are the most frequent

recipients of them as their duties bring them
into direct contact with guests. The bi-

mawashi (overseers) and ineshi-taki (kitchen

maids) have no share in tips other than

those given under the name of sb-bana by
visitors.

The powers wielded by the bantb (head

clerk) of first-class houses are similar to

those exercised by the masters themselves,

and the respect in which they are held by
the other servants almost equals that which

is accorded to the employer himself For
instance, a bantb generally comes down to

his '* office," so to speak, every evening about

6 o'clock and remains until midnight {iiaka-

bike). On his arrival at, and departure from,

the brothel, he is attended by the naka-bata-

raki (parlor-maids ?) and other servants, all

of whom treat him with the most profound

respect. Any commission (i.e.

—

kasuri or

" squeezes ") gathered in prior to the depart-

ure of the bantb (this is before 12 o'clock
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p.m.) goes to him, but after that hour the

" profits " are divided among his subordi-

nates. The monthly revenue of a bantb of

one of the best houses from this source is,

generally speaking, not less than 50 or 60
Yen, and even in a medium or lower-class

house it ranges from 12 or 13 Yen upwards

to 20 or 30 Yen.

The wakat-mono are technically known
as gyii and the origin of this term in explain-

ed in the " Dbbb Goyen-ho'' (vlUy^fpHllii; as

follows :

—

In the era of Sho-o (i 652-1 654) there

was a brothel-keeper in Fukiya-cho named
Idzumiburo no Yohei. In this house was a

man called Kyusuke who had been long

employed in the establishment and was con-

sequently experienced in the reception of

guests. The man, who was an inveterate

smoker, made a peculiar pipe out of a thick

piece of purplish coloured bamboo tube to

which was attached a mouth-piece and bowl,

and he was so fond of this contrivance that

he carried it round with him everywhere,

sticking it in his girdle when not in use.

He was hump-backed and short in stature,

and when he went about smoking his long

pipe the good folk of the place said he look-
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ed like the Chinese character kyU (^). The
name was gradually transferred from Kyu-
suke, an individual, to the whole class of

attendants. First people spoke of going to

" Kyu's " (^) place, and this nick-name

afterwards became almost a general term for

men-servants in brothels. The present word
''gyW is a corruption oi'' kyUy

Hokan and Geisha.

In the Yoshiwara, taiko-niochi {hokan)

are called otoko-geisha in contra-distinction

to female geisha. More generally they are

called fayit-shu. At first they were divided

into several classes, among them being Uji

(Uji's school) Stigano (Sugano's school)

Ogiye (Ogiye's school) and Sakitra-gawa
;

their profession was to attend sake parties

and sing or play to amuse the guests.

Gradually, however, they were forced to

look after various affairs of their customers

in order to buy the good-will of the latter.

At present they have completely degenerat-

ed. In spite of the fact that the Yoshiwara
is the veritable birth-place of the hokan,

those belonging to the quarter are far inferior
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to their contemporaries of the City proper in

many respects. When a hokan of the pre-

sent day is called to attend a party of guests

in a brothel, he enters the room holding a

folded fan in his hand, and after saluting the

guest who has called him snaps the fan he

carries with a sharp clicking sound and
expresses his obligation to his patron's com-
panion in the stereotyped phrase

—

'' oiyan,

maido arigato " (thank you madam for your

constant favours). He then bows in turn to

every person in the room including other

courtesans and geisha, his actual patron be-

ing disregarded for

the time being. As
soon as the party

gets livened up from

the effects of liquor,

and the feasting has

began to flag, the

jesting and buffoon-

ery of the hokan,

waxes fast and furi-

ous and is accom-

panied by droll con-

tortions and gesticu-

lations, ashi-odori,

sttteteko, and even Ashi-odori.
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hadaka-odorif^ These disgusting and high-

ly suggestive antics of the Iiokan, far from

scandaHzing guests, are received with great

applause and appear to afford much amuse-

ment to all present. In the Yoshiwara, the

most popular hbkan at present (1899) are

Zenroku, Minchu, Hambei, Shoko, and
Heiki, The usual costume of a hokan
consists of a haori of black cloth having

five crests upon it, and a kimono of a

different coloured crepe. According to the

narrative of an old man, there were in the

era of Tempo (1830- 1843) two classes of

hokan named zaniochi and taiko-mochi.

The former were well versed in every

branch of polite accomplishments includ-

ing ko-cha (incense - burning and tea-

ceremonial) ikebana (floral arrangement)

shikyokn (playing various kinds of musical

instruments) etc., and were generally called

to parties given by nobles, gentlemen, and
wealthy merchants. In private life they

were admitted to the friendship of poets and
literary men, and even in ordinary times

wore crested ceremonial clothes. When
attending their customers they wore a small

* Ashi-odori is shown in the wood-cut, SiUeteko is a vulgar pantomimic
dance, and Hadaka-odori a dance in pitris iiaiuralibiis.
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wooden sword called a " ka??ii-ire-do?Jie
"

(pocket-book holder) and carried about them
a sum of at least 25 ryo (about Yen 250) for

the purpose of making payments on behalf

patrons, as it was not the custom to receive

money from the latter on the spot. The
ordinary taiko-mochi, on the other hand,

were those who had no special accom-

plishments, but even these were more ac-

complished than their modern representa-

tives. They were also colloquially termed
'' no-daikoy

When a hbkan intends to enter the

profession on his own account, he goes round

to the various brothels and tea-houses under

the guidance of his teacher and fellow hokan
for the purpose of introducing himself and

soliciting patronage. This proceeding is de-

scribed as hirome luo nasit (to "advertise"

oneself) and the larger the number of fellow

hokan who follow the debutant the greater

the honour to the latter. On this day he

requests the tea-houses or brothels with

whom he is particularly friendly to recom-

mend him to guests, and the latter are under

a species of moral obligation to assist the

beginner in this manner. In the " Dodo
Go-yen'' (vIpI^^IpSI) ^^ ^^ stated that men
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who entertained parties of persons, under

engagement by guests, were called iaiko-

inochi (^-)^^^=^ drum-holder). In the

days of Ota Nobunaga there lived in the

city of Ky5to a man named Jige Yazaemon
who was an expert player on the drum, and

whenever he was called into the presence of

notables to give a performance he used to

beat the instrument while it was being held

by one of his pupils, he himself being seated

on a drum-shaped tub. Among his pupils

was one named Idayu who was skilled in

the act of holding the drum, and who was a

great favorite of his master Yazaemon * * *

For this reason, parties wishing to engage

Yazaemon used to request his performance

through Idayu. This state of things gave

umbrage to other pupils of Yazaemon,

so they spoke of him contemptuously as

"that taiko-iHOchi'' (drum-bearer). From
that time, persons who endeavoured to curry

favour by flattery began to be spoken of as

" taiko-inochr' until the word become almost

equivalent to " sycophant." Yazaemon was
the founder of the '' Kioanse'^ school of

drum-beating, and in consideration of his

fame in this line he was allowed to sit even
in the presence of high dignitaries. In the
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'' I-hon Kb-i'' (M;$:^J.'.^) portion of the

''Dodo Go-yen'' (vlili^lnSI; it is stated that

the origin of the name iaiko-inochi is as

above related, and that to match this title

prodigals (holo-7?wno= ?i dissolute person)

were called dora-tichi (ft-JT^gS strikers).

Of late years, entertainers of guests without

special accomplishments have been term-

ed ''iio-daiko'^ ("field-drums" or "rustic

drums ") and this name was apparently

given them as a term of contemj)t. Nowa-
days, geisha of both sexes have come into

existence and assist in the entertainment

of guests and courtesans just like the taiko.

In ancient times taiko-inochi were known as

taiko-shiL The origin of the hbkan in the

Yoshiwara may be traced to olden times.

The '' Kurnwa Roppo'' (jf|^;i^'/£) says:

—

" Taiko Naoyiiki ga kitro no haori ni tate

yotsnnie no vion-isnki tarn wo kite dote-bnsJii

utote 7tivate-sase ageya no sashi-ganii ikittsn

mo nIOChi, 7in-nn " (Taiko Naoyuki was
walking along singing a song known as

" dote-bnshir He was wearing a black

haori with a ''yotsnnie'' crest
^

• • "and was carrying

ageya [to various

iomon. courtesans]). This refers to the

/^S^dyed upon it, i

^^0/ sashi-gami from

YoUmne
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State of a taiko-Diochi being sent round by
ageya to call women from brothels. Again

it says :

—
" Taikoinochi N'aoyiiki wa S/ioji

no 7non wo onore no iiwn to sn * * *
( Taiko-

mochi Naoyuki appropriated to his own use

the crest of Shqji (Jinyemon) * * * mon do-

koro made o-asJii m niiari (even his crest

resembled cash) These statements show
that this particular taikoinochi was greatly

liked by the founder of the Yoshiwara

—

Shqji Jinyemon—but from the tone of the

language employed we may infer that even

in those days the profession was looked

down upon as a mean one. About the era

of Kwambun (i 661-167 2) taikoniochi came
into existence in the Moto-Yoshiwara, and
Naoyuki was the most popular of Iibkan at

that period. In the era of Manji ( 1 658-1 660)
Kutsuno Jiroyemon was the best known
man, while in the era of Genroku (1688-

1703) Higeno Mukyu, Bozu Kohei, and
Nishuban Kichibei were favorites. The last

two were really actors, but they occasionally

entered the Yoshiwara in the capacity of

taikoniochi, and the fact that they were
patronized by Kinokuni-ya Bunzaemon is

mentioned in different books. About the

Meiwa era ( 1 764- 1771) a taikoniochi named
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Ippyb was very famous. (It was to the

house of this Ippyo that Hiraga Kyuhei
went for the purpose of meeting the courte-

san Hinadzuru).

Sometimes the hokan were called " ka-

mt'' owing to the fact that among the

regular attendants of Kinokuni-ya Bunzae-

mon was a man named Kamiyui Choshichi,

a hairdresser by profession, who excelled in

dancing the gaki-inai (hungry devils' dance)

to the accompaniment of tunes which he

whistled, and who was a great favourite

with the Yoshiwara women. This individ-

ual, being a barber, was called '' kanif
(contraction of kmni-yiu ^2l hair-dresser)

which of course was written ^ ("hair") but

after a time the word was corrupted into

kairii (jji^ = a god) and perhaps this was
why the name of niassha (^^i; a "small

shrine ") was applied to the attendants of

wealthy men and now is used colloquially to

mean a "jester " or "buffoon." The hokan
of the Yoshiwara is considered as below the

female geisha in rank. In former times they

lived outside the kuruwa and seldom made
buffoonery their sole profession, but in the

era of Meiwa (i 764-1 771) and Anyei (1772-

1780) they gradually moved into the en-
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closure, licenses being granted to them by
Shoji Jinyemon in which they were describ-

ed as '' otoko-geisha'' {m3.\c geis/ia). By the

yth year of An-yei (1778) their number had

reached twenty and they were recognized as

a regular class of professionals. Since the

establishment of the keniban-sho in the 8th

year of the same era (1779) the geisha of

both sexes were brought under it's manage-
ment, but as far as the hokan were con-

cerned the Government only knew and
registered them as dote-ninsoktt (embank-
ment coolies) or sttibo-kata (coolies provided

to guard against flood) so the social status

of these men may well be imagined. [At

Fukagawa they were officially known as

amnia (shampooers), at Shinagawa as tsiiye-

barai (tipstaffs), at Naito Shinjuku as kera-

bori (insect-diggers)]

.

Since the Bunkwa and Bunsei (1804-

1829) eras the singers of Kato-bushi and
Itchu-btishi songs came to attend guests as

hokan. When called by notables or sanm-
rai they wore hakania, and, while entertain-

ing the guests with various amusements,

acted with great civility, but in the pre-

sence ot traders they discarded the hakania.

Generally speaking these men were well
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\'ersed in deportment and various accom-

plishments, and, as they were fit to move in

the best society, they were often engaged by
poetasters, dilettantes, lovers of art and let-

ters, and wealthy people, more as friends and
companions than as the mere mercenaries

they are at present. Indeed they were such

highly educated and accomplished men in so

many respects that persons of higher social

standing were in no wise ashamed to have

them for intimate acquaintances. At present

the hbkan are looked down upon as belong-

ing to a mean profession because they prac-

tice it as their sole means of earning a liveli-

hood, whereas, in

former times, it

was individual

taste rather than

necessity which

attracted persons

to engage in this

vocation. In or-

der to make both

ends meet, the

latter-day hokan
grovel before and

toady to their

guests, and thus ",W?w.-//w^a" style of dressing hair.
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they have forfeited all title to the respect

of the public. The story of the visit made
to the Yoshiwara by Iloichi may be read

in the light of revelations by one who was
thoroughly familiar with the quarter. In the

Bunkwa (1804-1 8 17) and Bunsei (1818-

1829) eras the hair of the hokaii was dress-

ed in a style known as *' iname-Iwnda
"

(S^ffl) ^nd in the era of Tempo ('1830-

1843) in the '' ko-icho'' (/]^il§).
Gradually the hbkan have deteriorated,

but the men themselves are not solelv to

blame, for had their guests been respectable

people, and punctilious sticklers for etiquette,

these entertainers would have been com-
pelled to maintain a high standard as re-

garded accomplishments and to have con-

ducted themselves in a decorous manner.

The trouble first arose through permitting

laxity in the matter of dress and allowing

the men to appear without hakaiua in the

presence of guests : as soon as an inch

was granted an ell was claimed, and so

matters drifted on until the hokan had sunk
down to the very low social status they

occupy nowadays. In an Oriental country,

at any rate, if you permit any impropriety

or breach of etiquette in silence the result
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will always be far-reaching and disastrous.

In the pre-Restoration days, the fee {gyoku-

dai) of a Iiokaii was i ryo (about lo Yeii)

for 4 hours (from 6 to lo p.m.) and out

of this 500 moil (50 sen) was deducted

by the keinban (see that heading) as com-
mission. In order to evade the necessity of

paying a commission to the keniban, hbkan
were in the habit of promenading the quarter

in the hope of catching sight of guests whom
they might happen to know, and of thus

being engaged without the intervention of

the registry office. This was known as
'' oka-dziLri'' [^%] = land-fishing), and

although the practice was known to the

keniban that office simply winked at it. The
present price of the hokan s services is 10

sen per joss-stick, and generally he receives

a gratuity of from 50 sen to i Yen (from

these payments certain small squeezes are

levied by the keniban and the tea-house).

There are now^ two classes of hokan, one

called ///;/«^ and the other kakae: members
of the former (jiniae) carry on their profes-

sion independently, while those of the latter

{kakae) live in the houses of their masters

and in return for board, and the loan of pro-

fessional clothes, divide their earnings with
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\}ci€\x padrories. In fact the system is iden-

tical with the women geisha system. Among
themselves they use many slangy expres-

sions such as " O Chaya San " (instead of

" liiktte-jaya "), " Nesan " (instead of geisha :

this word is only used in reference to the

older women, the rest being designated by
their own proper names). Going to a party

by engagement is called " o zashiki'' (instead

of kyakit no sekiye dern) ; a brothel keeper's

private room " Go nai-shb " (instead of ro-

shit no kyo-shilsii) ; courtesans " oiran " (in-

stead oi shogi)\ etc. ; etc. In the Yoshiwara

the public women are supposed to occupy

the first position as leaders of society, so they

are never spoken of as j'dj^o or shogi by any
professional men and women, but called by
the more flowery and euphemistic name of

oiran^ Any song in which the words

' The following explanations of the origin of the word " oiraii " are

given :

—

The " Kmsd-jibittstt-Ko "
( j^tft-^?^^ Reflections about modern things)

says :
—

" The higher priced women of the Shin Yoshiwara are now called

" oiran." The reason for giving them this name is that in the era of Genro-

ku (1688-1703) the courtesans of the Yoshiwara all planted a large number
of trees in the Naka-no-cho (central street). About this lime a Knmnro
(female page) attached to a certain house called the " KisJiida-ya " wrote a

stanza of poetry which ran :

—

" Oiran ga itchi yokii sakii saktira kana !" which means in ordinary

language " Oira no anc-Jdro no iiesiti sakiira ga ichi-ban yokti sakiiari" (The

cherry-tree planted by my anc-joro has blossomed more luxuriantly than the

others).
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" Yoshhvara joro-slm (or shogi) " occurs is

sung altered to " Yoshiwara orran!' thus

softening the expression and making the

sound more agreeable and less offensive to

the courtesans themselves. They also call a

courtesan's room '' oiran no o zashiki'' (the

august room of the oiraii) instead of " shogi

no zashiki (courtesan's room). Shinzo, tea-

house maids, etc. are spoken of by their

This poem, which the little Kaniuro so proudly wrote, is a proof that

the word oira (" I," or in connection with no or ga " my " or " mine ") had

been corrupted to oiran in the Yoshiwara. It would therefore appear that the

present word oiran, which is universally used, arose from the fact that the

attendants of courtesans anciently spoke of them as " oiran " (oira no ane=
my elder sister)."

The Doho- Go-yen-J10 j|5^^SI3i says:

—

" Oiran means " ane-jorL " (elder-sister, or "senior," courtesan) or " my
elder sister " in the vocabulary of the Yoshiwara. The word oiran is applied

to a mild and gentle courtesan."

Another explanation is that the oiran were so beautiful that even when

an old person {Oi-iaru mono) met them he was apt to be excited, agitated, and

half crazy (^= rati) for the love of their pretty faces. Thus the word oi-\-

ran (an aged person+ excited and half crazy with agitation). The word
" oiran " is written ^^ {hana no sakigake) and means " the leader of

flowers "
(i. e.—the most beautiful of all flowers) because a beautiful woman

may be compared to a flower, and oiran occupy the same position among

other courtesans as the cherry does among other flowers.

The oiran is also compared in a poem by Senryu to the " rengc-so
"

(Astragalus lotouies ? a small wild flower of a whitish-pink colour closely

resembling a lotus blossom in shape) when he says:

—

" Te ni torn na ! Yaliari no ni okr, Renge-so.

" Gather not the blossom of the Renge-so. Better leave the

flower blooming in the meadows."

This poem conveys a warning to young men not to choose wives from

among the denizens of the Yoshiwara.

The word oiran appears in a famous .satirical poem, as follows :

—

" Oiran no Naniida de Kara no Vane ga mori.'"

" The tears of an oiran cause the roof of one's house to leak."
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respective names, and, generally speaking,

the same is the case with female geisha.

As female geisha are also controlled by

the keinban-sho, their samisen boxes are

placed out in a row at the office, each box

bearing a paper label on which its owner's

name is written in large letters. Only the

Naka-no-cho geisha are registered in this

establishment, and it takes no cognizance of

moguri geisha (a geisha who carries on her

profession clandestinely) or private geisha

kept in smaller houses. In summoning a

geisha, tea-houses send a maid-servant and
brothels a wakaiiiwno (man-servant) to the

registry office, and this messenger calls out

—

" san oirau no o zashiki

destt " (or translated freely " Miss is

wanted by guests in Miss 's apart-

ments "). So thoroughly do the clerks in

the kemban-sho know their business that no
further conversation takes place, and the

geisha is sent out forthwith : in most cases

the clerks do not even enquire from whence
the messenger has come as they generally

are quick to recognize his or her identity,

and at night a glance at the lantern of the

applicant (which always bears a name or

device) shows them the house to which the
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geisha is to proceed. If the geisha thus called

has already been engaged, or is unable to

attend to the call on account of sickness or

other cause, an answer is given to that effect.

(In the latter case a toothpick is stuck in

the samisert box to show that the geisha is

not able to visit her guests). The servants

of the kembaii-sho [kemban jio ko-moiio) are

employed in carrying the geisha s samisen

wherever she goes. When a geisha is about

to make her debut she goes the round of

tea-houses and brothels, accompanied by her

employer [kakae-mtshi) and comrades, dis-

tributing to each house towels or sake-cvc^'Sy

inscribed with her name. These calls are

made by way of introduction and to solicit

patronage [aiko wo taitomi), and (as is the

case with a new hokan) the larger the num-
ber of friends who are present on this occas-

sion the greater the honour to the geisha.

The '' shin-gao'' (new-face), as she is called,

invariably wears on the day of her debut

garments made of silk crepe [chirinien) dyed

with three white crests on each of them.

Her hair is dressed in the '' shimada " style,

her obi (girdle) tied in a bow called " taiko-

musubil' and when she walks she turns back

the skirt of her dress a little so as to allow
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Shimada style of

coiffure.

a glimpse of her exquisite

crepe petticoat {iiaga-jiban)

beneath. In case of the de-

butante being an shakti (a

young girl training to become

a regular geisha] the style of

her dress is left to her own
choice, and on the day of her

introduction she is called by

some guest in accordance with

previous arrangements made through a

tea-house or brothel. If the young geisha

has no engagement on this first night of her

professional life it is considered as a great

disgrace to her employer. It is a custom for

the Yoshiwara geisha not to wear clothes

bearing crests, except during the time of the

New Year's festivities and other time-

honoured holidays and festivals, but to dress

themselves in plain striped stuffs. On the

"crest days" [^^^=inoin-bi. These are

the Go-sekku or five national holidays, tori-

no-inachi, etc.) geishas are generally engag-

ed, by previous appointment, by tea-houses,

brothels, or by the request of some guests,

and they therefore stop, during the proper

hours, in the houses where they have been

engaged, even though there be no guests to
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attend to. [On these particular days they

don their crested garments for the nonce.]

Should the geisha fail to keep her appoint-

ment, or not remain at her post during the

regular time in accordance with established

rules, she will be scolded by not only the

keniban but by the tea-houses and brothels,

and it will be said about her :
—

*' Zuibim tare

San wa zubora da neT' or '' shitsitrei wo
shiranaV' (" Miss So and So is very neglect-

ful isn't she ? " or ** She has no sense of pro-

priety or courtesy ").

The fees payable to a geisha are calcu-

lated at the kenibaii-sho by the number of

hours her samisen box is away from the

office. The fee is 12J sen per hour (it was
2 shn— Yen 1.25—in the olden days) and

the tip given (JeiUo or shftgi) generally i

Yen : for younger geisha {0 shakti) the fee

is 10 sen per hour and the tip about 50 sen.

At present there is a class of cheap geisha

who charge the rate of a younger geisha

{0 shakit nami no gyokn-dai =^ 2. fee the

same as that of an o shakii). A small per-

centage of the geishas earnings is taken as

commission by the tea-houses arranging the

engagement. Some features of the old style

o{ geisha are still retained among the sing-
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ing-girls of the Yoshiwara. For instance,

they wear a large mant-obi (a broad sash

made out of a single piece of stuff folded

lengthways once and sewn together at the

edges, loosely tied and hanging down quite

low) and a dress so long that it touches, and
almost trails upon, the ground. The ancient

styles of the coiffure are fast disappearing,

their place being usurped by the Ichbgaeshi

(or inverted maidenhair-leaf which requires

no false hair, but consists of two tresses

parted at the crown, made into rings, and
gathered in at the top) and even the sokit-

hatstt (European style) style.

Formerly the shiniada was
en regie and any other style

was considered as impohte

vis-a-vis guests. [Nowadays
the ordinary geisha in the

cities violate ancient customs

in a hundred and one ways]

.

ickogaeshi style of Tl^^y also cousidcrcd it stylish

coiffure. and ** the thing " to go about

barefooted and never, even in the coldest

weather, wore socks, whereas of late years

the geislia all wear tabi.

It is stated that geislia first came into

existence at Kyoto and Osaka in the ist
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year of Horeki (1751), but they were vastly

different to those of the present day. Up to

the eras oi Shotoku (1711-1715) and Kyoho

(17 16-1735) nearly all the courtesans were
skilled in the arts of singing, dancing, music,

etc., and as they were equal to the task of

enlivening parties with their performances

there was no room nor necessity for geisha.

Besides the fact that the courtesans were
accomplished, it was the custom for the

wives and daughters of brothel-keepers to

play the samisen and dance for the amuse-

ment of guests : these were called tori-mochi

(entertainers). Again, those shinzb who
were versed in amusing arts such as dancing

and music, were invited by guests to assist

at parties, although no fixed arrangement

was made with them. These things ceased

at the end of the Horeki era (i 751-1763).

Formerly there was a class of female

professionals called odo7'i-ko (dancers), who
not only gave exhibitions of dancing but

even offered themselves as substitutes for

the ordinary courtesans in order to eke out

their means of subsistence.

In the 4th year of Horeki (1754) regular

geiko (kind of geisha) sprang into existence

for the first time, and the term geisha deve-



Courtesan dancing for the entertainment of guests.

Kwavihin era (1661-1671).
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loped later on about the nth year (1761).

In the latter year, we read that in the " Dai-

kok?i-rd " (brothel), was a geiko named Toyo-
take Yasohachi, in the " Ogiya " (brothel) a

geisha named Kasen, in " Tania-ya " (brothel)

two geisha called Ran and Toki respec-

tively, while another geisha known as Mondo
was engaged in the " Iseya " (brothel), etc.

The geisha were experts in the gidayu

(musical drama), naga-zita (lyric poetry or

song), and bungo-bushi (a style of song

which originated in Bungo), etc., and, as

their name implies, they were accomplished

women. The proper sphere of the geisha,

on the other hand, was entertain parties by

playing popular airs and singing popular
" catchy " songs. When the geisha first

came into existence—about the loth or i ith

year of Horeki (i 760-1 761) they were em-
ployed by the brothels and lent to guests

of the houses, but, as their popularity and

number increased, they came to be engaged

by tea-houses and individuals, or to start

independently, and so gradually formed a

separate and distinct profession. The liberty

of action which they had acquired since they

had set up independently soon degenerated

into license, and it often happened that geisha
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not only sold their accomplishments but their

charms as well : this led to the establishment

of the keinban-sho by Daikoku-ya Shumin in

the 8th year of Anyei (1779) and the placing

oi geisha under proper control. Prior to the

establishment of this kemban-slio the geisha

were at liberty to go out of the great gate

with guests, but subsequently this was strict-

ly forbidden except to two geisha each day.

Only on New Year's day and the 13th day

day of the 7th month {^Bon no jTi-san-nichi)

were they free to pass out of the Yoshiw ara

irrespective of number, but even on those

days their hours of liberty expired at 4
o'clock in the afternoon. We find it record-

ed that the rules were so stringently en-

forced that comparatively few geisha actually

ventured outside the gateway even on the

special days above mentioned. The kem-
ban-sho further made strict sumptuary re-

gulations prohibiting geisha from wearing

unnecessarily fine clothes, believing that if

these women were dressed too magnificently

it might lead to their making easy conquests

of the guests they met. The dress was
limited to clothes of plain non-figured stuffs

dyed with their crests, and collars of some
white material {shiro-eri mttji no iuon-tsttki)
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while their coiffures had to be made in the

" shimada " style ornamented with one kogai

(hair-pin), one comb, and one smaller hair-

pin only. This style of dress is adopted

even in these times on certain days called

mom-bi (crest days). In order to make
assurance doubly sure, geisha were generally

recruited from among comparatively plain

women so as not to set up a counter-attrac-

tion to the oiran or out-shine the latter, and

in a party of guests they were not allowed

to sit close beside the latter except in cases

of sheer necessity. When a geisha was
suspected of too much intimacy with a guest

an enquiry was held by the keiiiban-sho

people, and if they considered the suspicion

to be well-grounded they would suspend the

fair sinner from the exercise of her profession

for the space of from one to three days and
admonish her as to her future conduct.

Nowadays, geisha have perfect freedom of

action in the matter of going out of the

Yoshiwara, the only stipulation being that

they are required to notify the keinban-sho

of their purpose. Formerly, geisha licenses

were issued by the naniLshi but are now
given by the keinban. In the keniban hung
a number of wooden tickets bearinfj the
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names oi geisha registered there, and as soon

as a woman was engaged her ticket was
taken down and hung up again with its face

to the wall : this enabled the kemban people

to tell instantly whether a certain getsha was
" in " or " out." Three geisha made one
" set " {Jzumi) and not less than three could

be engaged: this was a precaution against

allowing one girl to make herself unduly

familiar with a guest, but now the " set " has

been reduced to two geisha only. The
hours of engagement were limited from

noon to 10 p.m., and during that time 7 joss-

sticks {senko shichi hoji) were supposed to

have been consumed: the fee was fixed at

I ryo 3 bit {Yen 17.50) and was divided

between the kemban and the geisha, the

latter receiving 2 bu 2 shtt {Yen 6.25). The
geisha also received a gratuity of from 2 shit

to I bn {Yen 1.25 to Yen 2.50). In the

Yoshiwara there were no hakoya [saniisen-

box carriers) the clerks of the kemban acting

in that capacity : at night time these clerks

carried lighted lanterns on which were
painted the sign of the kemban.

On the 2nd day of the first month
the ceremony of hikizome (first playing of

the samisen in the new new year) was
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observed. After about 4 o'clock in the after-

noon the geisha and Jibkan, in groups of

fives or sevens, went round to the various

tea-houses and brothels in their holiday dress

wishing the proprietors and inmates a happy

new year, playing tunes of a felicitous nature,

and soliciting future patronage. The tea-

houses and brothels entertained these callers

with ioso (spiced sake) ordinary sake, and
food. This custom of celebrating the hiki-

zome still prevails.

In closing this chapter it may be of

some interest to readers to note that the

Sakttra-gaioa school of hbkaii is the most
influential in the Yoshiwara, and consequently

many persons have concluded that this style

is indigenous to the quarter : such, however,

is not the case, for it originated in Fukagawa.
Of late, several classes of amusements and
many new songs, said to be in the Sakitra-

gawa style, have been introduced, but they

do not seem to be particularly noteworthy,

The Europeanization of the Yoshiwara and
the introduction of Loochooan

courtesans.

The origin of the addition of ro {)^ = a

two-storied or " high " house) to the names
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of brothels is traced back to the Go-mei-ro

(iL^flffi which was another name for the

" Ogiya " of the Shin Yoshiwara about the

era of Temmei (i 781-1 786). In the pre-

-Restoration days no houses were allowed

which exceeded two stories in height, but

since the beginning of the Meiji (the present)

era changes have been introduced into the

architecture of brothels and several magnifi-

cent and commodious houses have been built

in a hybrid European style. The Tokyb-kai-

kwa-hanjo-shi ((k.'MXM^Mmtk^ states :—
" At the time of the Restoration, high

and commodious buildings, such as had

never been seen even in the mansions of

nobles, were constructed in the European
fashion, etc., etc." Illustrations of the Kimpei-

ro and the Go-sei-ro in the European style

are given.

In the *' Sliin-YosJiiwara-Zensei-ktirabe-

Shbgi-hy-oban-ki. (Iff^ Ig ^ [§. ^ Jg ^5W
^1j =^) published in 1870, is a passage which

reads :

—
" Houses were built in the Western

fashion and many raj^e and delicate things

were placed on the table " {sic\

The adoption of foreign costume by
prostitutes was first introduced by the Ya-
mada-ro of Ageya-machi in 1886, and later
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on this example was followed by the Shin

Inaben-ro and several other houses, but

before long the new fashion feel into dis-

favour and was abandoned. When the

" foreign craze " was at its height, the Yania-

da-ro provided foreign bedsteads for the

women, and served up food in foreign

dishes ; but they never got so far as knives

and forks, and although the plates were of

a Western pattern one was expected to eat

the viands with the cedarwood chopsticks

provided ! ! ! The Yamada-rb seems to be

great on new sensations, for in 1889 that

house engaged two or three Loochooan

women as courtesans. This novel depar-

ture filled the house for a time, but before

long the novelty wore off and the lovely

Loochooans ceased to be an attraction.

Zegen.

[Procurers).

There may be various causes which

compel many an unfortunate girl to plunge

into the *' sea of trouble and bitterness

"

{ku-gai), and out of each the enterprising

novelist and feuilleton writer has over and
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over again constructed a peg on which to

hang his story, but, when all is said and

done, the cause of causes is poverty. Nowa-
days, the pohce regulations are so stringent

that it is virtually impossible for persons

to traffic in human flesh and blood and sell

their fellow-creatures, but in former times

there were rascally scoundrels known as

" zegen " who made a regular business of

procuring, selling, and buying women.
These infamous pimps not only extorted

outrageous fees for their services but treated

their victims in a most cruel brutal manner,

and they even had the temerity to kidnap

young innocent girls for the purpose of sell-

ing them to brothels. Even the officials of

the Bakufii (Tokugawa Government) were
startled out of their perfunctory method of

doing things when they realized the danger

these pestilent fellows were to the com-
munity, and in the 5th month of the 4th year

oi Kwansei {\^(^2) \\\Q following notification

was issued by the government prohibiting

procurers from exercising their nefarious

calling :

—

" Among those people living in this City who
" make it their business to find positions for men
" and women desiring to obtain employment are
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parties known as zegcn or naka-tsitgi. The plan

of action adopted by these individuals is to engage

women for a specified number of years at certain

fixed wages, although at the time there is in fact

no opening offering. In the written memoran-
dums of agreement entered into, it is provided

that even should the women thus hired be em-
ployed in such disgraceful or low positions as

vicshimori (lower class prostitutes kept in inns

under the guise of servants) menial servants, or

in any other capacities whatsoever, they shall have

no grounds for raising objections or complaints

of any kind on that account. Under these

circumstances it is not usual for zcgen to keep

women on their hands for long, and if no suitable

situation be found within a short time they sell

and transfer the girls to other zegcn for a certain

sum of money. The zegcn also prolong the

period of service contracted for with the result

that the parents do not know when to expect

their daughters bade In this manner the where-

abouts of many women are lost, and their parents

or relatives are compelled to apply to the authori-

ties to search for and discover them and cause

their restitution. It is also reported that some-

times zcgen extort money from parties seeking

relatives, and from the proprietors of brothels,

and thus matters are arranged and compromised

privately without referring them to the authori-

ties. These practices are tantamount to traffic in

human beings and are highly reprehensible, there-

fore the profession of zcgen or naka-tsttgi is hereby

prohibited. This law is to be strictly observed."

In the official rules relative to deeds of

engagement of courtesans issued in the yth
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year cf Kwansei (1797)— that is four years

after the issue of the above notification

—

occurred the following clauses :

—

" I.—When a brothel engages a new courtesan

through the medium of a professional {kucJii-ire

no viono^=2^ person who finds situations for would-

be employes, and employes for would-be em-
ployers) full enquiries shall be privately instituted

as to whether the woman has been kidnapped or

otherwise, her birth-place, status, position, etc.

Also as to whether she is a real or adopted child

of her reputed parents. Enquiries shall also be

made as to the status, residence, etc. of her

surety. These matters m.ust be thoroughly in-

vestigated previous to entering into a contract of

engagement : the enquiries are to be made through

the medium of third parties and not from the

said middleman himself, and if the woman be

actually engaged the above-mentioned details

shall be entered into the naimshis book. The
term of engagement arranged must not exceed

twenty years.

" 2.—The profession of zeg-cii and naka-tsus^i

having been prohibited in the 4th month of the

4th year of Kwansei (the year of the " Ox ") on

the application of interested parties the authori-

ties rendered the following decision :

—

" Whereas heretofore there have been numer-

ous instances of segen and naka-tstigi having signed

and sealed documents as sureties for courtesans

under the pretence that they were relatives of the

women, it is hereby decreed that, on and after

the 5th month of the present year, when the

period of service has expired (as mentioned in the
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" separate bonds of guarantee handed to their
" masters) the ex-courtesans shall not be given over
" to their sureties but to their own actual blood
" relations, and it is further ordered that the pro-
*' prietors of brothels are to assist the time-expired
" women in the matter of placing them in the
" charge of such actual blood relations as aforesaid.

" Should any zcg-cn residing within the pre-

" cincts of the Yoshiwara receive applications direct

" from women seeking employment as courtesans,
" such acgai shall conduct the applicants to a
" brothel for the purpose of introducing them to
" an employer. When engagements are finally

" concluded the segcn shall not (as formerly) seal

" the agreements inasmuch that he is only permit-
" ted to act as a mere introducer between the
" parties.

" 3.—Should the number of middlemen in the
" Yoshiwara be limited, the profession would be-

" come a monopoly, and to prevent the selling and
" buying of the goodwill of the trade, as well as to

" prevent any dishonest practices, an agreement
" was lodged by each middleman with the namisJii.

" The latter has been in the habit of reminding the
" middlemen of the contents of this contract once
" in every month, and obtaining their signatures

" each time in proof of his having done so. Of
" late, persons plying a similar profession have
" appeared in the vicinity of the Yoshiwara, but

" have remained outside the enclosure. This is

" contrary to the notification and makes it difficult

" to exercise proper control over them, therefore

" they shall be compelled to move into the Yoshi-

" wara under pain of having the exercise of their

" profession suspended. Henceforth all persons
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" desirous of carrying on the business of a middlc-
" man shall only be allowed to do so inside the
" gates of the quarter.

"

From the above it would appear that

the profession was not altogether abolished,

and that it was merely concentrated in the

Yoshiwara for the purpose of enforcing a

strict control over zegen and naka-tsttgi.

Even these regulations were relaxed in

course of time, and by the era of Tempo
(1830- 1 843) there were over ten houses

carrying on the business of zegen in Tama-
chi, Asakusa, and Sanya. Among these,

the most famous was the establishment of

Omiya Sampachi, as he employed ten or

more kobim (partly employe and partly

protege) who, in conjunction with the pro-

vincial zegen, freely resorted to the practice

of kidnapping girls. These zegen sent agents

into the country to buy, beg, borrow, or

steal, women and girls, whom they brought

back and locked up securely till the moment
of their absolute transfer into the hands of

brothel-keepers. How they maltreated the

poor wretches whom they had kidnapped

may be inferred from the fact that the owners
of these " registry offices " w^ere in the habit

of stripping the girls absolutely naked every
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ni^ht, and hiding their clothes under their

own fiiion (mattress lest the unhappy victims

should escape. When the women were
about to be sold to the brothels with whom
the men had made previous arrangements,

they were nicely dressed in hired clothes

(in order to make them appear to better

advantage and thus enhance the selling price)

and taken round as " goods on view." Then
followed protracted negotiations between

the parties interested, each haggling over

the bargain like a fishmonger and a house-

wife, the zegcji trying to squeeze out as

much money as possible from the intended

buyer, and the brothel-keeper endeavouring

to beat him down, At length the price

would be settled to the satisfaction of both

the buyer and seller, but even then there

would generally ensue a struggle relative to

the payment of niizu-kin, or rebate allowed

to the buyer as a fund with which to provide

the woman with an outfit. [Some people

say that this word should be inizii-kin (^
^^ = money 7oithoui seeing) because the

money was never seen by the parents but

deducted immediately by the brothel-keeper).

Another version says that is a corruption of

nii-tsnki-ki}i r^- j'j* ^ = money attached to
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the body) because with this money the clothes

and personal effects of the woman were sup-

posed to be purchased. When a girl was
sold as a prostitute, a certificate—called a

iieiiki sho//ION ' i^.^ IS X )— was given by
the parents to the brothel-keeper. It ran

(freely translated) as follows:

—

Namr of tJtc i^irl

A^(^c

Tliis {iiainr) rt'sidiii^q- at

dauj^htcr of
yoH , oiviu'}- of bratJul,

agri'i' to take into your CDiploy for
years at price of ryo.

ryo yon retain as " )nizu-kin,'*

ryo, the balance, J Jia-re received.

I i:iHarantee tJiat the girl ivill not cause

yon trouble ^vhile in yonr employ.

She is of the sect, her ancestral

temple being the /;/ street.

Paroits' name ^ealA

Guarantor ^eaij

Landlord (Sbalj

Name of " teishnJ"

"joroya

.

'
*

It must be understood that many of

these documents were " fakes " as regards

the signatures of the parent and of the land-
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lord of the parents' house. So loni;" as

some persons were found to act as the

necessary parties, the papers were signed and
stamped, and in exchang^e for such an in-

strument the }iit-no-shiro-kiu (price of the

body) was paid over in hard cash on strictly

business principles. The " parcel of goods
"

having been taken delivery of by the brothel

keeper the zegen appropriated lo per cent,

as his commission, but besides that they

generally managed to obtain further sums of

money on various pretexts, including hoiie-

ori-kin (money for labour performed) ifttkit

no son-ryo (hire of clothes), niakanai-ryo

(expenses for food and lodging), etc., etc.

[In passing, it may be noted that in zegen

circles a girl who had been kidnapped was
known by the name of " ///^^r/" (really the

Goddess of Rice, but in popular superstition

the fox-deity I which is perhaps the reason

why people often call courtesans " kitsttne
"

(foxes)]

.

As alread)' mentioned, the Kwansei

(1789-1800) notification prohibiting the im-

proper selling of women by sege7i had \'ery

little practical effect, but on the 2nd October,

1872 (2nd day of the loth month of the 5th

year of Meiji) the Japanese Government
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earned the everlasting gratitude of right-

thinking persons by issuing Decree No. 295
which ordered the tuiconditioiial hberation

of all prostitutes throughout the length

and breadth of our Empire. This Decree

reads, according to the official translation,

as follows :

—

" Whereas transactions involving the sale of

persons and their entire subjection to the will of

their masters for life or for a period are contrary

to the principles of hunianit}% and in consequence

have been prohibited from olden times ; and
whereas the actual conditi(^n of persons hereto-

fore hired for a term of }'ears as servants, or in

an)' other capacity, virtually amounts to servitude,

therefore all such transactioas are henceforth

strictly prohibited.

" It shall be admissible for any persons to bind

themselves as apprentices for the purpose of

acquiring practical training in agriculture, trade,

or art. Neverthless the term of such apprentice-

ship shall in no case exceed seven years, after the

expiration of which, such term may be prolonged

with the consent of both parties.

" In the case of ordinary servants or employes

the term of service shall be limited to one year ;

and if the service be continued after the expira-

tion of that period the agreements shall be

renewed.

" The release of all prostitutes, singing girls,

and other persons bound to serve for any term of

years, is hereby ordered, and it is further directed
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"that no suits relatiiiij^ to debts incuncLl by, or on

"account of such persons, shall be entertained."

NOTIFICATION ISSUED IN OCT., 1872 (5th YEAR OF

MEIJI) BY THE JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT.
No. 22.

(Pur.r.isiiEi) Broadcast).

" W liereas on the second da}' of this month
the Council of State issued a decree No. 295,

persons are hereby notified relative to the same
and are to bear in mind the following articles :

—

Although the .sale of persons has been forbid-

den from olden da}'s }-et persons are hired for

periods under various names, but in reality this

" hiring " constitutes a " sale " and it is considered

that the capital of persons hiring prostitutes,

singing girls, &c., is equivalent to .stolen money,

therefore should any person complain aljout tb.e

foregoing, upon investigation the whole of the

money in dispute shall be confiscated by the

Government.

As stated above, prostitutes and singing girls

having lost the rights of human beings, the)' ma\'

likened to cattle {j^f?l-/u7 )ii kotonara:^H=^\.\\QY do

not differ from oxen and horses). There is no

sen.se for human beings to endeaxour to exact

repayment from cattle !

Therefore no jia^'mcnt shall be demanded
from Prostitutes or Singing girls for an}' moneys
lent or debts (Xwi:: and in arrear hitherto, but it is

provided that as regards tran.sactions sub.sequent to

the 3nd da}' of the present month, such prohibition

cea.ses.
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Persons who for nione}' considerations cause

girls to become prostitutes and sin<;ing girls under

the pretext that such girls are their adopted

daughters, are actually trafficking in hunaan bodies,

and will hereafter be severely dealt with."

[Since then, detailed regulations have

been estabHshed relating to the profession of

prostitutes and are still in operation] . The
losses sustained by the brothel-keepers at

the time of this wholesale liberation of

women are said to have been simply enor-

mous. The '' Tokyo- K'Toaika Hanjo- sJii^^

['%lSM%%.^tk^ has the following under

the caption of " Ltbcratioji of Cottriesans "
:

—

In the winter of 1872, all the prostitutes and
geisha who had been engaged in the brothels

and inns throughout the country ^vere un-

conditionally set free
*'<=** Thousands

of wretched women (whose lives might be

compared to those of birds cooped up in

cages) having been suddenly liberated, the

confusion caused by the crowds of delighted

parents and daughters \\\\o thronged the

prostitute quarters beggars description * * *

Notwithstanding the general rejoicing, ow-
ing to being in debt, or to other circum-

stances, a large number of these unfortunates

were compelled to a]3pl\' for ncA\ licenses

and to continue their calling in the brothels
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which were now re-named kashi-zashiki

ffi^lS^ a house with rooms to let;."

From the above remarks the actual condi-

tion of affairs at the time may well be

imag"ined.

The old fashioned style of zegen (pro-

curer) have now disappeared, and most of

the women desirous of becoming courtesans

are hired through " Yatoiiiin-kuchi-ire-jo
"

(Registry offices for persons seeking situa-

tions). By law these registry offices are

forbidden to negotiate such transactions, but

it is well known that this prohibition cannot

be enforced in practice. The brothel-keeper,

or his substitute, attends to the engaging of

women, and is always on the look out for

" bargains." In the same manner that

vultures swoop down to feast on the dead

bodies of soldiers after a sanguinary battle,

so these rascally fellows turn the misfortunes

of others to their own profit by visiting

localities which have been overtaken by

terrible natural calamity. Earthquakes, fires,

floods, and bad crops are the natural allies

of the brothel-keepers, as is proved by actual

statistics. For instance, out of the present

3,000 inmates of the Yoshiwara fully 40 per

cent are natives of Gifu and Aichi Pre-
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fectures, and we know quite well that these

localities have suffered severely from earth-

quakes, floods, and bad seasons of late years.

It is said that when a particular district is

visited by some serious misfortune the vari-

ous brothel-keepers proceed to the spot in

order to see \\'hat game they can bag at

cheap rates.

The Dress of Courtesans.

Nowadays there is no fixed rule as to

the dress of these women, and they dress

themselves in accordance with the wishes of

the brothel-keeper or according to the dictates

their own taste. Thus we find some of the

modern courtesans dressed in gold or silver

embroidered brocades after the fashion ot

oiyan of Ijygone days, others are clad in

gaudy red crepe \hi-jinnien\ with emlDroi-

dered collars, and wear gigantic satin sashes

{obi) tied in front, while others again try and

make themselves look younger and prettier

by wearing _>'/7,2'^// stuffs generally silk crepe

decorated with \arious beautiful figures)

purple satin collars and maki-obi (a narrow

sash wound round and round the waist

:

this sash is not tied into a bow but the end
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is merel}- tucked in to hold it in place .

Other women wguv plain crested clothes, or

imitate the style oi gefs/ia (siging girls^ or of

Court ladies, and others even go so far as to

ape the save the mark!; European style!

In low-class houses a lon^' loose robe

[sJiikake] of striped stuff and an under gar-

ment [naga-jNban] of mousseline incraisit)

compose the whole stock of the wardrobe

of a prostitute. At present a long loose

robe shikake) of black colour is only worn
by the chief courtesans ' o shok?i kabit) of the

best houses. Compared with the luxurious

costumes of former years, the present holi-

day clothes of the women only correspond

in quality to those of the ordinary every-day

garments worn by their predecessors : from

this statement the comparati\'ely inferior

nature of the present costumes may be in-

ferred. It is the custom of prostitutes now-
adays to wear clothes of striped material

[shtma-uiojio when they are in their own
rooms with intimate guests. In the niise

(best houses after her introduction hiki-

tsiike) to a strange guest [s/iokwai no kyaku)
the servants cry '' o nieslii-kae'' honourable

change of garments), and immediatel)^ the

courtesan '^oes to her room, chani^es her
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clothes, returns clad in a dress made of some
figured material jiioyd mono], and waits on

the visitor during the feasting and wine-

bibbing which follo\\'s. At the time of
'' hike " honourable retirement, i.e.—the

time to go to bed^ she again changes her

clothes for a costume of striped stuft. In the

medium and lower class houses the women
only change their dress once, and the mate-

rial employed in their wearing apparel is

exclusi\'el\' crepe [chinmen).

W^ith regard to the sumptuary regula-

tions relative to restrictions on the dress of

prostitutes, among the five items of the noti-

fication given to Shoji Jinyemon by Honda
Lord of Sado in the 3rd year of Genua
(1617 it was provided that " prostitutes are

" forbidden to wear clothes with gold and
" silver embroidery on them ; they are to

" wear ordinary dyed stuffs." This policy

of enforcing simplicity of dress was adopted

by the authorities at the time \\hen the

establishment of the old (Moto) Yoshiwara
was permitted, and the courtesans therefore

used to wear either plain kenchit pongee ?)

or striped clothes: their obi sashes were
broader than those of ordinary \\'omen, but

never exceeded 4 sun (if this is cloth measure
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it will equal 6 inches English) whereas in

those times the usual obi did not exceed 2

Situ (say 3 inches English) in width. The
sleeves also were much shorter at that time,

but later on they were gradually made longer

as the sumptuary laws fell into desuetude.

Since the founding of the Shin Yoshiwara
luxurious habits of dress gradually spread in

the quarter, and bye and bye extravagance

was carried to its utmost point. In the

Kwambun and Empo eras (1661-1680) the

tayn usually wore rinzii figured satin) or

Iiahutaye[2i superior kind of pongee) dresses.

In the"i9o/5o Go-en'^ (vIUMmSH ^^^ x^-aA

about the narrative of an old gentleman

named Mnrainatsii Sho-a who said that in

the era of Kwambun 1661-1672) a certain

person met the TayU Takao of Mi-ura-ya

Do-an's house in Kyomachi and saw one of

her new costumes : the lining was of pale

blue silk, the face of the dress black habiitae,

and the whole garment so made as to be

suitable for a man's wear. In the " Saikakn-

IcJiidai-Otoko'' HS|—-f^^), published in

the 2nd year of Tenna (1682) it is mentioned

that the clothes of some women were made
of shiyo yiiizti white figured satin for under-

wear, over which were worn two dresses, the
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under one of scarlet kanoko [material dyed

with minute white spots ^ and the upper one

of pale-blue Hachijo-sWk. These clothes

were used when" the wearers attended to

parties of guests, the taste of the period

demanding stuffs costly as regarded price

but plain and simple in appearance as com-

pared with the brilliant gold and silver em-
broideries and the velvets used in later days.

In the Teikyo ,1684-1687 and Genroku

(1688-1703) periods it had become a general

custom to use plain purple materials [miira-

saki i)iit-ji) for the shikake (cloak). In the

Hoyei era (1704-17 10)—fifty years after the

opening of the Shin Yoshiwara—magnificent

embroidered clothes came into fashion, and
in the era of Gembun (i 736-1 740), some
thirty years later, a courtesan named Shiga-

saki introduced the custom of wearing a

broad ^^/(sash) she herself having worn one
33" [kttjtra 2 shaktL 2 stm) in width (sic).

This sash was worn and tied in a style

known as " Kanita-miisitbi',' and the woman
who first set the fashion was known as " Obi
Shigasaki'' or " Obi-gokinjionr (The first

means simply " Sash " Shigasaki : the second

"Sash -exposing-a- criminal's head.'' The
latter has a joking reference to the ancient
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custom of exposing the severed head of an

executed criminal to pubhc gaze : the sash

was supposed to be so broad that only the

head \\'as visible above it). Since then, a

luxurious and extravagant tendency in the

dress of courtesans manifested itself so

strongly that in the 7th year of Kwansei

(1795) the authorities again considered it

necessary to impose restrictions on this rage

for idle show : it was therefore announced
that dresses should be of plain stuffs (accord-

ing to ancient custom) and that date-nion

(^3g|3J; ornamental crests) should not ex-

ceed 6 suji (if ordinary measure — 7.1586

inches : if " kitjiya
'

'—cloth measure—about

9 inches) in diameter. The tide of luxury,

however, could no more be stemmed by a

mere notification than could the waters of

the ocean be dammed by a man's hand, and

in the eras of An-ei and Bunsei (1772- 1829)

the zenith of barbaric splendour was attained.

Costumes of crepe, velvet, figured satin,

plain satin, habutae, etc. were freely used,

while obi (sashes) were made of velvet, gold-

brocade, silk-brocade, damask, etc. As to

colours and patterns, these were chosen

according to the taste of the individual

courtesan and were by no means uniform.
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In a book called " Nishiki-no-lJya "
(|^ ?

^ ** Behind the Brocades ") published in

the 3rd year of Kwansei (i79i)avery elabo-

rate description of an elegant costume of the

time is given. The upper garment consisted

of white nanako dyed with purple clouds

among which peeped out some tasteful

pattern : every here and there were flowers

embroidered in silk and finished by hand-

painting representing in vivid colours the

four seasons, while the crest consisted of a

\\'istaria flower sewn upon the dress with

purple silk-thread. The underwear consist-

ed of a floured satin Garment borded with

plain brown Hachijo silk and embroidered

with the same pattern in coloured silk, and

of a lower girdle ol claret-coloured figured

satin lined with bright scarlet silk crepe.

As an instance of the beauty and costliness

of the night-goA\'n of a certain young miss,

the '' Keisei-kai Shi-jit-liat-ie'^ ('T"""orty-eight

methods of buying courtesans ") mentions :

—

" The garment was of scarlet crepe, trimmed
" with purple figured satin and edged with
" gold and silver threads so as to give the

" effect of waves breaking upon the sea-shore,
'' while her ni^ht-sash was of kabe-choro
" (wrinkled silk)." In the eras of Bunkwa
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and Bunsei (1804- 1829) the costumes were
simply gorgeous. The pattern of the shikakc

or cloak generally represented a cloud with

lightning and a golden dragon, or rocks with

peonies, and a tiger chasing a butterfl}' ; the

embroidery being silver and gold. That the

dresses of the ''joro " of these later periods

were gorgeous, the paintings of Utamaro,

P2izan, Kunisada, and others, clearly sho\\".

It appears that in those times there was a

fixed rule in every brothel appointing the

make, stuff, colour, and pattern of the dresses

to be worn by the respective grades of

women, and that this rule was strictly adher-

ed to. No courtesan, therefore, was per-

mitted to wear a dress unsuitable to her

particular rank in the brothel, even though

she could afford it, but nowadays the girls

are at liberty to w^ixx any clothes they

choose and can pay for, especially if the)^

are popular and beautiful women. There
are various arrangements made as to de-

fraying the expenses of dress in different

brothels, and the clothes of modern shogi

are divided into awasc (worn in May,

June and (October), hitoemouo (w^orn in Jul)',

August and September), 7vala-irc (worn
Noveml^er to April), etc, according to the
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season, in the same way as with ordinary

persons.

Coiffures of the Yujo.

Although it is remarked in the " Yoshi-

wara Taizen "
(§J!^;/clk) "their hair even

" now is dressed in the " Hyogo " style after

" the fashion of the Hyogo-ya brothel at

'' Ohashi, Yanagi-cho," yet when we find no

coiffure of this style in the pictures painted

prior to the Tenna era (i 681 -1683) the

correctness of the assertion may be doubted.

Judging from ancient pictures of the " Uki-

yo-e'' school, it would appear that up to the

era of Keicho (1594-16 14) courtesans wore
their hair hanging down the back, and that

even in the era of Kwan-ei (1624- 1643) they

merely gathered it up on the top of the head

in a very simple manner. It is mentioned

in various books that in the era of Kwam-
bun (166 1 -1 672) a tayR named Katsuyama,

living in the Yamamoto-ya in the Shin

Yoshiwara, devised a method of coiffure,

called after her, " Katsttyama-magey In

the " Dobo Go-en "
fvlpI^fnHI) i^ says :

—

" About the period of Jo-o (1652-1654) or

" Meireki (1655-1657) there was a tayu named
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" Katsuyaina in the house of Yamamoto Hojun of

" Shimmachi in the Shin Yoshiwara. Formerly
" she had been ^fitro-ouua (" bath-woman "

: really

" an unlicensed prostitute) in a bath-house (known as

" ' Ki-no-knni-biiro '), kept by a man called Ichibei,

" at Kanda in front of the Tango-den (neighbour-
" hood of the present Kiji-cho). When the furo-
'' ya (bath-houses) were abolished this woman re-

" turned to her parent's house, but appeared again
" as dijoro in the house of Hojun. Her hair was
" bound up in one ring and tied with white moto-

"j7//(cue cord) and this style still exists under the
" name of Katsnyania-inai^i:, etc., etc."

[The MartL-niage of later years is be-

lieved to have been evolved from the

Katsu-yania-niage^^ In tlie era of Tenna

( 1 68 1 - 1 683) Hyogo-niage and Keisei-shiniada

came into vogue. The Slumada-inage is

said to have originated in the era of Kwan-ei

(1624-1643} with a dancing-girl of Kyoto
named Shimada Jinsuke. The Keisei-shi-

inada resembled the present Sliiiiiada in

nearly every respect. In the era of An-ei

( 1
772-1 780) the KiNskojo-diii, Utsiiseini-

iiiage, IVakabni, Hishidziito, Yoko-hyogo,

Yamagata-iobi-bin, Sogidzitto-iintsiibi, Tate-

Jiyogo, and other styles, came into fashion,

and later the Sitsuki-biu, Otoshi-barake,

Tstttogiri, Siuni-Shiniada, Adzinjia-bin, Kai-

nade-dzuto, Chasen-iiiage, Tsitnii-hyogo, etc,.
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came into xogue. By the era of Bunsei

(18 1 8- 1 829), however, of these only the

Tate-hyogo, Shiniada, and a few others had

survived. \r\X present the hair of the red

bear {sha-guma) is used to form a tuft of

false hair over which to spread the natural

hair in making up a Tate-hybgo coiffure :

sometimes, although very rarely, it is used

in dressing the hair in Shiniada style]. It

appears that in the Tenna and Teikyo eras

(168 1 -1 687) only vegetable oil was used in

dressing the hair, and that biu-tsiike (poma-

tum) had not yet come into use. In the

" Go-nichi Miikashi-mono-gatari'' [^ H ia

^ |§) the statement of an old man born in

the 3rd year of Empo (1675) is quoted to

the effect that :

—

" A certain old gentleman, who was ten years
" older than my father, traversing an assertion by
" the latter that the hair of courtesans was harden-
" ed by too much oil, said that such was not the
" case in former years when the girls rubbed a

"little thin oil on their heads: he also said that
" the hair remained in its natural state and did
" not show any greasiness of appearance. The old
" pictures substantiate this assertion."

Moreover, in those days of comparative

simplicity, the women used to dress their
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own hair. The '' Hyokwa Maiiipitsu'^ (^
y ) remarks :

—

" In ancient times it was considered a discfrace

for courtesans not to dress their hair themselves,

but of course it must be recollected that there were

no professional female hairdressers at that period
;

they were of later orit^in * * * In an old docu-

ment, said to be a certificate of a yi'tjo belonoini;-

to the house of Idzumi Kankichi of Edo-cho,

the followint^ sentence occurs :

—
' This ivoviaii

liavin^^ bcoi tmigJit by /in- parents how to dress her
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" hair, and lunv to ivrite, no concern need be felt on
" tJiese points. There is a considerable difference

" between this certificate and one of the present

" day."

According to the " Kitjuoiio-Jiomaki^,^

(i^ 41 ?^ ^)- written by Kyozan, a well-

known writer, the professional female hair-

dresser came into existence at the end of

An-ei (1772- 1780) and therefore it .was

undoubtedly later than that period before

the courtesans used to have their hair dressed

by regular experts.

Referring to the style of hair dressing,

the same authority says :

—

" For about 20 years after the Temmei (1781-
" 1788) era until the era of Bunkwa (1804-1817)
" the style of hair-dressing of the oiran was
" generally the Ts2inii-Jiydgo, but of late years this

" has ceased to exist. The size of hair-pins, on
" the other hand, has become larger than in former
" days, for in the Temmei period they were very
" small and light and no person placed the present

" artificial tortoise-shell (ba:zn') ornaments on her
" head. As regards the style of hair-dressing, the
" karazua, Jtyogo, sJiimada, inaniniage {katsnyama-
" mage) and shiitake, came into vogue in the order
" named."

For further information on the styles of

hair-dressing, the reader is recommended to

refer to the " Reki-sei-onna-sokb (Jg ^ ^
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^^). The woodcuts inserted in this sec-

tion illustrate the principal styles of coiffiti^es

which have been adopted in the Yoshiwara
from time to time.

Rooms of the Yujo.

There is but little difference between
the modern apartments {kyo-shtlsu) of the

yfijo and those of ancient times. The room
in which a yUjo receives her guests is

called the " sashiki^,' and generally contains

about eight mats {hachi-j6-jiki\ while the

adjoining room [tsiigi no ma) is a smaller

private apartment containing perhaps three

or four mats. Some women have a third

room placed at their disposal in addition,

but this consideration is mostly granted to

the " o shoku " exclusively.

Typical zasJiiki are cosy I'ooms fitted

with the usual toko-iw-iua (alcove) and chi-

gai-dana (a recess with two shelves, one a

little lower than the other, and each only

reaching about half way across the width of

the wall-space involved) ; in the former hang
either pictures or specimens of caligraphy

(not always genuine !) by such noted artists
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as Chosanshil, TesshQ, Zesbin, Kcisbu, and

others.* The rooms are prellily decorated,

and furnished with cut flowers arranged in

vases of Kutani porcelain ; these flowers are

changed according to the season. There

will also be found musical instruments such

as the koto (harp), saniisen (banjo \ gekkin

(guitar;, ni-genktn a two-stringed musical

instrument), etc. ; numbers of sundry knick-

nacks, such as a shelf-ornament in the shape

of a rabbit, made of imitation crystal, which

is perched on a tiny cushion of daintily dyed

crepe ; a hanging clock, a handsome mirror,

a framed oil-painting; a small library of

novels, magazines, theatrical notices, play-

bills, and other light reading matter designed

to beguile the tedium of guests. On the

chigai-dana (recess fitted with shelves by
the side of the toko-no-nia) rests a deep

lacquered tray known as a mtdare-bako^ in

which are put the guests' garments) and
other objects, w^hile the room invariably con-

* Mr. Henry Norman says in the " The Real Japan ^'
:

—"There is

nearly always a lar^e written and framed scroll in a conspicuous position,

exhibiting some scrap of appropriate poetry tersely told in the complicated

Chinese characters. One I was shown had the four characters inatsii kikii

nao soiisii, literally, "Pine chrysanthemum still are," i.e., the pine and the

chrysanthemum always preserve their charm, even in winter when other

flowers die, and by implication, '• My charms are everlasting, like the pine

and the chrysanthemum."
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tains a clothes-horse 'einon-kake and a six-

fold screen [rokti-inai-ori-no-bybbit]. In the

private apartment is a shelf on which the

yUj'ds yagii (bed-clothes) are placed, and

this is covered with a bright "gx^^-Vi fiiroshiki

on which is dyed the ornamental figure of a

vine karakitsa) and the name of the '^\x\ to

whom it belongs, Below^ this yagii-dana

(shelf; is a chest of drawers containing the

wardrobe of the yiijo, Avhile the other articles

of furniture consist of a naga-hibachi (oblong

brazier) on which is placed a kettle [tetsit-

bi'n], a cupboard with a glass door garastt-

do-iri no nedzinni-irazu) within which yb-

cha-ki tea things' and inshokit-no-gu (eating

and drinking utensils) are neatly arranged, a

mirror-stand [kyo-dat), a cup used for gargl-

ing ugai-jawan), a inimi-darai (a metallic

or lacquer tub with a pair of handles or ears

(used for toilet purposes), cushions [zabuton),

and various other paraphernalia of a courte-

san's room. The ^<^5///"/^/ rooms) are rented

from the brothel-keeper by \k\<i yujo, and are

furnished at their own expense. The above
is a description of a first-class house, and in

the lower-grade establishments a girl there

called a heya-niochi) only possesses one room,
or, at the most, two rooms. In the better
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houses the rooms are known as zashiki a

"parlour") and in the lower houses as

merely heya (" room "). In ancient days the

shinzo had no rooms of their own, and it

was the custom for all of them to sleep in

the aue-jords room. There are also rooms

called myodai-beya (substitute rooms) which

ma)^ be used by any of the women when
they have more than one guest at the same
time. In the lowest houses several guests

and their girls are packed up together in one

room, each couple being only sheltered from

the gaze of the others by screens. This

is known as wart-doko (|fij J^ = " divided

bed "). When a ywjo has not sufficient

means to defray the expenses of furnishing

and decorating her room, it is paid for in

instalments, but in some cases an intimate

guest W'ill assist her by paying these ex-

penses himself. The expenses of repairs to

her zashiki and of the daily cleaning are also

borne by the girl ; the soji no chingin (wage
for cleaning) is paid direct to the wakai-
inono man-servant) who performs this office.

The expenses which yUjo have to bear in

this direction are very heavy, and according

to the official rules issued by the authorities

in the 7th year of Kwansei T795 the
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girls were exempted from these burdens

;

but an ancient custom is not easily broken

up, and the evil, being by no means thorough-

ly eradicated, has survived to these days.

Unfortunately, in this profession, a pernicious

custom exists of spending money lavishly,

and should the yUjo show herself mean or

stingy (or even moderately prudent) in her

expenditure, this will cause her unpopularity,

raise up a host of enemies, and make trouble

for her in a hundred different ways ; thus old

customs cling to the Yoshiwara and defy the

many earnest efforts made to root them out.

It would appear that at the time when yiijo

used to receive guests in age-ya there was
no need to pay much attention to beautify-

ing their own rooms, but as a matter of fact

they were made very pretty because the

ki-jiii (J; /y^ = " nobles " and "honourable

persons") would not enter age-ya and came
direct to the brothels. The regular style of

fitton (mattress) used was a kagaini-btit07i

(i.e.—a futon the border of which is made of

stuff different to that of the centre, making it

look like a mirror in it's frame. In the best

houses the borders were made of black

velvet and the panels of red crepe. Three
of such fiUon mattresses) were laid one
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upon the other and the pile formed a nice

soft bed, but in the lower houses only two

were used and these were made of inferior

material such as merenstt(mousseline de lame)

or kanakiii (calico) : in the very lowest esta-

blishments only one was provided. The
night gowns also varied in richness according

to the class of the house. By the official

rules issued in the yth year of Kwansei (1795)

fabrics mixed with gold or silver threads,

silk brocades, or velvets, were forbidden to

be used in making fition, and the number
used was limited to three : these regulations

soon became a dead letter and utterly failed

to effectively check the luxurious habits of

the time. During the Meiwa era ( 1
746-

1 77 1

)

a woman named Hinadzuru, belonging to

the Choji-ya, used a pile of five fition made
of silk brocade, but this was quite unpre-

cedented. When yujo used to be called to

visit guests in an age-ya their night-clothes

were carried with them on each and every

occasion : these earlier fttton, etc., are sup-

posed to have been greatly inferior to the

costly ones that came into fashion at a later

period.
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Tsumi-yagu no koto.

( The pilinq^ up and cxJnbitioii of bedding) .

In the " Uuie-no-Jiayu " (by Kiyomoto

are the words :

—

" A pile of as many as twenty of the rich

" floral brocade/"///^;/ and beddintj which share the

" couch of Benten San."*

This passage refers to a custom known
as " tsiuni-yagii " which forms one of the

leading features of the gay quarter: there are

several songs and stanzas of poetry extant

in which the splendid spectacle of a pile of

magnificent brocade night-clothes and bed-

ding is rapturously dilated upon in amorous

language. Vanity is an inherent attribute of

the fair sex, and among the class of women
to whom the yUjo belong " the rage for
competition show and style " has no limits,

consequently they all vie with each other in

the attempt to outshine their sisters in the

matter of obtaining, and placing on exhibi-

tion, piles of gorgeous bedding. It is a

matter of professional pride for the girls to

make as lavish a display as possible, and in

* Goddess of Love.
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former days, when the go-sekku were appro-

aching, the yujo would persuade one of her

most intimate guests to undertake the finan-

cing of this expensive function, and so well

did they play their cards that they often

succeeded in inducing their infatuated ad-

mirers to disburse several hundred dollars

to gratify a passing whim. Nowadays, the

holidays known as the go-sekkii are not

strictly observed, therefore exhibitions of

tsumi-yagu are made either at the time of

cherry-viewing in the spring, the lantern

festival in the autumn, during the first week
of the New Year [matsu-no-uchi] or at the

time of the tori-no-]iiachi (see description

under that heading) when the Yoshiwara is

most frequented by crowds of sight-seers.

Generally speaking, this display of bedding is

confined to the o-mise (best houses) or cIiU-

niise (medium houses), but occasionally the

women in smaller houses endeavour to

proclaim, by means of tsiuni-yagu, that all

the world does not belong to their prouder

sisters in the better-class establishments.

As I have previously mentioned, in ancient

times gold and silver embroideries were used

in making up this exhibition of bedding,

but now damask and crepe are mostly
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employed. The present cost of a set of

tsiujii-yagn is from lOO to 200 yen: by
using j//7,:<?/^ crepe the price may be kept as

low as 100 yen, but damask will amount to

200 yen, and if a person is extravagantly

inclined there are no limits to the cost. As
these tstiini-yagit sets would be charged at

an exorbitant figure if purchased from an

ordinary gofukit-teii (drapery store) they are

usually ordered from one of the regular

contractors in the Yoshiwara. There is

generally a tremendous amount of bargain-

ing done before the price of the tsunii-yagu

is finally settled, and it is said that when the

negotiations are made by the brothel-keeper,

that astute gentleman invariably dovetails

into the fio^ure charq-ed a commission of

about 2O/0 (twenty per cent) as an honora-

rium presented to himself for " valuable

services " rendered. A set of tsumi-yagu

consists of three fitton and a large coverlet

or quilt : if it be summer a mosquito net is

added, and if it be winter a lighter coverlet.

As a rule the colours chosen are very loud

indeed : the older women prefer pale-blue

for the lining, but the younger girls usually

have the coverlets lined with red. The
fitton are made like a mirror in a frame, the
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centre panels being of the same colour as

the linings of the coverlets : the collars of

the latter are made of velvet. On the

coverlet is worked in gold thread the crest of

the guest who has presented the set as well

that of the yil/'o who has received it. A
small (light) coverlet {ko-yagii) is generally

wadded with the best waia (cotton wool),

but in large coverlets (p-yagii) and fitton an

inferior quality of wadding is used. When
the set is quite completed, it is placed on a

stand and exhibited just inside the entrance

of the brothel, facing the door-way, so that

everybody who passes is bound to see the

show: and in order to further attract attention,

the tstuni-yagit is labelled with a paper on
which is written in bold letters the name of

the Xwoky yiijo who owns it. On the day of

this ceremony it is usual for the guest con-

cerned to give a " s6-bana "
{ci pjxsent made

to all the iujuates of a house) of 5 yen, and
a further sum of 5 yen as " soba-dai'' (cost of
biLckioheat inacaroni) to be partaken of by
all the ywjo in the establishment. As it is

not considered to be conducive to the good
reputation of a woman to continue this

exhibition of tsiuni-yagu for too great a

length of time, there arises the necessity
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for another ceremony called " shiki-zome
"

(commencing the use of the yagii). On this

occasion the lady in question plays the part

of hostess, and she is bound by custom to

entertain the guest who has presented her with

the set by giving him a feast and engaging

at least a couple of geisha to enliven the

proceedings. When a guest undertakes to

provide a set of tsimii-yagn for his imianioraia

he must be prepared to spend on tips, and

for various sundries, at least 50 yen over

and above the cost of the bedding, and if

he makes a hikiie-jaya a party to the ar-

rangement this will cost him another lofo

(per cent) commission. An exhibition of

tsumi-yagiL being considered something to

be proud of, women who have no guests

rich enough to render them the necessary

pecuniary assistance occasionally go so far

as to even borrow funds from the brothel-

keepers and order a set of bedding for

themselves, thus securing a fine advertise-

ment and enhancing their reputation. It

however sometimes happens that the girls

find themselves unable to refund money
thus borrowed, and are therefore compelled

to dispose of the bedding they once so

earnestly coveted : these circumstances have
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tended to place a number of second-hand

sets of tsiujii-yagn on the market, and it is

said that certain women who are vain

enough to love empty show, but too poor

to afford it, borrow these relics of extrava-

gance on hire and exhibit them to the public

gaze ! But here let us be merciful and

draw a veil over the doings of these un-

fortunate women, for it would be boorish

and unmanly to further expose the weak-
ness of frail humanity. [As to the origin

of this custom, it appears that a koshi-joro

of the Miura-ya (kept by Magosaburo)

named Utanami, first introduced it in the

era of Kwampo ( 1 74 1 -
1 743)]

.

" Sobana."

{All round " //>-.")

A " sobana " is a tip given by a guest to

all the servants of a brothel, and is shared in

by the yariie, shinzo, men-servants, and

bath-room attendants. It is usual Iv oriven

on a inonibi (crest day : New Year's day,

the go-sekkn, toyi-iw-uiachi festival, etc.) and

varies in amount according to the class of

house : the sums given are regularly classified
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and divided into amounts of 2h 3, 4, and 5
Ven.cic. as the case may be. When sobaiia

is given, the names of the donor and his lady

friend are posted in a prominent place in

the house : the larger the number of such

posters, the greater is the honour to the

woman in question. This custom appears

to have been in vogue since ancient times, for

the amounts fixed during the Kwansei era

( 1
789-1 800) were 3 ryo for a first-class house,

2 ryo for a second-class house, i ryo 2 bn

for a third-class house, and 2 bit- for a lower

grade establishment. When a sobana is

given, all the servants of the house come up
to the room and kneeling down outside

thank the guest for his present and clap their

hands in unison.

" Shokwai "

{First meeting.)

AND

"Mi-tate."

{Selection of ivovicn.)

The '' Zeiisci Ktiriiica Kaganif (^^
llElS) says that in the dusk of the evening,
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when all is chilly and lonesome, the deep-

toned curfew bell of Iriya sends forth a

resonant and withal melancholy clang which

depresses the spirits and fills the heart with

a vague sense of gloomy sadness. Strange

as the coincidence may be, just at the very

time the solemn sound of the temple bell is

reverberating over hill and dale, the women
file into their cages {iiiise 100 harii) in the

brothel quarter, the
''
flo^oeys of the Yoshi-

waya bud and blossom^,' and the whole ^i7-

kaku becomes a scene of vivacious animation.

These courtesans (who have practically fallen

to the level of being regarded as so much
merchandise awaiting buyers) sit for hours

exposed to the gaze of the passers-by, deck-

ed out in all the splendour of coral and rare

tortoise-shell hair-pins stuck around their

heads like a saint's glory, and gorgeous in

dresses of silk and gold and silver em-
broidery^ the heavy cost of which weighs

them down and forces them still deeper into

the " styeain of dcbty In days of yore it

was customary for the women to enter their

niise while the " siigagaki'' was being played

and bunches of clog-checks [gesokii-fida =
wooden tickets given to guests in exchange
for foot-gear left in charge of attendants at
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the entrance) were being struck noisely

against the floor. Among the yUjo the

o shokit kabu (or proud leading beauty of

the house) with painted face, rouged h"ps,

and pencilled eyebrows, sits lazily smoking

her long red bamboo pipe, emitting faint

blue rings of tol:>acco smoke from her mouth,

pretending not to see the crowds of people

swarming in front of the cage and yet—cat-

like—furtively watching their every move-
ment. While the other women are engaged

in a whispered conversation about the per-

sonal appearance of on-lookers, the o s/ioku

feigns to be absorbed in the perusal of a

long espistle supposed to have been received

from one of her numerous admirers, and
every now and again she artfully allows a

smile to irradiate her countenance as a token

that she is reading a specially interesting

sentence. Such a skilful Jezebel is sure to

have some rich guests who keep her liberally

supplied with funds : as a rule she will have

no lover {joro '|§II^ = a male paramour :

sometimes read as '' // ////<9 ") to whom she

must give pecuniary assistance, and generally

speaking she will avoid koke-kyakn (young
and impecunious guests) and sau-jaku-obi

(low class of loafers) as she \\-ould the pest.
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Rather slender in person, having a g-ood

contour of the nose, and possessed of bright

eyes, if she cannot be called strictly beautiful

she is at least very interesting and attractive.

She is always sure to be a perfect actor and

looks irresistably charming as she talks with

her sister j)/7//<9 sotio voce, or as she gracefully

bends her head and covers her face with her

sleeves to stifle a burst of merry laughter

and then quietly flirts with, and encourages,

some likely guest who is gazing at her in-

tently through the bars. The above is a

rather lengthy description of a yujo who is

expert in the art of twisting men round her

little finger and manipulating guests {kyaku

IV0 nekokasiL) according to the circumstances

of the occasion. Those women who are

worried by anxiety about private affairs will

be seen to conceal their hands within the

folds of their dress, to allow^ their heads to

sink deeply into their ^/'/(collar of a dress) in

an irregular manner, to every now^ and then

glance round the cage and up at the ceiling,

or to otherwise reveal, by their fidgety and
impatient demeanour, that they have some-
thing unpleasant on their minds. Those
who act unreservedly and chat noisely with

the other women are assuredly new to the
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life, and when they become famihar with

guests they are unfeignedly sincere in their

regard for those they Hke. The woman who
sits out of the row sideways and Hstens to

the ribald songs of the passers-by shows her

fickle and forward disposition by treating all

as fish who come to her net: she has sym-
pathy with no man but as a matter of busi-

ness policy will bestow equal attention on

all comers, no matter whether they be good-

looking, bad-looking, or jealous as fiends.

Those who are blowing the berry of the

winter-cherry {^hbzuki), making paper-frogs as

a charm to attract the men for Avhom they

are waiting, practising '' tatanii-zan'' (divina-

tion by mat-straws) and playing other inno-

cent little games, are generally new arrivals

in the house who are willing to please their

guests in every possible manner. When a

guest wishes to be accommodated with a
" temporary wife," and enters the house to

wiiich she belongs, he is led by a wakai-

jiiojio to the hiki-tsitke-zashiki (introduction

chamber). When he glances round the

room he will perhaps find the alcove decorat-

ed with a large kakeiiiouo hanging-picture)

representing the rising sun and a stork, the

ceiling painted with an enormous phoenix,
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and everything so spick and span that he

will wonder if he is in fairyland. Candles

are now lighted, and a black-lacquered

tobacco-box brought in. Next a set of

three sa/ee-cups are produced with which to

perform though nominally) the necessary

nuptial ceremony called the " san-san-ku-do
"

in imitation of the custom observed at a real

wedding. The girl then appears accom-

panied by her shinzo who plays the part of

a go-between {jiakodo-yakii) for the couple

by uttering the conventional phrases of

" anata " and " kojiatar and the unholy
" marriage " ceremony is finished. After

this the yUjo retires to change her clothes,

{p meshi-kae) and at the same time the guest

is conducted to her apartments where the

table is laid ready and a charcoal fire is

glowing in an enormous brazier. This

bright red, and almost incandescent charcoal

fire, always reminds one of the ardent passion

of the poor devil of a guest in the next room,

who alone and waiting for his partner glows
with all the rage of jealousy and intense

longing! Food is served in dishes of enor-

mous size, but the nett contents of these plat-

ters are microscopic, so the " feast " amounts
to little more than a mere show and is just
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sufficently imposing' to warrant being" hand-

somely charged for in the bill under the

title of " On ryori'' (the august repast). The
chopsticks used are new for the occasion and

are regular wari-bashi (a stick made of sitgi

wood with a split at one end, used as chop-

sticks by splitting it in two) but, alas ! they

too are soon prostituted to base uses, being

used as snuffers to cut candle wicks, and

even as tongs for the Itibachi of a tenantless

room ]:'

It is curious to note that when tea-

house people offer a sake-cw^ to the yUjo

they invariably sit obliquely, partially turn-

ing their backs to the guest and never facing

him directly. Perhaps this custom un-

intentionally betrays their secret intention

of sitting on the visitor, squeezing him for

all he is w^orth, and then kicking him out!

The yujo herself at the first meeting with

a new guest is apt to look askant at the

latter and "draw" him by occasionally

gossiping about her " sisters-in-vice," Every

now and again one may faintly hear the

sound of a pipe being sharply struck against

* Mawashi-beya jJlH LM" is a kind of spare room in which a {j;iiest is

accommodated when the uijo lie buys has another \isitor in her own
apartments.
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a bamboo spittoon in a neighbouring room :

this is probably a signal that your neighbour

is lonely and weary of waiting for his sleep-

ing-companion, and you may make up your

mind that he is craning his neck forward

and straining his ears to catch the sound

of her returning footsteps. It is said that a

warrior awakens at the jingling of a horse s

bridle-bit, but, under the above circum-

stances, the sound of a woman's sandaled

feet shuffling down the passage appeals to

the drowsy watcher with ten times as much
force and braces him up like a powerful

tonic. In Japan, however, men do not like

to show themselves too " soft," and when
the woman finally slides back the s/iq/V

(paper shutter) of the room her guest is

almost sure to sham being fast asleep : this

is called "/(^;////c'/-//^/>7*" (badger-sleep). As
the hour advances the crowds of loafers

(known as '' hiyakashi'^^ in the Yoshiwara
gradually disperse and nothing except the

cries of peripatetic macaroni sellers (" nabe-

yaki itdoii ") and blind shampooers (" amnia-
hari'^) disturb the stillness of the night, but

even when comparative quietness has been
restored the guest's sleep has been so

thoroughly broken that he remains tossing
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uneasily on his pillow longing for daylight.

After a few hours of fitful slumber, which

leave the wretched fellow even more fati-

gued than before, the eastern sky begins to

glow with a faint rosy light and with the

da\\n of day the great black crows in the

neighbourhood awake and fly circling around

cawing loudly as if in mockery and derision.

Jaded and exhausted by excess, and played

out by reason of his night's debauch, the

poor guest crawls out of bed, feeling as

Hmp as a dish-clout, and as a preparation

for his return home proceeds to drag him-

self to the wash-stand and make his toilet.

Oh, W'hat a face he sees reflected in the

water !—a drawn, distorted, and haggard

face, with pale bloodless lips and sunken

bloodshot eyes ! And oh, the nausea result-

ing from undigested food and adulterated

sake, the agony of " hot coppers," the racking

headache, and the formidable bill—six feet

long—which makes one's hair rise on end !

Then the woebegone victim of his own
asinine stupidity settles his bill and sneaks

away from the presence of the yujo, who
comes to bid him farewell with the words

—

" <9 chikai tichi. " (please come again

very soon^, climbs heavily into a jinyiktsJia
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and is whirled away to his own residence,

thoroughly agreeing in spirit with the words

of the Vulgate:— '' vanitas vanikiteiini, et

omnia vanitasr

" I-tsuzuke no koto."

{St>cii({in,(i' several consecutive days in a brotJicl!)

The ''Zejiset-Kuniwa-Kagami'" (^-^
J|j^ ||£) says :

—
" The act of remaining in a

brothel for several days, owing to stress of

weather or other cause, is known as i-tsu-

dzukcy

" O cha wo hiku " to iu koto.

(' Tea pozvderingy)

It is remarked in the " Ddbo Go-yen
"

(ylHl/S^fpH; that the term o-cJia zuo hiku,

as applied to women of ill-fame who have

no guests, is of ancient origin and should be

considered as one of the peculiar idiomatic

expressions of the Yoshiwara dialect : every-

where in prostitute quarters some special

dialect is exclusively used, and this is more
especially true of the Yoshiwara of Tokyo.
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In the era of Keicho 1596-1614) the ser-

vants of the various tea-houses at Uji (near

Kyoto) were practically unlicensed courtesans,

and were in the habit of carrying on illicit

intercourse with guests who patronized their

establishments. These women employed
their letsiire time in pulverizing tea [o-cha wo
Jiiku) for the tea-drinking ceremony, and in

course of time this expression " o-cha 700

hikit " came to be applied (as a slang phrase)

to a courtesan who had no guests in con-

sequence of her unpopularity. By and by

this phrase was brought up to Tokyo by

natives of Uji and Kyoto and became one

of the idiomatic expressions of the Yoshi-

wara. It is now used throuo-hout the entire

Empire.
'^5'

Shiki-zome no soba-burumai no koto.

{Prcsoitation of biick-ivJwat macaroni to celebrate

tlie first use of niq-/it-c/ot/ies)

It appears to be a universal rule to

present soda to all the inmates of the house

whenever :\ yuj'o uses her newly-made night-

clothes for the first time. This custom is

l:)inding on all classes of women from the
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proud oimn down to the nagaya-jbro, but,

practically, the lower class women are de-

barred from making an exhibition of night-

clothes (either on their own account or by
the assistance of guests) by reason of the

expense involved : it may therefore be said

that this ceremony is performed by women
belonging to first [o-mise) and second-class

(clm-nnse) houses exclusively. Originally

this ceremony was only performed when
the tstu]ii-yagiL was used for the first time,

but later it became a rule that Vv'hen any
new night-clothes began to be used—
generally on New Year's day—buckwheat
macaroni was to be presented to the inmates

of her house by the yiijo to whom they

belonged. This custom, which still survives,

is called " shiki-zoine no soba-buruniair In

the houses of ordinary people the spreading

out of bedding and night-clothes in the

day time is greatly disliked as unlucky,

therefore, when a sick person recovers the

occasion is one of rejoicing and congratula-

tion and is called toko-age (removal of

bed-clothes). In brothels, however, just the

reverse idea obtains : the keepers rejoice to

see the nicrht-clothes used even in the

day-time, their fervent W'ish being to have
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the bedding employed as much as possible

because it bears an important relation to the

prosperity of their " trade."

In different brothels different devices

are adopted for the purpose of determining

who shall be considered the " leading lady
"

of the house [o s/io/e/r. Some take the

number of guests as a standard, others the

number of najijui-kyakit (that is " regular

guests ") while others adopt the rather dis-

Q^usting" method of fixing: the order of

precedence according to the total amounts

of money spent by the guests of the respec-

tive women. In first-class establishments

no such methods as the above are employed,

and the rank of the women is determined

by the number and value of their own
night-clothes and those given by them to

the servants of their own and other houses.

The idea may be attributed to the great

esteem in which night-clothes are held by

men and women in the Yoshiwara.
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" Shashin-mitale-cho."

{PJiotog?-apJL albums fo?- facilitating^ the

selection of zuonten).

In lower-class houses the women are

exhibited after nightfall, w^hen the lamps

are lighted, in the long narrow cages of the

brothels, where they sit with powdered faces

and rouged lips looking for all the world

like so many motionless wax figures. Under
these conditions, a would-be guest has the

opportunity of making his selection very

easily, for he has only to indicate the woman
he fancies to obtain her company immedi-

ately. In the first and second-class houses,

however, there is no such thing as a Iiari-

inise (a " dressed shop-front ") and persons

who intend to visit them must be introduced

by a hikite-jaya : the selection of the parti-

cular girl to be engaged is usually left to the

discretion of the mistress of the tea-house,

who of course does her best to please her

patrons by choosing for them women likely

to prove satisfactory.

Until about 1882 (15th or i6th year

of Meiji) the photographs of all the inmates
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of houses were displayed in frames in front

of the respective brothels, but now this plan

has been abandoned, and albums containing

portraits of the women belonging to first

and second-class houses are provided in the

hikite-jaya for the convenience of guests.

These books are called " Shashin Mitate-

cho " (albums of photographs to facilitate

the selection of women), and I think the

following specimens of prefaces will be in-

teresting :

—

Photograph-album of the O-hiko-ro :

—

" The old saying ' if yoii luisk to see fiozvcrs go

to Yoshino ' seems somewhat stupid considering

that one can find any flower which he desires to

see if he goes to the Yoshiwara. Nowadays,
however, customs of ancient times are changing,

and the flowers no longer parade the Naka-no-

cho. The flowers which are shown to the public

are limited to those which blossoin on the small

fences, while the oiraii (who may be likened to

the queen of all flowers) are concealed from the

public view in the privacy of their own chambers,

and may be compared to beautiful blossoms

hidden from sight by a dense mist. However,

the practice of promenading in the Naka-no-cho

is too old a custom to be revived in these times,

and so we have hit upon the plan of grouping a

bevy of belles into the space of a small photo-

graph-album, and leave our honourable guests to

select the flowers their fancy may dictate, etc.,

etc
"
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This preface winds up with a poetical

appeal—quite untranslatable owing to puns

on words— that the patronage of guests
*' may not be as short as the dream of a

spring night," but as steady and constant as

the bedding used in this house is thick and
beautiful. [In Japanese the word •' thick

"

—atstti-—has a double meaning : it means
** thick " as an antonym of " thin," and also

" plentiful, liberal, and bountiful." It also

has the sense of " excessively friendly " or
*' intimate," and is sometimes used to express

the idea of " in love with."]

Photograph-album of the Kado-ebi-ro :
—

" The Chinese characters kozen (^X^^red-
" beard) may be also read kozcn (f§^^ resolute :

" firm) on account of the similarity of sound, and
" the characters kairo C/^^=a shrimp. These
"characters also sound as " ebi'' which is part of

" the name of this house) resemble in pronunciation
" the letter kairo (f^^= becoming old together
" and being buried in the same spot undivided
" even by death). In the letters in use from times
" immemorial are ideas not fully expressed. In-

" dividual selection may be left to individual
" taste."
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Shogi no nedan ai-jirushi.

{TJic signs 07- cypjicrs sJioiving the fees of einirtesans).

According to the '' Kyokutei-Zakki'''

(ffli^S^nS)' written by the well-known

novelist Bakin, the tayu were all represented

by the mark ^ in the satken^ (guide-books)

during the Kyoho era (17 16-1735) * * * * *

At that time the price was 60 uwiuine (10

Yen). A class of courtesans called kyo no

tayu came into existence at the time, but

dropped out of fashion without receiving

much attention from the public. The various

classes of women were represented by the

following marks from the era ofKyoho ( 1
7 1

6-

1735) to the Horeki era (1751-1763):—
X Tayu: :j:|: Koshi-joro: ^ Ni-nin

Kaburo : ^ Yobi-dashi : ^ Tsuki-dashi

:

'^ Zashiki-mochi : ^ Kokin : ^ Bunkin

:

© Chu-ya : (2) Ni-shu : X Uchi-komi

:

Yama-sancha : Umecha : @ Go-sun Tsubo-

ne : ^ Nami-Tsubone and Ha-age-ya

:

B Chaya. By the 6th year of Gembun
( 1 74 1

) the fees of courtesans were stated in

the Saiken for the first time as follows :

—

* The Yoshiwara Office publishes these guide-books at intervals. The
books contain the names and fees of inmates of the various brothels.
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X Tayu, 80 monime
(
Yen 1 3.33) ; ^ Ko-

shi, 60 jHomme, (10 Yen) : 3 Yobidashi, 45
moninie

(
Yen 7.50) ; ^^^ Sancha (for day and

night) 3 Bu ( Yen 7.50) ; % Bun, i Bit ( F^;/

2.50) ; X 1 2 nion^me (2 1^//) ; @ Ski-sun
;

© Nami-Tsubone ;
•*• six tea-houses attach-

ed to the ageya. Since then matters have

undergone various changes, but the follow-

ing are the present cyphers used in the

Saiken-ki

:

—
/\
/f\

^

(Iriyamagata hitotsu-boshi)

(Iri-yamagata)

(Mitsu-yamagata hitotsu-boshi)

(Mitsu-yamagata) ^^
(Futatsu-yamagata liitotsu-boshi) ^^
(Shiro-yamagata) /y\.

(Yamagata hitotsu-boshi) /^
(Yamagata) >^

(Tsuji) X

Yen. Sen.

fee is 1.20

.90'

.60

•50

.40

.35

•30

.25

.20

San-gyo ehomen no tsuke-kata.

{The system of book-keeping employed by brothels,

tca-Jioiises, and eoiirtesans. )

In former days there were no fixed

rules as to the system of making entries in
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books kept by brothels and tea-houses, and,

in consequence, considerable inconvenience

was experienced by the authorities when
they found it necessary to examine the ac-

counts. In February, 1884, the "Controller

of the three professions " fixed a uniform

system of entries to be made in the account-

books of brothels and tea-houses, instructing

the proprietors of such establishments to

adhere to the same in future. The system

thus inaugurated in 1884 is still in force, and
the following is a description of the ledgers,

etc., used.

On the cover of a brothel ledg^er

—

right in the very centre—are written the

words " Kashizashiki Motocho',' on the right

" Meiji nan nen nan gatsn nan nichi yon\

nan nen nan gatsn nan nichi made " (From
the day of , 189 , to the

day of , 189 );andon the

left the name of the house and it's proprietor.

The book is to consist of upwards of 200

sheets of Nishi-no-tichi or Obanshi (paper),

and the following particulars are to be printed

in it :

—

I.—Name of the brothel.

2.—That the book is to be preserved for at least

four years.
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3.—That taxes are to be paid daily in accordance

with the regulations.

4.—That in this book are to be entered in detail

the iidrncs of every guest, names of sJiogi

engaged, names of g-cisha called, names of the

hikitc-jaya concerned, the fees of sJtdgi and
geisha, amounts spent by guests for refresh-

ments, gratuities given by guests, advances

made, etc. [These items may be expressed

by signs (in cypher) but their total must be

written in ordinary characters].

5.—That in the first page of this book the signs

(cyphers) to be used in a brothel in describing

various items shall be shown, and that in case

of alteration of such cyphers due notice shall

be given to the manager's office.

6.—That besides this ledger the use of two memo-
randum books (one for the proprietor of the

house and one for the sJiogi herself) shall be

allowed, but that such memorandum books

shall be stamped with the stamp of the

manager and be kept at least for one year.

7.—That the payment of taxes shall be made in

accordance with this ledger, and that daily

accounts shall be made up in the following

form. [The monthly accounts shall be made
up in the same manner.]

{Sec over)
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(ACCOUNT FORM.)

Number of guests

Number of women engaged

Total gross receipts Yen.

ITEMIZED ACCOUNT

Sho^qi agc-dai (Courtesan's fees)

Sckiryo nan /^(? (Hire of rooms)

SJm-ko-Jian ko-inono-dai {sake, food and sun-

dries)

Gcigi agc-dai {Gcisha-iQG?)

Shiigi sono hoka tatc-kac (Gratuities and ad-

vances)

Total receipts of the brothel

Taxes due thereon

Total receipts of the courtesans

Taxes due thereon

Total taxes due

} tVi. Sen.

The foregoing rules are issued by the Metropolitan

Police Board and are to be strictly complied with.

(Date)

Controller of the SJun-Yoshkvara.

(The number of pages in this book are )
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The signs used in this book are as follows :
—

C ) Fee of courtesan Si'u.

Ditto.

Q Ditto.

H Ditto.

^^'^^
^ GeisJias fee sen.

T̂ Food.

n Ditto.

•j Sake, 1 bottle sen

.

Tp Sakt\ 2 bottles sen.

EXAMPLE OB' THE USE OF ABOVE CYPHERS.

Date.

O

o

O 1^

Name of Jnkite-jaya.

Name of guest.

,, ,, courtesan.

,, „ courtesan.

„ guest.

,, ,, courtesan.

Total.
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The above example shows that a party

of three guests engaged three shogi and one

geishUy the latter having been employed dur-

ing the burning of four joss-sticks [senkb).

It also shows that they were supposed to

have ordered three sets of 6-dai (large dishes)

and one set of nami-dai (small-dishes) and

consumed four bottles of sake. It is super-

fluous to give an example of the system of

book-keeping employed in hikite-jaya be-

cause it is practically the same.

There is another small book [te-bikae)

kept by each shogi which is commonly
known as the '' gyoku-cho " and in which the

number of her engagements is noted. As
to the mode of entering up this gyoku-cho,

there appears to be no fixed rule, but accord-

ing to the regulations each shogi must make
up an account of her earnings every ten days

and get the entry certified by the stamp of

the brothel-keeper. This book must be

kept as long as she remains in the business.

Mr. Norman, in his " The Real yapan','

observes with regard to the book-keeping

methods of the Yoshiwara :
—

" It goes with-

out saying that no Solomon could devise

theoretical safeguards which would practi-

cally protect a girl under such circumstances
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from unscrupulous greed. For instance,

every person in Japan has a private seal

corresponding to a signature with us, with

which all documents, even down to private

letters, are attested, and to counterfeit or

reproduce such a seal is forgery. Now the

keeper of every kashi-zashiki is compelled

by law to keep a big ledger in which all

money transactions between himself and the

shogi are entered, and the shogi is compelled

to keep a similar smaller book in which the

keeper makes identical entries, each of which

must be attested by her private seal. This

book is regularly inspected by the police

with a view to prevent extortion, and it is

expressly forbidden by law for the keeper to

take away the girl's seal. On one occasion

I visited the largest and best kashi-zashiki

in the Yoshiwara in company with my
official interpreter. The keeper was a sharp-

looking woman of fifty, who had 45 shogi in

her house, which she had just built at a cost

of 45,000 dollars. We were taking tea

ceremoniously in her private apartments,

and after awhile I inquired if I might put a

special question to her. " Certainly." she

replied. " Any question ? " " Certainly."

"Then," I said to the old lady through my
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official interpreter, " will you be so kind as

to show me some of the seals belonging to

your ladies, that you have at this moment
in your possession." She winced visibly

and turned several colours, but after a

minute got up without a word, trotted off,

and returned immediately with the private

seal of a certain Miss Man, and I took an

impression of it in my note-book, to her

evident great alarm. This meant, of course,

that she was in the habit of entering the

accounts in all the books, attesting them
herself with the seals of all her yTijo, and
thus the police would be shown an im-

maculate record, while the shbgt themselves

would never even see the books, or know
with how much they were debited and

credited from week to week."

By the way, a hypothetical specimen of

the entries made in a book kept by courte-

sans is given in the '' Share-bon " (vH^^^)
written by Jippensha Ikku— the ancient

Mark Twain of Japan.

HOW A VISITORS' BOOK SHOULD BE KEPT.

1st (first) Dearly beloved one. Oh,
how I love you ! come

—

do coine ! Hamanoya.
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2nd O 9 VexinjT and horribly irritat-

ing. KicJiisama.

3rd As he docs not l>:no\v my
real mind it is very

irritating. Ryilsama.

4th % (second) Oh you sickeningly ugly

brute ! Yoiu' face is

like that of Heisaku

the Octapus ! Sumiya.

5th % (first) The fellow looks just like

Hachibei of Tamachi.

{i.e. " an ass "). Iscya.

6th O (first) 1 love you. Come quickly.

Stnniya.

7th ^ (first) Yes you are handsome : if

you Avant to come then

come. Millatoya.

8th O Ah, what joy and gladness !

y)liiiato)'a (and) 1 ^asn

Savia.

Yujo no hiki-fuda.

(BrotJicl advertisements)

.

Up to the 20th year of Meiji, both

brothels and hikite-jaya were in the habit

of freely distributing hand-bills for the pur-

pose of attracting guests, but since then all

classes of advertisements, having for their
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object the enticing of visitors to prostitute

quarters, have been strictly prohibited by
the authorities. Under these circumstances,

it may prove interesting to reproduce some
specimens of the old hand-bills issued by
enterprising brothel-keepers in past times,

and accordingly they are printed below.

[Note.—The first of these two hand-bills is

dated the 5th month of the 1st year of Kayei

(1848), the second the 5th month of the ist year

of Anyei (May 1854) and the third the 8th year

of Meiji (1875). The last-named, unlike the others,

was neither " antique " nor " refined " and was
printed on foreign paper with regular foreign-style

type, showing that the resources of civilization

are pressed into every kind of service in this

go-ahead country !]

Specimen No. i.

It affords me much pleasure to know that my
patrons are all doing well. By reason of your kind

patronage and favour, for which I am extremely

grateful, I have been enabled to continue the busi-

ness of brothel-keeping for many years, but regret

to observe that there are signs that the prosperity

of the Yoshiwara is on the wane. The cause of

this state of affairs may be attributed to the fact

that evil practices have arisen in the houses of

some of my confreres, who are carrying on their

profession according to the dictates of their own
fancies and entirely disregarding the regulations

promulgated in the era of Kwansei (i 789-1 800).

For instance, a custom has arisen of paying to
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Jiikite-jaya as much as 300

to 350 mon (about 30 to

35 sell) commission for each

2 sJm {yen 1.25) spent by

a guest, or even of equally

dividing between tea-house

and brothel the amount of

money spent by him, the

^ consequence being that

*n more than three hundred

i Jiikite-jaya have sprung into

« existence within the past

, j^^_ ° few years. Under these cir-

% cumstances, it follows as an

vj inevitable consequence that

the food and drink served

to guests is allowed to de-

teriorate in quality, thus

causing a general depres-

sion in our " trade." I

have therefore hit upon a

different plan of carrying on

the profession, and decided

not to receive any guests

sent from tea-houses in

future, but to conduct my
business on cheap and ex-

peditious lines at the "spot

cash " prices mentioned below. Moreover 1 have

engaged a large number of
''
filles eie joie " who are

guaranteed to afford satisfaction to guests in every

respect, and I propose to pay scrupulous attention

to the quality of sake, food, and bedding. I shall

be greatly obliged if you will kindly inform your

friends of these improvements introduced by me,
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and earnestly beg that you will favour me with

a visit, either in the daytime or night time,

coming direct to my establishment without making
your arrangements through a tea-house.

(Hitherto.) (Reduced pri e.)

1. Women possessing 3<7j////7 x Bii 12 ./I/owwt' (silver)

( Yen 2.50) {Yen 2.0&)

2. „ „ hcya 2 Slut 6 Alonintc ( ,, )

( ]'fi! 1.25) ( Yen 1.00)

3. ^n\A\.e geis/ia 2. Shti f) RIoiniiie
(^ „ )

( Yen 1.25) (];•// 1.00)

N.B.—We supply the '' Masamunc'' hx^Vid. oi

sake, and our cuisine is fully equal to that of the

leading restaurants.

Tips and gratuities to " lady friends " and
gcisJia may be given according to the discretion of

guests.

Positively no guest sent through a tea-house

will be received or entertained.

(Date)

(signed) Manji-ya MOKICHI,

Sumi-cho,

Shin Yoshiwara.

Should any woman be found unsatisfactory

another may be substituted.

Specimen No. 2.

Verbal Message.

I am exceedingly glad to know that my
patrons are all in good health. I am also thankful

that, owing to the long period of continued tran-

quillity and peace we are enjoying, I have been

enabled to pursue my occupation undisturbed for
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many years. Wishing to introduce some novelty

for the amusement of my guests, I have devised a

new style of dance which is performed by my yiijo

to the accompaniment of popular songs. This dance

is something like that anciently performed by s/n?-a-

hydsJd (a kind of singing girl of the Hctce7-a type)

and I am confident that it will prove a source of

pleasure to my august patrons. Persons coming to

my establishment, either through the medium of

tea-houses or direct, will be treated with all possible

courtesy and attention, and as regards the question

of expenses the aim of my house will be to make
my prices as moderate as may be compatible with

doing everything conducive to the entertainment

of guests. I hope that this new departure may be

made known to the public at large, the "members of

which are respectfully solicited to visit my house

in an unceasing stream (in numbers^.

3 /^V/.

{Yen 7.50)

Hire of yiijo, and cost of sake,

soup, on-siiziLribjita (a tra}' of cooked

foods), on-Ji.ac]iizakana (fish served in

dishes), and initsti-inono (a set of three

porcelain vessels containing food).

PI ire of yujo and cost of sake, \ ^ ,,

soup, a tray of cooked food, and
\ ,^r ' .

.^ ^ [Yen 5.00)
mitsmnono, 1

Hire of yujo and cost of sake, ) ,, <-^,

, , - : . , ,. , V \\\ Bu 2 Shu.
soup, kjient-tori (a side dish), and '

.-.r x
•

I
^y^n 3.75)

mitsuviono. I

Hire of y?1/o and cost of sake, ] i A'?/,

soup, side-dish, 2cc\<^ fiitatsji-mono. j {Ye7i 2.50)

Hire of ynjo and cost of sake, \ 2 Shu.

soup, and futa/s7(-7/iouo. j (»;/ 1.25)
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Per ^^cisJia and cost of one dish | 2 ^7///.

of food.
)
{Yen 1.25)

N.B.—For those do not like sake, tea and

kuchitori {a. side dish of sweet food) will be served.

In force from the loth day of the 5th month
(cycle of the Tiger).

Daikoku-ya Bunsiiiro,

Yedo-cho It-cho-me,

Shin Yoshiwara.

Specimen No. 3.

N oti ce.

At the time of the establishment of the Sangyo-

kwaisJia (office of the " three professions ") I was

obliged, by reason of unavoidable circumstances, to

transact the business of the office, and in con-

sequence trouble arose between the brothel-keepers

and owners of tea-houses. For a time it appeared

as if the trouble had blown over, but apparently

such is not the case as I now learn that the tea-

houses have combined and agreed not to send a

single guest to my house. Far from being affected

by their compact, my business is as brisk as ever,

because I depend on my patrons themselves and

not on the tea-houses. Nor is this all, for when
the three and twenty fair ladies [oiran) who belong

to my house heard about the selfish decision of the

tea-house keepers they justly gave vent to their

indignation at this attempt to interfere with their

profession. They proposed that in future they

and I should combine to increase the joopularity of

our house, and with this end in view I have been

urged by the oiran to do all in my power to ensure

the satisfaction of guests, while they on their part
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have promised to cooperate with me in order to

convince the tea-house folk of the fact that the

Yoshiwara would prosper without any Jiikitc-jaya

at all. What is meant by the resolution of the

fair damsels it is for visitors to my house to explain.

Accordingly I have decided on the following plan

of action :—Firstly, to endeavour to curtail the

expenses of guests to the lowest possible figures,

and secondly, to see that every care is taken to

ensure their pleasant entertainment. As to the

females in waiting, their number will be further

increased, and they will appear clad like the grace-

ful nakai (waitresses) of Kyoto and Osaka. Care

will also be exercised in the cuisine of my house, and

certain dishes will be served without extra charge.

These alterations will take effect on and after

September ist next, and it will then remain with

you to test the truth of this announcement. I

trust that these facts will become known far and
wide, and hope to be favoured with your continued

visits and patronage.

September, 1875.

KiMPEI Daikoku,
(Kashi-:::as/iiki keeper)

Yedo-cho It-cho-me,

Shin-Yoshiwara.

Ageya no sashi-gami.

{Siuninons to the " Ageya.'")

In ancient times a guest was unable to

visit a brothel direct, but had to negotiate for

the services of courtesans through the " ^ge-
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ya.'' The " y^ge-ya " then issued a written

request or " summons " [sashi-gami] to the

brothel, nominating the woman desired.

The bearer of these sashi-gaini accompanied

the courtesans both going and coming be-

tween brothels and " Age-ya',' and as soon

as guests had finished their "spree" and

left, \h^ yiijo were sent back to their respec-

tive houses. In the " Kwagai Manroktt
"

(^ffiSII^) ^ specimen copy of the summons
is given: the size is about 11" x 5" (actually

•9 sun 6 <^// X 4 sun 3 bu) and the wording

as follows :

—

Specimen of " SasJii^^^miii.^"

To Shozaburo Esq.

As we have a guest to-day, we desire to engage

the services of a courtesan belonging to your

house named Tsumasaki during the day-time. I

guarantee that my guest is not one of those per-

sons who are " wanted " by the authorities, but a

respectable party, and should anyone be found to

allege anything to the contrary I am prepared to

offer an explanation of the matter at any time or

place. The above is written for future reference.

5th day of the 5th month.

,r^. ,

.

Kyuyemon. C~\(Signed.) ,,j ... (Seal.)
^ ^ ' (Proprietor.) \_y

,„ ^ . ,

.

CHoBEI. C^(Countersigned.) ,^. ,,
,

» (seal.)
^ ^ ' (Monthly manager.) v_^
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The above was issued in the ''year of
the dog''—the second year of Tenna (1682)

—and at that time Shozaemon was the

keeper of the " Kadomanji-ya " in Sumi-cho.

Again, in the same book, (^Kwagai Man-
roku) are given the following rules, relating

to age-ya, which were in force in the Tenna
era :

—

I.— I'/T/'o* shall not be detained after the departure

of a guest.

2.—A man-servant shall be provided by the ao^iya

for the purpose of escorting J'fijo to and from

the tea-house : such servant to be barefooted

{sii-ashi).

3.—Should a courtesan be unwilling to attend any
particular guest, the yaritc (female manager of

a brothel) shall endeavour to prevail upon her

to re-consider her decision, and, if the negotia-

tion be successful, a summons shall be sent to

her and the fee paid at the time of settling

accounts.
|
In practice, the yaritc had the

option of deciding whether or not the guest

should be accepted.]

4.—When a yujo who had a previous engagement

has been induced to attend to a later guest,

tlie latter shall pay sliurai-gin (an extra fee ?)

to the tea-house which first engaged her. In

case, however, of a substitute yujo being

cliosen, no sJuiraigin shall be paid, and if the

original guest who had made special arrange-

ments beforehand fails to appear, no room-rent

{zasliiki-dai) shall be charged.
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Thus, when one wished to engag"e a

courtesan in those times, he had to make a

special arrangement in advance, fixing" the

date so as to avoid inconvenience : this

agreement was termed a ken-yakii (J^^'^J = a

previous convenant). The act of inducing a

woman to cancel a previous engagement in

favour of a later guest was called " uioyai'^

(^ (js = something received : a gift}, and

when this was insisted upon the successful

bidder had to pay, besides the regular fee,

an extra sum as compensation to the age-ya

which was party to such previous engage-

ment. This extra fee was the " shiirai-(^tJi
"

referred to in the above rules. The origin

of the '' age-ya " dates back to the Moto-

Yoshiwara and by the eras of Tenna (1681-

1683) and Teikyo (1684-1687) these establi-

shments had reached the zenith of iheir

popularity. Since the saneha-j6ro appeared,

the age-ya gradually declined until the loth

year of Horeki, when they completely dis-

appeared, leaving hikite-jaya in their place.

" Kuruwa-koloba " or Yoshi^vara Dialect.

It appears that owing to the Yoshivvara

being a rendezvous of people from \'arious
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parts of the country, there were a great

many provinciaHsms spoken. This caused

considerable inconvenience to persons visit-

ing the quarter, and therefore, for the purpose

of making the language used as uniform as

possible, a kind of dialect known as the

" sato-kotoha " (p"g^ language of the pro-

stitute quarter) was coined, and all the

prostitutes were taught to speak it. The
" Hoku-jo-ryo Kigen " {^^cX^M.) says :—

" When a woman speaks the Yoshiwara dialect

" it successfully conceals her awkward pronuncia-
" tion, no matter from what distant part of the
" country she may have come, and stamps her as a
" regular denizen of the quarter. For this reason
" study of sato-kotoba has been greatly encouraged."

It is, however, suggested by some people

that the dialect was transmitted from Shima-

bara, Kyoto (a noted prostitute quarter) for

under the " Shimabara " section of the " Uki-

yo Mouogatari'' (t? tH* #3 fp) reference is

made to the popular saio-kotoba words " ki-

nanshitaka f " (have you come ?), and " hayo-

inaiishi'' (go quicklyj.

According to ancient records, up to the

period of Meiwa (i 764-1 771) the honorific

irregular verb masu (to be), which is always

used as a terminal in conjuction with other
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verbs, was corrupted to " nsiC therefore

such words as oinoiniasu (to think) gozai-

masti (to be : to have) and moshijuasho (to

say : to be) were changed to " omoi;/5//,"

" gozari?/5//," " moshi;/5ho," etc. From the

end of Anyei (1772- 1
780) this again changed

to "/5//" and words Hke '' gozaiiiiasiL^' and
'' onionnasM^' were pronounced "gozar/5//"

and " omo/5//." At that period '' gozarimasii
"

was often pronounced as " goza7/5//," or even
** oza//5//," and in the vulgar colloquial it was
sometimes pronounced as " gozensu " or

" gozesH "
: accordingly " nasarimase' (please

deign to do) changed to " nasa;^5<?," but in

the Yoshiwara dialect this was further ab-

breviated to " na;/5///." Thus instead of

'' o kmi nasai'' (an abbreviation oi '' o kure

iiasartjiiase " = please do) and " agari

nasaijuashi (an abbreviation of " o agari

nasariijiase "=please come in : (or) please eat)

were developed the words "o kun \\3.nshi''

and " o agan na;/5///," etc. From the end
of Kyowa (i 801-1803) until the Bunkwa era

(i 804-1 81 7 j " inasit " and " niashi'' changed
to " namashi',' and afterwards into zansit,

zaisu, zaimasu, oss?i, osu, aritsu, etc.

It also appears that in former times

the various brothels had their own special
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dialects, but these, not being specially in-

teresting, I omit mentioning all the dialectical

differences here.

A few examples of sundry sentences

and expressions may be cited to give an

idea of the language :

—

YOSHIWARA DiALFCT. MODERN JAPANESE. ENGLISH.

Nushi wa inada Anata \va mada Are you still in the

chaya ni iinsu- chaya ni i-na- tea-house ?

l<a ?

'

saru ka ?

Kore wo o mi Kore wo goran Please look at this.

nanshi. nasai.

Oide nasen ka e ? Oide nasaimasen Wont you go? (or)

ka ? Wont you come.

Mo chitto shite AIo cliitto shite I will go (or
merinsho. mairimasho. " come") a little

later on.

Uso-uso shime Sawaija ikenai. Don't be excited.

yo.

Sonnara o tano- Sonnara o tano- Well then I will

moshinsu, mi mdshimasu. leave the matter

in your hands.

Sore wa tareshi Sore wa dare de- That is the case

mosodeozan- mo so de go- with every body.

su. zaimasu.

So ossesu ga. So o.sshaimasu You say so but. . .

ga. . . .

Kurashinsu zo e. Uchi masu yo ! I'll strike you !

O busharezansu Baka ni suruna. Don't try and make
na. a fool of me.

Hagurakasu. Age-ashi wo to- To catch a person

ru. tripping.
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Sonna koto \va

shirinsen.

Yabo.

Sui.

Sonna koto wa
shirimasen.

Fu-annai no hi-

to.

Tsujin.

I don't know any-

thing about it.

A stranger who is

unacquainted
with a place.

An adept : a per-

son posted up on

all points.

Yonde kiro. Yonde koi. Call him.

Hayaku oppa- I s o i d e yonde Call him quickly.

shiro. koi.

Itte koyo. Itte kuru. I will go.

Ayobiyare. O aruki nasai. Please walk (on).

Fukkobosu. Kobosu. To spill ; To grum-

ble.

Kechi na koto Warui koto. A wicked thing.

Kosoppai. Kosobaii. Ticklish.

Unasaruru, Osuwaruru. To have the night-

mare.

Daijin. Fu-kyaku. A rich guest.

Date. Date. Luxurious and ele-

gant : a fop.

Ilanka. Nama-naka. Impertinent and

pedantic.

Shara-kusai. Nama-iki. To pretend to be

something that

one is not.

O kan. Atsu-mono. A hot object.

Tanabata. Tama ni kuru An occasional
kyaku. guest.

Kuzetsu. Chiwa-gen1<wa. A curtain lecture.

Sashi. Ai-gataki kyaku. A guest with whom
one cannot meet.

Nushi. Iro-otoko. A paramour.

O yukari sama. Najiini kyaku. A familiar guest.
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Muko no hito.

Shiroto-}"a.

Go te sail.

Okasan.

Ani-san.

Gebizt) : Kurai-

nuke.

Inase.

Shitta ka yo.

JirettosLi.

Yo-zansii.

Nan zansu l<:a ?

Kii-sliita.

Dashi-kitte.

Shinobi - kome-
ru.

Samisen-ban.

Nanto demo ii

nanshi.

Chotto mi na I

Yo-tashi akindo.

Futsu no shoka.

Go teishu.

O kamisan.

Musuko.

Boshok Li suru

hito.

Sugata no yoi

hito.

Bakarashii.

Jiretto gozaima-

su.

Yo cfozaimasu.

Nan dc gozai-

masLi Is-a ?

Kimashita.

ArawasLi.

Hisoka ni.

A Yoshiwara store-

keeper.

Merchants & shop-

keepers.

The proprietor of

a tea-house or

hotek

The wife of the

above.

The son of the

above.

A glutton

A person with an

elegant figure.

Ridiculous.

I am v^exed.

All right :

well.

What is it ?

Very

Has come.

To show (or) mani-

fest anything.

Secretly.

Mise no samisen Samiscn keeper,

wo adzukaru

shiurso.

Nanto demo o ii Sa)' whatever }-ou

nasai. lilce ( I don't

mind).

]Mi\-agarc. Oh just look at

(hear) him !
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I*
li ame dakke (The same). What good rain !

ne!

Al<ire-l<C'iu yo. Akire-kaeru yo. I am astonished.

Pochi-pochi, Oiran ni kawai- A guest loved by a

garareta hito. courtesan.

Chaki-chaki. Oiran ni niku- The reverse.

mareta hito.

Ki-fu. Kiita-fu Pedantic style.

Shiwo-ya."! Jiman unubore A conceited fellow.

Enjiro.
J

no hito.

A saying in vogue about the Bunkwa
era (1804-1817) was:—-You can distinguish

the Ogi-ya by " watakitshi" the Tama-ya
by '' shitsitiaka',' the Chojiya by '' zansit','

and the Matsuba-ya by " osu!^ This was
said because of the pecuhar dialects, spoken

in the respective houses, changed into zmtsu,

zaisti, ossu, osu, arnsu, etc. The sato-kotoba

has now entirely disappeared, but as many
of the women come from the Western pro-

vinces, in the neighbourhood of Kyoto, it is

common in the Yoshiwara to hear such

words as " anata itsu kiyahariniasit " (when
will you come ?),

" so dakka " (is that so?),

" ahorashW (nonsense !), etc.

• Said by a courtesan to a guest detained in a brothel owing to rainy

weather
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Shogi no okonau juho.

{_Magic cJiarms practised by the YosJihvara courtesans).

The Yoshiwara inhabitants are all pecu-

liarly superstitious people and great believers

in omens, consequently they carefully avoid

anything which may be construed as fore-

shadowing ill-luck. The word cha (tea) is

supposed to be unlucky because it occurs in

the phrase o cha wo hikit (literally " to pulver-

ize tea,'' but idiomatically it is applied to

women of ill-fame who are unpopular and

means '• to be out of eniployinent''] therefore

it is carefully eschewed not only by courte-

sans but by geisha also * The courtesans

call " tea " " agari-dana " (" going-up-flower "
:

meaning a guest who is going up the stairs)

or '' yamabuki'' (" yellow rose ") or 67'/ (the

name of a place) because the liquor of the

infused tea is the colour of the yainabiiki

flower, and because Uji (near Kyoto) is a

noted tea-district. Geisha speak of tea as

" 6> - cie - baiia " (" august-going-out-flower ")

because this expression conveys the sense of

their ''going out" and gathering presents

(hana) from guests. Sitting on the stair-

* For the derivation of this phrase see page 173.
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case is looked upon with aversion, as this is

supposed to decrease the number of guests.

When a cat, or a domestic fowl, passes

through a room it is immediately caught

and brought back to the direction from

whence it came, because the local folk be-

lieve that the toleration of such an event

will tend to make guests go away without

stopping at the house. There are a great

many silly superstitions of a similar nature

in the Yoshiwara, and charms of all kinds

are extensively practised. Every evening

the bantb of each brothel says a prayer

before the " Engi-dana " (the shelf of good
luck : this was formerly furnished with em-
blems of phallic worship), a bundle of

wooden clog-checks (to which a long rope is

attached) is held up and struck several times

against the floor of the house, and then an

imitation of a rat's squeak is made while the

banto strikes a pillar of the house with his

hand. This process is said to be a charm
for attracting many guests. It would re-

quire a thick volume to contain a description

of all these charms, therefore I only give

here a few of the principal ones as mention-

ed in the " Shobat Omi'' (fggJtl:^) written

by Jippensha Ikku.
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Charm for attracting a person for zvhovi one is

zuaiting :— It is a most efficaceous method to

stick an eel-skewer in the wall and pray for

the advent of the party whose presence is

desired.

Ditto (anot/ier inethod) :—I'^old a piece of paper so

as to represent a frog, write the name of your

guest on its back, stick a pin through it and put

the frog where no one can see it : the person

desired is sure to turn up. After his arrival,

however, the pin should be removed and the

paper frog thrown into the river.

Ditto [another inethod ) :—Cut a sheet of white

paper to a size of 2 inches square, fold it in

two, place it in a white envelope and address

it to the desired guest. This charm is much
in vogue in the brothels of Kyomachi though
it has not yet spread to Yedo-ch5. In

Masiiro this charm has been especially suc-

cessful.

Hozv to ascertain luhether an expected j^nest zvill

come or not :—Draw out a thread from the

end of a towel. If this feat be successfully

performed the guest is sure to come, but if

the thread breaks he will not turn up.

A peculiar charm. Take one equal part of sak^^

vinegar, soy, oil, ohagtiro (mixture for blacken-

ing teeth) water, and a handful of toshin (wick

of a lamp made from vegetable pith). Boil

these seven ingredients together and add a

piece of paper on which is depicted the private

parts of your lover. Boil again for a short

time, and the charm is sure to cure the man's

fickleness.
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At present nobody seems to be ac-

quainted with the charms mentioned above :

they ha\'e fallen into disuse nowadays.

Below will be found a description of

charms now in vogue: these are most im-

portant occult secrets and should not be

lightly revealed to the vulgar!

To attract a person. Write the first letter of the

name of the person, together with the date of

his birth, on a piece of paper. Paste this

under a staircase on the third step from the

bottom, but do it secretly so that nobody will

detect it. If a person misses Iris footing and
falls from this stairway the charm will certain-

ly be effective.

Ditto. When there is any particular guest whom
a courtesan wishes to call, a letter supposed to

be addressed to him should be prepared, and

on the cover should be written the words

—

" Kogarjirii kimi yc " (To my beloved prince)

and " Go ::onji yori" (From—you know who).

This missive must be dropped at a cross-way,

and if it be picked up by somebody the charm
will work.

Ditto. Take a sheet of JiansJii paper and cut it in

the style of a noren (curtain hung before a shop)

and on each leaf write the Chinese character

^ {kitsune =- " fox "). Stick this on the in-

side of a cupboard or drawer so that nobody
will know about it, and then offer up a prayer

for the speedy advent of the person fi)r whom
you are waiting. When he arrives you must

secret!)' remove the paper and throw it away.
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Ditto. There is a game called cn-imiS7ibi (iriarrying-)

which is played by making a couple of koyori

(soft Japanese paper twisted into a string) and
holding them in the middle while a person

ties both ends together. The koyori are now
stretched by pulling, and if they become en-

tangled in the process the marriage is supposed

to be assured. If you tie the paper strings

which have been used for this purpose to a

tobacco-pipe-stem, or to the mouth of a tea-

pot, this will certainly cause the appearance of

the party whose presence you desire.

Ditto. Seven paper-strings {koyori) are bundled

together and held by the centre, while four of

them are fastened at one end in pairs ; the

remaining three are also fastened, two with

one string. Of the last two strings, one re-

presents the girl's lover, and is to be marked
as sucli. When all these strings are pulled,

sometimes none of them get tangled, but now
and then one of the three strings tied to-

gether may entangle itself with the others

in a curious fashion. Taking this as the
" boundary " the length of the remaining

two strings should be compared, presuming the

one that is marked to be the man and the

other to be the woman. If the male string is

longest it means that the man's love is deepest,

and vice versa. When the paper strings have

entangled themselves in an auspicious manner,

such strings should be fastened to the end of

the woman's koshi-iiiaki (a kind of waist-cloth)

and they will prove to be an irresistible charm
for attracting men. When the person longed

for finally arrives, this koyori must be secretly
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removed and thrown away so as not to be

detected by anyone. Should this once be

forgotten, and the woman go to bed with her

lover while the strings are still attached to

her waist-cloth, the charm will lose its efficacy

in future.

Ditto. The woman must concentrate her mind
and think of the abode of her lover (if the

street, number, etc. is not clearly known a

hypothesis will suffice), the route to be taken

in going there, and the distance. She must
then imagine herself departing from her own
house, and on her way to that of her lover,

counting her steps as she goes. Then she

will shortly suppose that she has reached her

destination, that she has met with the man
she was seeking, and that she is urging him
to visit her in the evening without fail. After

obtaining his consent she must mentally com-

inence her return journey, going through the

same process as she did on her outward

journey. Of course all this labour of love is

mentally performed, so that it may be done

even in the presence of another guest without

arousing the slightest suspicion in the minds of

outsiders. This practice of telepathy is said

to be startlingly effective in its results.

Ditto. Take a sheet of JiansJii paper and from it

cut out seven human figures, all joined to-

gether. Then fill in the eyes, noses, and

mouths, but do not complete these in each

figure : let some be without a nose or mouth,

or minus one eye, etc. On the abdomen of

the central figure should be written three

times the first letter of the man's name, and
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on the remainins^ six fifjures it should be

written five times. The central letter on the

central figure should be pierced with a needle

in an upward direction, and all the figures

should then be solemnly promised that if the

desired party turns up, their organs shall be

completed and that they shall be thrown into

into a stream and allowed to float away. The
figures should then be pasted in a place where

they will not be detected. In the event of

the person whose presence is desired actually

appearing, the organs of the figures should be

completed, and then the paper men should be

thrown either into the moat or the W.C.

Ditto. In the small hours of the morning, enter a

room which faces the street and which is not

usually occupied by anybody. Shut up the

paper shutters {shdj'i) and place your sandals in

the room with the bottoms upwards. Then
pass through the room out into the verandah,

place your hands in the bosom of your dress

and shutting your eyes repeat an old well-

known poem thi'ee times in succession. If

you then listen very carefully you will hear a

human voice which, speaking in an undertone,

will tell you whether " he " will come or not.

This is a very doubtful charm !

Ditto. Write on a sheet of hans/ii paper the well-

known poem : — " Kojm Into zuo Matsiio no

ura no yu-nagi ni yakiiya mosJiiiuo no mi zvo

kogashi-tsntsiL " [this lias been translated by
F. V. Dickens (with a slight verbal alteration)

as follows :

—

On Matsuo's shore, our meeting place,

At dusky hour of night, I wait
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My longed-for loved one to embrace
;

Ah, wliy linger'st thou so late !

My ardent passion, than the fire

That heats the salt-pans, rages higher.]

or " IVaititio for he zv/io comes not ivith a
passion fe7 vent as the heat luhieh bakes salt,"

and at the end of the paper—" Tare savia itsu

made ni kiirzi yd ni tanovii-a^e-niairase-sdro"

(I beg that Mr will come by
(date) ) as well as the name of the God
or Buddha which you usually worship. Stick

this paper on the wall upside down.

Charm for attracting gncsts luhen " trade " is

dull. Either burn a large moxa on the bottom
of the wooden pillow you generally use, or tie

two pillows securely together with an obi

(.sash) and f^ing tliem into an unlighted room.

This charm is said to be extraordinarily

effective.

Cliarm for attracting- an nnfaithfnl mail. When
you desire to see an unfaithful man for the

purpose of upbraiding him for his insincerity,

first write everything }'Ou wish to tell him
and pour out all your wrath upon him in the

letter. Then procure a frog, stick a needle

in it's back, and putting your letter before the

reptile tell it to take the missive to the

addressee, promising that if it be successful

in conve)'ing the letter into the man's sleeve-

pocket the needle shall be extracted. The frog

will assuredly deliver the letter into the man's

sleeve-pocket, come back, and immediately

die. The faithless one, finding the letter in

his sleeve, will certainly visit you to seek- an

explanation of the mystery.
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Charm to send azvay a guest. Take a ko-yori (a

paper string- or " spill ") and with it form the

shape of a dog. Place this on the wardrobe
or mirror-stand in a room next to the one in

which the guest is, making the paper animal

face him. Ask the doggy in a whisper to

quickly answer you whether the guest will go
away or stop. It is said that this charm is so

extraordinarily efficaceous that a guest who is

thinking of taking his departure goes away
forthwith, while one who wishes to stay

immediately expresses his intention of renew-

ing the engagement and prolonging his visit.

Ditto. If the end of the underfold of your waist-

cloth or " petticoat " {koslii-inaki) be tied in

a knot the guest will leave immediately.

Ditto. Wrap up a small quantity of luke-warm

ash in a piece of paper and place the packet

under the night-clothes (bedding) of the guest

near his feet. He will immediately go away.

Ditto. Stand a broom on end in the room next to

your guest's room, and laying out a pair of

sandals before it say in a whisper—" There

now, do please go away quickly." The guest

will leave at once.

How to kiioiu ivJietJier " lie " is eoming o?- not. This

charm is a somewhat indelicate and disgusting

one, but it runs as follows :—In the small

hours of the morning enter the W. C, carry-

ing a piece of red paper and a box of matches.

Light the paper by means of a match and

glance down into the W. C. pan, and }'ou will

see the face of the person you are thinking

about appear mj'steriously. If the face is

smiling your relations are at an end, and you
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must resic^n yourself to the situation ; but if,

on the other hand, it betrays signs of anger,

the man will visit you ere long. When the

charm has worked, put out the light and
throw the remains of the paper down the

W. C. If you accidentally drop the burning

paper on the face of your ghostly visitant a

scar is said to be left on the face of the real

man.

To ascertain ahmit the health of a man. Very
early in the morning enter an unoccupied

room which contains eight mats. Take a

broom with you, dress it up with clothes as

if it were a person, then tie an obi round it's

supposed waist, and cover the head with a

towel after the fashion of Jidkmmiri. Now
place a letter addressed to your friend in the

bosom of the figure, instructing the dummy
to deliver the missive to the addressee, obtain

a reply from him, and place same in a certain

specified drawer. Then stand the dressed-up

broom in a corner of the room against the

wall, and without looking back quit the

chamber. Sometimes the broom topples over

by itself without there being a puff of wind to

cause the fall. If it falls down the charm

will work, a reply be found in the drawer

mentioned, and you will receive news of the

person about whom you wish to know. [This

is an exceedingly doubtful charm.

J

Hoiv to read a mans Diind. While your guest is

asleep, crawl secretly out of bed very early in

the morning, and getting a single sandal from

the W. C. get into bed again without awaken-

ing the man. If the guest is sound asleep,
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rub his chest very gently with this sandal and

at the same time ask him his real mind
towards you. He will, under these conditions,

answer, as if in a dream, any question you
may put to him, and thus unbosom all his

secrets. When the charm is completed, you

must return the sandal to it's original place,

and coming back go to bed again.

To call in money. If you have asked a guest for

money and failed to obtain it, dress a broom
up with clothes like a human figure, and
standing it upside down complain to it of the

non-fulfilment of promises just as if it were a

human being : then knock the figure down,

telling it to bring the money without fail on

the following day. This will cause the man
to dream of your indignation at his breach

of promise and he will visit you forthwith,

bringing with him the necessary money.

To arrest the menstrual flozv. Before retiring at

night, float some tosJiin (pith wick of a lamp)

or ashes on water and drink the mixture.

This is said to be wonderfully effective in

arresting the courses.
')=>

Yoshiwara " Pot-pourri."

The following items are given in the

" Yoshiwara O-kagainf ("n" I^ :^^ = The
Great Mirror of the Yoshiwara) under the

heading of '' Slw-yakti Hyakn-inonogatari''

(IfISH ^ ^ po ^^G hundred Miscellaneous

Tales).
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Thiii^qs 7i'/iich arc long: The Nihoii-d.'^titsinni ; a

dispute between lovers ; the vtagaki song at

night ; the night to a guest who has been

jilted by diyitjo.

Things that arc short : Night of a lovers' meeting
;

the first letter from a yujo to a strange guest.

Things one zvonld like to sec : The Diary of a

j77/'(3 / sincerity in a prostitute; a square egg

;

the false letters of a joro, and the end of a

heartless courtesan.

Tilings one ivonld like to hear : The name of a

yfijo's secret lover ; the whispers of a cour-

tesan.

Things that arcfunny : Apologies of a guest who
has offended a yiljo ; a guest who bestows too

much attention on a kaniuro (young female

page)-

Tilings that are enjoyable : A long sojourn of an

intimate guest at a brothel ; a secret lover
;

love-quarrels between sweethearts.

Hurried things : A sake c.\y\i that is not offered to

a guest by the courtesan of his choice on the

occasion of their first meeting ; feigned sleep

on the morning of the guests' departure
;

conversation about one's acquaintances; the

crest on the clothes of a courtesan made by a

rival guest.

Pleasant things, Spiritedness of a courtesan ; a

spritelyyj;-^.

Quiet thin^gs. The possession of a courtesan's room
at the first meeting ; a tayu who has come
down to be a koshijoro.

A clever thing. A demand for gratuities by means

of broad hints.
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CUtnisy tilings. Squandering too much money in

a tea-house ;
going into a sancJia restaurant in

the rain ; demand by an unpopular courtesan

to be engaged on a holida}'.

Tiling's for ivliich one is sorry. A fire on the night

of a lovers' meeting ; for a courtesan to un-

knowingly receive countei'feit money from a

guest as a present.

Comfortable things. A snowfall on the night when
one stays in a brothel ; a hood that is put on

the head from behind.

Off'e)isi-i'e things. The night-sweat of a joro

;

warming the bowl of a tobacco pipe by a

woman before the guest is well acquainted

with her ; the coarse skin of a guest : the rela-

tive one meets on his way to the Yoshiwara

;

a guest who doesn't clean his teeth.

Tilings zuliieli are soiled. The nostrils of a guest

;

the tobacco-box of a slovenly courtesan.

Laughable things. A party of Joro all of whom
have their collars covered v.'ith paper to

prevent soiling their clothes ; sudden showers

of rain which drench sightseers in the Yoshi-

wara ; demand for a night-garment by an un-

po'puldirJoro.

yhi unsightly object. The day-time slumber of a

Joro with her mouth wide open.

Annoying things. Frequent visits of other Joro to

the room where their comrade's guest is

staying ; whispering in the ear of a guest by
a courtesan at their first meeting.

Cruel things. Expiry of the term of engagement
of an unpopular yjr(?/ corporal punishment of

a kavniro by her anejoro.
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Detestable tilings. The physiof^nomy of a yarite ;

talk about rude things by a prostitute ; the

indiscretion of agj/tl.

A hopeful thing. A woman who redeems herself.

Foolish things. Respectable sajiuirai who visit the

Yoshiwara ; elderly visitors to the Yoshiwara
;

a drunkard that cannot control himself.

Contemptible things. A guest who keeps away
from a brothel when accounts have to be

settled ; a candle for a company of three

persons ; a j'oro who slavishly obeys a yarite ;

a lantern which is used for two rooms con-

jointly.

Thingsf07- luhieh one waits impatiently. An agree-

ment to wait until the expiry of the term of

Zijoro's engagement ; bed-time on the occasion

of a first meeting.

Apparently reliable things. The address of z.jdrds

parents as told to her guest ; the infant name
of dijd?'o.

Unreliable things. The tears of a j'oro when she

inflicts a curtain lecture on her guest.

Dai-ya no koto.

{Cook-houses of the Yoshiivara).

In former days the present " Dai-ya
"

(cook - houses) were called " Ki-no-ji-ya
"

owing to the fact that a man named Oda-

wara-ya Ki-ue first established such houses.

Originally only the smaller brothels were
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supplied with food from these Dai-ya, but

nowadays all the brothels, irrespective of

size or grade, draw their food-supply from

the cook-houses. These daiya supply every

conceivable kind of food, be it sitshi (a fish

and rice roll), kwashi (cakes), soba (buck-

wheat macaroni), midzit-gwashi (fruit), or

what not ; and according to the quantity of

food, dishes are divided into three classes,

viz:

—

Nami-dai (ordinary dish), Dai-sho

(medium-sized dish), and 0-dai (a large-

sized dish). These sizes are charged out at

25 sen, 37^ sen, and 50 sen respectively, but

the dai-ya are said to supply brothels at

one third of the above prices, and if that be

so then the latter earn a profit of two-thirds

of the selling price to guests ! The rule is

to make a prompt cash payment on delivery

of food, but as a matter of fact a wooden
ticket, bearing the sign of each brothel, is

given in exchange for dai-no-nwno (food

brought in) every time it is brought in, and
payment is made the following day. It is

stated by " those who know " that there are

some brothels which have a debt of several

hundred Yen to the dai-ya. There are

a great many dai-ya in the Yoshiwara,

but those which usually supply first-class
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brothels are ** Koi-iuatsu " of Ageya-cho
Ni-cho-me ;

" Yao-kyil " of the same street

;

and " Matsti-no " of Sumi-cho. In counting

the number of dai-no-nwnOy the auxiHary

numeral '' niai'' is used: thus '' nami sain-

mai'' (ordinary three flat things) means three

ordinary dishes of food. This is generally

abbreviated to simply

—

''naini san " (ordinary

three) etc., and the auxiliary numeral elimi-

nated. An ordinary dish, with a bottle of

sake thrown in, is known as " ichi-mai

ippon " (one (dish) and one bottle). Some-
times a guest orders food merely for the

good of the house, and under these circum-

stances will be asked:—"What will you
take ? " He will no doubt reply :

—
" Nan

demo it yo'' (anything will do) and so the

cook-house is instructed to send in a deino-

dai (a dish of " anything "
: demo is a con-

traction of nan ^(?;//^= " anything ") which

means that there is no particular choice on

the part of the customer.

By the way, there is, in the " Shobai

Orat'' (f^MffiS:) ^^y Ikku, an item which

shows a bill of fare in a dai-ya a hundred
years ago. It is as follows :

—
" The bill of

fare of the " Ki-no-ji-ya " consisted of:

—
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Kiinpi7-a-gobd.

' cri-gomaine.

Araine\

Ahuragc.

Ko-zakana ni-tsjikc.

San-kai.

Sn.-:uri-biita.

Tainago.

Kittvai.

Kama-boko.

Kaiva-takc.

Tsnkc-zvarabi.

Hacki-zakana

.

Karci.

NibitasJii sJiiii-sJidga.

Doinbiiri.

Fiiki.

Yaki-dofn.

Sii-g'obd.

Udo.

Renkon.

Ika.

Chopped burdock-root fried in

govia oil.

Dried young sardines roasted

and boiled in

soy.

sugar and

Arame sea-weed {Capca clon-

gata)

Bean- curd fried in oil.

Small fishes, boiled.

Various fishes and birds.

A nest of boxes containing

sundry foods.

Eggs.

" Arrow-heads."

(The flesh of fish hashed,

seasoned with a little sake

and salt, rolled around a

stick and baked.)

R iver-mushroom

.

Salted fern-shoots.

Fish served in dishes.

Sole-fish.

Fresh ginger-roots (boiled.)

A porcelain bowl containing

food.

Pctasitcs japoniais.

Roasted bean-curd.

Root of the burdock in vine-

gar.

Japanese asparagus {Ara/ta

cordata^

Lotus roots.

Cuttle-fish.
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Nishi-sasaikiiiojnc-ap-c. Conch flavoured with the

young leaves of the sansJio

plant.

Soup.

Sayori fish tied in a knot.

Clams and vetretables.

A kind of soup.

Any food cooked in a mixture

of soy, uiirin, sugar, and
the shavings of dried bonito.

Food made of vermicelli mix-

ed with the minced flesh

of the tai cooked.

A kind of soup, containing

tofii or arrow root

.

€tc., all of which foods are suitable for those

persons who stop in brothels for several

consecutive days.

Famous things of the Yoshiwara

ALSO

Peddlers, Hawkers, and Beggars.

Stiiinono.

]\Iitsiibi-gisii.

Haviag7iri.

Scnyd.

Uinani.

Taimen.

Ankake.

Takcnmra no scinbei.

Sanya-tofii

Kobii-jnaki.

Shiso-maki.

Tsuke-na.

Ni-mame.

Namcshi.

Rice and flour cracknels of

Takemura.

Bean-curd of Sanya.

Rolled seaweed.

Rolled sJiiso leaf.

Pickled greens.

Boiled beans.

Green rice.
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Mahi-no-tichi, Boiled rice balls.

Dengakii. Tofit balked and covered with

sweetened iniso.

Miigi-incsJd. Boiled wheat.

Aoyagi-siisJii. Sushi of Ao}'agi.

Kanro-bai. " Kanro " plum.

Hakui'o. " Hakiiro " sweet-cake.

O-kagiira. " 0-kagiira " buckwheat.

KabasJio-dango. Rice dumplings of Kabasho.

SJiinorvaj-a-dango

.

Rice dumplings of Shinowara.

These things were very popular (even

outside the Yoshiwara) from the An-ei (1772-

1780) to Bunsei (181 8-1 829) eras and the

" Dote no kin-tsuba " (a cake made in the

shape of the guard on a sword-hilt) was well

known even after the Restoration. There is

still one store which deals in this time-

honoured cake, and it is as popular as ever.

The meibutsti (famous things) at pre-

sent are the following :—The cuisine of the

Kaneko restaurant; the kama-ineshi (iron-

pot-rice) of Horikawa ; the tempiira (fried

fish) of Hamada; the kabayaki (roasted

eels) of Otsune ; Matsumo-^/^^5^/; shiruko

(rice-cakes with a sauce of red beans and
sugar) of Takaoka; Ki-no-ine-meshi (rice

boiled with soy) ; kwashi (cakes and confec-

tionery) of Futaba-ya ; the sake of Okuda;
the photographs of Kato; the bath-houses
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of Ageya-cho and Kyomachi ; the patent

medicines of Nakane and Konishi ; the

ezoshi (coloured pictures) of Sanuki-ya ; the

komainono (fancy goods) of Nori-ya; the

zori (sandals) of Hishi-ya ; etc.

Above all, the cooking of Kaneko is

well known, and greatly esteemed, not only

in the Yoshiwara but even outside the quarter

as well. The construction and decoration

of every room has been carried out in ex-

quisite taste, and the furniture of the house

is at once rare and costly : moreover, there

is a fine bath-room in the restaurant, and, as

everything is thus arranged comfortably for

guests, many visitors to the Yoshiwara patro-

nize the " Kaneko," and go there accom-

panied by the yUjo they have chosen as

their companions.

In the streets are to be found vendors

of rice-dumplings [dango], boiled red-beans

[ftde-adzzikt)^ fruit [niidzii-gashi), oden (a

kind of dumpling) sake (rice-wine) ; sttshi

(rice-cakes plastered over with fish or sea-

weed on which vinegar has been sprinkled)

etc., and crowds of miscellaneous hawkers and
quacks, including tsuji-ura sellers [tsiiji-tira

are small pieces of paper on which are printed

poems or mottoes : these are wrapped in
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cracknels made of rice [senibei) or put among
parched-peas as a pastime), newspaper sellers,

fortune - tellers [tiranai- sha), natto - sellers

[natld is a kind of food made from boiled

beans), sellers of the tofii (bean curd of

Komatsu-bashi, sellers oifilki-7nanie (cooked

and sweetened beans) blind shampooers [am-

ma) female hairdressers [onna kaini-yui),

washermen [sentakti-ya), messengers, etc.

Then there are shimiat-bitshi singers [shin-

nat-bits/n'is a style of popular song originated

by a man named Tsuruga Shinnai), Kappore-
dancers, singers oi hayari-tita (popular songs),

ahodara-kyo (reciters of comic imitation of

Buddhist sacred writings and prayers) and
flute-players [shaku-hachi). Beggars swarm
in front of the smaller brothels early in the

morning and ransack the remnants of food

lelt over by guests from the previous evening:

the sight of these hordes of dirty unkempt
beings, clawing at and hungrily devouring

the broken victuals, is a sight at once sad
and disgusting.
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The examination of licensed women at the

hospital for venereal complaints.

In vSeptember 1867, a hospital for the

treatment of venereal diseases of prostitutes

was established in Yokohama for the first

time in the history of Japan, and subse-

quently similar institutions were established

at Kobe and Nagasaki. This measure was
adopted by the Bakiifu Government owing
to the representations made by an English-

man—Dr. Newton, R. N.—who, in spite of

much opposition from prejudice and igno-

rance, succeeded in converting the authorities

to his views after a long struggle. At first

the physical examination of prostitutes was
limited to the three ports of Yokohama,

Kobe, and Nagasaki, but in September 1871

the measure was applied to the women at

Senju. The vital importance and value of

such inspection not being understood by

the public at large, the courtesans regarded

the system with strong aversion and they

accordingly began to remove away from

Senju to other quarters which were as yet

free Irom the objectionable measure. This
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anti-inspection movement so seriously inter-

fered with their business that the brothel-

keepers were eventually forced to apply to

the authorities to suspend the system, with

the result that it was abolished in April

1872. In June 1873, however, the Toky5
Municipal authorities again established phy-

sical examination offices, one being opened

in each of the following six places :

—

Yoshiwara, Nedzu, Senju, Shinjiku, Shina-

gawa, and Itabashi. Examinations were

made several times a month, and women
who were found suffering from venereal

diseases were sent to the hospital at Atago-

shita for treatment. This was the first

instance of a Lock hospital in Tokyo, but

since then similar institutions have sprung

into existence in different parts of the

country.

In October 1888, physical examination

places were established in the Yoshiwara

and five other yukwaku by the authorities,

but in July 1889 these were abolished, and
the brothel-keepers were ordered to fit up
a hospital at their own expense : since that

time the Lock hospital in every prostitute

quarter has been maintained by the parties

locally interested.
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In the " Regulations of the Lock hospi-

tal of the Shin-Yoshiwara," which obtained

official sanction in June 1889, we find the

following :

—

" This hospital shall be known as the " Kjl-

bai-in " (Hospital for stamping out Syphilis) and

shall be established on the ground allotted for

the purpose of providing against fire.

This hospital shall be devoted mainly to the

treatment of prostitutes who are suffering from

veneral diseases, and shall be conducted on the

system pursued in the former Police Lock hospital.

There shall be a separate ward in the hospital

in which prostitutes who are suffering from diseases

other than syphilis may be treated.

The hospital shall have one chief physician

and five assistant physicians, one chief pharma-

ceutist and two assistant i^harmaceutists, four

officials to attend to miscellaneous duties, two

clerks, and ten female nurses.

The director and sub-director of the brothels

shall supervise the monetary affairs of the hospital,

and the appointment and dismissal of the chief

surgeon and the members of the staff of the

hospital shall be subject to the approval of the

Metropolitan Police Board.

As to the mode of maintenance, and financial

arrangements, etc., of the hospital, these matters

are provided for in a separate set of regulations."

[I omit the rules relative to various

details such a govern admissions, wards,

etc.]
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The above extract will furnish some
idea of the working of a Lock hospital, and

as to the question of maintenance the follow-

ing particulars may be interesting.

Buildings, furniture, and surgical instru- Vcvi.

ments 15,000

(This was defrayed from the reserve fund of the

brothels).

Working expenses per month 969

This is met as follows :

—

By levying a contribution of i sen per

diem on each prostitute and reckon-

ing the number of women as 2150 ... 745

By charges made to patients of 9 sen each

with an average of 120 patients per

diem 234

Generally speaking, the hospital is

maintained in this manner, but when there

is a deficit in it's revenue this is made good
by an appropriation from the reserve fund

of the brothels ikashi-zashiki no tsiiiiii-taie-

kin,)

As the number of prostitutes in the

Yoshiwara is about three thousand women
their physical examination cannot be effected

in a single day ; the quarter therefore is

divided into districts to facilitate the process

of inspection.
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The regular examination days, and the

inspection districts, are as follows :

—

Monday: Kyo-machi It-cho-me ;

Tuesday : Kyo-machi Ni-cho-me, and Sumi-cho

;

Wednesday : Ageya-cho, and Yedo-ch5 It-cho-me
;

Thursday : Yedo-cho Ni-cho-me.

Of course special examinations are made
when necessity arises.

According to the latest investigations,

the result of examinations showed the aver-

age rate of infected persons to be over 6-/0

per-cent. The annexed figures for 1897
may prove interesting, but it must be borne

in mind that they can only be considered

as comparatively reliable. The results of

examinations of course depend very much
upon the strictness of the doctors in attend-

ance, consequently every prostitute quarter

varies in its stated percentage of infected

cases. In 1898 the percentage of disease

rose to as hig^h as q.^S averao-e as ag^ainst

4.73 average in 1897. This difference has

been caused by the more thorough inspec-

tion instituted by the present surgeon in

charge—Mr. Doi.*

• P'tde further statistics in appendix.
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Results of Medical Inspection.

18 9 7.

Month.

Number of

inspections.

Number of

infected cases.

Proportion

per 100.

Number of

guests

entertained.

January 9.5 '5 340 3-573 135,356

February 9.383 37^ 3-965 98,981

March 11,137 3.421 107,842

April 9.879 476 4 816 130,524

Ma>' 9.956 425 4.278 109,769

June 1 1,062 466 4.212 99.398

July 10,066 597 5-930 106,527

August 10,656 618 5-799 99,441

September 10,648 611 5738 100,870

October 9,651 506 5.242 115,961

November 10,792 613 5.679 119.403

December 1 1 ,065 456 4.1 2

1

101,596

Total 123,810 5861 4 733 1,335,668

There were about 2900 to 3000 women in the

Shin-Yoshiwara, and therefore each yi(jo must have

entertained, on the average, between 445 to 460 guests

during the year.
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Mu-sen Yu-kyo.

{Go/n^ on a " Spree " ivitJioiit havinj^' any money

to payfor it)

Mu-sen yfi-kyo, or going on a gay

frolic without being possessed of the neces-

sary means, is locally known in the Yoshi-

wara as '' Ebisu-ko'' or Horitsu f"Law").

The former term has been brought into use

because the majority of

those who intentionally

go " on the spree " with-

out money attire them-

selves in the garb of

wealthy people and so

resemble the God of

Wealth [Ebisu), who is

much en evidence at the

festival of " Ebisuko
"

(in honor of the God ay^/.v/ ( riie God of weaith).

of Wealth), although in reality they haven't

a " red cent" [bita-ichi-nion] with which to

bless themselves when the time for squaring

up accounts comes. The latter term has

been coined owing to the fact that a large

number of law [horitsu^ students have been
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guilty of visiting brothels and wriggling out

of their debts on technical grounds. Strictly-

speaking, these nice young men are often

guilty of swindling, but they generally con-

trive to evade their liabilities by means of

ingenious arguments and managing to force

their victims into committing technically

illegal acts of which they take mean ad-

vantage and which they use as a weapon
against creditors. As a matter of fact, the

brothel-keepers sometimes find it impossible

to appeal to the police, and are often forced

to "grin and bear" their losses in silence

owing to the " cuteness " and sophistry of

the " hoyitsttr It is not uncommon for men
belonging to the shokmim (artizan) class to

enter a brothel under the influence of liquor

without consulting the state of their purses,

and consequently to find themselves con-

fronted next morning with a long bill which

they cannot settle. These fellows are taken

in hand by professional " fixers " {shiina-

isuya = ox\^ who "fixes up" and settles

matters) called '' itina-ya'' (horse-houses)

who undertake to collect the bill on com-
mission. The " fixers," or " iima-ya^' send
a messenger, known as an " tuna " (horse),

home with such defaulting guest, and this
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" unia " will dog the footsteps of the debtor

until the latter pays his bill. I have, however,

known a case where the guest conducted

a "horse" (u?na) to a certain house, which

he pretended was his own, entered on the

pretext of obtaining some money, and walk-

ing through quietly slid out of the back-door

and escaped. But even when a guest tem-

porarily escapes in this way, he is generally

detected, and then, if he can't pay, the

" wjia " worries all the defaulter's relations,

who pay up to avoid a scene. It is said

that " in?ia " levy a squeeze of 50 sen per

day on their victims.

The " Ebisuko " plan of having a " good
time " gratuitously is made a kind of pro-

fession of by some rascals, and it is said

that in Tokyo there are several societies or

bands {Jiiuni or ginm) of expert swindlers

in this line. Thus there are the Hongo-
gumi, Kanda-gumi, Shitaya-gumi, Shiba-

gumi, Fukagawa-gumi, etc., each ktuni

taking its name from the district to which
it belongs. There is also a special kuini

called " Dariiina-ginni^' because its mem-
bers have the fio^ure of Daruma tatooed on
their forearms, and carry on their fraudulent

operations in a delightfully free and easy
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{Daruiiia.)

manner. The figure

of Daruma is sup-

posed to represent

the celebrated prince

and priest of South-

ern India— Dahma.
This holy patriarch

sat for nine years

in profound abstrac-

tion till his legs fell

off, therefore he is described in Japanese as
'' ashi no naf (being without any august

legs) but this, by a pun on the words, can

be understood as " being without any august

cash." Considering that the members of

this '' Dariima-giinW never pay for any-

thing, the " trade-mark " they have adopted

is certainly very appropriate ! Among the

members of these beautiful societies, the

act of evading payment of bills is known
as '' Kipparai'' {Kipparau = X.o cut right

through an obstruction) or " nakaseru " (to

cause to weep).
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Yoshiwara-gayoi no Jinrikisha.

(JJic jinrikisha traffic of the Yoshkvara]

The use of tsitji-kago (palanquin) by
the general public was permitted from the

Genroku era (1688- 1703) but the number of

these conveyances in Yedo was limited to

one hundred only ! People, therefore, were
in the habit of visiting the Yoshiwara on
horseback. [The name of a street in the

Yoshiwara — Uma-michi (Horse-street) —
testifies to the fact that horses used to pass

to and from the quarter.] Later on the

palanquin traffic increased, but, with the

appearance of \\\(t jinrikisha at the beginning

of the Meiji (present) period, kago dropped
out of fashion.

The jinrikisha-n\<^n who ply between
the Yoshiwara and Uma-michi are called

among themselves "_y<9;/rt:5///" (an abbrevia-

tion of r^//^<5^-5/^/= night-workers) owing
to the fact that they sleep during the day-

time and go to work at night. The best

Vx\o\NX\ jijirikisJia houses (" Ban " :^) in the

neighbourhood of the Yoshiwara are called

:

— " Tatsu-shin," " Hage-gumi," " Honch5-
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ban," " Dote-gumi," " Misawa," etc. The
men belonging to these houses come out to

pick up fares about dusk, and fortified with

a " helmet of sake " chase after any likely

pedestrian accosting him with the words :

—

" Daniia, naka made ikaga desu f " (Master,

how would you like to go as far as the

Yoshiwara?). At first these knights of the

Jinriktsha (" K'nn.mi ") wit!i puller and pusher (a/os/ii).

jinriktsha demand an exorbitant fare, but

reduce the same, after some haggling on

the part of the would-be riders, to about 15

sen per ri. As soon as the man has settled

terms he will probably exclaim " oi kita

!

hora yo ! " (almost untranslatable) and pick-

ing up the shafts of the vehicle start off as

fast as his legs can carry him, brandishing
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his lantern (they call it a " kmnban " among
the jinrikisha fraternity) as he speeds along.

A coolie who aims to secure a tip will

probably ask his customer " Daiina dochira

ye tsukeinasjtf (Master, to which house

shall I take you ?j and if the reply is " Naiii,

6-inon de yoroshW (oh, just put me down
at the great gate] the rider is probably only

bent on stroll through the Yoshiwara for the

purpose of sightseeing. If, on the contrary,

a fare replies " Euwn-zaka de orose " (put

y^'m

Jhirikislta (" Kitruiiia '") with puller and " Imimppikij''

me down at Emon-zaka) \\ii is generally a

cowardly fellow who is desirous of protect-

ing himself from the jinrikisha - puller's

demand for additional payment by means ot

the close vicinity of the police-box on the hill.
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When two kuruma-ya are employed

—

one as an atoshi (pusher) or tsitnappiki

(extra puller in front)—three times the single

fare is usually demanded because one of

the men must return without a vehicle, and

cannot therefore pick up a fare on his way
back. The atoshi or tsunappiki has to waste

his time in going home, whereas the man
who has his jiiirikisha with him can gene-

rally earn something by picking up a fare

on his return journey.

When a jr/m'ktsha-Vi\2Ln has brought a

guest to a brothel or tea-house he is usually

given a tip of from 20 to 30 sen, which is

paid by the house and afterwards charged

to the guest. There is also a body of

ji]irikisha-coo\\GS known as " Jiioro-shafn
"

(" shady '' Jmriktsha-niQn) who are invariably

very bad characters. Sometimes these ras-

cals have an arrangement with certain of

the lower-class brothels (^<9;'/-_y^ = greedy

and covetous houses) to inveigle country-

folk into their dens and thus make improper

gains. Among ,the inoro-shafiL there have

been desperate scoundrels who even dared

to go the length of taking fares to lonely

places and there robbing them of valuables

and money after the fashion of highwaymen,
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but, owing to the stringent police system, as

well as the control exercised by the jinriki-

sha-mens' guild, these evils have been greatly

diminished. As regards the slang used by
the Yos\\'\\N^r3. Jt'nn'kisha coolies, there seems

to be but little difference between it and
that employed by outside //>//'/>^/5//^?-men.

Their method of counting is as fol-

lows :

—

YOSHIWARA SLANG. ORDINARY JAPANESE. Meaning

Oji Is-sen I sen

Jtba Ni sen 2 ,

Yajiii San sen 3 '

Dart Shi sen 4 .

Geiiko Go sen 5 »

Roiiji Roku sen 6 ,

Seijian Shichi sen 7 '

Bando Has-sen 8 ,

Kiwa Kit sen 9 .

Dote yis-sen lO ,

Fiirikan Ni-jis-sen 20 ,

Yari

Furi \

Ni-jTi-go-sen 25 '

or
" Hansuke'\

Go-jis-sen 50 "

0-yari It hiyen
or

Jchi niai

.

or

F.nsuke

I ye n
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Other slang words abound, but we have

not space enough to give more than a few

examples :

—

Yaka. Being in a hurry {Isogn koto.)

Yanagi. Not being in a hurry (Isoga-

nai koto^i

Kaidashi. This word is used to ex-

press the idea of a jmrtkisha-vcidin

taking a fare to a certain place at

a very cheap rate with the object

of securing a better fare on his

return journey.

Aibako. i^Ni-nin-nori no kttrttma) A
jinrikisha to seat two fares.

Monde-yiiku. The act of changing

halfway when two jmrikisha are

being pulled in company and one

contains two people and the other

only one person.

Terashi. {Rosoku) A candle.

There is a funny story told relative to

the introduction of jinrikishas, and the con-

sequent falling into desuetude of palanquins.

A certain guest asked his " lady friend " in

a brothel if she could tell him what sic^n

was most used on the lanterns oijinrikisha-

men : she promptly replied " Yamagata ni
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ka no jiga o gozainiasti " (mostly the shape

of a mountain ^^ with the katakana syllable

">^«"— ti —). She was thinking of the

signs used to denote the different classes of

prostitutes [vide page i8o) and mistook the

characters )\^ ^ {jmri/ei) for the sign y^
and the syllable t . It appears that in those

early days the names of districts or guilds

were not painted on the lanterns, but merely

the two characters \^ [jinriki], and hence

the comical error

!

Sanya-uma da-chin-dzuke.

{The cost of hiring horses to andfrom the Yoshiivara.)

The " Kinset Kisekiko "
(Jg itt =^ Jfj); ^)

says that in the olden days young bloods

who frequented the Yoshiwara used to travel

to and fro on horseback. It was also a

fashion of the period to consider everything

white to be tasteful. Thus the craze went
so far that people fancied white horses,

white sword-hilts, white leather hakaina
(loose pantaloons) white sleeves, and white

everything else. In a book called the " Ko-
uta So-niakuri'' (/]>Dfl|i|li <C ^))—published

in the second year of the Kwambun (1661-
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1672} era—the following scale of charges

for horse-hire is given:—
From Nihon-bashi to the

i^ate of the Yoshiwara.

Ordinary charge 200 vion {20 sm)

IJitto, with a comparisoned

white horse, and two
footmen singing the
*• Kojniiro-bus/n " 'iong. 348 vioji (34 soi 8 riii)

From lida-machi to the

gate of the Yoshiwara.

Ordinary charge 200 man {20 sen)

Ditto, with a comparisoned

white horse, and two
footmen singing the
" Koimiro-biisJii'' song. 348 nuvi (34 sen 8 rin)

From the Asakusa gate

to the gate of the

Ybshiwara. Ordinary

charge 132 mon (13 sen 2 ri'n)

Ditto, with a comparisoned

white horse, and two
footmen singing tlie

'' Koimt7'o-bushi'' song. 248 vuvi (24 seji 8 rin)

The above proves the taste of the

period for white horses, and besides this

there was a song in vogue in the Meireki

era (1655-1657) which described the grace-

ful appearance of a man of rank visiting the

Yoshiwara on the back of a white steed.
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Byo-ehu oyobi In-shoku no koto.

{Of the sii'/ouss ofprostitutes and of their meals.)

Generally speaking, ew&vy yfcjo possesses

a room in which she lives irrespective of the

fact of whether she has visits from guests

or otherwise ; but, in some houses, when a

prostitute falls sick, she is not allowed to

remain in her room, and is sent down to the

b-beya (large apartment) for treatment : this

room is known among the inmates of the

brothel as ''yose-ba'' (place of gathering).

In a courtesan's apartment is to be

found every cooking utensil necessary in

the preparation of a meal, and therefore

many of the girls take their meals in their

own room, merely getting boiled rice up
from the kitchen and preparing other articles

themselves.

In some houses, however, all the in-

mates have dinner together in the kitchen,

and so there is an old saying—" YTtjo 10a

nabe-kama nashi no shotai-iuochf {Viljo

are like householders who are possessed of

neither pots nor pans). In the Kajita-ro

the yftjo used to make their servants boil
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rice for them in their own rooms over

charcoal fires.

Hike no koto.

{Closing- Jionrs in the Yoshizuara.)

Mention is made in the " Yoshiwara

0-kagamr ("^J^^ic®') that the hike was
fixed at 10 o'clock, but afterwards this was
considered too early and no clapping of

hybshigi (a pair of Avooden blocks which are

struck together as a signal) was made at

that hour. The great gate [0-inoii) was
shut at 10 o'clock but the kuguri-do (a small

low door cut in a gate) w^as left upon so as

to permit ingress and egress. When the

hour of midnight struck (then called koko-

notsti-doki) the hybshigi were clapped to-

gether four times, and the place w^as finally

closed up.

Ko-cho no koto.

[^riic next jnoriiino.)

In the '' Yoshizaara Okagaini'' (^ M
y'ci^'y—referred to in the preceding chapter

—it says that '' the parting and return home
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in the nioruhig is cailed " Koclib " (^ ^),
but in ordinary Japanese the parting" of two
lovers in the morning is idiomatically termed
" Kinii-giim no waiiarer

Hiru-jimai Yo-jimai no koto.

(J'hc day and nigJit cng-agcmcnts of courtesans.)

The '' YosJtiwara Oizaganii'^ (S i^ ^
^) also says that there were formerly

two kinds of siiimai (tt^ here the word
means "engagement.") viz:— I-Iiru-jtinai

(day engagement) and Yo-jiniai (night en-

gagement.}*

Raku-seki no koto.

{J'hc removal of namesfrom the register of tJic

YosJihvara
)

The " Yosliiwara OlzaganW (§ J® >^
ig) says :—

There are three kinds of raknseki. One is to

leave the Yoshiwara at the expiry of the term of

engagement [iien-aki) ; the second is to be redeemed
by a guest before the term of service has expired

" 5////-7rt/ is changed into y/wrti after "/«>//" and "re" for the sake of

euphony.
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{jui-tikc) ; the third is to be redeemed by parents

{mi-iikc). When a woman is dischartjed by her

master, owing to the expiry of her term of engage-

ment, she receives back from him her contract

{shovioii) of service and goes away after bidding

farewell to her friends and acquaintances. At the

same time a check or pass [tcgatd), couched in the

following terms, is given to the woman to serve

as a token of her right to pass out of the great

gate :—

Courtesan (name) belonging to the

house of (name)

Her term of engagement having expired, she

is to be handed over to her relatives outside the

quarter, therefore please allow her to pass through

the great gate without fail (Date)

(Signed) Headman. TsealA

To Shirobei, Esq.,

Great gate.

But although a woman may be fortunate

enough to escape the bitterness of this living death,

and succeed in reaching the outside world again,

yet she has violated the virtue of chastity, wasted

the flower of her youth in vicious living, and as

she is unaccustomed to attend to the proper duties

of women her future prospects are anything but

cheerful and re-assuring !

Generally, the term of engagement is supposed

to expire when a prostitute reaches the age of 25

years, but as a matter of fact the girls generally

remain until they have reached the age of 27.
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As for the mi-iikc (redemption by a guest) it

is a vastly different thing to the ncnki-akc (expiry

of term of engagement) as it not only relieves a

woman from years of disgusting and painful ser-

vitude, but it may enable her to attain to a life of

comparative ease and luxury. Under these cir-

cumstances, iiii-iike is earnestly desired by many a

prostitute and although in vulgar novels certain

girls are made to decline the offer of mi-iikc by
some rich guest, because they have lovers to whom
they have pledged themselves to marry on the

expiration of their term of engagement, such

occurrences in real life are extremely rare. Far

from dissuading a guest from purchasing her

freedom, the average yujo will positively im-

portune him to take her out if he manifests

his intention of doing so. When a guest wishes

to redeem a woman for whom he has taken a

fancy, and whose affection he desires to obtain,

he mentions the matter to the brothel-keeper,

who in turn communicates with the girl's parents,

and as, of course, the latter can raise no reason-

able objection, the mi-tikc is forthwith arranged.

The redemption-money {vii-no-sJuro-kin), and all

the debts of the girl, are paid by the guest, and

her contract of service {iiii-iiri shdino)i = " docn-

ment-of-the-sale-of-the-body ") is returned. In the

proceedings that follow, the brothel-keeper plays

the part of a parent to the girl. To her friends

sekiJian (red rice : rice boiled with red beans) and

other food is distributed, while presents of seki-

Jian and katsubushi (smoked bonito) are made to

the tea-houses of the Nal<a-no-cho to celebrate the

occasion. Farewell tips are also given to the

geisha (singing girls), hokan (jesters), and ivakaimono
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(men-servants), with whom the guest is acquainted,

and a splendid banquet is held in the room where

he has so often disported liimself. On this occa-

sion, the girl who has been redeemed, and her

erstwhile fellow yfijo, assemble, and gcisJia and

Jiokan are invited to enliven the dinner. After

the feast is over, the couple are escorted by a

troop of men and women as far as the o-mon (great-

gateway) where palanquins {ka^^o) are waiting for

them, and amidst a chorus of good-wishes and
^^ snyonara'" (goodbye!) enter these conveyances

and ride away.

Further, there are two lands of yftjo, known
'As^' zi\^ai-tsitkr' and '''' zcgcn-nasJu,'' ox those who
were sold by parents direct, and those who are

sold through the medium of procurers {zcocn).

Those who are sold direct b}' parents [zcgcn-nasJu)

are easier and less expensive to redeem, whereas

the zcgcn-ts^iki (sold through procurers) are not so

as the ccgrn often purposely try to increase the

debts of such women, or to secretly prolong their

term of engagement, thus throwing obstacles in

the way of their redemption by a guest.

G^vaishutsu oyobi lobo.

[Exit and JliqJit f}-o])i tJtc Yos/incai-a)

The Yoshiwara 0-kaganii (^ |^ ;^ |g)

says that the going abroad of prostitutes

was prohibited at the founding of the Yoshi-

wara, and only iayU were occasionally

allowed to attend the Hyo-jo-sho (Supreme
Court) to wait on officials.
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In the case of a " joro " being summoned
before the " machibitgyo " she was accom-

panied by 2 wakaijiwno, the master of the

brothel, 5 wardsmen [''go-nm-gumf ) a.

representative of the '' nanushi'' and her
''yaritey The latter made a small present

to the attendants of the " bitgyo " that they

might spread a mat for the ''joro " to sit on,

and the ''joro " remained silent while the

" yarite'' answered the questions of the

judge.

Once in every Spring, all the inmates

of the brothels used to go out to either

Ueno, Asukayama, or Mukqjima, to see the

cherry-blossoms, and on these occasions

they spent the day in drinking sake under

the cherry-trees, and amusing themselves

by dancing and other pastimes. The custom
of the tayu appearing at the Hyo-jo-sho

ceased about the era of Kwan-ei (1624-1643),

and that of cherry-blossom \'iewing also

dropped out of fashion after the Bunsei era

(18 1 8-1 829 \ Even after this latter date,

sick prostitutes requiring the treatment of

a physician outside the Yoshiwara, or those

who wished to go to their master's \'illa

{ro-shu no besso) for the benefit of their

health, were allowed to pass through the
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gate. If the parents of prostitutes who
Hved at Asakusa, and in its neighbourhood,

were dangerously ill, they were allowed to

visit them by the special permission of the

rb-shu (brothel-keeper), but even in these

cases the women were passed out under

pretext of sickness, and a passport was given

to them by the naiiushi, as follows :

—

Courtesan (name) employed by
name , who is under my management,

being sick, is sent out of the great gateway {p-mon)

to visit Doctor (name) accompanied by
her master. She is to be allowed to pass the gate

without fail.

(Signed)

{NaniisJii) ujeal^

To Shirobei Esq., ^-^

Great Gateway.

A woman thus allowed out of the

Yoshiwara would perhaps have looked out

of her kago (palanquin) as she was borne

along through the streets, and wondered at

the novelty of her surroundings. Then she

might have become impatient, owing to her

anxiety after her parent's health, and urged

the kago-ya (bearers) to hurry forward.

Arriving at her parents' house she would
perhaps have found her father, seriously ill,
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lying in squalid wretchedness, and have

been met by her poor old mother who,

taking her daughter's hand in her own,

might have been overcome with deep emo-
tion and wept bitterly. Then came long

consultations about the future, and the day

of grace began to draw to a close, for it was
a rule that courtesans out on leave had to

return to the Yoshiwara before 5.30 p.m.

By and by the sad and solemn tones of the

temple bell at Asakusa would give her warn-
ing that her time had expired, and urged on
by the yarite (an old brothel hag), whom she

had perforce brought with her, she rose and
bade farewell to her weeping parents, and
re-entering her kago was carried back to

her life of gilded misery well-nigh blinded

by an agony of helpless tears.

Although the rules relating to the

passage of the b-inon (great gateway) were
as above, there were some prostitutes who
attempted to run away from the Yoshiwara,

owing to an irresistible desire to see their

lovers or being heavily in debt. When
such an event happened, the brothel-keeper

concerned sent out men on all sides to trace

the absconding woman, or applied to the

police office {ine?n-ban-sho) for her capture,
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and as detectives were immediately set to

work to ascertain her whereabouts nearly

all runaway women were caught and igno-

miniously brought back to their masters.

When an absconder w'as brought back, she

was censured for her ill-considered step by

the master, yarite, and banto, and all the

expenses incurred in connection with her

detection and capture were added to her

debt : this had the effect of prolonging the

term of her servitude in the brothel. Some-
times private punishment was meted out

to her by the master if he thought she

deserved it. When an elopement was at-

tempted twice or thrice in succession, the

w^oman in question was generally re-sold

to one of the prostitute quarters outside the

Yoshiwara through the agency of a zegen

(procurer] : this practice was called " Kttra-

gae'' (change of saddles). It is said to have

been the custom that when the keeper of a

brothel outside the Yoshiwara was in treaty

for the purchase of a " kuragae " prostitute,

he sent his banto to the house to which she

belonged as an ordinary guest. The banto

spent the night with her, and the ini-no-

shiro-kin (price - of- the - body) was settled

according to his report.
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Yujo byo-shi oyobi jo-shi no koto.

((9/ the Death and double-suicide of courtesans)

The Yoshiwara 0-kagami, ('d1S;^ISi)

says that as the life of a courtesan is gene-

rally spoken of as '' the painful world'' {Ktt-

gat ^^) it's really painful nature may be

well imagined. Not only does a woman
who has fallen into this unhappy position

become a mere playing to gratify the lusts

of immoral men, but her freedom is so cur-

tailed by circumstances that she cannot even

sleep and eat independently, and therefore

often has her constitution ruined owing to

her irregular mode of eating and drinking.

Others fall sick by reason of excessive anx-

iety over monetary affairs, and others fall a

prey to loathsome and, perchance, virtually

incurable diseases.

When a first-class prostitute {/olo no

yujo) was sick, if the master of the brothel

had been to much expense in procuring her

he would spare no pains to cure her illness,

and if the matter was serious the woman
would be removed to the master's villa

(which was situated, perhaps, in the vicinity
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of Imado or Sanya) for treatment. Such an
invalid would be closely attended by a

kanmro (female page), and sometimes the

master himself went to some temple to pray

for her recovery. If, however, the yil/o hap-

pened to belong to a lower class, and was
not particularly popular, the attitude of the

brothel-keeper would be entirely different,

and the treatment of the girl would be

simply entrusted to some quack doctor, the

poor creature being meanwhile thrust into

an out-of-the-way gloomy room where she

would pine away unseen by the other in-

mates of the house. When her condition

was considered very precarious, the master,

in order to avoid the trouble and expense

involved at death, used to summon her

parents and hand the sick woman over to

them together with her shoinon (document

of engagement). When a yujo died in a

brothel the matter w^as reported by the

monthly manager [tsuki-gybji) of the Yoshi-

wara to the nanushi, and the latter sum-
moned her parents or surety to take delivery

of her corpse. In the event of the home of

her parents being far away, the remains of

the yujo were interred by the brothel-keeper

in the Dotetsu (general burial place) on the
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bank in the presence of her surety. This

place Avas also known as \}c\^ '' nage-komi''

(the throwing-in-place). There is an old

poem illustrating the sad future which is in

store for some unfortunate shogi : it runs:

—

" She is hurried to the grave in a

paitpei^'s coffin, loith btttone solitary

little maid to mourn her!'

Alas ! this description was only too

true in many cases

!

Besides natural death, there were many
yiijo who committed suicide, together with

their sweethearts, owing to various reasons,

among which the most powerful were
either their inability to live together in con-

jugal felicity with each other, or their pecu-

niary embarrassments. Such double suici-

des had been known as shinjit {\^ tjT the

inside of the heart or mind) but about the era

of Kyoho (1716-1735) Judge Ooka Echizen-

no-Kami (who is regarded as the Japanese
Solomon) gave it out as his opinion that

the word shinju {i^ 4^) if read reversed

would make chushin (^ iil;
- loyalty) and

that it was absurd to call the double suicide

of a man and woman, owing to love affa-

irs, " loyalty ". He therefore ordained that

this kind of suicide should be called
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" aitai-jinr (^^g S ^ = death by mutual
consent) and that word was accordingly

adopted.

Mr. Koidzumi Yakumo (Lafcadio Hearn)

in his " Glimpses of Unfamiliar yapan "

(Vol I.) gives an extremely interesting ex-

ample of shiiijU, as follows :

—

" There lived in ancient tiir.es a hatamoto called

" Fuji-eda Geki, a vassal of the Shogun. He had
" an income of five thousand koku of rice,—a great
" income in those days But he fell in love with
" an inmate of the Yoshiwara named A}'aginu, and
" wished to marry her. When his master bade
" the vassal choose between his fortune and his

" passion, the lovers fled secretly to a farmer's house,

" and there committed suicide together."
" The sad occurence was commemorated in a

" popular song which ran :

—

" Kind to ncyarii ka, go-scn-gvkiL torn ka ?

" Nan no go-scn-^qoht kinii to ncyo ?

" Once more to rest beside her, or keep five

" thousand koku ?

" What care 1 for koku ? Let me be with
" her !

"

According to the " Toto Kofitn-shi ['^

^Rl^^ife = Record of ancient tombs in the

Eastern Capital) the Jokan-ji (^p^^j tem-

ple of Minowa, Shitaya district, was the

burial ground of the yujo of the Yoshiwara.

When the secret prostitutes of the City of

Yedo were transported into the Yoshiwara,
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they were called baijo (^*^ = "sold wo-
men ". Originally the bodies of these

women, and other secret prostitutes, were
interred in the burial ground of this tem-

ple only, but later on it became the custom

to bury their remains elsewhere, as also

those of regular yujo. The book goes on

to say ;

—

" In these burial places are to be found many
** graves oi yiljo who committed suicide with their

" paramours. On the tomb-stones are to be found
" engraved the descriptions of the swords with
" which they killed themselves, as well their names
" and ages. There is something so weird and un-
" canny about these horribly pitiless records on the
" grey lichen-covered monuments that the blood of

"a sightseer runs cold and he becomes so nervous
" that he leaves the gloomy spot with the intention
" of never visiting it again."*

* During the Genroku (168S-1703) and Shotoku (171 1-1715) eras,

" sitiiijh " or double suicides of guests and '' joro " became so common
that the jGroj-a were forced for the sake of self-preservation to expose the

bodies of both the man and the woman on the Nihombashi for 3 daj's.

The da or "outcasts' then buried them, and writing their storj' read it

about the streets of Yedo. The burial of those \\ ho committed " s/iitrju
"

was the burial of dogs. Their hands and legs were tied together and the

bodies were wrapt up in straw matting and thrown into a common grave.

The people of the jGroj-a belie\ed that this would pre\eni the ghosts of

the dead haunting the house where they died, the superstition being that

animals had no ghosts.
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Shin-Yoshiwara no Bodaiji.

(Jlic CcVICfay of tJtc SIiin-YosJiiivara
)

The yokan-ji temple at Minowa, and
the Dotetsu* on the bank (the Nihon-dzutsu-

mi) were formerly the fixed burial places

of the Yoshiwa yujo who died during their

terms of service and who had no person

to take charge of their remains. Since the

Restoration, however, the regulations of the

prostitute quarters having been altered, the

burial of a yujo in these cemeteries is a rare

occurrence.

The grave of the famous Taka-o of

of the Mi-ura-ya, and that of Usugumo, are

both in the Dotetsu cemetery. The grave

of Usugumo is known as neko-dzitka (the-

mound-of-the-cat). October the 25th 1893
having fallen on the 233rd anniversary of

the death of Taka-o, a grand religious ser-

vice was held in this temple and was attended

by large crowds of people belonging to the

Yoshiwara.

On the grave of Taka-o is written :

—

• Now called the '' Kogivan-zan Sai/ioJ/,'" situated at No. 36, ShOden-

oho, Asakusa district.
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Sauni karjc in Alas
;
poor maple leaves

Moroku mo kutsiiin which are crushed and scat-

Moinijl kana ! tercd by the cold winds !

K.aritaku no Kioto.

(77/r temporary prostitute quarter)

The kari-takii means the estabhshment

of a temporary place for carrying on busi-

ness when the Yoshiwara is completely

destroyed by fire. When such a disaster

occurs, the brothel-keepers apply to the

authorities for a permit to establish a kari-

takiL and their application is said to be

granted forthwith, even in case of only

partial destruction of the quarter by fire.

The Yoshiwara has been enjoying com-
parative immunity from fire for quite a

long period, but as late as 1862 (May 29th)

more than half of the brothels in the quarter

were burnt to the ground, and a kari-takit

was established in the neighbourhood of

Fukagawa. During the time that the busi-

ness is carried on in a temporary quarter,

rules and usuages are not adhered to very

strictly by the brothels, and sometimes,

under the pretext of aiming at simplicity.
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even tea-houses are allowed to carry on

the profession of brothel-keeping. Under
these circumstances, more money flows into

the pockets of the brothel-keeper than in

ordinary times, and the trade usually be-

comes brisker than previously owing to a

larger number of guests being attracted by
the novelty of the altered conditions. When
therefore the Yoshiwara is not prosperous,

and trade is dull, the brothel-keepers not

unnaturally wish for the establishment of

a kari-takii. in the 2nd year of Kei-o

(1866^^ while the kari-iakit was established

at Monzen-cho, Fukagawa, an application

Avas forwarded to the authorities by a cer-

tain brothel keeper offering the payment
of 10,000 ryo per annum if they would give

permission to leave the •' temporary " quar-

ter there permanently : the application was
rejected. The '' kari-iaku'' practice origina-

ted in the third year of the Meireki era

(1657) when the brothels of Fukiya-cho

were swept out of existence by the memo-
rable conflagration of that year, and pending
removal to the Yoshiwara temporary bro-

thels A\'ere established at Imado, Sanya, and
Yama-no-shiku by means of renting ordinary

houses.
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After that time, whenever the Yoshiwa-

ra was destroyed by a fire, a temporary

quarter was estabhshed for from 200 to 300
days, either at Ryogoku, Nakadzu, Takanawa,
Fukagawa, Asakusa, Namiki, Hanakawado,
etc. The temporary brothels estabhshed in

the second year of Kokwa (1845) were
scattered here and there in twenty different

streets, viz:

—

Yaniakaiua-cho, Ta-inachi it-

ch6-iue, Ta-niachi ni-cho-iue, Sanya-niachi,

Asakitsa-iuachi, Shin Torikoye-niachi it-cho-

me, Shin Torikoye-niachi ni-cho-me, Shin
Torikoye-niachi san-cho-nie, in front of the

Hachiinan On-yado\ (in Honjo district);

Roknshaku-yashiki, Kaneyashiki, Nagaoka-
cho jit-cho-nie ; Hachirobei-yashiki ; Matsni-

cho ii-cho-nie, and Irie-cho ; (in Fukagawa
district) Httai-ji-Monzen-cho, Naka-cho, Hi-

gashi N'aka-cho, Yanianioto-cho, Matsn-
inura-cho, Tstikttda-cho, Tokiwa-cho ni-cho-

nie. In Hanakawado-niachi and Shoden-

cho {^Asakusa), Tamaya Sanzaburo, and

twenty-one other well-known brothels, were
carrying on their business under special

charter Jokkyo) received from the authorities.

The official instructions issued at the

time of the establishment of temporary bro-

thels were not uniform by any means, as
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they were drawn up to suit special circum-

stances, but an idea of such notifications may
be gained by perusing the following tran-

script of one issued in the 6th year of Kwan-
sei (1794):—

OuinjT to the destruction by fire of the Yoshi-

wara, the carrying on of the profession in temporary

houses is hereby allowed, provided that the Keepers

strictly conform to the following conditions ;

—

(i). The clothes worn by the yfijo shall not be

such as to be strikingly attractiv^e.

(2). No yiljo or kaviuro is to be allowed outside

the houses, and this applies even to being out-

side the houses to which they may actually

belong.

Even inside the houses, they shall not be

permitted to appear in the front second-storey

or in the windows in such a nianner as to

attract passers-by.

(3). So long as the business is carried on outside

of the regular quarter, everything shall be

done in a quiet and unobtrusive manner, and

no such displays as are allowed in the Yoshi-

wara shall be attempted nor permitted.

The following description of a Kari-

takit is given in the " Yedo Hanj6-ki'' (31^
^^m Records of the prosperity of Yedo.)

" A temporary brothel has, as a rule, very

limited accommodation, its capacity being only

about one tenth of that of the proper permanent

building in the Yoshiwara, while the influx of

guests is ten times larger than usual. Under such
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circumstances the beds 'of several guests are packed

into one room, and simp]}* divided off by means of

screens: this kind of sleepincj accommodation is

called zvari-doko (a divided bed). The beds are so

arrang^ed that sometimes one's feet are in juxtapo-

sition with another person's head and vice versa.

Inside the screens may be heard the voice of ^ yfijo

chattering to her guest and flattering him with

complimentary speeches such as :

—
" Ever since our

first meeting m\' love for you has become an ardent

passion and my whole soul yearns for \-our presence.

There may be days when the raven will cease

its cawing but never a night when I fail to dream
of you, my prince ;" * * * Within the fortification

of screens to the left you can faintly hear a guest

whispering to \\\s yfijo that if she loves him he is

willing to redeem her and take her awa}'. * * *

In front, the guest would appear to be a student

as he is reciting some Chinese poems from the

Toshisen. By and by his yujo begins to wonder
what he is talking about and asks him :

" What
magical words are you uttering, and wliat is that

cJionicn (account-bool>:) you carry with }'Ou?"
" Alas I what an ignorant woman }ou are I

"—the

guest retorts
—

" These are famous Chinese poems
which you would do well to remember * * * At
the back- is a guest who has been deserted by his

yujo and who, finding it impossible to remain pas-

sive, is having frequent recourse to j^awning and
stretching * * * Somewhere in the room is a

gentleman who has been carousing too freely, and
although he is so top-heavy that he cannot stand

up, he objects to lying down and going to sleep.

He is apparently so beautifully boosy that when
he struggles hard to arise from his couch his lesfs
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give way under him and he sinks back huddled up
in a lieap. Disappointed, but not discouraged, at

his inability to get up, the groggy veteran begins

to express bis maudlin sentiments in a loud grum-

bling voice, venting his indignation one moment
and laughing at imaginary objects the next.

Shortly afterwards he will endeavour to relieve the

monotony of his existence by starting to sing

Kiyari (firemen's songs) iii a shrill falsetto tone

with all the force his lungs are capable of, but every

now and then breaking: down and finishing off with

an inarticulate mutter or drunken cfursle.

All of a sudden the lovely noise ceases, as his

companion yfijo, fearing that this continued bawling

may disturb other guests, tries to gag the singing

inebriate, persuades him to lie down quietly and go
to sleep, covers hiin over with the bed clothes,

and thus extinguishes him for the balance of the

night * * * Now, one guest, who has been sound

asleep under the influence of liquor, suddenly

wakes up and starts off to obey the calls of nature,

but in the semi-darkness he comes into contact with

the wall of screens surrounding him. Then he

gropes around in order to find an outlet, but failing,

owing to his mudded condition, to discover liis geo-

graphical position, he commences to angrily

demand the reason of his supposed imprisonment

and to threaten that if he be not instantl)' released

he will smash everything in the liouse. No reply

being forthcoming, the pot-valiant young man
kicks out savagely at the screens arounci him, knock-

ing them down on the top of those sleeping beauties

within and rudely dispersing their pleasant dreams;

and then, giving way to a paroxysm of maniacal

rage, he makes a furious attack on the remaining
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screens, thiowintj them round and down in every

direction, thus disclosing some very interesting

sights in various parls of the room. This proves

too much for the nerves of the other guests, and a

general stampede ensues, the whole position being

accentuated b}' the hysterical cries of yfijo and

shouts of " fire," etc."

From this description it is evident that

ordinary houses temporarily transformed

into brothels must have been interesting

places to visit, especially when crowded with

guests, and that many comical and amusing
scenes must have been enacted within their

walls. It is just because the Kari-takn

presented so many novel and funny features

that persons were tempted to go crowding

into them,

Dochu no koto oyobi tsuki-dashi no koto.

{Tlic processions of yfijo a)id the first appcaraucc

of " recruits "
/// tJie Yoshiiuarn).

The procession, or promenade, of yujo

has been considered as, par excellence, the

most splendid spectacle and important cere-

mony of the Yoshiwara. Once in the earlier

years oi Meiji^ and once again in 1887, when
the cherry-blossoms were in full bloom, this

wonderful procession took place, but since

then no attempt has been made to re\'ive the
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time-honoured custom. Even on the two

occasions referred to, the affair was not

carried out in strict accordance with the an-

cient style, but in a far simpler fashion.

The best account of this procession of

ywjo ever written is given in Mr. Henry
Norman's " The Real yapan, " and I there-

fore quote it here.

The most extraordinary spectacle of the

Yoshiwara talces place for a few afternoons at five

o'clock three times a year, when the flowers in the

long street gardens are changed. First in spring

conies the pink glory of the cherry-blossoms ; then

in summer the purple of the iris; then in autumn
the hundred colours of the chrysanthemum, the

national flower of Japan. When the new flowers

are planted \\Mt yiijo pay them a state visit. From
each of the principal houses half a dozen of the

most beautiful are chosen and arrayed in gorgeous

clothes, their hair dressed monumentally, combs
three feet long stuck in from side to side, and then

they are mounted upon blacl>: lacquered gcta or

pattens a foot high. When they are ready to

start a score of servants accompany them ; two
or three precede them to put the crowd away ;

one holds the hand of each yiijo upon either side,

and solemnly and very slowly, a step a minute, the

M'onderful procession moves round the garden.

Other processions issue from the houses and meet

and pass, and by and by the whole main street of

the Yoshiwara is packed with an open-mouthed

crowd, over whose heads the faces of the proces-

sionists can be seen here and there.
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The walking upon the tall hea.\'y ^^i'^a is itself

an accomplishment and girls are specially trained

to it. One foot is put out a little way and planted

firmly, then the other j^r/a is lifted by the toes

tightly grasping the strap which passes between

the first and second toes, and swung round in front

of the other and across it. The first is then lifted

and placed on the other side of the second—exactly

in fact like a skater doing the outside edge. The
Japanese call it hachivionji ni anihi —" figure of

eight walking." It is difficult to give in words an

adequate notion of the extraordinary eflect of this

procession. The costly and gorgeous clothes of

the v?1/o, silks of marvellous richness and brocades

blazing with scarlet and gold ; the exaggerated bow
of her odi tied in front (the courtesan is compelled

by law to distinguish herself in this wa)-),* the

pyramidal coiffure, the face as white as snow, the

eyelashes black, the lips vermillion and even the

toe-nails stained pink ; the men-servants respectfully

holding the tips of lier fingers on each side and
giving as much heed to every step as an acolyte

might give to an aged Pope, her several women-
servants walking solemnly behind : a footman

pushing back the crowd and another removing

every twig or dead leaf from her path ; her slow

and painful JiacJiivumji; her stony gaze straight

before her, half contemptuous and half timid ; the

dense and silent crowd ; the religious aspect of the

vicious ceremony,—all these go to make a spectacle

apart from anything one has ever seen—an event

outside all one's standard of comparison—a remini-

• Formerly this was the case, but now the obi is tied in front merely

out of deference to old custom. The ancient sumptuary regulations have been

abolished long ago.
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scence of phallic ceremonial—a persistence of

Priapus.

In the " Yoshkoara Taizen " ['^]^^~)\

^ The Complete book of the Yoshiwara)

reference is made to the effect that

" The term docJin {^ pfi a journey ; travelling)
'* meant the going out of a prostitute to an agc-ya,

" or to promenade in the Naka-no-cho. It was
" used in the sense of travelling to a distant part of

" the country because, for instance, when zl yfijo of

" Yedo-cho started out to go to Kyo-machi she was
" supposed to be going on a journey.

" It requires some considerable training to
" enable a yiljo to make a ddcliii, as it is a most
" difficult thing to lift the lower portion of her
" clothes in such a manner as to move with grace-
" ful dignity.

" Though there are no agc-ya to be found at

" present, the custom is still preserved, and the
" appearance of yujo in the Naka-no-cho is called
*' the docJul!'

In the days when there age-ya in the

Yoshiwara it was the custom for a tayii to

go out to the ageya to which she was cal-

led to meet her Q^uest, and on these occa-

sions she was escorted by her shinzo, yan-
tCy kajuiiro, and wakaiinono. With refe-

rence to this subject, the " Dobo Go-en (v|nl;^

IpSI) ^^ys that ;

—

" In the Moto Yoshiwara (prior to its removal to

" the present site) yujo used to be carried to ag'c-ya
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" on the backs of servants when it rained. These
" men-servants (called rokii-sliakii) by placing their

" hands behind their backs made a seat, by means
" of their palms, on which the tayil sat—or rather
" knelt—carefully wrapping her underwear around
" her feet and leaving her outside dress hanging
" loosely down. The tayus hands were not em-
" ployed in holding any part of her bearer's body,
" but engaged in adjusting her garments Sic. From
" behind, a sei"vant covered her with a long-handled
" oil-paper umbrella, and in this position the tayu
" is said to have looked very stylish."

Since the removal of the old brothel

quarter to the present Yoshiwara, it is said

that tayfc sometimes went out to ageya

riding in palanquins, as this was considered

to be a convenient mode of transit.

In the '^ Dbbo Go-en I-Hon Ko-i^' :y(i|

M IS H l?-'^^^ H) it is stated that :—

" Up to the era of Keicho the ladies of noble fami-

" lies were usually borne on the backs of men-ser-
" vants in rainy weather, palanquins being but very
" seldom used. These ladies wore a kind of veil-like

" hood [kaisi/gi) on their heads, and on the backs
" of the bearers were fastened wooden rests on
" which the women could sit. The custom of pro-

" stitutes being carried on the backs of nien-servants

" appears to have aiisen through a desire to ape
" the higher classes.

" Since their removal to the Shin Yoshiwara
" palanquins were often used, but later on were
" dispensed with diXxd yftfo preferred to walk to their



Courtesans being carried to age-ya—zide pages 270 and 271.
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•' destination even in rainy weather * * * As stated
" above, better-class yfijo went out in palanquins
" when the weather was rainy, or the roads dirty,

" but shin-zo used to wallc wearing sandals called

" tsiune-kakiishi" (nail hiders) : these tsuvie-kakushi
" were more particularly in use in the Mi-ura-ya of

" Kyo-machi."

The reason that the promenading of

yujo became one of the most splendid spec-

tacles of the Yoshiwara in later days was
because (though the women ceased to pass

to and fro the cige-ya after the disappear-

ance of the latter) they used to be in the

habit of showing themselves gorgeously

apparelled in the Naka-no-cho and holding

an exhibition of themselves in the tea-

houses there. The custom of the dochu is

therefore a relic of a prevailing fashion of

those times.

As I have already stated, a yujo who
went out walking in rainy weather was
covered by a long-handled umbrella held

over her head from behind. This umbrella

was usually employed by persons of gentle

birth, but its use by yitjo was permitted on
the supposition that the latter were Court

ladies.*

•This involves a pun on tlie words joro (^ gU " a harlot ") and jorff

(_h " a l^dy in waiting attached to the court ".)
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To see the procession of a yujo at night

passing through the brilliantly lighted streets

surrounded by her shinzo, kamuro, yarite

and wakaimono, preceded by a great lantern

emblazoned with her crest, and followed

by a crowd of tea-house and Jiina-yado

people each carrying a lighted chbchin, was
a very imposing sight indeed and one which

probably was unique of its kind and without

a parallel in any other country.

In ancient times all yitjo wore sandals,

but later on a woman named Fuyo (in the

employ of Hishiya Gonzaemon of Sumi-

cho) who was an open-handed extravagant

person and fond of ostentatious display,

began to wear koma-geta (a kind of matted

clog) even on fine days. The charming

manner in which this woman minced along

on her koma-geta, artfully disclosing the

scarlet lining of her clothes as she walked,

and the general grace of her demeanour,

evoked universal admiration. Imitation, it

is said, is the sincerest form of flattery, and

the people must have been very much
fascinated with Fuyo's koma-geta for they

all began to gradually imitate this style of

foot-gear until it became the popular fashion

of the Yoshiwara. On New Year's day,
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and on other holidays, no koma-geta were

used by the women belonging to the house

of Matsubaya Hanzaemon of Yedo-cho, and
it therefore seems that even at this period

something of the simplicity of oldtime cus-

toms was retained, and that the community
had not as yet fallen into the luxurious

habits of later days. The extravagance

manifested in wearing apparel used in pro-

menading appears to have reached it's

climax about the nth year of Kwansei

(1799) for it is mentioned in the '' Kyaku
Moiiogatari'' (^^|§ — written by Samba

—

a noted humourous writer) that the outer

garment was of deep blue coloured satin,

the skirt being embroidered with a pattern

composed of lobsters: the under-clothes

were of green coloured rnoru (a kind of

thick cloth woven with raised figures) secu-

red by a shigoki (loose girdle) of grey-

coloured satin lined with red crepe. The
hair was done in the Hyogo-nittstibi style

and was ornamented with two combs and
eight hair-pins, this having been the regu-

lar custom of the time.

In the Bunkwa (1804- 181 7) and Bunsei

(1818-1829) eras the shikake (loose robes)

worn when promenading were either black
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or green in colour and were, as a rule,

richly embroidered in gold and silver thread

and silk thread of various hues. The pat-

terns most in vogue were tmriu (dragons

and clouds) hiriU (flying dragons) gan-ka

no botan (peony flowers below a rocky

clifi", inb-shi kyb-hon (raging lion) etc; and

the general effect of these gorgeous embroi-

deries, glittering with gold and blazing

with all the colours of the rainbow worked
in harmonious blendings, was indeed strik-

ing and unique. Under the shikake were

worn three white rmzu (figured satin) ko-

sode (one over the other) each bearing five

large crests dyed upon them.

Their manner of walking was known
as ttchi-hachi-7non-ji because each step was
takbn with the toes pointed inwards {ticht)

like the Chinese character {inon-jt) eight

{hachi A)- There are but very few per-

sons who now understand this style of

walking. Later on the custom of wearing
geta (clogs) was introduced by the yUjo

Fuyo, (already mentioned) who was vainly

fond of finery, as she initiated the practice

of wearing three-legged geta with straw

sandals attached to them. There were cer-

tain fixed ceremonial dresses which were
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worn according to the season, and special

costumes for the New Year's holidays and

the I St day of the 8th month. It is stated

in the Kita-zato Bun-ken-rokii (:^t fi K H
1^) that on the 3rd day of the ist month
of the nth year of Bunkwa (February

1 8 14) among thejiZ/b who were out walk-

ing in their brand new geta and magnifi-

cent gala dresses, astonishing the spectators

with the dazzling splendour of their gay

apparel, was a woman named Ariwara

(belonging to the house of Tsuru-ya Ichi-

saburo of Kyo-machi It-cho-me) who be-

came the centre of attraction owing to the

novelty of her costume. She wore robes

made in imitation of those worn by certain

military officers of the Imperial Court (O-

ttchi bu-kan). From the waist upwards the

material was of a pale blue tint and on it

were embroidered three corded lines in

silver thread. On the left shoulder was
embroidered a bundle of kiyi-fit no ya
(arrows winged with the spotted feathers

of a falcon) worked in gold, silver, and

coloured threads. This upper garment re-

presented the naoshi (a kind of robe worn
by nobles). The lower portion was dyed
a deep purple and embroidered with yatsn-
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biisa no ftiji (eighl-petalled wistaria flowers)

in silver: this apparently was intended for

sashi-miki (a kind of silk trousers worn by
warriors).

Her obi (girdle) \\'as of crimson worked
with elaborate embroideries in gold, silver,

and coloured threads. Her hair was done
in the karawa {psa-fime) style. The whole
"get up" was that of a Court warrior, and
it is said that the idea of dressing herself

in this manner occurred to Ariwara ow-
ing to her family name being similar to

that of the noted warrior and poet of an-

cient days—Ariwara Narihira Ason. This

instance of the extravagant nature of a

yujds dress in those days is merely given

to illustrate the quaint costumes adopted,

and the lavish manner in which the women
spent their money in their endeavours to

show^ themselves off in novel and costly

habiliments. It is curious that notwith-

standing the magnificence of their costume
the yiijo ceased to wear tabi (socks) in the

Kwansei (1789- 1800) and Bunkwa (1804-

181 7) eras, although they had worn them
prior to the Tenna era (i 681-1683). In

ancient times the tabi were of leather

stained purple.
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When an ane-joro (elder-sister-harlot)

initiated her imoto-joro (younger-sister-har-

lot), and allowed her to appear in the mise

for the first time, the act of thus furthering

the interests of the younger woman was
called tsuki-dashi (to push out and forward).

It was the bounden duty of an ane-joro

to arrange everything connected with this

tsuki-dashi ceremony at the request of the

brothel-keeper, and this act of duty was
known as " o yakitr

The tsitki-dashi proper lasted for a

week and during that time the debutante,

accompanied by her ane-joro, used to pro-

menade the streets of the Yoshiwara by way
of introduction, in the same manner as if she

were performing a regular dochU. Every
day, both the debutante and the ane-joro

appeared in different costumes. The hair of

the ane-joro was done either in the Hyogo,

osa-fune, sage-gami, or shiniada styles, but

the coiffure of the debutante was invariably

made in the shiinada style. [Since the

advent of the Meiji era this custom has

disappeared, but according to the narra-

tive of a person who once saw such a

ceremony the debutante wore yellow clothes,

and the clothes of her retinue of yarile,
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kamitro, and wakaiinono, were all of a similar

hue].

During the week of introduction, the

new-comer was engaged by her fellow yujo

in turn, and to the latter presents were made
by way of reciprocity.

The expenditure involved in connection

with the appearance of a new yuJo was
roughly estimated at from 300 to 500 ryo,

and that was all borne by her ane-joro.

Then there were expenses connected with

the tsiiini-yagu (bedding), usually ordered

from " Dai-inaru " and ** Echigo-yar Of
course in all these matters there were wheels

within wheels, and, although the tsiiki-dashi

expenses were nominally defrayed by the

ane-joro, as a matter of fact the latter tapped

the pockets of her guests to meet the bill.

Generally an ane-joro would have a number
of admirers who could well afford to be

generous, such as officials of the Govern-
ment treasure godowns, wealthy sake mer-
chants of Shinkawa, etc, and on these oc-

casions the astute lady would not fail to

wheedle out of them all the cash she

wanted. The classes of yujo who anciently

participated in promenading were the Chu-
san and Yobi-dashi, and though the system
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of going to age-ya when called by guests no

longer existed, the women continued to walk

in the Naka-no-cho after dusk for the pur-

pose of showing themselves to the spectators

and as a means of attracting guests. The
procession was preceded by a couple of fire-

men {tobi-7io-inoiid) carrying a kanabo (an

iron staff), fitted with rings, which they struck

on the ground as they walked, producing a

sharp metallic jingle and thus warning the

crowds of the approach of the oiran.

With them walked a wakaimono (man-

servant) lighting the way with a big lan-

tern [dai-hari) on which was emblazoned

the crest of the yujo. The yujo herself

walked slowly along escorted by two furi-

shhi [furi-sode shmzo) two kamuro, one

ban-shin {ban-to-shtnso) and six luakaimono.

They never returned the same way they

went out: it was a rule that when a pro-

cession walked on the right side of the

street on it's way out, it should return on

the left side. While the procession moved,

the proprietors of tea-houses came out to

the front of their establishments, saluted the

passing beauty, and urged her to sit down
and rest there ; but she would merely smile

graciously and walk on, placidly smoking
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her handsome pipe the while. YUjo were
formerly well-trained in their special man-
ner of walking in procession, and though

they wore very high clogs accidents but

rarely happened. To stumble was consider-

ed a sad disgrace, and if a yUjo acciden-

tally tripped up in front of a tea-house

custom demanded that she should enter the

establishment and entertain all the inmates

at her expense. The sight of a lovely and

bewitching yUjo clad in rich silk brocades

glittering with gold and polychromatic tints

;

of her Avonderful pyramidal coiffure orna-

mented with numerous tortoise-shell and
coral hair-pins so closely thrust together as

to suggest a halo of light encircling her

head ; and her stately graceful movements
as she swept slowly and majestically

through the Naka-no-cho, must indeed have

appeared magnificent and awe-inspiring

to the uninitiated. Indeed we are told by
ancient writers that the spectacle fairly

entranced the country-folk and " robbed

them of their very souls ", and from such

remarks we may gather that these proces-

sions of yujo were by no means conducive

to the elevation of the moral tone of the

crowds of persons who flocked to see the
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Yoshiwara with gaping mouths and up-

turned eyes.

Yomise "Suga-gaki" no koto.

{J^Jic nigJU exhibition and tJic suga-gaki.)

In view of the approaching " mixed
residence " of foreigners in the interior, it

is said that the authorities are contemplating

the advisabihty of interdicting the present

custom of exposing yfijo in " cages " to

pubHc view; and that Susaki will be the

first prostitute quarter to discontinue this

somewhat scandalous practice. Even as it

is, the exhibition of yUjo in cages is not

openly recognized except in the Yoshiwara

and a few o\hcv yukwaku^ so the probability

is that it will be discontinued ere long, even

without the interference of the local govern-

ments. While I have no sympathy with

the " hai-sho-ron "* movement which found

a good many supporters in Japan a few

years ago, it is my profound conviction that

the prostitute quarters should not be made
a show-place, that display for the purpose of

attracting attention should be .discouraged,

" Movement in favour of the abolition of licensed prostitution.
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and that reverence for humanity and com-
mon chivalry should forbid even the sem-
blance of anything approaching the public

exhibition of unfortunate women, however

low they may have fallen. At the present

time, the majority of the Japanese public do

not seem to see anything shocking or strange

in the sight of hundreds of gaudily attired

courtesans sitting in rows exposed to public

view as living " samples," and this tends to

bridge over the sharp line of demarcation

which should exist between the demi-monde
and honest women. This again leads to a

good deal of freedom and license of speech,

and permits the doings of yujo, and the

libertines who support them, to be unblush-

ingly chronicled in newspapers and indeli-

cately alluded to in novels. Then again, at

the time of the festival of the " Tori-no

machiy' the various yukiaakn. are crowded
by a vast multitude of sight-seers including

thousands of young persons of both sexes :

this means that very young and perfectly

innocent boys and girls are so accustomed
to the strange scene that they see no in-

delicacy in it, and so they grow up knowing
far more about these matters than is good
for them. To Europeans and Americans it
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is a strange sight to see family parties,

including modest young girls, wending their

way through the crowded streets on the

night of the Tori-iio-machi, buying various

knick-knacks and gazing at the painted

beauties in their gorgeous dresses of glossy

brocade and glittering gold. It is certainly

opposed to foreign ideas to take one's young
daughter sightseeing in a prostitute quarter

!

The chief objection to the public exhibi-

tion of handsomely dressed women is that it

tempts youths who might otherwise remain

chaste, and attracts them to the brothel-

quarters. It is true that a youth need not

go to the Yoshiwara if he does not wish to,

but it is equally certain that it is a boy's

nature to wish to see all unusual spectacles

and pageants, and so long as they exist he

will certainly make it a point of going and
feasting his eyes upon them. If the autho-

rities decide to prohibit the present system

of " showmanism " it will mean that men
will be obliged to enter the houses in cold

blood for a definite purpose, and not be
exposed to the temptation of being drawn in

by the sight of a pretty face exposed as " on
sale." The authorities would also be well

advised to absolutely forbid any kind of
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Y>uh\ic/'e/e or festival from being held within

the precincts of yuk^oaku, to have the gates

strictly guarded as of yore, and to refuse

admittance to either women or boys uncon-

nected with the brothels. This would be

a blow to the " business " for a time, but I

believe it would result in a healthier moral

tone among the rising generation, and do
good in the direction of diminishing, if not

preventing, the serious and far-reaching

troubles and entanglements which occasion-

ally involve young men in great distress

and lead them on to commit actual crimes

to gratify either their own salacious desires

or the whims of the " scarlet women " with

w^hom they are infatuated.

While the quarter was still situated at

the Moto Yoshiwara, the " profession " was
carried on in the day-time exclusively, but

when, on the 9th day of the loth month of

the 2nd year of Meireki (24th, November
1656), Ishitani Shogen (the Machi-Bttgyo)

gave permission for the removal of the

brothels to the present sites, the carrying on
of business at night was also sanctioned.

This proving far more convenient for

visitors who were not willing to be seen

by others entering the quarter, the number
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of day-guests gradually dropped off, and at

length nearly everybody came to visit the

Yoshiwara after dark exclusively. In this

manner, the brothels obtained the privilege

of carrying on their " trade " both in the

day and at night, and the fees of courte-

sans [age-dai) were divided into '' nigJif

and ''day'' fees: Each one of these fees

was known as a kata-shiinai (half engage-

ment). When the " day " hours were over,

a large lantern {ando) was hung out in

front of every brothel, and thus a distinc-

tion was made between ''day and itigJif\

The Dobb Go-en I-hon-koi (v|n] ^ |§ H M
^ ^ M) says that :—

The reason why the profession of brothels was

prohibited at night during the era of Tenna (1681-

1683) was because that period was immediately

subsequent to great internecine strife. I^ater on, in

the case of the Yoshiwara only, this restriction was

removed, and since that period the occupation has

everywhere been carried on at night. In the

Yoshiwara, for instance (as in other quarters), " day

work " became merely nominal owing to the simple

reason that there were but very few guests in the

broad daylight.

The " Yoshiwara Taizen'' (§M;^C^)
remarks :

—

The " day " was from noon until 3 P.M. and

the "night" from 5 to 10 o'clock P.M. Appa-
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rently finding that lo o'clock P.M. was too early

to close up the " shops ", some genius hit on the

pleasant fiction of causing the watchmen to strike

their JiyosJiigi (wooden clappers) announcing the

hour as lo when in reality the temple bell was strik-

ing midnight : This originated the terms " real

lo o'clock " and " nominal lo o'clock ".

At night-fall (about twilight) a small

bell {stLztt) was rung before the shrine

[kauii-dana] at the entrance of the house,

and at the same time the yujo appeared

in the niise (cages) and the " shinzb " of

the house struck up an air called " suga-

gakf on the samisen. This performance

seems to have been a relic of the times

when harlots were skilled in singing and

dancing.

It is stated in the Yoshiwara Taizen

['^'^^%^ that while the Moto-Yoshiwara

was in existence some short songs were sung

to the accompaniment of the playing of the

sitgagaki : the following are examples:

—

"Willow tree—forked willow tree—on the road-

side !

Prithee tell me whither thou wilt incline thy droop-

ing branches when swayed by the breeze?

I trow 'twill be towards the gentleman you love !"

" Who is he that breaketh off a branch of yon wil-

low tree on a calm Spring day?

He is a gallant who rideth on a white horse."



Guests making their toilettes preparat<iry to leaving the house.
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The singing of these songs was con-

tinued even after the removal of the Yoshi-

wara. but was dropped after the era of

Kwansei (1789- 1800). It also appears that

the songs varied according to the house,

but that gradually matters became simpli-

fied until the songs ceased and the samiseit

was merely tinkled, by the private geisha

of each brothel, as a pure formality. Even
the playing of samiseit ceased prior to the

advent of the Meiji era (1869—).

In the Nishiki-no-Ura (iifjCO^) written

by Kyoden, published in 1791, a '' Furi-

shin " is made to say :

—

" Who was in charge of the samisen last night ?

The koshimoto (a little maid) is complaining

that she can't find the bacJii (plectrum)."

This was because it was the duty of

the shinzb to play the stigagaki every even-

ing, and each one of them took charge of

the samisen alternately. Up to the An-ei

period (1772- 1780) shinzo sung some naga-

Mta or Bimgo-dushi and played the koio or

samisen, and, when the shinzo happened
to be a favorite, people came out in front

of the neighbouring houses to hear her sing.

This custom was of a comparatively later

origin and was observed by some houses.
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Nowadays, just prior to the appearance

of yujo in their '* cages ", the gyu strike a

bundle of wooden clog-checks [gesoku-fudd)

against the floor, and, while slapping the

pillar of the entrance door with the palm
of their open hand, imitate the squeaking of

a rat. The hour this charm is performed

corresponds to that at which sugagaki was
played in former days. Sugagaki seems to

have been evolved and developed from the

tunes of koto music, because one authority

states that '' sugagakf' means the playing of

certain koto airs without any accompanying

song. In ancient times a blind musician

made a departure in the direction of playing

koto music on the samisen, and this was
handed down in the Yoshiwara as ''suga-

gaki''.

During the Genroku era (1688- 1703)
** Ni-agari sugagaki',' " Yedo sugagaki" and
'' Sanya-sugagaki" came into vogue owing
to their suiting the tastes pf fashionable

persons.

There is a kiyonioto song entitled

" Hokttshu " in which reference is made to

the sugagaki, and the prosperity of the

Yoshiwara at that time vividly described.
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Daijin-mai no koto.

{^Dancing of millionaires)

This style of dancing was most popular

in the Yoshiwara during the Shotoku era

(1711-1715). The songs which were sung

as a kind of accompaniment to this dancing

are said to have been composed by a comic

actor named Nakamura Kichibei (common-
ly known as Nishiban). Kichibei, being an

expert singer of ko-ttta (light songs), was
present at many sake parties given by rich

people, and entertained the guests so well

with his singing and dancing that he became
very popular. According to a certain book
of songs, however, it is claimed that the

songs were composed by a man named
Seisai, but as the same book states that the

songs were composed during the Gembun
era (1736- 1739) the identity of the composer
is extremely doubtful. If these ballads were
really written during the Geni'oku (1688-

1703) and ShotokiL (1711-1715) eras, it is

inconsistent that the names of Kibun* (^E^J
and Naramo* (^^^) should appear in the

verses

!

* Millionaires.
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Some people allege that the ballads

were the result of literar\- efforts on the part

of Kibiin himself, but this seems rather apo-

cryphal inasmucli that the name of Kibun is

mentioned in them, and he A\ould hardly

compose songs about himself!

However, we ma\' be A\"ell content to

leave various antiquarians to quarrel over

must)- documents and ancient books, and

content ourselves with knowing;' that the

ballads diJ eventuate in some way or other,

and that soNicdody did compose them. The
following" extracts are made from the " Dai-

jiu-}}iai Ko-sho^' [^^ffi^'^IS ''^^'^'^ ^^^^^

cnve an idea of the soni^s, but it must be

borne in mind that the translation is very

free owinQ- to the crudeness and vao^ue

character of the original text and the virtual

impossibilitv of reducing the words into

intellio-ible En^iish.

The treasures of the Shin-Voshiwara are

hidden by the back of a palanquin. Passinj;-

through Shini-niachi, A«:^eya-cho. Uki-hashi, Ko-

mura, and Yatsuhashi one comes out into the

Shitaya streets, sees the small cherry temple of

Toyeizan (Uyeno park) and the Toraren temple of

Kinryti-zan (Asakusa temple). The thing which

is praised and admired here is the long flowing

haori of Kohei-bo. Then you know Confucius
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said, ha ! ha ! whosoever worships us, ha ! ha ! will

certainly be dragged to the wicked place, ho ! ho I

(Chorus :

—
" Ho-ho-hon, ho-ho-hon-non, ho-hon-yo

ho-hon-yo no notamawaku wa, soto senya soto

senya ariya chin na.)

Ha ha ! ho ho ! It is a felicitous omen of

this tranquil reign that the waves of the four seas

are undisturbed ha ! ha ! ho ! ho ! Look at the

Daijinniai (dance).

{Next " Dai)in ") The origin of the kiiriiwa

(prostitute quarters) is that Yuge no Dokyo, by
Imperial command, founded a hirmva. On ac-

count of guests flocking in [ktiru ?^) and their

hearts being softened {iva ^) it has been named
" kiirinva." Ha-a ! ho-ho ! Look at the Daijiu-inai

(dance).

(Next " Daijin ") The five streets of the

Yoshiwara have been named because Yedo-cho has
" €71 " (affinity) with Yedo city : Fushimi-cho has

affinity with fiishin {fusJiin suru = to build) ; all

difficulties having been overcome Sumi-cho was

built Shimmachi opened, and the bustling Kyo-
machi established.

{Next Daijin) The title of tayu originated

when the first Emperor of Shin was out a hunting

and encountered a heavy rain-storm. His Majesty

then sought shelter under a small pine-tree, when
the branches of that tree miraculously extended

and the leaves spread out and locked together so

closely that the Emperor was completely protected

from the elements. For such virtues the pine and

the bamboo are felicitous. Ha-a ! lio-ho ! Look at

the Daijin-inai (dance).

{Next J^iji)i) As to the beginning of guests,

though the people may know nothing about Corea
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or China, everywhere in Japan they know the

name of Kinokuni-ya Bunzaemon (Kinokuni Kun-
za). The Donsu Uaijin (" Damask " millionaire)

rivals him and redeems Kicho of Miuraya. Five

rolls of red damask together with the cost of

cotton-wool lining he sends to Ogiya Hanshi.

He also presents a dagger valued at 25 ryo which
is still preserved as a treasure by Hanshi. Ha-a !

ho-ho ! Look at the Daijin-mai (dance).

{Next Daijin) : As the next daijin we must
mention Master Naramo. He redeemed Ura-zato

who was well-known at Shimmachi as the leading

belle of the Kagaya. He placed her in a mansion

specially built for her reception at Kuroe-cho,

Fukagawa, and the name of the mansion was
" Mokusan Goten ". The Jiokan (jesters) in atten-

dance on her were Itcho, Mimbu, and Kakucho
while her female servants were O Man O Kin and
O Yo. Koshiro, Zenroku, Kichibei, and Seigoro

attend her in various capacities. But oh! what a

change of taste, however, that this daijin should

again redeem Arashi Kiyoji ! Ha-a ! ho-ho ! Look
at the daijin-mai (dance).

{Next Daijin) : The day-break' on a Spring

morning as sung by Seishonagon (noted poetress)

is interesting. Being attracted by the tinkling

notes of sngagaki, crowds flock into the Yoshiwara

dressed in their holiday clothes, to visit the girls

for the first time in the New Year : so the hirntva

becomes lively, and men walk about stretching their

necks like herons.

The tayu and kosJii prosper and the saneJia

and baieJia also become popular, their voices echo-

ing like the twittering of singing birds. The great

houses of Yamaguchi and Miura arc famed for their
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wealth and prosperity, and indeed they are the

famous things of Sumicho. Ha-a ! ho-ho ! Look
at the daijin-mai dance.

{Next Daijm) : Yamanioto no Hojun is a

well-known resident of Shimmachi, Kago-nuke (the

feat of passing through a hollow cylinder of basket-

work) of Tsunokuni is the famous thing of Sumi-

cho, the Tosa smoked bonito sold by Temmaya is

that of Ni-cho-me, and Hishidaya Matayemon is

said to be a descendant of Shoji Jimbei. Look at

the Daijin-mai (dance).

{Next Daijiii). The beginning of Shin-goza

must be attributed to Iseya Jubei. He redeemed a

well-known ynjo—Katsuyama—belonging to Oma-
tsu-ya of Ni-cho-me. Yakata-vlono{\)<to^^\& belong-

ing to respectable saimirai families) is the com-

mencement of Shin-goza. Ha-a ! ho-ho ! Look at

the daijin-mai (dance).

{Next Daijin). As to the beginning of ynbi-

kiri (finger-cutting) it first took place between the

leading ynjo of Tsuta-ya, named Fujishiro, and

Totsuno Yohei, and then the practice gradually

spread until it took place between Hana-Murasaki

of Obishiya and Takayasu Hikotaro. Ha-a ! ho-

ho ! Look at the Daijin-mai (dance).

{Next Daijin). [Here the text is so obscure

that 1 could make nothing of it]

.

As to the tunes played when the Dai-
jin-mai was danced, these have been ex-

plained by Mr. Otsuki Joden and by the

widow oi the late noted painter Naga-aki

Anshun. (This lady was formerly a geisha

in the Yoshiwara called 0-Hata, and is well
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versed in music as well as the ancient customs
of the Yoshiwara: she lives at 42 Shoden-
cho, Yokocho, Asakusa, Tokyo). These
songs are said to have usually been sung
and danced by the hokaii before guests

during the New Year holidays.

Daikoku-mai no koto.

{DaikokiMuai dancing).

The custom of performing this Daiko-

kti-mai dance has now completely disap-

peared in the Yoshiwara.

According to the reply given by Shichi-

zaemon, (Manager of the dancing, and also

a subordinate chief of beggars {hi-nin ko-

gashird) to an enquiry made of him by
the naiitishi of the Yoshiwara in the 12th

month of the 13th year of Tempo (January

1843), there was, during the Genroku era

(1688-
1 704), a subordinate chief of beggars,

named Manjiro, living at the creek-side of

Nihon-bashi, and this Manjiro was very pro-

ficient in the art of singing popular songs.

One day he picked up a mask (representing

the God Daikoku) floating in the creek, wore
it, and danced comic dances in the Yoshiwara
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to the strains of the samisen played by his

friend Shichizo. This was the origin of

the Daikokn-mai. Shichizo (or Shichizae-

mon), who furnished this information, was
a lineal descendant of the 5<a:;;//*5^;^-player

Shichizo] . The " Dobo-Goen " says that in

the first month of each year Daikoktt-niai

dancers came into the Yoshiwara, performed

various antics, and entertained people with

their buffoonery and comic imitations of

things and persons.

They used to frequent the Yoshiwara
from the 2nd day of the first month of the

year until the first '' horse day " [hatsM-tuna)

in the second month. After that the " Dai-
kokit-kagura " players frequented the Yoshi-

wara. The Daikokti-mai dancers, however,

visited the Yoshiwara on all principal holi-

days, especially on the bean-throwing day

[maiJie-niaki no hi) in the twelfth month
and the last day {o-inisoka) of the year.

These players were great favorites with

many of the yujo, and considerable money
was given to them by the latter. It is said

that a good many secret love passages took

place between the yujo and these dancers.

In the whole of the Yoshiwara only Kado
Tsutaya at Yedo-cho, Ni-cho-me, made it
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a rule of the house not to grant admission

to the Daikoktt-mai dancers. Prior to this,

puppet dancers [nmgyb-tsukai ) also frequen-

ted the Yoshiwara, but since the appearance

of the Daikoku-mai dancers their visits

ceased.

INTRODUCTORY SONGS OF THE "DAIKOKU-MAI."

" In the morning of New Year's day, facing

the lucky direction of the compass, Daikoku-ten

smiles as benignly as X^^fiihtjuso (Adonis aimirais-

is).

Like the rising sun flows a spring of toso saki

and crysanthemum sake. The kanmro crysan-

themum emits the odour of youthful fragrance.

Various species of oranges, including that of the

tikon, and also the cherry-tree of sakon are planted

in the gardens and covered with a purple hood.

Look at the Daijin-mai dance ! Look at the Daijin-

mai dance.

On the head of \\\^jd7-o are hair-pins with the

figures of storks which live a thousand years, and
others having the flowers of the plum and cherry

carved upon them. The spectacle of the fairy-like

kaimiro promenading may well be compared to the

flowers which are blooming in advance of the sea-

son. Who arc the happy guests who come to this

paradise at the beginning of the year? Look at

the Daijin-mai dance ! Loolc at the Daijin-mai

danced

After having sung these introductory

songs, the names of the most popular ywjo
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were read out in a kind of doggerel verse.

When performing, the Daikoku-mai danc-

ers wore some of the clothes given to

them by their patrons or yujo (some of

these clothes were quite costly, being made
of crepe) and held a fan, in their hand.

They wore a hood known as Daikokti-

dzukin, and the ceremonial kaniishinio.

The presenting of fine clothes to these peo-

ple by yitjo was for the purpose of buying
their goodwill. The " Kiyii Shbran "

(^Jj^
^^ = " Laughing-Pleasant view of Games
and Pastimes ") remarks that such people

as Hidenji, Shinokasho, Kogai, and others

who imitated the style of the God Daikoku-

ten, put on a m.ask and

hood, and at the beginning

of the New Year went

around in every part of the

city singing new songs

:

they were also called

" Daikokti-iuair It ap-

pears that the Daikoku-

mai originated in the

Sagi- chb (ceremony ob-

served on the 15th day of the first month

(o.s) which consisted in burning, near the

house, the pine, bamboo, shiine, etc. used

Daikokuten.
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as New Year's decorations). Reference is

made in the " Seken Munasanyo ''

(jJ: [f^j fli^

fl-ifl) to the effect that in the neighbour-

hood of a certain person Hved a man whose
profession appears (though it was not, judg-

ing from the property he possessed) to

have been a kind of pubHc entertainer. He
pawned the eboshi (cap worn by nobles)

shitatare (long silk robe) and a long sword

at the close of the year in consequence of

having changed his profession to that of a

daikoktt-iuai dancer who required only a

cheap mask and a hammer made of paper.

In the preface of the Ebisu-Kyoku-Shu (^
^ ^) it is remarked that the abilities of the

Daikoku are—firstly, he sits on bags of rice,

secondly he smiles benignly, and thirdly he

puts all the luck and wealth in the bag he

carries * * * The " Gaen Stukyo-shU " (f§^
S^ffi^) also says that compared with the

picture of the Daikoku with his fan, and

sitting on five bags of rice, the fan is rather

novel contrary to the conventional five bags

of rice. Next, the " Kenjo Shinsho "
{^~ic

iCU) referring to the description of the slums

of Kwato (Kyoto) says that the living of a

family is made by the husband getting money
by the favour of Awashima Dai-Myojin, and
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the wife by wearing the mask of O Fuku
(O-Kame) * * * In Yedo, occasionally beg-

gars come round imitating the style of

Ebisu and Daikoku, but the times of their

visits are not fixed except in the Yoshiwara."

From these fragmentary accounts it

would seem that the Daikoku-mai was a

kind of dance which degenerated until it

was performed by beggars, wearing the

Daikoku hood like the mmizai, in front of

every house. For a long time the Yoshi-

wara was free from their incursions, but the

custom was resuscitated during the Kei-o era

(1865- 1 867) though in an altered form as far

as their personal appearance was concerned.

The latter day dancers of the Daikoku-mai
were attired, like the Dai-kagttra men in

black clothes Avith crests upon them, and
white hakata obi : the skirts of their kimono
were lifted up {shiri-hashi-ori nite) and
fastened by tucking the ends into their obi.

They even powdered their faces, imitated the

voices of well-known actors, and did other

similar things. Though all these men were
of the eta class there were many handsome
fellows among them and these were great

favorites with the Yoshiwara women. A
story is told of the daughter of a tea-house
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at Tamachi called Minoya who eloped with

one of these eta class dancers : At that time

eta (leather dressers) were greatly despised

in Japan, and under serious legal disabilities

which prevented them from having any in-

tercourse with other people, so the matter

was at length brought before a court of

Justice and eventually this led to their being

expelled from the Yoshiwara altogether.

There are now very few people—even

in the Yoshiwara—who know much about

these latter day daikokii-mai dancers.

Dote-bushi no koto oyobi Hayari-uta.

{Dotc-biisJii (songs) and popular songs)

.

Nowadays, a visitor to the Yoshiwara

usually hurries there in a jinrikisha, drawn
by a couple of agile and sprightly young
fellows who rush along like the wind,

brandishing their lanterns and giving vent to

unearthly yells as they run. In former

days, in contrast to the present time, a

visitor rode slowly to the quarter on the

back of a white horse comparisoned in

white and red, the animal being led by two

mago (grooms) who sung konmro-bttshi in
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turn as they walked. The charges from

Nihon-bashi to the Onion (gate-way) were

348 moji (34 sen 8 riri) including the fee

for singing

!

There were in the Genroku (1688- 1704)
and Teikyo (1684- 1687) eras many popular

songs such as the nage-bitshi, tsugi-bushi,

magaki-bushi, kaga-bushi of Uji Kagajo,

tanzen, numeri-uta, rosat\ etc. In the

beginning of Kwambun (1661-1673) a song

called the '' Dote-bnshf (embankment song)

came into vogue, its name being derived

from the fact that it was generally sung
while people walked on the embankment.
The words were about as follows:

—

" Though it is such an out-of-the-way place,

yet when I think of the place of your abode it is

dearer to me than a gallery of precious jewels.

Pray do not laugh at me in not paying heed to

what others may think or say. Rumours may
spread.

The '' Dbbo Goyen' (v|hIJ^|§H) says

that the abovementioned dote-bnshi was
composed by an old man named Odaka
Josuisai who lived at the foot of Matsuchi-

yama. This old gentleman was also accre-

dited with having written many other popu-

lar dote-btishi songs which were sung by
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men belonging to the associations [kiwn) of

otoko-date, such as the Roppo-gumi, Sekirei-

gumi, Yoshiya-gumi, Kanabo-gumi, Daisho-

jingi-gumi, Token-gumi, etc. It is said that

three of these songs remained popular up
to the 2nd year of Bunkwa (1805), and that

two of them ran as follows :

—

" Yesterday was a jolly day, but somehow or

other to-day seems gloomy. Shall we send for

Wadadswni (sea diety) or S/nisiibiin (?). There is

something much better than these. What is it?

We have left behind the fruit of an eggplant painted

\\'\\.\\ bent. Where? It was drawn somewhere at

the fima-yado. Set }'our wits to work Bekuzo

:

have you no good ideas about the matter? I have

none, absolutely none. I have no concern at all in

the matter. The path of love, after all, is a weary

one. Last night when in the Yoshiwara I learned

a popular song, but I cannot remember either the

beginning, middle, nor end of it.

Thinking I might forget it, I got it written

down, but even the paper on which it was written

I left at the entrance of my house. It is just the

same with justice and reason. It is by no means
amusmg.

There are only a few people who know
whether the notes of these songs still re-

main in the miscellaneous songs of to-day.

The air of the " Yoshiwai^a Snzitnie " seems

to have been derived from the dote-bttsht\

owing to the composition of Hara Budayii
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who from his infancy used to recite these

songs and attained great proficiency in sing-

ing them as he grew up. The preservation

of the dote-biLshi note to this day—after the

lapse of two centuries—must be attributed

to him.

In a Hght song in vogue in the Yoshi-

wara about the era of Kwambun (1661-

1673), which was also popular even outside

the quarter, it is said :

—

" The shaven-pated taiko-mocJii (jester) Kohei,

wearing a long Jiaori (over garment), goes strutting

round the place."

In a song sung by hokan about the same period

are the words—" It being very lonely we looked out

at the streets and heard loud voices and laughter

in the brothels. In another direction the tinkling

of samisen and the sound of merry voices is heard.

Who are these ladies wearing broad satin or

damask obi? Let us ask their names. Who are

they? They are Taka-o, Usugumo, Shibazaki,

Tsushima, Yatsuhashi, Karasaki, and Yoshino.

After having seen these beauties, our wives looked

like the ghosts of Suzuki-cho. Having fed and
clothed them, and left them at leisure, the beauty

of these courtesans excels the celebrated cherry-

blossoms of Yoshino. Well, well, I met with a

remarkably lovely damsel. I rushed upon her with

my javelin and we wrestled together right valiantly,

then I pretended to be in my cups, and went round

annoying everybody in the same manner as the

plant-louse injures and vexes the azalea.
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Do you support your parents? I am a night

watchman : if you have compassion upon me pray

speak to me. If possible give me your help.

The simpleton who has been jilted by the girl

he fancies screens his face with a haori. Is there

any girl who will become his partner? No doubt

but that some Kcndon (low class strumpet) will

be found for him ; taiko-mochi will negotiate for

him.

The fact that during the era of Kwam-
bun ( 1 661-1673) visitors to the Yoshiwara

rode there on the backs of white horses,

having the leaders of the animals sing the

komuro-bushi, is well-known to the general

public. The komuro-btishi songs were
generally sung by the horse coolies on the

Tokaido when they were carrying the bag-

gage of daimyb passing to and fro Yedo.

Originally the songs appear to have begun
in Mikawa province, and since the emigra-

tion of the people of that province to the

East, when the Tokugawa family moved
to Yedo, they resided in Mikawa-shima,

Toshima-gori, Musashi Province, and the

songs gradually spread among their des-

cendants. The most popular one is. " How
pretty are the beautifully dyed reins of Ihe

horses which go up and down carrying

baggage! It is the habit of the mago
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[horse-leaders] to accompany the sound of
the horse bells by singing in a loud voice—

"

IVhen one passes through Yoshida, some-

body dressed in a long-sleeved garment of
kanoko beckons him from the second story.''

The notes of these songs are still

remembered by some persons. Singers of

komuro-bushi in the old days may be com-
pared to the people who go round the

brothels nowadays singing ribald songs,

hbkai-bushi, and hayari-ttta.

Annals of a Year.

The " Yedo Kivagai Enkaku-shi'' (21

F ^ ffi tft '^ SS = Annals of the " Flower
quarters" of Yedo) says that it will be

interesting to mention the chief regular

events which occur in the Yoshiwara—some
of which still survive—all the year round.

Early on the morning of New Year's

day—about 4 o'clock—the bath-houses in

Ageya-cho and Sumi-cho sent men round

the five streets of the Yoshiwara calling

out that the baths were ready, so the yujo

arose while it was still dark, took their

baths, and spent much time over their

general toilet and dressing. By and by an
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announcement would be made by the yarite

summoning the yujo to assemble in the

hiroina (J^fa] large room) where the mas-

ter and mistress of the house were sitting,

and here the employers and employed ex-

changed congratulations and wished each

other a happy new year. On this occasion

the company partook of toso (spiced sake)

and the keeper of the brothel made pre-

sents to the inmates of his house ; to each

yujo two dresses of silk crepe, to each of

the shmzb and yarite two dresses of tstmiugi

(pongee), to each of the kaimtro a dress of

cotton on which was dyed the pattern of pine-

trees. After this ceremony was over, the

yujo returned to their own apartments and
exchanged the compliments of the season

by going to each others rooms and paying

formal calls. In the afternoon the first

promenade of the year [haistt-dochu) took

place, the yujo going through the Naka-no-

cho and making New Year's presents of sets

of sake cups to the tea-houses. Each sake

cup was inscribed with the crest of the yujo

presenting it, and each set was packed in a

tiny box of kiri (paulownia) wood on which
was written the yujo s name and the name
of the house to which she belonged. There
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was no special rule as to the style of the

clothes which had to be worn by yujo on
the occasion, but it was an invariable custom

that each kanmro attending her should carry

a large battledore {p-hago-itci) handsomely

decorated with oshi-e (a picture made by
pasting on a board pieces of thick paper

wrapped with cloth of various colours).

Generally speaking, the most splendid deco-

rations were to be seen outside the tea-

houses of the Naka-no-cho. In front of the

entrances were hung ao-sudare (green bam-
boo blinds), above the lintel of the door

posts they hung lobsters (boiled red) and
placed iiiochi (rice cake) ; and over the

whole was fixed a komon-gasa (umbrella)

bearing the signs of the respective houses,

the latter being intended to ward off rain

and protect the objects below. In front of

every brothel, larger New Year decorations

were placed, consisting of branches of pine

and bamboo, among the dark green leaves

of which were hung bright fragrant oranges.

In the case of the smaller houses in the

side streets the decorations were usually

confined to what is called senaka-awase 710

matsit-kazari (pine decorations set up back

to back), thus making a double decoration
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with a space of about three feet between
the two (This custom is said to be observed

even now). No yo-mise (night exhibition

in cages) was held on New Year's day.

On the 2nd day of the ist month the

bath-house keepers again made the same
announcement as they had the previous

day. With the first cawing of the crow
(ake-garastt no koe to tomo ni) the dealers

of shell-fish thronged the quarter and cried

their wares for sale in loud voices. Every-

one who bought the hamagtiri (clams) pur-

chased them only from the men who were
entering the quarter, and not from those

who were going out and back, as it was
not considered lucky to buy from departing

vendors. The fishmongers, however, were
smart enough to head off their patrons, and

entering the gate they walked up the street

shouting away until they arrived at the

end of the thoroughfare. Then they quietly

sneaked back to the gate and started afresh.

This practice was repeated several times until

the artful fellows had contrived to secure all

the business in sight, and the simple buyers

were happy in the belief that they had

bought hainagtiri from fishermen who had

only just arrived in the Yoshiwara.
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After this day guests began to arrive

in increasing numbers, and, according to the

charming little custom in vogue, yujo used

to entertain their visitors with toso (spiced

sake) and make them presents of fans,

towels, hanshi (paper) and other trifling

articles.

The wife of a brothel-keeper always

made a point of coming out, dressed in

in ceremonial clothes, to congratulate every

guest on the New Year, and at this season

the food served to patrons was better and
more varied than usual. On this day wives

of the tea-house-keepers returned the con-

gratulatory visits of the yujo, going from

room to room for that purpose.

From the 2nd day, until the end of the

I st month, as well as on the first horse-day

[hatsii-tmia) of February, and on the 8th

day of the same month, the Daikoku-mai
dancers came to every brothel and the yujo

vied with each other in giving them tips.

Only Tsuta-ya of Yedo-cho formed an
exception to this rule, as it was the habit of

that house not to grant admittance to the

dancers.

On the yth day the nanakusa-no-iwai
(ceremony when a soup compounded of
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seven kinds of greens is eaten on the 7th

day of the first month) was performed, and
on the iith day came the ceremony of

opening store-houses for the first time in

the year [ktirabiraki). On the 14th followed

the toshikoshif^ while on the 15th, i8th, and

20th there were some further ceremonies

observed. The date of celebrating the

Ebisuk6\ was not uniform, and each brothel

had its own methods. In ancient times it

was a universal custom to observe this

ceremony twice a year, viz—in January and
October. In the era of Bunsei (181 8- 1829)
the ceremony in the ist month became
greatly curtailed, and finally the Ebisuko

was only observed in the loth month.

The yujo did not all appear in the cages

until the 20th of the ist month, so the night

aspect of the Yoshiwara did not resume its

normal appearance until this date. The
" saruhiki and dai-kagura \ began to pour

* Toshi-koslii. The Ceremony of scattering parched peas about in an

occupied house to drive out evil spirits, crying aloud the while "fuku wa
iic.hi, oni wa soto^'' (good fortune is within, and devils outside). This cere-

mony is also known as " iiiaiiie-ninli" (bean throwing) and '^ oni-yaraV

(casting out devils.)

t A fete in honour of the god of trade and industry.

I Sariiliiki. One who goes about getting money by leading a monkey
who performs tricks.

Dai-fiagura. A kind of dance performed in the streets by boys wearing

wooden lion-head masks. Also called " Shishi-niai."
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into the Yoshiwara from the ist day of the

2nd month : on the night of the first " horse

day " the front of every brothel in the first

and second wards of Yedo-cho and of Kyb-
macht \N2iS illuminated by a large lantern on
which was written the names of the yujo in

the house. Votive offerings of red rice, fried

bean-curd, and fruit were made to the family

shrines of the god Inari.

Many of the yuj'o, accompanied by their

guests, visited the four temples in or near

the quarter dedicated to Inari Sama, * viz.

—

Kurosuke Inari, Akashi Inari, Kai-un Inari

and Enomoto Inari. Kagura dances f were
performed in the Jishimban (guard or watch-

mans' office) at Yedo-cho Ni-cho-me, and

all was bustle and confusion in the Yoshi-

wara. The following day the brothel-

keepers contributed to the shrines of Inari

the large lanterns which had been hung
before their establishment the previous even-

• Inari. Goddess of rice (written with the two characters ^ ^ =:: " rue

bearing'"). Inari i% sometimes spoken of as the "fox-deity," but the foxes

appear to be mere guards to the temples dedicated to the Goddess. There

is more or less confusion as to the sex of Inari as sometimes 'she" (sic)

is represented as a bearded man !

t Kagura. An old Japanese dance which may yet be seen in the

grounds of certain temples. The performers wear masks and quaint gowns

of real or imitation damask. The kagura mentioned above was probably a

profane invention of a comic nature.
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evening. On and after the 3rd day of the

3rd month cherry-planting [hana-ue) com-
menced* Cherry-trees were planted on

both sides of the streets of the Naka-no-cho,

and these drew a multitude of sight-seers

who gazed with delight on the delicate pink

and white blossoms which smothered the

branches in a rolling mist of fairy-like

florescence. The origin of this custom is

mentioned elsewhere.

In April the cherry blossoms had

already fallen, green leaves had appeared

on the trees, and everything foretold the

rapid approach of Summer. Towards the

end of this month fire-fly dealers [hotani-

uri) began to perambulate the Naka-no-ch5,

exhibiting their luminous wares as if in

mockery of those who scorched their bodies

in the fire of lust and dissipation !

On the 5th day of the 5th month the

yujo changed their winter clothes for those

of summer, and used to present new sum-
mer dresses to shinzb and kamuro, but it

seems that the cost of these latter was
defrayed by guests of the house out of com-
pliment to the yujo with whom they were

• Third mmitli. It must be remembered that this was April according

to the present calendar.
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acquainted. There is a comic song which

runs :
—

" Those guests who ran away during

the last days of the oldyear, and returned

in the Spring, have again fled on account of
the utsuri-gae (change of garments)." It is

rather laughable that the yujo themselves

would tease guests by reciting these lines.

On this day, as on New Year's Day, the

yujo visited the tea-houses of Naka-no-cho

to wish them the compliments of the season.

Later on, it became a custom to plant iris

blossoms in the quarter, after this day, as a

means of attracting visitors. After the

beginning of the doyo season in June, yujo

made presents of fans to their familiar guests,

and to tea-houses, as a token that they

solicited continued patronage at the hands

of their friends.

On the 7th day of the yth month the

festival of the weaver was celebrated in the

quarter by yujo tying branches of bamboo
(with white fans, on which poems were
written, fixed to them) before their doors.

Even the inmates of smaller brothels ob-

served this time-honoured custom. In some
houses the keepers, acting on the advice of

guests, took advantage of the opportunity to

make a display of rare curios and furniture,
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and consequently the Yoshiwara was throng-

ed with visitors.

On the loth day the festival of the

Asakusa Kwannon took place. This day
was called the '' shi-man-roku-sen-nichi
(46,000 days) the idea being that he who
visited the temple on that day performed as

meritorious an action as if he made a

pilgrimage there on 46,000 occasions, and

consequently it follows that one visit to

the Asakusa Kwannon on the loth day of

the 7th month ensured the pilgrim a life-

long blessing from Buddha.

This festival attracted crowds of people

to the Yoshiwara and " trade " boomed up
on account of the large number of visitors

seeking " blessings " ! From the dawn of

the 1 2th day, until 9 o'clock on the following

day, the stalls of dealers in articles neces-

sary for celebrating the festival of the dead

were erected between the 0-nioii and Sttido-

jiri. This festival was called the '' Kitsa-

tchf (Grass-market). Toilet articles and
toys were also sold on this occasion. On
the night of the 13th day no guests were
received, and the yuj'o roamed about the

quarter, as they chose, in groups of threes or

fives. In their rooms the t'-hat fa wooden
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tablet bearing the posthumous name of dead

persons) of their parents were placed on

their wardrobes and before these improvised

altars the yujo offered tearful prayers from

aching hearts. A Japanese stanza says :

—

Ushi uma no tstmagare-nagara nagare-

ken\ chiisai toki wo hanasu keisei.

" Courtesans separated from their parents in

early childhood and drifting over the sea of

life tethered together like dumb driven

cattle."

On the 15th day the yujo paid another

complimentary visit to the tea-houses, in the

same way as they were wont to do on New
Year's Day. From the last day of the 6th

month, and during the 7th month, while the

" Feast of Lanterns " continued, the hikite-

ja-ya (tea-houses) of the Naka-no-cho hung
lanterns, generally square in shape, inside

and outside their houses, but on the 13th

and 14th this practice was suspended and
after the 15th new lanterns were substituted.

The lighting of bon-dorb (memorial lanterns)

during the bon (feast in memory of the dead)

is a universal custom in Japan, and originally

lanterns of various shapes were used in the

Yoshiwara. But since the lighting of a

special kind of lantern in the 7th month
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of the 13th year of the Kyoho era (1728)
in memory of the third anniversary of the

death of Tamagiku of the Manji-ya, the

pattern has become more uniform and the

custom more general in the quarter.

On the ist day of the 8th month [has-

soku) the yujo went in procession through

the Yoshiwara wearing shiro-niMku no ko-

sode (wadded clothes of white silk). In

ancient times yujo wore lined clothes [awase)

of dyed stuffs on the tmtgo no sekku (the

festival of the sweet flag celebrated on the

5th day of the 5th month) and similar

clothes of white silk on the ist day of the

8th month. One year, in the beginning of

the Kwambun era (i 661 -1672), it happened

to be extraordinarily cold and a yujo named
Yugiri (evening mist) belonging to the

Sogyoku wore wadded clothes on the ist of

August, thus making a departure from the

established usuage. Her costume attracted

universal attention, and she looked more
beautiful and happier in it than the other

women, who appeared chilly and uncomfort-

able in their lighter garments. Two years

later, on the ist day of the 8th month, all

the yujo turned out in wadded clothes in

spite of the fact that the season was un-
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usually warm, and henceforth this costume

was generally adopted. Another version

attributes its origin to the fact that during

the Genroku period (1688- 1703) a yujo

named Takahashi, of the Tomoeya, went to

an ageya, in response to the invitation of an

intimate guest, despite her illness, attired

in her night-garment of white wadded silk.

This version of the origin of the custom is of

doubtful authority. During the same period

a yujo belonging to the Myoga-ya, named
Oshu, used to promenade wearing clothes

of white silk on which were depicted human
skulls and susuki {eiilaria japonica : " reed-

grass ") painted in India ink, greatly sur-

prising spectators with her extraordinary

taste. On the 14th, 15th, and 16th the cere-

mony of " viewing the moon " [tsttki-mi] was
observed. On those nights sambo (wooden
stands) were stood out and loaded with

dumplings, chestnuts, beans in pods, sweet
potatoes, persimmons, lespedeza blossoms
{hagi\ eularia grass [sttsuki], aster blossoms
[shion], etc., as offerings to the Moon.
They also set out vessels filled with sacred

wine, and burnt altar-lamps in her honour.

In the rooms of the yujo were set out

artificial representations of the seven kinds
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of autumn flowers to represent an autum-

nal field, or a sttdare of glass was hung
in front of the shelf by way of ornament.

At first liliputian (boy) actors, and puppet

showmen, etc, were called into brothels to

give entertainments on these nights, but

later on this custom disappeared. During

the greater part of the eighth month, com-

mencing on the ist day, the festival of Kuro-

suke Inari was celebrated, and the Yoshi-

wara then presented a very lively spectacle

in consequence of the exhibition of cars,

filled with dancers and musicians {iieri-

mond), which were drawn about the streets.

Up to the Bunkwa era (1804-1817} bamboo
branches were set up on either side of the

6-mon (great gateway) and shime-rtawa *

were hung upon them. Throughout this

Yivov\\S\ yujo who were proficient in singing

and dancing took part in niwaka f dancing

for the amusement of the general public

whenever the weather was fine.

The first day of the 9th month being

* Shiine-nmoa. A rope with tufts of straw or of cut paper at fixed inter-

vals, hung before shrines in order to sanctify the place within. It is a relic

of the straw-rope whicli Futodmna-no-inikoto stretched behind the Sun-goddess

to prevent her returning to the cave after Tajikarao-77o-?nikoto had pulled her

out and thus re-illuminated the universe which had been plunged into darkness.

t See special chapter on this subject.
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considered a day of good omen [kashm)

every brothel celebrated it in an appropriate

manner. On the 9th day of the same
month, another day of good omen, called the

chbyo no sekktt, * chrysanthemum blossoms

soaked in sake were eaten. This custom

was borrowed from China.

On the 1 2th, 13th, and 14th, moon-
viewing parties were held as on the previous

month, and those guests who had been pre-

sent at a party on the eighth month were
under obligation to again take part in this

second observance, as the j'/^i? evinced much
aversion to kata-iin-dz7iki (a partial moon-
viewing). The second "moon-viewing"
was known as {noc/ii no tstiki-nii). In

the 9th year of Bunkwa (181 2) chrysan-

themums were planted in the Naka-no-cho

for the first time : this was repeated several

times in succeeding years but, probably owing
to the show not being sufficently interesting

to draw any large number of fresh guests, it

was eventually abandoned as too expensive

a practice.

On and after the first "wild boar" day

of the loth month the big braziers [o-htbachi]

* Choyo no se/chi. The gth day of the gth month (o.s) ; a festival day

of the chrysanthemum.
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were brought out in every brothel, and Sum-
mer clothing was changed to that of Winter.

The festival of Ebisuko fell on the 20th

day, and banquets were given throughout

the quarter : the yujo had a holiday on this

occasion, but some of the most popular of

them were accustomed to invite certain

familiar guests as they were proud enough

to consider it rather a disgrace to allow

such an interruption of the exercise of their

profession.

The Jii-buse, or "fire preventing festi-

val" took place on the 8th day of the nth
month, when oranges were scattered about

the gardens of the joroya and scrambled

for by children. On this night, lanterns

were lighted throughout the Yoshiwara.

On the 17th and i8th, what was called the

Aki-ha-niatstm (festival) took place. In

front of the large street lamp at Suid5-jiri,

dealers in various articles erected temporary

sheds for the sale of their wares, and the

neighbourhood was crowded by yujo and
other people. On every " day of the bird

"

in this month all the gates of the Yoshi-

wara were thrown open, and the Tori-no-ichi

festival was held in the quarter. On this

night large numbers of persons thronged the
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quarter and formed an immense and surg-

ing crowd. The origin of the Tori-no-ichi

festival is stated in another chapter.

On the 8th day of the 12th month
'' kotohajii)ie'\ or New Year's preparations,

began, and on the 13th was the regular

sttsiL-harai or general house-cleaning, but,

as a matter of fact, the sttstt-harai was gene-

rally finished earlier than that date. The
17th and 1 8th days of the 12th month being
" market days " [ichi] of the Asakusa Kwan-
non, a larger number of persons than usual

visited the Yoshiwara, and the brothel

keepers sent men to the market to purchase

paper images of Daruma which they placed

on the main pillars of their houses for good-

luck. After the 20th, the making of niochi

(rice-cake) commenced at each house, and
firemen from Minowa, Kanasugi, Sanya,

Imado, and vicinity, came to render assis-

tance in pounding the niochi of those bro-

thels which usually patronized them. In

return for this assistance, the yujo were in

the habit of giving these firemen new han-
ten, inoinohiki and tentigui as presents of

the season. This custom is said to have
been originated by Chozan of Choji-ya dur-

ing the Horeki era (i 751-1763). The fol-
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lowing verses of a song sung while pound-
ing niochi may be of interest :

—

" J can hear your voice but cannot see you :

You are really like a cricket that chirps in the

field."

" If }ou ]i\e in Owari while }our wife lives in

Mino, you will naturall}' loni^ for the latter province

even though there be no rain."*

" Even a ship which is slowly sailing on the

sea quickens its speed if beckoned by a courtesan."

From the 20th day of the 12th month
the night exhibition of yUjo ceased for the

year in the best houses, and even the other

brothels followed this example after the

20th dav.

From about the 22nd day of the 12th

month, until the 7th day of the ist month,

a hole was dug in the open space within

the brothel entrance, and in this a fire was
kindled by shtiizb and kanntro. This hole

was called iiiwa-gama (garden furnace), and

the custom of lighting a fire in such a posi-

tion was observed until the era of lSunk\\a,

when it graduall)^ fell into desuetude.

The above wevG the principal events

in the life of yfijo in former days, but be-

sides these there were days called luam-bi

• ThLs is a pun on the name of Mino province and the Japanese word

for straw rain-coat (iiihio).
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and niom-bi: on these days guests were
obliged to pay the agedai for both day and
night, although their stay might be limited

to only one of those two general divisions

of time. The inarubi included the first

seven days of the first month, also the 14th,

15th, and 25th days— in all 10 days. The
juoin-bi (crest-days) consisted of the five

sekku days as mentioned in an earlier part

of this book} and they were so named
because there were five crests d)'ed on cere-

monial clothes. Some people pronounced

this word niono-bi.

By the era of Kyoho (1716-1735^ the

number of the uwin-bi had greatly increa-

sed and reached ten every month, but then

they gradually decreased and there are only

three or four observed at present.

Naka-no-eho no Hana-ae.

(Flower-planting in the Naka no cJio).

Every year, on and after the 3rd da)' of

the 3rd month (old style), notice of the

opening of the flower season {Jiana-biyaki

710 fiidci) is posted at the 6-inon (great

gateway), and in the middle of Naka-no-cho
fences of green bamboo are constructed
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within which are planted Ijlooming cherry-

trees. The comminij^Hng cherry-bossoms,

blending together into one dense mass of

soft fleecy rolling cloud which braids the

trees with visible poetry and transforms the

avenue into a veritable fairy bower of pink

and white florescence, the dazzling glory of

the electric-lights, and the flashing brilliance

of thousands of crested lanterns, makes up a

sight which rixals description and must be

seen to be appreciated. The garish splen-

dour and blazing' radiance of the Yoshiwara

at this time is such as to have earned for it

the appropriate name oi Fityajo yp^Jtj^ the

" Nightless castle " ).* Besides the actual flo-

wers, artificial is added to natural beauty and
curtains with a cherry pattern dyed upon
them are hung up in the second stor}^ of

the tea-houses. There they gently wave in

in the soft spring zepher, beckoning the pas-

ser-by alluringly and enticing him to exploit

the secrets of dreamland \\'hich they veil

so cunningly and suggestively. Of late

years plum-trees are planted in the second

month, iris in the 5th month, and chrysan-

themums in the 9th month old calendar,

• Or " The Nightless City," the title of tlii-. book.
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and on one occasion the figures of well-

known actors made of chrysanthemum flo-

wers—the work of the noted Yasumoto
Kamehachi—were also shown. But of all

the flowers planted none can equal those

Naka-no-cho " Yo-zakura " (" night-cherries)

which have become famous throughout the

length and breadth of Japan, and whose
praises have been sung in song and told

in story generation after generation by

enthusiastic poets and writers during more
than fifteen decades."^ The origin of flower-

planting was that in the second year of

Kwanipb (1742 cherry-flowers in pots were
exhibited in front of the tea-houses, and this

having been noised about the city- of Yedo
multitudes of persons visited the Yoshiwara
nightly in consequence. The Yoshiwara

people were not slow at taking the hint, and
the following year several hundred cherry-

trees were planted at Naka-no-cho.

Later, in the 2nd year of En-ky5

(1745), cherry-trees were planted bet-

ween the onion and Suido-jiri, bamboo
fences being built around and bright lan-

terns being lit under them to enhance the

• This paragraph of course refers to the inmates of the Voshiuarn.
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effect. This departure attracted a large

number of persons to the quarter.

In those times the expense of the en-

terprise was fixed at 150 ryo every year,

40 per cent being paid by the Keinbansho,

40 per cent by the miscellaneous traders

in the Yoshiwara, and 20 per cent by the

tea-houses. The subscriptions were made
in the shape of daily or monthly deposits

by those interested, and it appears that

this practice is still in vogue.

In front of the tea-houses on either side

of the street curtains dyed with fantastic

designs were hung, and in the front rooms
red carpets were placed, these practices

being observed even at the present day.

In ancient times, kaimtyo and shmzo
were allowed to visit Ueno, Asuka-yama,

Muk5jima, and other places to view the

cherry-blossoms during this month ; and
another holiday was taken by all the inmates

of brothels, including ywjo, wakaimono, etc,

who spent a day in giving sake parties

and viewing the blossoms in the Naka-no-
clio. One year the following song was
composed by Ki-no-kuni-ya Bunzaemon
and Kikaku conjointly :— " Like silvery

haze the cJierry-blossonis reflect the setting
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suj/ ; they aye like a iiioiuitain styewn with

golden floweysy

The prosperity of the Yoshiwara was at

its zenith at this period, and the quarter was
counted as one of the places in Yedo which

was " worth a thousand ryo per day."

Toro no koto.

At present, in the month of August
every year, a large lantern, on which is a

painting from the brush of some well-known

artist, is exhibited in the centre of the Yoshi-

^^'ara at Naka-no-eho for the purpose of

attracting people. Besides this showpiece,

revolving and other lanterns of various shapes

and desig^ns are hun^' in front of the tea-

houses and lit up nightly. Under these cir-

cumstances many persons—not excepting

women—flock into the Yoshiwara to witness

the brilliant spectacle, and many a prodigal

is induced to squander money there by rea-

son of the lanterns which apparently only

serve to dazzle his eyes and obscure his

reason instead of enlightening him and
guiding his footsteps. The general style
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of lantern is vertically long but narrow in

breadth, it being made of silk stretched on

black-lacquered frames. It is supported by

a pair of cedar poles covered with an ichi-

matsii shdj'i b}' wa}- of a roof Each house

is provided with a pair of these lanterns,

one facing the street and the other the in-

terior of the building so that one can be

seen from either side : this arranci^ement has

nullified the old saying " lord wa tira kara

miro, niwaka wa niae kava iniro " [look at

the lanterns from behind and the nhvaka
dance from the front\ One \\Titer obser-

ves that as late as the 20th year of Meiji

(1887} the lanterns placed in front of tea-

houses faced the streets, and were there-

fore only seen to advantage by pedestrians,

while actual guests who went up into the

second story of a tea-house had to content

themselves with looking at the rear of these

lanterns. The present day fashion would
seem to be of very modern origin indeed.

After the loth year of Meiji (1877; the tea-

houses in the Naka-no-cho hit upon the

novel idea of putting up white cloths at

the entrance and making displays by means
of magic-lanterns, but as this made the

Yoshiwara practically a dark world it occa-
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sioned great inconvenience to the guests.

From time to time the tea-house-keepers

have shown themselves very ingenious in

getting up new schemes to attract visitors,

and on one occasion they displayed an

artificial moon on a screen so contrived as to

sho\\^ the movement of clouds flitting across

it's face : all these displays are reckoned as

making up one of the notable events which

take place in the Yoshiwara yearly.

According to the old custom, every year,

from the last day of the sixth month to the

last day of the seventh month, bon-doro (lan-

terns erected at the festival of the dead ' were
shown by all the tea-houses in the Naka-no-

cho, but they were not exhibited in front of

the small brothels in side streets as at present.

The exhibition was suspended on the 13th

and 14th days, and after the 15th day new
lanterns called ;// no kaeri-doi'b were substi-

tuted. The lighting of lanterns in the 7th

month of the year, during the festival of the

dead, was a universal custom in Japan from

olden times, and therefore lanterns of vari-

ous shapes and sizes were used in the

Yoshiwara also. The " Yoshhcara Taizen
"

("ai^^^fe. S'^ys that one summer a popular

yujo named Tamagiku was taken suddenly
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ill, and that after lingering for a little while

she passed away at the beginning of the 7th

month.

In order to console her spirit, and as a

sacrifice to the manes of the dead, the tea-

houses who had been friendlv with her hun<>'

up before their doors lanterns which were
called '' kiyiko-doro^' (a lantern of a cubical

form \\\\\-\ its corners squared). This illumi-

nation attracted considerable attention and
dre\\' many guests, so " business " flourished

exceedingly that season, and accordingly in

the following year (17 16 the practice was
followed by all the tea-houses. About that

time an expert in fancy hand-work, named
Ha-ryu, made a prettily contrived fantastic

lantern \\hich he gave to a certain tea-house,

and this drew a large number of interested

and admiring spectators. In this connection

a story is told to the effect that on the 4th

day of the 7th month of the ist year of

Gembun (loth August 1736) a teacher of

the saiiiisen, named Kayei, who lived in

Ageya-cho, held a service in his house

in memorv of Tamaijiku and at the same
time a new tune named Jiiidzii-choshi i^

||^^'; was played. In the room A\ere hung
a number of lanterns bearing the kaiiiiyo
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(posthumous name) of Tamagiku, and every

guest was presented with one on his return

home. As it was considerad as unlucky

to have lanterns inside the houses bearing-

the Buddhistic name of a dead person

they were hung up outside the tea-houses.

[It is said that on the lower part of

these lanterns lines of a green colour

were traced.] A request to be allowed to

exhil)it these lanterns was preferred by the

tea-houses to the monthly managers of the

Yoshiwara, but as the latter refused their

consent the tea-house keepers carried out

the idea \\'ithout obtaining permission. Dojo

of Yedo-cho, and Tamaya Dokaku, who
were then the monthly managers, were

greatly enraged at the independent action of

the tea-house-keepers, and struck down the

lanterns of Sumiyoshi-ya and three or four

other establishments. The matter was how-
ever settled up quite amicably b)- the tea-

house-keepers apologizing and the authori-

ties granting permission, so after the next

year the lantern show commenced and has

been continued down to this ver\' day, though

the religious aspect of the observance has

been completel}' lost sight of. In former

days it seems that besides the lantern-
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show, acting by boys, circus-feats, juggling,

etc, took place, but they ceased later. In

some years the lanterns displayed have

been very fine artistic creations, bearing

pictures painted by well-known painters

;

and anyone who saw the Yoshiwara bet-

ween the middle of July and the middle

of August 1886 will never forget the his-

torical drawings of Honen and Eitaku then

exhibited on the lanterns.

" Niwaka " Dancing.

The performance of " Niwaka " dancing

is considered to be one of the most interest-

ing features in the life oi the Yoshiwara.

It consists of a kind of dramatic representa-

tion given by the professional buffoons

[hbkan] and singing girls [geisha] of the

quarter, and it takes place about August or

September each year. When this comic

dance takes place the performers visit all

the tea-houses giving an exhibition of their

buffoonery, and it is said that this entertain-

ment is given in return for the patronage all

the members of the troupe usually receive

from chaya (tea-houses) and kashi-zashiki

(brothels). During the continuance of the
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" Niwaka " dancing, wooden railings are put

up on both sides of the Naka-no-cho for the

purpose of demarkation, and in front of the

the tea-houses lanterns shaped like asagao

(" morning glory "
), bearing the respective

house names, are hung up and lit. On
either side of the 0-inon are placed a pair

of very large lanterns [takahari-chochin) on

which are written the letters ^^ j!S (^^^'^-

5^/-rt;5<5'/5/= Magnificent Entertainment). To
carry out this dance involves considerable

trouble and much preparation, and the very

first step which has to be taken is to obtain

the permission of the police authorities.

After official sanction has been granted pre-

parations are commenced, and the hokan

and geisha all repair to the manager's office

where they draw lots as to whether they

shall take part in the first fifteen days' per-

formances or the second fifteen days' dances.

Those older geisha who undertake the

"lion" dancing and '' kiyari'' songs draw
special lots for that purpose, but unless a

geisha is a masculine looking woman she

will not be admitted into this company, and
admittance is earnestly desired by many
of the professional singers who compete
strenuously for the honour. The perform-
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ancc of " lion " dancing and " kiyari'' sing-

ing is limited to the first half month, and the

geisha who are picked out for this coveted

company are experts in their line : those

who are new to the quarter give way to

their predecessors in order of precedence.

When their order has been fixed, by means
of lots, a dozen women are formed into a

troupe, and for ten days the '' kiyari'' is

practiced from morning till evening. For
many years a man named " Kichi " (who
was also known in the Yoshi^^'ara by the

nickname of Ckigemei no Kkhi San) acted

as a teacher of the '' Ktyarf^ songs, but at

present one of his pupils, named Cho, is

undertaking the task of tuition. The mode
of training is for the first half dozen geisha

to start a song and the remaining half dozen

to follow them under the direction of their

teacher.

The dancers of dramatic representations

also place themselves under a teacher and

train continuously for ten days. It is agreed

between the performers that during the

training period they \\\\\ not respond to

the invitation of any guest, and no one has

ever been found to infringe this rule. It is

also a custom—if we mav be allowed to
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mention a mere gastronomic detail—for the

performers to eat ttnagi no donibttrt-meshi

(boiled rice and pieces of roasted eels served

up in a deep bowl) at tiffin every day during

the period of rehearsal.

The dramatic representations played by

the company include several new pieces, and

the training of the dancers is confided to

Hanayanagi Jusuke. This man was born

and brought up in the Yoshiwara, and so

the duty of directing the dances is entrusted

to him : it appears that ne\^' pieces are

specially written by playwrights at the

request of Jusuke, and that all such produc-

tions are of a comic nature, because the

hokait generally aim at exciting the hearty

laughter of spectators by means of droll

extravaganzas. When the training is finish-

ed a grand dress-rehersal is given in one of

the tea-houses, and on this occasion the

proper costumes are worn. This dress-

rehersal is known as nari-inono-iri \^% if^

\ V . Then what is known as kwai-sho-

iri '^ ^f A !/ takes place in the kensa-J6

[1^^ ^ = inspecting office], each person

entering the room in the order determined

by drawing lots. The singers and music-

ians who participate in the meeting are all
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professionals. The shishi-rcn (^J T^ aS =
" lion " party) goes into the office first, as it

is considered the most important part of

the company. At this stage the police make
an examination of the persons in the build-

ing, as nobody is allowed to enter it unless

possessed of a special ticket.

On the first day of the ** m'waka " danc-

ing the kwaisho (office) sends out people

with a drum [shUaktL-daiko) (which is beaten

as they perambulate the Naka-no-cho) to

announce the performance. If the weather

be rainy, or the roads muddy and sloshy,

no performance takes place; when this is

decided no drum is beaten and no lantern

is hung before the 0-inon (great gateway).

The " lion " party [shishi-ren) and the niwa-

ka no ya-tai (a kind of car, fixed up as

a stage, on which the " niwaka " dance is

performed) are started out from a certain

fixed point at 7 o'clock in the evening, and

go up and down the Naka-no-ch5 every

night: if the car and the party go up the

left side of the street this evening they will

come down the opposite side to-morrow

evening, and the show ends at 1 1 o'clock

each night, when it's members are recalled

to the office. A " niwaka " stage-car con-
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ists of a wheeled stage about 18 feet squ-

are and proportionately high, and it is so

made as to be separated into two sections,

each of which is fitted with its own wheels.

The stage is fitted up like a regular thea-

tre, provided with scenery painted on silk

and paper, and lighted by means of lan-

terns.

This stage-car is brought to a stand-

still just between two tea-houses in order

that the performance may be equally well

seen by both from their upper floors

:

the idea of placing the stage in such a

position was originated by dancing-master

Hanayanagi, whose great experience taught

him that this scheme was the best for

everybody concerned. Next come the

geisha, who play the samisen, riding in a

car fitted with benches made to accommo-
date them.

To the left and right of the benches

uprights are placed and covered with lat-

tice-work shoji, curtains of white and red

colours are stretched across the top, and
the whole car is lighted by means of three

lanterns.

Then follows a soko-iiuke ya-tai (a

bottomless car), which is a kind of square
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paper-box, without cover or bottom, in front

of which is lum^^^ a yoko-naga no ando (a

horizontal lantern; on which is written the

names of players, singers, dancers, and the

name of the owner of the car. Inside this

car are placed the hayashi-kata (orchestra).

The coolies who drag' these cars from j^lace

to place are usually hired (through a con-

tractor) in the vicinity of Matsuba-cho,

Asakusa district, and are paid daily b)' the

owner of the cars. The costumes of the

geisha who pla}' the sainisen are of grey

crepe (dyed with their crests trimmed at

the bottom of the skirt with scarlet crepe,

\\hite collars, black satin oht\ and Avhite

socks. Their coiffure is in the Shiiuada

style, and it is kept in place by a hair-pin

decorated with the design of sttsukt grass.

The older geisha attire themselves even

more strikingly than the younger girls, and

make use of loud colours—such as blue

and scarlet—in their costumes, thus attract-

ing considerable attention by the incon-

gruity displayed. The male players and

singers wear blue cotton clothes dyed with

their respective crests. The geisJia who
take part in the '' kiyarf' dress their hair

after the manner of the top-knot style of
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men, intentionally spreading out their fore-

locks, and the whole get up is like that of

of a teko-niai dancer. They wear three or

even five jiban 'loose shirts} a hara-gake

(a cloth shield for the abdomen) and an upper

garment called a Yoshiwara-gaku. The
right arm and shoulder is thrust out of the

jiban, on which latter an elaborate design is

usually dyed.

The girls all compete among each

other in the matter of dress, and the re-

sult is that some exquisite patterns are

adopted. They wear fine leggings, blue

cotton iabi (socks) and straw sandals, while

across their breasts, depending from the

right shoulder, dangle silver chains to which

are attached little kake-nianiori (hanging

charms) : in their hands they hold fans

(with black lacquered frames) on which are

painted peony flowers, and besides these

they carry teppo-chochin cylindrical lan-

terns; on which some of the girls boldly

and unblushingly inscribe the names of

their paramours. This custom was started

in 1894 and led to a good deal of amuse-
ment, as their friends solemnly imposed
upon both the girls and their sweethearts

a mock fine of ten sen as a punishment
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for publicly advertising such love affairs!

Thus equipped, they sing the kt'yart to the

sound of the drum as they move on. A
drummer, a wooden-block striker, a drum-
carrier, and another person who carries the
** lion's head " mask, accompany the party.

When one kiyari song is finished the lead-

er lifts his fan as a signal for the hybshigi

to be struck, and the company moves on
to the next house after shouting a farewell

" o yakaiuashu " (we've troubled you great-

ly). The beginning and finish of the female,

as well as the male niwaka, is announced by
the striking of hyoshigi. In former times

what was called the " aiuefim niwaka
"

[niwaka after rain) was in vogue. After

the rain had cleared, men went about the

tea-houses performing impromptu farces

which often elicited applause by the ready

wit disj)Iayed, but this practice has now
ceased. About lo o'clock an announce-

ment is made by the kwaisho people that

a recess will be taken, and forthwith all the

members of the company stop to drink

tea which is provided by the house in

front of which they may 'happen to be:

on this occasion they also eat such food

as may have been sent as presents b)- inti-
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mate friends among the ywjo or their guests.

During the period of these performances

the company is open to engagement only

in the day-time, and after 1 1 o'clock at

night, as at the latter hour the public en-

tertainment is finished. When the company

receives a notice of engagement from a tea-

house, the paper on which such notice is

written is fastened on to the hair-pin of the

leading geisha after being numbered, and

after 1 1 o'clock the whole troupe go around

to the tea-houses by whom they were in-

vited in the order of the arrival of such

notices. Needless to say, the compan}^ is

elated in proportion to the number of these

notice-papers. In ancient days the enter-

tainments were often kept up through the

night owing to the large number of enga-

gements made.

On the first night of the niivaka, the

company's engagements are generally ar-

ranged in advance, for the reason that

is considered a disgrace to have no such

appointments on the opening day. When
the company obtains tips and gratuities

from guests in tea-houses, etc, all such

monies are divided among the persons

taking part in the entertainment, not forget-
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ting even the coolies. The engagement
fees of the nhoaka company are charged

at the rate of 1 23/2 sen per geisha per joss-

stick {ip-poji) for each guest, and a tip of

20 sen each is also expected. Of course

these rates are for first-class geisha only,

and the fees of other inferior aylistes are

proportionately lower.

Strictly speaking, the company should

go through its performances for the benefit

of each contributing guest separately, but

as a matter of fact the more convenient

method of performing before several guests

collectively is adopted. The niwaka entails

considerable expense on the geisha taking

part, and the means of defraying it are

too often raised by yielding to the immoral

desires of guests who are positively repul-

sive to them in every respect.

During the performance of the niwaka,

every tea-house engages firemen to attend

to miscellaneous duties, and the kwaisho

people, wearing hakania (bifurcated pet-

ticoat), and carrying lanterns, constantly go

round through the streets to see if every-

thing is in order. The " wakai-niono
"

(" young-men ") of the Naka-no-cho are

also out on duty with lanterns (called dai-
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hari\ and iron staffs to prevent overcrowd-

ing by the spectators. The clai-han car-

ried by these men are placed in front of

the tea-house by which the company has

been engaged while the dancing is being

performed : these great lanterns are intended

as signals.

All the expenses connected with the

rmoaka are defrayed by the brothels, tea-

houses, etc.

Originally nhoaka meant an impromptu
farce, but about the era of Tenna 1681-

1683 the character ^^'as changed though

the meaning remains practically the same.

The '' Kiyu Shorair [W&^M.) says that

the niwaka seems to be an imitation of the

Gion festival of Kyoto, and the festival cars

[jierinioiio) of Shimabara and Sumiyoshi.

It originated in the festival of the Kurosuke
Inari which took place in the 8th month
of the 19th year of Kyoho August 1734)
on the occasion of that deity obtaining the

title of sho-ichi-i (first rank). Owing to

this fact, until recently, whene\'er a nkoaka
dance took place, a bamboo tree, Ijearing

leaves, was set up on either side of the O-
mon (gateway' and a straw rope was hung
across in order to sanctify the place within

:
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this practice has now ceased. From the

ist of this month the festival of the kuro-

suke Inari at Suido-jiri took place, festival

cars were drawn about the streets, and the

Yoshiwara was much crowded by sight-

seers^ The custom of erecting bamboos at

the 0-mon (above referred to) appears to

have been in vogue until the Bunkwa era

( 1 804-1 817). Again, from the ist day of

the 8th month the yiijo who were proficient

in singing and dancing performed niwaka
dances for the entertainment of the public

every fine day for thirty days. The origin

of this dance is stated to have been the

visit of young ywjo to the Mazaki Tenjin

in tl^e 4th year of Meiwa (1767) but

anyway, judging from the style of the pre-

sent iiiwaka, the dancing in the Meiwa
era appears to have been the origin of this

dance.

Mention is made in the " K^vagai

Yenkakti-shi'' 'ffiffi'i'p^^'S) ^^^^^ ^^ a jDicture

of niwaka dancing drawn in the era of Meiwa
( 1
764- 1771) was written :

—

" Otsuyc shosaijoto hayashi kata, o-deki, o-deki

!

(" Dramatic representation of the otsuyc musici-

ans, splendid, splendid !). A drawin^j of a car-stage

and of an elevated sJioji was depicted, and around
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this wistaria flowers were hung : inside were the

musicians.

The geisha O Ishi, O Kume, O Yuki, and O
Nami, who wore clothes with long sleeves, and Jio-

kavuiri, (handkerchief covering the head and

cheelcs) played the samisen. Yfij'o Takeno (of

Shinkana-ya) and Masuno (of O-Ebisuya) also in

long-sleeved clothes and lacquered hats danced

bearing wistaria flowers in their hands. Next there

were lantern bearers of Kyomachi It-cho-me which
were acted by more than ten kaniuro. The five

leading yiljo were dressed in five-fold robes and red

hakavia, wore yoraku (crowns) upon their heads

and held hishaku (sceptres) in their hands made of

hiiwki wood : as the women walked along they

were kept carefully covered by means of a special

umbrella held over their heads from behind.

In the programmes of niwaka dances

given in the Kyowa era, (i 801-1803) as well

as in the pictures of the Bunkwa era (1854-

1859) are to be seen men playing a farce

before the railings of a brothel. At that

period no stage car was used, but the

pantomimic dance was performed in the

open, the players being made visible by
means of candles placed on stands in front

of the persons taking part in the perfor-

mance. The players appear to have been
gifted with a considerable fund of ready

wit and humour, as nearly every word and
gesture excited roars of laughter from the
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the lookers-on. The latter day niwaka
seems to have been derived from the danc-

ing of ywjo. The famous " lion-dancing

"

and kiyari songs, which form the chief fea-

ture of the niivaka, were originated during

the Ansei era (1854-1859) by a geisha nam-
ed O Ichi, who \A"as very popular in her day

by reason of her being an expert in these

matters. It is stated that last year (1898) the

nhvaka scheme was abandoned owing per-

haps to the fact that the result to the Yoshi-

wara was not commensurate with the large

outlay involved in getting up the entertain-

ments, but on making a careful investiga-

tion I find that the police authorities declined

to sanction the dance even for half the

usual time. The proprietor of one of the

largest establishments informed me that he

and his confyeres are greatly concerned

about this attempt to abolish such an old

custom, and that a supreme effort will be

made this year (1899) ^^ obtain the sanction

of the police to produce the niwaka as usual.

His argument was that such an exhibition

is not inimical to the morals of the public,

and that persons who visit the Yoshiwara

go there with the express purpose of amus-
ing themselves with such spectacles !
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Tori-no-machi.

(The fete of Otori no Kami).

On the days of the fowl, in the month
of November every year, the festival of

Oto7^'-Tio-kanii is celebrated at the various

places in Tokyo where the " Eagle " shrines

are located. On these occasions great crowds

of people visit the \^oshiwara, as the most
popular ''market" is held in Ryusenji-

machi, Asakusa Tambo, close to the quar-

ter.

These are the red-letter days for bro-

thels and their inmates, and, as a rule, nearly

all the yiijo are engaged by previous arran-

gement with their guests. It is considered

rather a disgrace to yujo to remain long on
exhibition in their cages on such holidays.

Popular women give ocular demonstration

of their popularity by means of tstimi-yagit,

and geisha usualh^ obtain promises of enga-

gement from some guests ]j>eforehand.

The three gates besides the O-mon,
\\'hich are kept shut except on the Tori-no-

inachi days and in case of fire or other

emergency, are thrown open from early morn-
ing for the admission of the general public.
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The traders erect their stalls at the back of

the Examination house (kensa-ba) as far as

Suido-jiri, and yujo appear in the cages even

in the day-time. At night the bustle and

confusion of the Yoshiwara becomes inten-

sified.

Tipsy rascals—three sheets in the wind

—stagger along the streets or swarm in front

of the brothels, thickly bawling out unseemly

ditties, while some yuj'o may be heard calling

to would-be guests in their broad patois.

The great crowd surges hither and thither

like the eddies of the ocean, and the con-

fusion well-nigh defies description : but, para-

mount above all, here, there, and every-

Avhere is the ubiquitous blue-coated little

policeman with sword, spectacles, lantern,

and note-book, uttering his warning cry of

''koyeya! koreya'' (that'll do now:—move
on !) and overawing the profmiwn vulgtts

with the majesty of the law visible and
incarnate.

Yoshiwara Nana-fushigi.

{The Si'vai Mysteries of the Yoshhvara).

Contrary to the " Seven mysteries " of

Echigo, Suwa, Honjo, etc, all of which
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consist of weird ghost stories or really in-

explicable mysteries, the '' nana-fiishigf oi

the Yoshiwara are most innocent and amu-
sing in their nature : they are as follows :

—

I.—Though the gateway, or great en-

trance door, is called the O-mon
(great gate) there is no genkwan
(entrance porch) within.

2.—Though the moat around is called

a creek [kashi) there are no boats

visible.

3.—Though one of the wards is cal-

led Sttuii-chb (corner " ward " or

"street") it has no corner.

4.—Though the introducing houses are

called " cha-ya " (tea-houses) yet

they sell no tea.

5.—Though the servants in the bro-

thels are called " shinzb " (young
woman) most of them are old

women.
5.—Among the wakai-mono (literally

''yoimg 7iienl' but here meaning
" men-servants ") are many bald-

headed individuals.

7.—Although the old women in the

brothels, are called yarite (Jf; [/
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^ =-'' givers'') they reall)' gxwc

nothing' Ijut take all they can get.

Such are the "Seven mysteries" of the

Yoshiwara, but the g"reatest mystery of all

appears to be the fact that they should

have been accepted as mysteries at all.

Yoshiwara no Kyo-ka.

{Comic Poct?y.)

Among the many witty and epigram-

matic stanzas which have been composed
by well-known literary men, the following

have been selected as interestincT and charac-

teristic :

—

" The sight of a snow}- evening at the O-mon
is so beautiful that no man is fool enough to leav^e

the Yoshiwara satiated." {Ytuno Akara"*.

" On a calm Spring evening, when the women
of the quarter enter their cages, it seems as if

flowers were being scattered in the Voshiwara by

the bell announcing nightfall" {Yonio Akara).
" Though visitors may change, the viikacri

jj'rt'//rt',^/ (looking-back willow tree) is ever green, and

flowers perennially scarlet." [Kyohitci liakin).

" Even without asking the question it is known
that the miyakodori (" oyster-catcher ") lives in

the Sumida river: the person I long for lives in the

Yoshiwara." {Santo Kyo.ran).
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" If the wind could be kept out by shuttini^ the

O-vion (i;reat q'ateway) the expenditure of a thou-

sand rjv'would not Ije be^qrudged for the sake .of the

flowers." [Ma^^no).

" W'hen one is intoxicated the same thincr is

repeated— ' the flowers are blooming' in the Yoshi-

wara : in the Yoshiwara the flowers are bloomino' '."

{S/ioku Saiij'iu).

" In the Yoshiwara a visitor's life is prolonged

b\' means of the bell of '' liikc yotsit'' wliich is

struck' later by two hours than the bells of the out-

side world." {Shoji Nariyiiki).

" All the guests being tethered to the blossom-

laden cherr\'-trees are led into the Yoshiwara as

horses are put into harness together." {Muto no

Mohianii).

"It is the season of flowers and Yoshino will

fintl itself outrix'alled by the '^ oiran''' blossoms of

the Yoshiwara." {Ti\g'a7a Okamoclii).

Yoshiwara K."wai-rok-ki,

{CJironology of fire disasters in tJie YosJiiivara).

In the 1 2th month of the 7th year of

of Kwan-ei (January 1631] fire broke out at

Hatchobori and burnt out Negicho, Hase-

gawa-cho, and Tomizawa-cho.

On the 14th day of the 12th month
of the second year of Sh5ho (30th January

1646), after a lapse of 16 years, fire broke

out at Owari-cho, and the Yoshiwara was
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burnt. The progress of the flames was
checked at Hasegawa-cho, at Omon-dori.

This fire was known as the " Sakuyeiuoii

In the 9th month of the 3rd year of

vSho-6 (October 1654), after the lapse of 10

years, fire broke out at Kirigashi and the

Moto Yoshiwara was burnt.

On the 1 8th day of the ist month of

the 3rd year of Meireki ^2nd March 1857),

after the lapse of 13 years (something seems

to be wrong in this calculation ?) fire broke

out in the Hommyo-ji temple, Maruyama,
Hongo, and the greater portion of Yedo,

including the Moto Yoshiwara, was burnt.

The following are the disasters which

have occurred since the removal of the

Yoshiwara to the present site :

—

On the 7th day of the 12th month of

the 4th year of Empo (loth January 1677),

after an interval of 20 years, fire broke out

in a bath-house, kept by a man named
Ichibei, at Kyo-machi-gashi, and the Yoshi-

wara was burnt.

On the 27th day of the iith month
of the 5th year of limpo (21st December

1677) fire broke out in the house of Hanaya
Ichibei, Yedo-cho ni-chn-nic, and part of the
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Street where the fire originated was burnt.

Rain was falling heavily at the time.

In the 4th month of the 5th year of

Meiwa (May ij68j fire broke out in the

brothel at Yedo-cho kept by Yotsume-ya

Zentaro, and the Yoshiwara w^as burnt down
after an interval of 92 years.

On the 23rd day of the 4th month of

the 8th year of Meiwa, 15th June 1671] fire

broke out in the house of Umeya Ihei and
the Yoshiwara was burnt after an interval

of 4 years.

On the 29th day of the 2nd month of

the 9th year of Meiwa '^ist April 1772) fire

broke out in the Daitan-ji temple, (iyonin-

zaka, Meguro, and the Yoshiwara was burnt

after an interval of 2 years.

On the 30th day of the 9th month of

the ist year of Temmei (15th November
1781 ) fire broke out in the house of Aburaya
Yasubei, Fushimi-cho, and Yedo-cho ni-cho-

iiie of the Yoshiwara was burnt after an

interval of ten years. One account says

that this fire originated in the Kadaya,

r^ushimi-cho, and that eleven houses in

Yedo-cho ni-clio-nic, ten houses in Naka-
no-ch5, and ten houses at Pushimi-cho

were l)urnt.
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On the i6tb day of the 4th month of

the 4th year of Temmei ('3rd June 1784)
fire broke out in the house of Maru-ebi-ya,

and the Yoshiwara was burnt after an in-

terval of four years.

On the 9th day of the iith month of

the 7th year of Temmei i8th December

1787 fire broke out in the tea-house kept by
Gorobei, Sumicho, and the Yoshi\\ara was
burnt after an interval of four years.

On the 2nd day of the 4th month of

the 6th year of Kwansei (ist May 1794)
fire broke out either in the brothel known
as "Choji-ya" or in the house ofjuzo (they

stood close together) and the Yoshiwara

was burnt after an interval of eight years.

Tamachi (in Asakusa) was also burnt by
this fire, sparks carried by the wind ha\'ing

ignited the residences there.

On the 23rd day of the 2nd month
of the 1 2th year of Kwansei (i8th March
1800 fire broke out in the house of a far-

mer named Tsunasa Jinyemon, of Ryusenji-

mura, Shitaya district, and the Yoshiwara

was burnt after an interval of seven years.

On the 2ist day of the nth month
of the 9th )ear of Bunkwa (24th December
181 2) fire broke out in the compound of
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sheds belonging to Zenshicbi chief of beg-

gars, and the Yoshiwara was burnt after

an interval of 13 years. This fire spread

as far as Yama-no-shiku, and Tamachi
[ni-cJi6-ine , Asakusa.

On the -^rd dav of the ^th month of

the 13th year of Bunkwa (29th May 1816)

fire broke out in an unoccupied house

owned by Shin-ebi-ya Kichisuke, (a brothel-

keeper) at Kyo-machi it-cho-ine, and the

Yoshiwara was burnt after an inter\al of

five years. The office of Sahei (a naimshi)

at Yedo-clio ni-cho-uie escaped the general

holocaust. This conflagration spread as far

as Ryusenji-machi, Asakusa.

On the 26th dav of the ist month of

the 6lh year of Tempo (23rd February 1835)

fire broke out in the brothel kept by
Matsugoro, Sumicho, and the Yoshiwara

was burnt after an interval of t\\'elve years.

On the 19th day of the loth month
of the 8th year of Tempo i6th November
1837, fire broke out in the house of Gentaro

(who was the father and guardian of the

proprietress of a small brothel at Yedo-cbo
Ni-cho-ine and the Yoshiwara ^\•as burnt

after an interval of 3 years. The office of

jiaimshi Xizayemon, at \'edo-cho It-cho-me,
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and the small houses in the back alleys,

were not destroyed.

On the 5th day of the 12th month of

the 2nd year of Kokwa (2nd January 1846)

fire broke out in a brothel kept by Kawa-
tsuya Tetsugoro, at Kyo-machi ni-cho-mCy

and the Yoshiwara was burnt after an in-

terval of 9 years. The oftice of A'anushi

Sahei at Yedo-cho, ni-chb-iue, that of namt-

shi Niyemon at Yedo-cho it-cho-me, and

that of itamtsM Rokuroyemon at Kyo-machi

it-cho-me, however, ^^'ere not destroved.

On the 2nd day of the loth month of

the 2nd year of Ansei (i ith November 1855)

a destructive earthquake occurred, and all the

houses in the Yoshiwara ^^ere demolished

by shaking or burning after an inter\'al of

eleven years. Numerous lives were lost.

On the 29th day of the 9th month of

the ist year of Manen {12th November
i860) fire broke out in the house of Kinoji-ya

Tetsujiro (at the kasht in Yedo-cho ni-cho-

me) and the Yoshiwara was burnt after an

interval of six years. The house of namtshi

Jinshiro, at Kyo-machi, it-cho-nic, ^\'as

saved.

On the 14th day of the iith month
of the 2nd year of BunkyQ (3rd January
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1863) fire broke out in the house of vShi-

midzu-ya vSeisuke (Kyo-machi, it-cho-nie)

and the Yoshiwara was burnt after an in-

terval of three years. The fire spread to

Gojikken-machi. The houses of nanitshi

Jinshiro and of Kaneko Hambei (at Kyo-
machi it-chb-me) were saved.

On the 26th day of the ist month of

the ist year of Genji (5th March 1864),

after an interval of three years, fire broke

out in the store-house of a brothel (Oguchi-

ya Bunzayemon) of Yedo-cho it-chb-7ne, and

all the houses in that street were burnt.

The brothels on the creek-side of Ageya-
cho were sa\'ed, and also some houses in

Kyomachi it-cho-nie. On the 23rd day of

the 9th month of the same year (23rd

October 1 864 ^
fire broke out in a tobacconist's

shop in Yedo-cho it-chb-me, and six houses

were destroyed.

On the iith day of the iith month
of the 2nd year of Kei-o (17th December
1866) after the lapse of three years, fire broke

out in a small brothel named O-Masu-ya
(in Yedo-cho it-chb-nie) and a portion of the

Yoshiwara was burnt.

On the 28th day of the 5th month of

the 4th year of Meiji 28th May 187 1) fire
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broke out in a paper-dealer's store, named
Sanya Matsug'oro, (in Kila Fushimi-choy and

the greater part of tiie Yoshiwara was burnt.

The houses along the creek at Yedo-cho

it-chd-me, Ageya-cho, and Kyomachi it-cho-

nie were saved, as was also the " Kado-ebir

On the iith day of the iith month
of the 6th year of Meiji (iith November

1873] fire broke out in the house occupied

by Kobayashi-ya Kui, No. 25 Kyo-machi

ni-cho-jjie, and this street, and Yedo-cho

ni-cho-me, were completely demolished. In

the vicinity of the O-moii \.\\o tea-houses

(the " Omori-ya " and "Yagata-ya") only

were saved. Some houses in Tamachi

7U-ch6-ine, Yama-no-shiku, and Shoden
Yokocho, were burnt in consequence of

being set on fire by flying sparks.

On the 1 2th dav of the 12th month
of the 8th year of Meiji, at noon ^I2th

December 1875) fire broke out in the kitchen

of the house of Nakamura Chobei (Sano

Tsuchi-ya) No. 25 Yedo-cho, it-chb-iiie, and
in consequence Yedo-cho it-cho-nie and
ni-cho-me, Sumicho, Ageya-machi, and Kyo-
machi ii-cho-ine and iii-cJiG-nie ^\'ere burnt.

Besides these the fire destroyed some houses

in other parts of the Yoshiwara.
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On the 2nci day of the ist month of

the nth year of Meiji (2nd January 1878)

after an interx'al of four years, fire broke

out in the house of Nakamura Chobei (Ise-

rokuy Yedo-cho it-cho-iiie, but it was ex-

tinguished after consuming the building in

which it originated. The cause of fire was
kerosene oil.

On the 23rd day of the ist month of

the 24th year of Meiji (23rd Jany 1891 ;, after

an interval of sex^enteen years, fire broke

out in the house of Kobayashi Kyutaro
(" Kobayashi-ro ") No. 19 Kyomachi ni-cliG-

nie, and at Sumi-cho 46 houses were com-
pletely and fi\'e partially burnt. At Kyo-
machi ni-cli6-ine 13 houses were completely

and 2 partially burnt. At Yedo-cho m'-cho-

me 2 houses were completely and 9 partially

destroyed.

On the 13th day of the 4th month of

the 26th year of Meiji (13th April 1893) at

7.30 p.m. fire broke out in the third story

of Irita Yoshitaro (" Baiman-ro ") No. 31
Ageya-cho. and some 45 houses were com-
pletely and 9 partially burnt at Ageya-cho,

Yedo-cho it-cho-nie, and Kyomachi il-cho-me.

The latest destructive conflagration in

the Yoshiwara occurred at 4.30 a.m, on
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March 15th 1896. It was started at the

rear of the tea-houses Shin Kirihan and

Kanetama-ya (which A\ere situated on the

border of Yedo-cho ni-cho-iue and Sumi-

cho) and quickly spread to Yedo-cho ni-cli6-

ine, Naka-no-cho, Sumi-cho, and even to

the outside of the O-nion. Altogether 139
houses were destroyed. In this fire a ywjo

named Koiginu 24 years of age) belong-

ing to the " Ka\\'achi-ro " (Sumi-ch5) was
burnt to death her way of escape having

been cut off by smoke.

A man-servant of the "Tanaka-r5"

was also asphyxiated to death on this oc-

casion.

Furi-sode Kwaji.

(77/r Great fire of Mcircki).

The following interesting legend is an

almost literal translation of a popular Japan-

ese tradition.

It seems that on the i8th day of the

I St month of the 3rd year of Meireki (2nd

March, 1657), a fire broke out in the Hon-
myo-ji (temple) at Maru-yama in Hongo,
which raged through the City of Edo dur-
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ing three days and three nights, burning

everything before it. The number of per-

sons "\\'ho were burnt to death was o\'er

108,000 souls, and tradition says that from

ancient times to the present day no fire

has broken out which can be even com-

pared to this conflagration, and indeed that

it is impossible to express in words the

extent of this terrible and sad calamity.

On enquiring about the origin of the fire,

it appears that at the end of the Spring in

the 2nd year of Meireki, when the cherry

blossoms were blooming, the daughter of

a certain Hatamoto who resided in the

neighbourhood of Bancho, was taken in

company with some neighbours to see the

flowers at Ueno. At that time the young
page of a certain temple was passing by
the Sam-mai-bashi (bridge) at Hirokqji in

Ueno, and was seen by the young lady

who was going in an opposite direction.

The youthful page was a fine handsome

young fellow, and the girl, on glancing

carelessly at him, noticed he was a youth

of about sixteen or seventeen years of age,

and was wearing a black haoH (a kind of

loose overcoat) with long sleeves {fitn'-sode)

on which was dyed a pattern composed of
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water-whecis a favorite Japanese design).

His liakaiiia loose trousers j were made
of striped brow n material, and as he walked
along with his swords (the scabbards of

which were decorated with a flower design)

thrust straight down in his belt, he looked

like the ancient pictures of Narihira, or of

Minamoto-no-Mitsu-uji, when they were
children, at the time of their first admit-

tance to the rank of kniijhtoGd. Then she

wondered how anyone could surpass this

youth, for his lips were red as the reddest

of blossoms, his eyebrows arched and
beautiful, his hair black and glossy, and
his head in front showed the signs of the

rite oigeiubukii, while his front hair was part-

ed in the fashion of those times : and alto-

gether he looked very prepossessing with

his fair complexion which laughed at the

driven snow, and his fresh appearance which

seemed to be striving to emulate the beauty

and frao^rance of the fullblown flowers. As
he passed the young lady, the long sleeves

of his garment brushed against her dress,

her heart was spontaneously affected, and
she fell in love with him after a single

glance. Although they were going in oppo-

site directions, she could not help glancing
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round and wondering whether it was a

man or a god that she had seen, and, as

she gazed after him, her first love develop-

ed like the blossoming of the buds of the

cherry flowers. Howe\^er, as she had per-

sons with her, she went on with them,

although she was loath to be parted from

her lover. Then she went on to Ueno
with her friends, but, although she looked

at the cherry-blossoms and sat there

amongst them on the matting laid out for

the accommodation of guests, the form of

the youth she had seen kept dancing be-

fore her eyes, and the laughter and gaiety

of the crowds assembled became very an-

noying to her as she sat wrapped in gloomy
thouQ^ht.

That day she returned home and thou-

ght— "I wonder who he can be? I know
not where he lives and I have no means
of tracing him. However much I may pine

for my loved one, my power of will is not

powerful enough to reach to him and thus

fulfil my desires. I think myself that I am
foolish, but although I strive to banish my
thoughts as vain and silly, yet I cannot

for a moment reliex'e my heart of its trou-

ble." Thus time passed v/earily for her,
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and the days and months flew by until it

had become the season of the summer
rains, with its intermittent showers. Her
thoughts were melancholy and she did not

even have her hair dressed, but allowed it

to fall dishevelled over her shoulders. She
had been taken sick sometime previously,

and therefore her parents were very anxious

about her. One day her father, addressing

her mother, said—" On thinking over the

matter of our daughter's illness very care-

fully, she drinks no medicine and she dis-

likes the doctor, and there is something

about it which I cannot understand. From
what I heard accidentally the other day

from a neighbour, it seems that at the time

of viewing the cherry-blossoms our daugh-

ter met some young gentleman at jMihashi

and she cannot forget about him. I don't

know who he was, but it seems that he

was a very handsome youth. I have heard

that at that time she spoke about the young
man to her friends, but I did not think

anything about it, and yet it appears that

our daughter returned home and from that

time she has been moping and miserable.

Lately her sickness has increased, and be-

come very serious, and she is wasting away
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and looks wretched. If you will quietly

sound her on the subject she will probably

tell you the facts of the case." Being thus

addressed the wife spoke quietly with her

daughter that evening about the matter, but

she only buried her face in her pillow and

made no reply. In a short time, however,

she thought that after all now things had

come to such a pass there was no use in

concealing anything further, so she told

everything saying—"At the time of flower-

seeing this Spring—&c., &c.,—." Then she

went on to confess the whole matter to

her mother, while her eyes w^ere streaming

with tears, and as she cried and fretted in

a half apologetic manner she looked very

miserable and pitiful, and she finished by
imploring her mother, with averted face, not

to laugh at her. Then the mother drew
nearer to her daughter and asked her in a

low gentle voice—" Do you know the name
of the young man and his residence ?

—

Have you heard something about it ?" But
her daughter raised her head and replied

—

*' I had no means of knowing his name or

residence. The only thing I remember is

that he had on a garment on the sleeves

of which there was a pattern, and I am
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thinkine^ lovingly about him." The mother
nodded and said—" Well then, if I have a

dress dyed with the pattern which ) ou then

saw, and place it at the side of your pillow,

it may gi\'e you some comfort and relief."

On hearing this the daughter seemed very

happy, and the parents enquired minutely

about the pattern and the colouring of the

water-wheel design : then they consulted

together and calling in their regular dyer

made no agreement about the price but

simply hurried him up saying—" Please be

quick and dye this at once." So, without

any waste of time the material was \'ery

prettily dyed, and they hurried up the tai-

lor likewise, making' him work ni<'ht and
day until the garment was finished. They
were indulgent parents and had reared their

child very tenderly, so that this trouble

caused their hearts to become as l)lack as

the black ko-sode they had ordered. The
pattern \\2s composed of \\ater-wheels in

the midst of waves, and they revolved and
revolved until at last they caused disaster

and calamity to the world. The parents

brought this garment quickly and showed
it to their daughter, who, when she had

seen it .said
—

" Indeed that's it, that's it,"
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and feeling as if she had dimbed up into

Paradise, she clasped the dress in her arms

and appeared like a demented creature.

Then after four or five days had elapsed her

illness became more and more severe, and

she soon expired, still clasping' the ko-sode to

her bosom : and as she thus lay in death, hold-

ing this garment in her arms, the sight was
indeed a most pitiable and touching one.

Well, after her death the parents had to part

with their child, and the funeral took place

with the usual rites in the burial ground of

the " Hommyo-ji " (temple) in the district of

Hongo. As to the dyed ko-sode^ as the

poor girl had loved it so dearly, they put

it on her coffin as a kakeumku (pall J and

sent it forth to the temple. Sometime
afterwards, the priests of the Hommyo-ji sold

the garment to their regular second-hand

clothing store, and during the ninth month
of the same year this figured dress was
again brought to the temple covering a

coffin as a kakeiiniku, but the priests paid

no particular attention to it, and again sold

it off to the second-hand clothing store as

usual. Again the identical figured garb was
sent in as a kakenuiku (pall) from a certain

parishioner at daybreak on the i8th day
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of the 1st m(3nth of the 3rd year of Meireki

(2nd March, 1657), and as this was the

third time the same garment had been sent

into this temple, it attracted the eyes of

the jiassho ithe priest who transacts the

business of the monastery and banso 'assist-

ant priest) who thought—" How miraculous !

There must be something; mysterious in this

event, and it is certainly no mere chance-

work that this ko-sode 'lonQ^-sleeved e^ar-

ment) should have come round three times

in succession to our temple "—and they

told the Father Superior of their impressions.

The Father Superior, after pondering the

matter for a short time, said—" It is indeed

a very important case. It is exceedingly

mysterious that the garment should have

passed through the hands of our parishioners

not once but twice and thrice, and it is even

more mysterious that the deceased persons

have all been young girls. I will myself

interrogate the seshn (person who orders

everything relating to the funeral; about the

matter." Thus, prior to the funeral service,

he interviewed the seshii, and enquired about

the history of the ko-sode (long sleeved gar-

ment). The seshn answered—" I am deeply

ashamed by reason of your enquiries in that
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way, but our daughter went out one day to

the neio^hbourhood of Asakusa on certain

business, when she saw this garment hung
up in the shop of a certain cast-off-clothing

dealer, and she was importunately anxious

to Sfet it. We bouofht it according' to her

earnest desire, and from that very night

she was taken ill with a raging fe\'er and,

not only that, but she talked deliriously like

a lunatic, tightly embracing the garment
the while. All my family together endeav-

oured very hard to take the garment away,

but she would not allow it to be remo\'ed.

Since then she became thinner and thinner

and finally expired." The priest nodded
to the speaker and then related in detail

all about the mysterious garment, and how
it had come into the temple t\^'ice before

as a kakcjjiuku ^pall) from two of their

parishioners. The seshit (person ordering

the funeral) on hearing this story was struck

with terror and said—" Then, if you should

sell this ko-sode again this time, the same
calamity will fall upon another unfortunate

individual. This is not my wish, and I

think it will be proper to put it on the fire

and burn it up after the funeral ceremony
is finished." The Father Superior nodded
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several times and replied—" Indeed that is

the wisest course,—yes—yes." Then after

the funeral ceremony was over, and the

people all gone, the priests brought out a

brazier of 3 feet square in order to burn the

garment, and crumpling up the ko-sode they

cast it on the fire all chanting the prayer

in chorus " Oh let the souls of the thi^ee

ivonien quickly enter into Paradise. We
adore thee oh blossom of doctrine—thou

salvation bringing book of the wonderful
Law f' Immediately after they had flung

the garment into the flames, a sudden

whirlwind arose which came sweeping from

the North, blowing up sand and dust to

such an extent that in an instant the sky

was entirely blotted out by a cloud of grit

and dust, which threatened to envelope the

whole universe with a darkness as black

as a raven's wing. The people in the

temple looked at each other in horror saying

in their agitation that this was no chance

event, when suddenly, at that very mo-
ment, the burning garment spread out and
was carried by the wind high up into the

inner side of the lofty ceiling of the main
chapel. The bystanders had no time to

exclaim more than " Oh !

" before the main-
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chapel and the priests' dwelHng were one

mass of flame, and the fire was burning

up furiously until it became at length the

origin of a great disaster. vSuch was the

origin of what is known as the furi-sode-

kwaji (Long-sleeved garment fire) of Hongo,
Maruyama, Hommyoji (temple), which still

remains upon the lips of the people to the

present day.

Mei-gi ryaku-den.

{Brief skctcJics of the /kws offaniojis ronrtosans.)

Taka-0.

The first Taka-o flourished in the

period of the former {iiwto) Yoshiwara, and
was called Alyoshin Taka-o. She was also

known as Ko-mochi Taka-o child-beariiig

Taka-o) as she used to promenade attend-

ed by a wet-nurse who carried the child of

which she had been delivered.

The second Takao was known as Date

Taka-o.

The third Taka-o was " Saijo Taka-o
"

who was redeemed by one Saijo Kichiye-

mon (a retainer of Kii Chunagon) and taken

by him to his native province (Kii). An-
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Other account says that she was redeemed
by Saijo Kichibei, a gold-lacquer painter

at the vShogun's Court.

The fourth Taka-o was called "Asano
Taka-o." It is said that she was redeem-

ed either by Asano Iki-no-Kami or Asano
Inaba-no-Kami, both of whom were dainiyo.

According to the list of dainiyo published in

the 4th year of Meireki 1658 , Asano Iki-

no-Kami seems to have been the grandson

of the well-known Asano Nagamasa.

The fifth Taka-o was called " Midzu-

tani Taka-o." She w as redeemed by Midzu-

tani Rokubei, a banker to the Prince of

Mito. Later she eloped \\ith a servant of

Mizutani—an old man 68 years of age.

Then she married Handayu Ry5-un and

next became the concubine of Makino Suru-

ga no Kami (a dainiyo) but she again

eloped with one of the latter's attendants

named Kono Heima. Next we see her as

the wife of a hair-dresser at Fukagawa,

then the wife of an actor named Sodeoka

Masanosuke, and then that of an oil-dealer

at Mikawa-cho. The career of this much-
married woman was brought to a close by
her sudden death in the street in front of

the Dai-on-ji temple.
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The sixth Taka-o was called " Da-
zome Taka-o," and was redeemed by a

dyer named Jirobei. Shr- is said to have

been a \'ery beautiful woman who surpass-

ed all her predecessors except the fifth,

(whose immoral behaviour we have just

noticed) to ha\'e been a skilful writer (one

of the necessary accomplishments of a lady)

and to have been of a quiet and gentle

disposition. W^ith her lady-like accomplish-

ments and graceful manner she was fitted

by nature to become the wife of a gentle-

man of position, and yet she married Jirobei

although the latter was not only in humble
circumstances but noted for being a rare

specimen of ugliness. The strange union,

however, proved a great success as the

pair lived on most happy and affectionate

terms. The history of their marriage was
briefly as follows. Jirobei, who was a dyer

working in his master's shop, one day went
out to the Yoshiwara with his comrades

to see the promenading of yRjo. On this

occasion he first saw his future wife, and,

being greatly struck by her beauty and
graceful demeanour, he thought if he could

only approach her the one W'ish of his

whole life would l)c i^n-atified. At that
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time, however, the engagement of so

superior a yujo by a common artizan who
made a hand-to-mouth Hving was, of course,

out of the question and Jirobei felt des-

perate. The matter preyed on his mind to

such an extent that when he returned to

his master's house he looked so melancholy

and depressed that his appearance attracted

the attention . of his employer. Unable to

conceal his secret, he unbosomed himself

to his master, and the latter encouraged

him to work diligently and save money
enough to engage the yujo, as it was, after

all, only a matter of money. For more
than a year Jirobei \\'orked very hard both

by day and night, and by dint of great

economy managed to save enough cash to

pay the age-dai of a yujo of Taka-o's class.

The very moment that he had sufficient

money he hurried off to the Voshiwara, as

he feared that should he wait too long the

object of his love might be redeemed by

somebody and thus be lost to him forever.

Entering the quarter dressed in his work-

man's attire, and looking dirty and uncouth

with his unkempt hair and stubbly beard,

he experienced considerable trouble in ap-

proaching Takao, but finally he succeeded
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in meeting her and disclosed everything

without reserve. Her woman's heart was
greatly moved by this proof of loving sin-

cerity, and she finally promised to marry

him when her term of engagement expired.

This promise she afterwards faithfully redeem-

ed, and Jirobei then opened a dyer's shop on

his own account in the City, and became
very prosperous in after years. It seems
that Jirobei was not a success as a dyer

as he was unskilful in the technique of his

trade, but his business prospered on ac-

count of the many people who patronized

his establishment in order to catch a glimp-

se of the famous and romantic beauty.

It is not on record as to who redeemed
the seventh Taka-o. Some persons mistake

the seventh for " Sakakibara Takao." In

the Mi-ura record the sixth is erroneously

mentioned as the " Sakakibara Takao."

The eight and ninth appear to have had

successful careers in the Yoshiwara, but

they were apparently not redeemed by peo-

ple of note as no record exists on this

point.

The tenth Takao seems to have ap-

peared in the Yoshiwara either in the 13th

or 14th year of Kyoho (1728 or 1729).
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The eleventh Takao was redeemed by
Sakakibara-Shikihu-Tayu, daimyo of Taka-

ta, Hchigo pro\'ince, who enjoyed an income

of 150,000 /eo/eu of rice per annum. With
the retirement of this k^rd she accompanied

him to his clan headquarters (Takata): after

his death she became a nun and died at the

age of thirty and odd years.

Haua-ogi.

The Yedo-Kwagai-Eiikakushi S2iys that

the brothel-keeper named Ogi-ya Uyemon
was a pupil of Kato Chiin, well versed in

the composition of Japanese poems, and

favourably known by his literary name of

Bokuka
(
g ^^pf

=^- " Inky River"). Among
the inmates of this gentle poetaster's house

was 2. yUjo named Hana-ogi who was very

popular at that time. About the 6th of Kwan-
sei (1794) she escaped from the Yoshiwara

and Uved with a man with whom she had

contracted intimate relations, but she was
soon detected and brought back to her mas-

ter's house. She then refused, on the plea

of illness, to act as 2. yftj'o any more and no

persuasion had an}- effect upon her. l^nally
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the master of the house composed a poem to

the eftect that :

—

" Notwithstandiiif;- the careful attention t;iven

to the plum-tree b)' it's care-taker in order that it's

flowers may not be injured the wind increases in

violence."

and showed it to her. Hana-ogi, bursting

into tears, and touched by the kindness of

her master, instantly composed another poem
which read:

—

" The plum-blossoms that tightly closed them-

seJves in order not to be shaken b}- a merciless

wind may be found in bloom next Spring."

From this time she changed her mind
and her popularit)- returned. The Kinsei

Shogwadan sa\s that Hana-ogi, a yUjo of the

Ogi-ya, Yoshi\\ara, not only had poetical tas-

tes and was well versed in the art of pen-

manship but was a most filial and dutiful

daughter tow ards her aged Mother. Though
her literary accomplishments were well-

known and recognized, her filial piety was
not so wideh' known, and the author of

the Kiiisci SJiogicadaii says " filial piety

ought to be prized abo\'e all other things.

It is a rare quality among women who sell

their bodies for prostitution." In the case of

Hanaogi, her filial piet)' ha\'ing been noised
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abroad until her fame reached even to far

away lands, a Chinese scholar, named Hiko-

sei, who visited Nagasaki on board of a trad-

ing-ship, happening to hear about her sent

her a letter of eulogy written in the style of

a Chinese poem. The composition, which

was characterized by beautiful and imagina-

tive thought, may be freely translated as fol-

lows :

—

" You, w ho are the Icadint^ courtesan of a

superior house of pleasure, are richly gifted by
Heaven with a hundred various graceful accom-

plishment most excellent in woman. I, being a

stranger and sojourner from a far-off land, must

sail away without beholding )our charms, but I

shall long for you while tossed upon the bosom of

the boundless sea. There is in Yedo a famous

courtesan, named Hana-ogi, who not only is of un-

surpassed beauty, but is well versed in literature.

This lady has an aged mother at home whom she

adores, and to whom she blindly devotes herself as

a filial child is bound to do. 1 have sojourned in

Nagasaki for a decade and have known many wo-

men at once beautiful and possessed of poetic tas-

tes, but never have I heard of a courtesan accom-

plished in literature and likewise distinguished for

her filial jMCty.

Having heard your stor}-—Hana-ogi— I wish

to personally visit you, but this being impossible I

compose a poem and send it to }-ou."
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[sigjied] Shokei Hi-sei-ko.

It appears that Hana-ogi was a pupil

of Toko Genrin (a poet) and often com-

posed both Chinese and Japanese poems.

Three of her compositions run as follows :

—

I.—The name of Hana-ot^i (" Floral Fan ") does

not suit the person who bears it, and is com-

parable to the case of a rouL;h woodman who
has an uncommon and ludicrousl}- fine name.

2.—Though the autumnal moon is shining-, the

countenance of him upon whom I gazed for

the last time in the da3-s of Spring vanishes

not from my mental vision.

3.—The moon shines so brightly and magnificently

upon the trembling surface of the river that

the shadow of a man who is handling ropes in

a boat ma}^ be clearly discerned.

It is said that this noted courtesan

wrote the Chinese characters P^J ^ (jiiei-

kiii "tinkling harp"j and after framing

the paper presented it to the Ishi-yaiua-

dera (temple) where it was hung in the

Genji-no-ma (room).*

• The monastery of Llii-yaiiia was founded in 749 bj- the monk
Rio-ben Sujo, at the command of Shomii Tennfi. It was destroyed by

fire in 1078 and rebuilt a century later hy \'oritomo. Tlie present

lioii-do (main hall) was built by Yodo-Gimi, the mother of Hideyori,

towards the end of the i6th ccniur)-. The little room to the right of the

/ion-di>, known as the Getrji-uo-Dia, is said to ha\e been occupied by the

famous authoress Murasaki Shikibu during the composition of her great

romance, the ' Gcu-ji Moiio^^alari.'' Is/iivdiiia-ti-.-m is famous for the beauty

of its maple-trees in autumn. (Murray's Hand-Book of Japan.)
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Taniakoto.

In one of the poems of the famous

Basho it is said ;

—

" The pine-tree of Ka)asaki is more obscure

than the flowers."

This poem is considered to be written

in praise of the virtue of the evergreen

solitary pine-tree which is inferior to the

flowers on a cloudy night. Tamakoto may
be favourably compared to this pine-tree

of Karasaki (which is a unixersally recog-

nized symbol of virtuej as she is described

to us as " a model of sineeye, charitable,

and charming luomanhood, Tohose graceful

nmnner and delightful conversational p07oer

lifted her high above the other 700men of
her classy Owing to these unique and

sterling qualities she became the most popu-

lar of all the courtesans of the Yoshiwara.

The custom of depositing a leaf of a

'' naki'' tree in the back of the handle

of the mirrors, used by ladies in making
their toilettes, was inaugurated by Tamakoto,

it was afterwards followed by many ladies

of high rank. In feudal days the sword

was called "the living soul of the samurai''
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and a lady's mirror was also considered as

equally precious and important to her. The
depositing of a leaf of the '' naki'' tree in

the mirror handle appears to have had a

religious significance, as the naki tree is

said to have been the sacred tree of the

shrine of Idzu Dai-Gongen, in Hakone,

Idzu province. It was believed that the

Hakone Gongen was the deity who supervis-

ed the carrying out of promises made be-

tween the sexes, and therefore the naki leaf

placed within the mirror handle was equiva-

lent to a pledge to the gods that the owner
of the mirror would be faithful to men and

never utter a falsehood. While she was
yet in the prime of life Tamakoto fell sick

and returned to her parents' home, where,

in spite of everything done to restore her

to health, she departed this life and " set

out OH her journey to the tinJznown loorid''

in the 25th year of her age. During her

life this accomplished woman composed a

lyric song entitled " The sorrowfitt bntterjiy''

which Avas afterwards set to music by Ranshu
and sung in loving memory of the gentle

audioress.
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Katsuyaiua.

In the employ of Yamamoto Sukeye-
mon, of Kyo-machi ni-cho-me, was a yUjo

named Katsuyama who, though a sancha-

joro, was a gentle and kindhearted woman,
accomplished in the art of composing Japan-

ese poems and very esthetic in her nature.

Once, on the occasion of the celebration of

a hiiia-iuatsiiyi in the third month of a

certain year, a well-known poet of that age

—Ransetsu—happened to be in Katsuyama's

room and witnessed her preparations for

the festival, and he wrote the following

stanza :

—

" // is pitiable to sec a barren tuoniaii celebrat-

ing the hina festival^

This is in allusion to the fact that the

doll-festival [hina-nmtS2tri] was originally

inaugurated for the purpose of celebrating

the birth of children and of manifesting a

desire to have a succession of lineal descend-

ants to perpetuate the family name. Hina
means young birds newly hatched from

the eggs, and in feudal times child-bearing

was considered of such great importance that

barrenness was a sad disgrace and formed
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a legitimate ground for divorcing a wife.

A courtesan, in consequence of her unnatural

life, and the physical strain to which she

was subjected, was supposed to be incapable

of conceiving, and hence Ransetsu's lament

that a women of Katsuyama's goodness and

beauty should be condemned to celebrate

a festival which amounted to a mere
mockery of her unfortunate position.

Though a courtesan, Katsuyama was
a sincere and w^orthy woman, an earnest

and devout Buddhist, possessed of refined

tastes which made her a lover of the beauti-

ful, an adept in floral arrangement, and an

accomplished writer. vShe also seems to

have been mfted with an in\'entive Qfenius

for she devised a unique style of hair-dres-

sing which was so simple and unaffected

that it speedily found favour with every

class of women, not excepting the ladies of

the daimyos' courts, the latter adopting this

coiffure almost universally. It is still known
as the *' Katsiiyaina mage ''. A \'ery pretty

story is told which illustrates the kindness of

heart that characterized Katsuyama. There
was a certain Bugyo, named Kaisho, who
was on intimate terms with the fair dame
and who was so infatuated with her good-
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ness and beauty that he spent considerable

sums of money in the purchase of rare and

costly articles for the purpose of affording

her pleasure. On one occasion he sent her

a silver cage, fitted with a golden perch, con-

taining a beautiful Corean bird, known as

a hiyo-doyi (brown-eared bulbul). When he

sent her this present he remarked that it

was impossible to buy such a bird with

money, and that he had only obtained pos-

session of the pretty warbler owing to his

position and influence as a bitgyo. Katsu-

yama was delighted to receive the kind

gift of her friend, but after she had exhibit-

ed it to the inmates of her house she took

the cage into her own room and addres-

ed the feathery inmate in the following

words :

—

" Sweet little birdie, there may be those who
envy }-our position livin;^' in a cage decorated with

gold and silver and being petted by people, but I,

my birdie, know that the thoughts wliich fill your

mind are quite opposite to those others attribute to

you. I have lived for many years in the Yoshi-

wara like a bird in a cage and can sj-mpathize with

your situation. I too have lived in a golden cage

and am arrayed in gorgeous robes, but 1 l<uow that

a person de])rivcd of freedom is lil<e Oshokun* for

* Wile of an ancient Chinese King who was held by \\\t enemj' as a

hostage in a foreign country.
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nlioni jewels and flowers had no attraction and
who felt as if living in Kikaigashima (devils' island).

Judging by my own feelings I can imagine the

sorrow of you, birdie, for be you ever so well treated

and carefully tended you will flutter against the bars

of your cage and long to fly away and be at liberty

under the blue sky of Heaven just as I long to

return to my dear native place ".

So saying, Katsuyama took the beautiful

bird from its cage and allowed it to fly

away. If this had happened in the time

of Kenko Hoshi (the priestly author of the

Celebrated Tsurezure-Giisa) he would as-

suredly have praised her kindly deed in

the same manner as he did a similar act

of Kyoyii in his well-known book of jot-

tings.

Segawa.

The second Segawa of the Alatsuba-ya

of Yedo-cho ni-cho-me (Yoshiwara) was
redeemed by the master of E-ichiya (an es-

tablishment in the vicinity of Ryogoku-
bashi, and the third Segawa by a blind

musician named Toriyama. The second

Segawa lived on affectionate term.s with

her redeemer, but by and by she fell sick

and lay helpless for a long time in spite
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of everything \\'hich her doctor could do.

Some person having suggested that if she

were named after an animal she would
recover, Segawa changed her name to Kisa,

(archaic term for "elephant"; and tradition

says that after this she was gradually res-

tored to health under the treatment of a

certain Doctor Kitayama Gian. While Se-

gawa \\as still in the Yoshiwara she sent a

letter, written in a beautiful hand, to her in-

timate friend Hinadzuru [of the *'Chojiya''j

on the occasion of the latter leaving the

Yoshiwara in consequence of having been

redeemed by a guest. The letter was a

model of Japanese feminine writing, and

ran as follows :

—

" It is with feelinc^-s of the utmost satisfaction

" and dehght that I hear \-ou are to-da}' going to

" quit the " house of Rre " {Kiva-takii j)i^) of this

" Yoshiwara for ev^er, and that }'ou are going awa}'
" to live in a cool and more congenial cit\-. I

" cannot find words adequate to the task of express-

" ing m}' envy of the promising future which awaits
" you at \our new residence. Moreover, according
" to the principles of di\'ination, )-our nature has
" affinit}- with wood while that of }'our husband
" has affinit}- with earth. This is an excellent

" combination of the acti\ e and passive principles

" of natiu'e, for the earth nourishes and protects

" ths wood (tree) as long as it lives. This is indeed
" a good omen and augers well for \-our future pro-
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" speiit}- and happiness, and I therefore again
" congratulate \-ou on the felicitous and proniisincf

" union voi\ liavc made."

Usiigiuno .'Faint Clouds)

In the Genroku period (1688- 1703)
Usugumo was one of the most popular of

the Yoshiwara courtesans and ranked next

to Takao in this respect. She was an ex-

ceedingly beautiful woman, graceful and

slender as a willow-tree, and moreover she

was versed in all those polite accomplish-

ments the acquirement of which is necessary

to a Japanese lady. On the 15th day of the

8th month of a certain year she was holding

a " moon-viewing " party with her guest in

the second story of an " ageya " and was
busily composing or reading Japanese and

Chinese poems while enjoying the ravishing

splendour of the full harvest moon which

hung like a glittering silver mirror in the

cloudless autumnal sky. Presently thin

clouds appeared on the horizon, and grad-

ually spreading themselves over the heavens

screened the moon from view. In the

adjoining room a Kdshi-joyo named Matsu-

yama (" Pine Mountain ") was also holding
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a moon-viewing" parly with her guest, and

this woman, not being on good terms \\ith

Usugumo (" 77//>/ (or ' Fainl^) Clouds'')

maUciously remarked :

—

" The thin clouds are insolentl}- hidii\^ the

beauteous moon from public c^a/.e."

Hearing this but ill-veiled sneer directed at

herself by means of a cle\'er play upon the

Avords " iisn-gituio " {fainI (or ////>/) chiids)

Usugumo, unable to control her temper,

replied with cruel directness :

—

•

||

"Those thin clouds which now obscure the

moon may appear to be blots on the sky above us,

but after all the}- are but transient and will soon

drift awa}-. The pine-crowned mountain (Matsit-

yama) yonder, on the contrary looms up dark- and

forbiddint:^ in the landscape and permanently

obstructs the best view of the orb of night."

Discomforted by this spontaneous and

fitting answer, Matsuyama coloured up and

immediately retired from the party. Usu-

gumo was well-known for her ready wit

and cleverness in repartee, and the above

incident proves that her reputation was well

deserved.

Usugumo possessed a beautifully furred

cat which she was accustomed to take with

her whenever she went out promenading,
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the animal being carried by one of her

attendant Kaninro. Strange to say, when-
ever Usugumo went to the lavatory her

pet followed her without fail, and this fact

having become well known among the

inmates of the house it gave rise to an

idle whisper to the effect that the cat was
in love with its owner ! The proprietor

of the " Miura-ya " (to which establishment

Usugumo belonged), hearing of this story,

one day caused the cat to be fastened to

a pillar and awaited the result. On seeing

Usugumo going into the lavatory, however,

the cat became desperate, and biting through

the rope with which it had been fastened

attempted to rush after it's mistress, leaping

clean over a pile of kitchen utensils which

stood in the way. As it flew along, one of

the cooks gave the animal a blow on the

neck with a sharp kitchen knife, completely

severing poor pussy's head from her body.

Usugumo, who had been in the lavatory,

being frightened by the noise and com-
motion, came hurriedly out and was much
distressed to find her cat dead, but she

noticed that although the body remained
the head of the unfortunate animal had

disappeared. On an examination of the
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lavatory being instituted, the missing head

of the cat was discovered with its teeth

tightly closed in a death grip on the throat

of a great snake which was writhing in

the throes of impending dissolution ! Then
the mystery of the cat's constant attendance

on it's mistress was fully explained as the peo-

ple saw that the unhappy animal, knowing
of the snake's existence, had followed Usu-

gumo for the purpose of protecting her from

injury, and had died in her defence. When
the story of the cat's faithfulness became
known everyone bewailed pussy's sad fate,

and in order to atone for the cruel treatment

to which it had been subjected the animal

was buried in the family cemetery of the

house. Kikaku's poem to the effect that :

—

" The cat of Kyomachi was wont to play

between it and Ageya-machi
"

Seems to refer to Usugumo's pet.

In former days the grave of this loyal

creature was pointed out at Ageya-cho, but

nowadays the site of the monument has

been forgotten owing to the frequent oc-

currence of fires in the Yoshiwara.
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OSilllit.

Though Osunii was comparatively low-

er in rank than Shiragiku of the " Yama-
gata-ya" and Karyu of the " Hyogo-ya '',

she w^as a very popular courtesan and more
sought after than they. One day she was
suddenly taken ill, and her malady increas-

ing in severity she could get no rest even

at night. When, worn out with fatigue she

finally succeeded in dropping into a fitful

slumber, she dreamed of things so horrible

that she shrieked and groaned in an agony

of terror, while the cold sweat poured in a

profuse stream from her quivering frame.

Her symptoms were so dreadful that the

other inmates of the brothel felt their blood

run cold as they gazed on her drawn and
terror-stricken countenance and heard her

awful cries of fear, but they did their best

to alleviate her sufferings and attended her

assiduously. Curious to relate, the women
who nursed the unhappy sufferer found an

immense toad at the side of her couch, and
although they flung the loathsome creature

away several times it would immediately

return and squatting down by the bed
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would sit gloating over the patient—a por-

tentous and rev^olting watcher!

At length, notwithstanding the efforts

of her attendant physician, Osumi wasted

to a skeleton and finally died of the dread

disease which had seized upon her, but to

the last she uttered the most ghastly and

blood-curdling cries and in her delirium

expressed a sense of the most awful terror

pursuing her to the grave.

It is stated that a certain priest had

been in the habit of frequently visiting O-
sumi, and having fallen in love with her

tried his h)est to win the fair courtesan for

himself, but failed owing to her having a

paramour. The latter had squandered his

parent's money in riotous living and had

been driven out of his home on that ac-

count. Osumi, in order to assist her sweet-

heart in distress, pretended to be deeply in

love with the priest referred to, and by this

means inveigled the recreant " Servant of

Buddha " into supplying her with consider-

able sums of money, all of which she

promptly gave to her secret lover. One
dark night, the deluded priest was foully

murdered on the banks of the Nihon-

Zutsumi, and it is said that his troubled
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spirit sometimes passed into the body of a

frog which sat liaunting the bedside of O-
sumi, and at other times took possession

of the body of a kamtiro and in a hollow

sepulchral voice expressed his resentment

to the heartless woman who had allured

him to death and perdition.

Ko-inurasaki (Little Purple).

{the second of the name).

The name of this courtesan is known
throughout the length and breadth of our

Empire, and the fame of the fair girl has

been spread even to AVestern lands by

means of a story entitled " The Loves of
Gompachi and Ko-MiirasakT' given in

"Tales of Old Japan".

She is regarded as a specimen of femi-

nine faithfulness as exhibited by women of

her class. She was proficient in the art of

literary composition, wrote a beautiful hand,

and was well versed in all those other

graceful accomplishments which were con-

sidered necessary to ladies in this country.

It is said that she was the authoress of a

popular song called the " Yae-nnie'' (The
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double-blossomed Plum] which ran as fol-

lo^vs :

—

" I am like the a/.alea which l.)lossoms in the

meadows : pkick m}- flowers ere they fall and are

scattered.

I am like the firefl}' in the field, which lights

up the bank like a pine-torch. However impatient-

h' I may long for }'ou and pine to meet you I am
like a bird imprisoned in its cage and cannot fly

away, and my inexpressable sorrow makes nie brood

in melanclio!)' ".

The touching story of the loves of Ko-
Murasaki and vShirai Gompachi is as fol-

lows :

—

" About two hundred and sixty years ago

there lived a young man named Shirai Gompaclii

who was the son of a respectable samurai in the

service of a daiinyo in the central provinces. He
had already won a name for his skill in the use of

arms, but having had the misfortune to kill a young
fellow-clansman in a quarrel over a dog he was com-

pelled to fly from his native i)lace and seek refuge

in Yedo. On arriving at Yedo he sought out

Band/.ui-in Chobei, the chief of the Otokodatt-

(Friendly Society of the wardsmen of Yedo) and was

hospitably entertained and protected by that fa-

mous wardsman. One day Gompachi went to the

Yoshiwara for the first time in company with To-

ken Gombei, Mamushi Jihei and other proteges of

Chobei, and this visit was the cause of his undoing.

While watching the gaily dres.sed courtesans j^ro-

menading in the Naka-no-cho, escorted by their

male and female .servants, Gompachi 's attention
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was drawn to a famous beauty who had recently

made her debut in the Yoshiwara.

It was a case of mutual love at first sig-ht, and
from that time the handsome }'oung man went
dail}- to the Yoshiwara to visit Ko-I\Iurasaki. As
was usual with a frequenter of the quarter, Gom-
pachi, being a roniii and without any fixed employ-

ment, had no means of continuing- his dissispation

and at last when his stock- of money ran out he

commenced to resort to robbery and murder for

the purpose of replenishing his purse.

Blinded and infatuated b}' his love for Ko-
IMurasaki, he continued his wicked course of life and

kept on slaying and robbing ; but at length he killed

a silk-dealer on the banl^s of Kinnagaj'a and robbed

the unfortunate man of three hundred ryo, and this

act subsequently led to his arrest and execution as a

common felon at Suzuganiori ('* Bell Grove ") near

Omori which was the execution ground in the days

of the Tokugawa Government. When Ciompachi

was dead, Bandzui-in Chobei obtained the remains

from the authorities and interred them in the buri-

al ground ot the Boron-ji Temple at Meguro. Ko-
Murasaki, on the other hand, was rededned by a

certain wealthy man after her lover's death, but on
the ver\- night of her redemption she escaped from

her benefactor's house and after spending the night

somewhere she repaired the next morning to the

tcmjile where Gompachi lay buried.

First she thanked the priest in charge for his

kind consideration and care for the soul of the de-

parted, made an offering of a bundle of costh' in-

cense-sticks and ten ryo to the temple, and placed

five ryo in the hands of the priest asking him to

expend the mone)' in erecting a stone monument
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over Gompachi's grave. After this she went out

into the burial cjround and offered prayers over

the tomb of her loved one, and committed suicide

by means of a dagger she had brought with her for

the purpose. When the chief ])riest of the temple

—Zuisen Osho—heard what had happened lie re-

ported the sad event to Bandzui-in Chobei, and the

latter soon came to the spot bringing with him the

parents of the unfortunate girl.

Unhappy in their lives, in death at least they

were not divided, for the body of Ko-Murasaki was
buried in the same grave as that of Gompachi.

Beside the tomb was planted an orange-tree

with two-branches as a symbol that the two sleejDcrs

had entered into their eternal rest in perfect and

mutual accord, and over the grave the\' erected a

stone monument on which were engraved the res-

pective crests of tlie couple—a sasarindo * in the case

of Gompachi and a circle containing two (^) cha-

racters in the case of Ko-j\Iurasaki. The names of

the dead pair were also inscribed on the tombstone,

and the words " Tomb of the Hiyokii''' added. The
monument remains to this day, and b}' it stands

another bearing the following legend :

—

" In the old da}\s of Genroku, she pined for

the beauty of her lover, who was as fair to lool<

upon as the flowers; and now beneath the moss of

this old tombstone all has perished of her save her

name. Amid the changes of a fitful world, this

tomb is decaying under the dew and rain
;
gradually

crumbling beneath its own dust, its outline alone

remains. Stranger ! bestow an alms to preserve

* A family badge in the form of a tuft of fi\'e o\eilapping bamboo

leaves with tlieir apexes spreading downwards, and surmounted by three

little flowers.
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this stone, and we, sparing neither pain nor labour,

will second you with all our hearts. Erecting it

again, let us preserve it from decay for future gene-

rations, and let us write the following verse upon

it :

—
" These tivo birds, beautiful as tJie eJierry-

blossoms, perished before their time, like flozvers

broken doiun by the zuind before they have borne

seed."

While Gompacbi was in prison the fol-

lowing letter was sent to him by Ko-Mura-
saki :

—

" / am looking upon the rare fozver, zvhieh yon

sent to me only the other day, as if I zuere gn.zing

upon your eonntenanee. I am extremely distressed

to learn that youfnd yourself plaeed in sueh an un-

pleasant position, and am inconsolable at the thought

that your unhappy plight has been caused by myself.

I hear it stated that there is a god even in the leaf

of a flozver and so I solemnly appeal to this diety to

Zi'itness my unalteredfaithfuhwss and constancy to-

zvards you come zuhat may."

The above document is still in exis-

tence and is known as the '' Hana-kislio''

(" the Floral vow ") : it is often quoted to

show how Komurasaki loved her sweetheart

and how faithful and true she was towards

him in the day of adversity.

Even to-day people think kindly of

the sorrows and constancy of the beautiful

courtesan and keep her memory green in

song and story, and still pious folks burn
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incense and lav flowers before her s^rave and
say a prayer for the souls of the ill-fated

couple. A popular song expresses the feel-

ings of the Japanese people towards Ko-
Murasaki \\hen it says :

—

" ir/io s/ia// say that courtcsa)is a)C insincere ?

Let Jiiin visit Megiu o. Let liim see the lIiroku-.znka

zuhieh beais silent hit elocjuent testiuionr to a eoiir-

tesaifs fidelity /"

Kaoru { FraQ-rance'^

.

Kaoru was an exceptionally beautiful

woman and was the leadinQ' courtesan of

the " Tomoye-va." A certain enthusiast has

left a record of the impression made upon

him by this belle in the words—" E\^eryone

who gazed upon her lovely countenance and

noted her charming and graceful mien was
intoxicated with the joy of her presence and

remembered the story of the historical Chinese

beauties Rifujin ,^^7\^ and Seishi i^J^ !•"

Once, one of her familiar guests brought her

a water-vessel containin"" four or five much
prized gold fish of a specie known as

Rancho.

Kaoru and the other inmates of the

house were ""reatlv del indited A\ith the beau-
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tiful cfold-fish, and surroundincr the vessel

looked eagerly into it, quite forgetting in

their excitement that they were neglecting

their visitor. By and by the guest became
weary of waiting, and to beguile his tedium

he also edged his way into the group of

on-lookers to see what was going on. He
perceived a maid-servant, under the direc-

tions of Kaoru, taking the gold fish out of

the vessel one by one and placing them on
the cover of the latter. This proceeding

aroused his curiosity and he enquired the

reason saying

—

"Why do you take the fishes out of

their element ? None of them are dead !

"

Kaoru blandly replied— "The fish seem
quite tired, so I am giving them a rest by
making them lie down on this cover."

The guest was dumbfounded at this

marvellous exhibition of unadulerated igno-

rance and burst into laughter. This story

may seem to reveal most crass ignorance

and a wonderful depth of idiotic stupidity

;

but in those days such an exhibition oif want
of information on common topics was greatly

appreciated in Japan, for it was supposed to

betray maiden-like innocence of the World.
At any rate, it is said that Kaoru's guest
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was so struck with her simphcity that he

became more attached to her than ever alter

this event. There is another highly dis-

gusting and somewhat Rabelaisian story

narrated about Kaoru which is supposed to

show the affection [stc] in which this charm-

ing courtesan was held in the Yoshiwara.

A party of reckless young bloods were
holding a sake party one night, and the

liquor was flowing freely, when suddenly

some stupid individual dared any person

in the assembly to swallo^^' the contents of

a large cup filled with pepper. Flushed with

wine, and ready for any devilment, another

human ass immediately accepted the chal-

lenge and volunteered to undertake this feat

of horrible orormandizinQ^. First the enter-

prising idiot drank a cupful of sake and

then proceeded to gulp down the pungent

preparation ; but no sooner had he swallow-

ed the first mouthful of pepper than he fell

down writhing in terrible anguish, his eyes

starting from his head, and his countenance

revealing the tortures of the damned in the

burning hell. Naturally a scene of great

confusion followed this occurrence, the party

was sobered up by the untoward event, and
a doctor was immediately summoned to treat
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the patient. This disciple of .^sculapius

was apparently as well posted about medi-

cal affairs as an ordinary coolie, for he was
at his wits end to know how to treat the

case. However, something had to be done

to keep up the reputation of the " faculty,"

and the worthy leech gravely prescribed

human feces as a medicine possessed of

remarkably curative properties ! This abo-

minable prescription frightened the attend-

ants, and they decided to ask the patient

for his opinion on the matter. The latter,

being unable to speak, seized a brush and
wrote down on a piece of paper— " If I

must perforce take the horrid dose, / prefer
<:

jf:
">< '^ ^ "^ "^ ^ '^ ^ ^ ^ '^ "^ '^ ^^ III

Kokonoye [Nine-folded.)

Kokonoye was the name of a well-

known courtesan who was possessed of

considerable literary ability. Her story is

a sad and withal interesting one as it reveals

the vein of illogical reasoning traversing the

unnecessarily severe and inhumane judg-

ments of the Japanese judicial authorities in

ancient times. It appears that Kokonoye
had been in the employment of a certain
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respectable citizen of T5kyo as wet-nurse

for his infant son. By and by the child

grew older and one day, while playing, he

got drawn into a quarrel with one of his

comrades. Words soon led to blows and

the boy inflicted an injury on his little

pla}niate \\'hich caused the death of the

latter. The dead boy's parents, indignant at

the deed, complained to the authorities and

the case came on for hearing before Oka
Echizen no Kami who A\'as rc-nowned as a

great jurist in the olden days. The Solomon-

like Judge decided that both the little prisoner

and Kokonoye were alike guilty. He said

that the boy had actually committed homicide

and that the nurse had been an accessory

to the crime inasmuch that she had failed

to exercise proper control over her charge.

The boy was therefore sentenced ^'due con-

sideration being had for his tender years) to

be sent to a monastery and trained as a

priest, while the unfortunate nurse was
condemned to a life of shame in the " Sea
of bitter misery" (the "Yoshiwara") for a

term of five years. Kokonoye was accord-

ingly sent to the Yoshiwara and was there

engaged as a courtesan in the " Nishida-ya
"

at Ycdo-cho, It-cho-mc. Another account
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says that this woman originally belonged to

the family of a Kyoto citizen, but that owing

to her lewd conduct she was sent to the

Yedo Court for trial and there sentenced to

perpetual service as a courtesan in the

Yoshiwara. That she was a woman of

literary and poetical tastes some of her

compositions testify ; especially one poem
in which she feelingly refers to her native

place, her banishment, the three great duties

of women, and the five obstacles against

women attaining the joy of Nirvana. Years

rolled by, and, on account of her age, Koko-
noye was no longer able to retain the

popularity which she had originally enjoyed.

Accordingly in the Kyoho era (17 16-1735)

the namishi and elders of Yedo-cho pro-

ceeded to the Court and prayed for the

commutation of Kokonoye's sentence on the

ground of her age, but the petition was
rejected. On hearing this, the poor woman
was overcome with the most bitter grief

and composed a poem which may be trans-

lated thus :

—
" Alas ! I am doomed to live in

a place far from my parents' home, and to

ladle up forever the water of the never-

ceasing stream of the Sumida river." On
reading this sad poem the namishi's pity
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was intensified a thousand-fold, and \\ith

moist eyes he brought the- hues to the

officials of the Bug'y5-sho and again begged
for the writer's Hberty. Greatly moved by
this expression of hopeless misery, the au-

thorities were graciously pleased to show
their clemency to the unfortunate courtesan,

and readily granted the najuisJii^s second

petition.

Kiiiokuni-ya Binizaeiiion.

In the Emp5 1673-1680^ there lived,

in the vicinity of Nakabashi, Yedo, a man
named Bunzaemon. This individual was a

person of very humble extraction, but aided

by his natix'e shrewdness he managed to

amass an enormous fortune in a compara-

tively short time, and the extravagance of

his expenditure furnishes the theme for many
a strange story to be found in Japanese

novels. The true narrative of Bunzaemon's

life has probably never been written, as

every version appears apocryphal and more
or less tainted with a strong vein of fiction,

but perhaps it will interest my readers to

peruse the following story which is no doubt

as true as anv other told about the whimsi-
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cal parvenu. One year Bunzaemon pur-

chased, at a very insignificant figure, a large

quantity of vegetable marrows, fruit of the

egg-plant, etc., which had been used as

votive offerings at the festival of the dead

[sho-ryo-iuatstiri in the seventh month.

These various vegetables he pickled in a

mixture of salt and rice bran and held in

stock until such time as he could dispose of

them. In the same year a most destructive

fire broke out in the city, and as this caused

a considerable rise in the market prices of

commodities Bunzaemon was able to unload

his large stock of pickles at an enormous
profit. With the money thus realized he

immediately started out to Kiso in Shinano

Province in order to buy lumber. For the

purpose of making the simple country folk

think him a rich and generous person he

purposely and ostentatiously showed great

liberality in giving the children in the neigh-

bourhood gold coins as playthings. This

plan succeeded admirably and before he left

the district he found himself the owner of a

large tract of valuable forest land on which

stood an immense quantity of timber. Later

on the timber merchants of Yedo poured

into Kiso to replenish their stocks \\hich
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had been exhausted on account of an extra-

ordinary demand caused by a great fire.

To their astonishment and disgust they

found that every available forest had already

been secured by the astute Bunzaemon, and
under these circumstances they were com-
pelled to relinquish their quest and return

to Yedo, where they purchased the necessary

lumber from him at a considerable advance

over cost. Not only did he make an enor-

mous profit over the lumber speculation, but

he made a fortune in contracting for the

erection of mansions for Daim}^© who had

been burnt out in the fire. Up to this time

he had been residing in an obscure corner

of the City with his aged mother, but now
he blossomed out as a merchant prince and

started a large firm at Ko-ami-cho, employ-

ing an army of clerks and ser\'ants. The
firm-name adopted was " Kinokuni-ya," and

thenceforth the proprietor of the concern was
known as " Kinokuniya Bunzaemon." He
then purchased a comfortable house for him-

self and his mother at Isshiki-cho, Fukagawa.
Having once amassed a substantial capital,

Bunzaemon's prosperity increased with the

rapidity of the glorious rays of the rising

sun. One large contract after another fell
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into his hands and among other orders he

secured were those for rebuilding the Go-
koku-ji temple (at Ko-ishi-kawa), the family

mausoleums of the Tokugawa Shoguns, etc.

After the completion of the latter contract,

Bunzaemon entertained in princely style all

the Shogunate officials connected with the

work. Excursion boats were engaged and
the officials went out on the Sumida-gawa
(river) accompanied by many popular pro-

fessional entertainers includino- Hanabusa
Itcho, Nakamura Kichibei, and Shinko.

After enjoying their picnic, the party pro-

ceeded to the Yoshiwara, each man wearing

a reed hat [anii-gasa) in accordance with the

prevalent fashion. Bunzaemon was very

fond of a style of song called the Handayu-
bushi and took lessons in the same from the

actor—Yedo Handayu. The latter had a

great weakness for gambling and at one

time lost everything he had, including his

marionettes and their clothes, so he was
unable to continue his performances and he

got into very low water. Hearing of Han-
dayu's misfortunes, Bunzaemon gave him
two thousand ryo in exchange for a written

promise never to indulge himself in gam-
bling again, so the actop w^as able to redeem
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his puppets and effects and resume his

business. At the beginning of the same
year Bunzaemon, in accordance with his

usual practice, visited the Yoshiwara follow-

ed by a large number of professional enter-

tainers, and made minute enquiries as to

how much it would cost to engage the

whole place to the extent of closing the

great gate and refusing admittance to out-

siders. The reply was that 2,300 ryo [ Yen

23,000, would work the oracle and Bunzae-

mon immediately concluded the bargain, had

the gates closed, and held high revel with

the whole population of the quarter at his

heels.

In the nth year of Genroku (1698)

Kibun secured the contract to construct

the temples at Ueno, and large sums of

money flowed into the great merchant's

coffers. On this occasion again Bunzaemon
invited the Government officials concerned

to go out with him on the river Sumida, and

he engaged a number of minor poets and

actors to bear them company and enliven

the proceedings. The party set out from

the Kanda-gawa and landed on the other

side of the Sumida-gawa to pay a visit to

the Inari Shrine at Mimeguri. the day being
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1

enlivened by a display of fire-works, etc.

It happened that year that there had been a

great drought in the land and notwithstand-

ing the prayers offered for rain not a drop

fell. When Bunzaemon and his companions

visited the shrine (called '' Mimegiiri-no-

Yaskh'o''' one of the farmers noticed that

Kikaku ,a famous poet) was among the

company, and addressing the latter begged
that he would compose a poem so touching

that it would move Heaven to send rain

upon the earth and thus gladden the hearts

of all living things. The farmer pointed out

that there was a precedent for this course as

Ono no Komachi a celebrated poetress in

past times; had been successful in persuading

the Gods to grant a similar boon by means
of a poem. Kikaku modestly disclaimed

being able to control the elements, but he

went into the shrine, prayed, and then wrote

down :

—

YndacJii ycx "Oh send a sliower of

Ta li'o uiimco-iiri no rain, if thou art indeed the

Kami naraba. God who supervise 's the har-

vest, for thou knowest the sad

state of the fields.

This poem he offered up to the Shrine,

and tradition states that Heaven was so
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pleased with the production that rain com-
menced to fall very shortly afterwards and
the wiiole earth was gladdened by the re-

freshing showers and cool breezes. Kikaku
having performed this pious and laudable

act, the whole party went to the Yoshiwara
and for the second time the gates of that

gay quarter were closed by virtue of Bun-
zaemon's money. Once three rich men
from Osaka and Kyoto visited Bunzaemon
in order to make his acquaintance, and he

entertained them most hospitably offering

them every luxury and pleasure that his

enormous wealth could command. In the

course of conversation one of the visitors

expressed his belief that any man could

procure the love and favour of a courtesan

if he only possessed money : this statement

rather offended Bunzaemon but he dis-

sembled his real feelings and later on

promised the three visitors to take them to

the Yoshiwara on the following evening.

Meanwhile, Bunzaemon sent four of his

people to Otsuya Sanshiro in the Yoshiwara
and made arrangements with him to engage
every courtesan and tea-house in the place

and to buy up everything that a visitor to

the quarter would require : in short, the
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closing of the great gateway [b-moii) was
carried out in a more general and thorough

way than ever before. The following day

the three wealthy men from the West
arrived at Imado-bashi in boats, accompanied

by Bunzaemon and a gay company, and

were received by the tea-house people,

geisha, hokan, etc., all of w4iom wore clothes

given to them by Bunzaemon and bearing

his crest. Bunzaemon now led his guests

through Naka-no-ch5 and the other streets

of the Yoshiw^ara, both sides of which were
lined with courtesans, shinso, kaimiro. and
other inmates of the quarter v.'ho had turned

out in large numbers to w^elcome him. He
then entered the " Otsu-ya " tea-house and
from there proceeded to an age-ya called

" Owari-ya " where he held a grand ban-

quet. The three rich men from the West
now wished to send for courtesans to attend

them, but to their great astonishment they

were informed that as everything in the

Yoshiwara had been bought up by Bun-
zaemon there were neither any women to

be had nor eatables to be procured. The
visitors protested most indignantly at this

treatment and spoke about their wealth and

possessions, but the words fell on deaf ears
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and finally the crestfallen trio had to trudge

away on foot owing to the fact that Bun-
zaemon had taken care to engage all the

available boats and palanquins beforehand.

It appears that these three men were very

much incensed in consequence of the trick

Bunzaemon had played them, and that they

consulted together w'ith a view to " getting

even " with him : it seems, however, that

they were not successful in hitting upon a

suitable plan and that they eventually slunk

away home " with their tails between their

egs.

Altogether Bunzaemon caused the great

gateway to be closed on three occasions, but

this is not all he did. There are many
interesting stories told about the extrava-

gant life which this extraordinary man led

and the various pranks he played. For
instance it is stated that he would at times

fling showers of golden coins about to be

scrambled for by the persons present, and

there is a curious story told about his ex-

travagance in competing with another rich

man, named Naramo, when the two attempted

to vie with each other in prodigality and
luxury: there is also a tradition which men-
tions the magnificent banquet given by
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Bunzaemon in the Naka-no-cho on the

occasion of a snow-viewing party.

The Law relating to Brothels.

Notification No. 40. Issued by the

MetropoHtan PoHce Board, Tokyo, 7th July

1896 [Meiji 29 nen 7 gwatsit 7 ka).

Notification No. 12 containing regula-

tions relative to the control of brothels

[kashi-zashiki introducing tea-houses {Jiiki-

te-jaya) and courtesans [shogi] issued by the

Metropolitan Police Board in March 1889
[Meiji 22 nen 3 gioatsu) is hereby amended
and revised as follows. The new regula-

tions are also to be enforced in Nishiiania-

gori, Minaniitania-gori and Kitatania-gori,

and should the provisions of this notification

conflict with those of previous notifications

the latter shall become null and void from

the day that the present regulations are put

into force.

REGULATIONS.

For the Control of Brothels, Introducing tea-

houses, and Courtesans.
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CHAPTER I.

BrotJtcls and Introducing Tca-Jioiiscs.

Art. I. — The business of brothel-keeping, or the

keeping of hikitc-jaya shall only be carried on in

jDlaces approved by the Metropolitan Police Board,

and no new establishments will be permitted out-

side of the yukxvakii (a place set apart for prostitute

houses).

Art. 2. — Persons desirous of opening a brothel

(kashi-zasJiiki) or hikitc-jaya shall send in a peti-

tion to that effect to the Metropolitan Police

Board through the Police Station having juris-

diction, and obtain a license : the same formality

shall be observed should it be desired to change

the seat of the business. The petition shall con-

tain the following particulars :

—

(a). Place of registration, Position or rank.

Place of residence, Surname and personal

name, age :

{b). Name of the kashi-::ashiki or hikitc-j'aya :

{c). Seat of the business :

{d). Drawing (plan?) of the building in which

the business is to be carried on. (Arrange-

ment and size of rooms, and the width,

number, and position of staircases must

be stated).

Art. 3. — When it is proposed to erect buildings to

be used as kashi-cashiki or hikitc-jaya, and the

height is to exceed three stories, a petition, to

which plans and detailed specification of the

construction are annexed, shall be submitted to
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the Metropolitan Police Board through the Police

Station having jurisdiction, and permission ob-

tained to carry out the work. In the case of

buildings not exceeding two stories, only drawings

need be annexed to the information to be given

to the Police Board in the manner herein provided.

When rebuilding or repairing, the same formalities

shall be observed.

Every house (containing room space up to

30 tstibo) used as a kasJihashiki or Jiikitc-jaya must
have at least two staircases of 4 feet in width, and
another staircase shall be added for every addi-

tional 30 tsitbo.

Art. 4' — After the permission mentioned in Art 3

is obtained, and the buildings have been completed,

the Police Station having jurisdiction shall be

notified and the premises inspected, and the said

buildings shall not be used until the Police autho-

rities have sanctioned same.

Art. 5- — Should the keeper of a kasJii-zashiki or

Jdkitcja-ya be found infringing these regulations

and thereby endangering public safety, committing
offences against public morals and good order or

lending his (or her) name to others, the license

shall be withdrawn or the business suspended.

Art. 6. — Should the keeper of a kasJd-zasJiiki or

Jiikitc-jaya, without reasonable cause, not com-
mence business within three months of the date of

receiving a license or cease to carry on the same
for a period of upwards of one year, the said

license shall become null and void.

Art. y. — Two or more kasJii-zasJiiki or Jiikitc-jaya

are not permitted to carry on their business in

partnership.
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Art. 8. — when a change occurs in the place of

reii^istration, position, rank, residence, or name of

the Iceeper of a kashi-cas/iiki or hikitc-jaya, when
the name of an establishment is altered, when a

change of guardianship takes place, or when
business is relinquished, suspended, or commenced,
the Metropolitan Police Board shall be notified

through the Police Station having jurisdiction

within three days of the date on which such

change occurs.

Art. 9. — When a license is applied for through a

guardian, or when a change of guardianship takes

place, a certificate relative to the guardian's status

iTiust be annexed, such certificate being signed and

sealed by the head man of a town, village, or

district.

Art. 10. — Keepers of kashi-zashiki and Jiikitc-jaya

shall display before their establishments a sign-

board as follows, on which shall be clearly inscribed

their names and the names of their houses, and at

nicrht thev shall exhibit a lantern bearing a dis-

tinguishing sign.

3 ft-

Name of the liouse

Brothel
(or HikitC'jaya)

Keeper's name.

Art. II. — Keepers of kashi-zashiki and Jiikitc-jaya

shall prepare two books marked respectively " A "

and " B." In " A " shall be entered the receipts

of the house, and in " B " shall be minutely re-

corded the name, residence, profession, age, ap-

pearance, and st\-le of clothes worn by each guest.
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Each and evei}^ time new books are opened they

shall be inspected and sealed by the Police Station

having jurisdiction, and after being used up they

shall be preserved during a period of 5 }'ears.

Should said books be damaged, destroyed or lost,

the Police Station having jurisdiction shall be

notified within 3 da}'s and the cause stated.

Art. 12. — When keepers of kashi-zasJiiki or Jiikitc-

jaya engage or discharge employees, the names of

such employees, together with particulars as to

residence, registration, and age, shall be minutely

\\'ritten down and notified to the I^olice Station

having jurisdiction within 3 days.

Art. 13- — when in the course of their business,

keepers of kasJii-zasIiiki or hikite-jaya wish to

engage assistants, they shall only engage persons

who are possessed of " employees pass-book " men-

tioned in Art. 43.

Art. 14- — when keepers of kashi-rjasJuki or Jiikite-

jaya afford lodging to females, this fact is to be

notified to the Police Station having jurisdiction

within 24 hours.

Art. 1 5- — Keepers of kashi-zashiki and hikite-jaya

shall observe the following provisions :

—

{(i). Refreshments not actually ordered shall

not be served or forced upon guests,

neither shall they be urged to eat and

drink against their will.

ip). Passers-by shall not be urged to enter and
divert themselves, keepers of houses shall

not make arrangements with jinrikisJia-

men with the object of enticing custom-

ers, and persons shall not be persuaded to
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visit establishments by means of public

advertisements, etc.

(c). Pupils of schools wearing the badges of

their respective schools, and boys under

sixteen years of age, shall not be per-

mitted to enter and divert themselves.

(d). When a person wishes to see a guest his

(or her) request shall not be denied, and

it is forbidden to conceal the presence of

such guest so enquired for.

{(•). In case of taking in pledge any articles

belonging to a guest as guarantee for

payment of his account, the guest shall

be conducted to the Police Station having

jurisdiction and the sanction of the Police

authorities obtained.

Art. 1 6. — When special orders are given by Police

Stations relative to the control of their businesses,

keepers of kasJii-zasJiiki and Jtikitc-jaya shall ob-

serve the same.

Art. 1*7. — With regard to acts performed in the

course of business, even although same be per-

formed by members of their families or employees,

the keepers of kasJii-zasJiiki and Jiikite-jaya cannot

plead non-liability.

Art. 18. — When it is proposed to plant flowering

trees, to hold exhibitions of dancing or buffoonery,

to hang up lanterns {toro), or to do anything else

in the streets, a petition shall be lodged to that

efTect with the Police Station having jurisdiction,

giving full particulars and permission be obtained.

It is however provided that no such displaj's will

be permitted outside the boundaries oi yfikivakti.
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Art. 19. — Keepers of kashi-zashiki shall not allow

bedizened and bedecked courtesans to be seen by
passers-by in the streets outside yukiuakii.

Art. 20. — In dealing with courtesans Iceepers of

>('(^:r/;/-.:r^5/r//C'/ shall treat the girls fairly, do all in

their power to reform them, advise them to return

to a virtuous course of life, and shall not cause

them to squander money recklessly.

Art. 21. — Keepers of kashi-rjashiki shall cause the

courtesans in tlieir houses not to infringe the

regulations relative to pliysical examination, and

when the women are ill shall at once cause them
to receive medical advice and treatment.

Art. 22. — Keepers of kasJii-zasJuki shall hang up

in a place where it can be easily seen by the

courtesans a copy of the regulations witli Jura-gaua

written against the (Chinese) characters.*

Art. 23. — 111 the event of a courtesan infringing

these regulations, information shall be given to the

Police Station having jurisdiction, but the keeper

of the kasJii-zasJiiki shall not attempt to enforce

an observance of the same by private arbitrary

measures.

Art. 24- — when courtesans wish to enter another

brothel, to give up the life of prostitution, to rest

for a time from the exercise of their profession, or

to visit some place outside the quarter, the keepers

of kasJii-zasJiiki shall not raise objections except

on reasonable and valid ground.

Art. 25. — Whenever a courtesan absconds or returns

information is to be immediately given by the

' I.E. :—Written in a very easy style so that evdn illiterate women
can read tlie same.
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kashi-zasJiiki Iceeper to the Police Station having

jurisdiction.

Art. 26. — Keepers of JuJdtc-jaya are forbidden to

allow guests, courtesans, or singing girls to lodge

in their establishments.

A.RT. 2'7. — Keepers of kas/ii-.zas/uki, hikitc-jaya, and
courtesans shall form guilds within each of their

respective districts, shall draw up rules and regula-

tions, and obtain the sanction of the Metropolitan

Police Board to the same through the Police

Station having jurisdiction. The same formalities

shall be observed when it becomes necessary to

amend or change these rules.

Art. 28. — Guilds shall elect a Director and Sub-

Director and obtain the approval of the Metro-

politan Police l^oard of the persons elected through

the Police Station having jurisdiction. Should the

parties elected be considered as unsuitable for the

position, the authorities may order another elec-

tion or special election.

Art. 29.— Only males of not less than full twenty-

five years of age, and who have been carr^'ing on
the business of kashi-zashiki keeping or of keeping

liikite-jaya for a period of not less than two years

in the district, shall be eligible for election as

Director or Sub-Director.

Art. 30- — The term of office of Directors is full

two years, but after the expiration of that period

they may be re-elected.

Art. 31- — When amendments or alterations of the

regulations relati\'e to kashi-rjashikl, liikite-jaya^ or

courtesans are made, or when (Police) instructions

are received, the Directors shall duly notify the

members of their respective guilds.
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Art. 32. — Directors shall affix their seals to peti-

tions and notifications made by kasJii-zasJiiki

Keepers, keepers of hikitc-jaya, and courtesans.

Art. 33- — -^'^ addition to those duties determined

in these regulations, matters which require the

attention ot Directors are specially provided for

elsewhere.

CHAPTER H.

Co2irtcsans.

Art. 34- — '^^^^ profession of a courtesan shall only

be permitted in a kasJii-zasIiiki. .

Art. 35" — ^ woman who wishes to become a

courtesan must send in a written petition for a

license to the Police Station having jurisdiction.

The petition must give the following ])articulars,

and no woman under 16 years of age will be

licensed.

(i). Document of consent signed and sealed

b}' applicant's father or mother, or by
her nearest relative if she is an orphan.

The paper must state period of service

contracted for and the amount of cash

loan received.

(2). Certificate of registration from City,

Town, or Village Office (name, age, birth-

place, residence) and certificate of an

impression of the legal seal of father,

mother, or relation.

(3). Previous record of applicant.

(4). Agreement with the kasJu-zasJiiki keeper

in who.se establishment she resides.
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(5). Reasons for wishing to become a courtesan.

(6). Iler assumed name {iiom dc giicrn) and
her fees.

(/). Term of applicant's engagement.

(8). Certificate of health given by medical

inspector.

Art. 3^- — Courtesans must leside in kasJii-zashiki.

When a courtesan wishes to change her house she

shall petition the Police Station having jurisdiction

to that effect and obtain permission. The petition

shall be jointly signed by the keepers of both the

kashi-zas/iiki. In this event documents mentioned

in paragraphs 4, 6, and 7 of i\rt 35 must be

annexed, and should the house to which she

proposes going be situated within the jurisdiction

of another Police Station the petition shall be

forwarded through the Police Station of the

former jurisdiction.

Art. 37. — Should any change occur in the registra-

tion, position, name, professional name, or fees of

a courtesan, or should she abandon the life, cease

for a time from, or conmience, practising her

profession, the Police Station having jurisdiction

shall be notified within three days.

Art. 38- — When courtesans or other ciiipioyccs are

engaged or discharged notification shall be made
in accordance with the provisions of Art. 12.

Art. 39- — when courtesans receive special instruc-

tions from a Police Station relative to the control

of their profession they shall observe the same.

Art. 40- — Courtesans shall undergo ph}'sical ex-

amination in accordance with special regulations.
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Art. 41* — Courtesans may not leave their kasJii-

zashiki except for the purpose of visiting the

graves of their fathers or mothers, for nursing

their Grandfathers, Fathers, Mothers, Uncles,

Aunts, Brothers, or except when there is an oc-

casion of rejoicing or mourning in connection with

such relatives. They may, however, leave their

houses so long as they remain within the bound-

aries of the ynkzvakii.

When they go out of the yukzvaku tliey must

obtain the sanction of the Director through the

keeper of their kashi-zashiki, must wear ordinary

female clothes, and must be accompanied by a

person from their houses.

Art. 42- — when under the circumstances men-
tioned in Art. 41 it is necessary to lodge in some
place outside the ynkivaku, or when it is necessary

to receive medical treatment outside the yiikzvaku

for diseases other than those contemplated in Art.

2 of the regulations relative to the physical ex-

amination of prostitutes, the Police Station having

jurisdiction shall be duly notified and permission

obtained. Such document of notification must be

signed by the courtesan and the keeper of her

kashi-zasJiiki, and in ca-se of sickness a doctor's

certificate shall be annexed.

CHAPTER HI.

Employees.

Art. 43- — Persons desirous of becoming employees

of kashi-zashiki or hikite-jaya mast prepare an
" Employees Pass-Book " in the required form,
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and get the same stamped with the " Inspection

stamp " of the Police Station havinc^ jurisdiction

over such kashi-zasJiiki or hikitc-jaya.

Art. 44. — In this " Employees Pass-Hook " shall be

entered particulars as to rej^istration, position,

ranlc, residence, name, and any chani^es relative

to the same ; the name of the emplo)-er, date of

enc^agement and discharge, length of service ;

whether tlie owner has ever been punished by the

authorities, how often, and for what offences

Art. 45- — I^-ich and ever}' time changes such as

are provided for in Art. 44 occur (with the excep-

tion of punishments inflicted by the Police autho-

rities) the owner of the book- is to enter particulars

of the same and get the Police Station having

jurisdiction over the kasJii-zasIiiki or Jiikitc-jaya to

stamp the entry with the " Inspection stamp."

Art. 4^- — Should an employees pass-book be dam-
aged or lost the Police Station having jurisdiction

over the kashi-zasJiiki or Jiikitc-jaya shall be

notified of the circumstances within three days:

another book must be provided by the applicant

and stamped b}' the Police authorities.

Art. 47* — when a person ceases to be an employee

of a kashi-zashiki or Jiikite-jaya he (or she) is to

apply to the Police Station which stamped the

pass-book and request that the " Inspection stamp
"

be cancelled.

Art. 4^- — when a person infringes the provisions

of these regulations, or is considered to have

con-.mitted improper acts in connection with his

duties, the " Ins})cction stamp " in his pass-book

may be cancelled.
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Art. 49- — Huiployccs of kasJd-.zashiJd and Jukitc-

jaya shall observe Arts. 15, 20, and 23 of these

regulations in the performance of their duties.

CHAPTER IV.

Penal Provisions.

Art. 50. — Persons who have infrinc^ed Arts 2 to 4 ;

7 and 8 ; 10 to 16 ; 18 to 26 ; 31 ; 35 to 43 ; 45 to

47 ; and 49 shall be punished by detention of not

less than one day and not exceeding; ten days, or

by a fine of not less than five sen and not exceed-

ing owe yen ninet\- five sen.

In addition to the foregoing, there are

a great many detailed regulations governing

the social evil, among which may be men-
tioned :

—

Police Department Notification No. 22 re the

physical examination of prostitutes. (Issued ]\Iarch

1894)
Police Department Iiistniction A'o. i "Sta pres-

cribing method of physical examination of pros-

titutes. This is an instruction to the examining
surgeons and to it is annexed specimen forms of

reports to be made. (Issued April 1894.)

Police apartment Instruction A'o. 38^. In-

structions for the practical enforcement of the

regulations re Introducing tea-houses {liikite-faya),

Prothels {kashi-zasJiiki), and prostitutes (shoi^i).

Gives forms of reports, books to be kept, etc.

(Issued Nevember 1896).
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Police Department Insti-uctioji No. 42a ad-

dressed to all Police Stations having jurisdiction

over brothel quarters. This Instruction demands :

1. That information ;r suspicious characters

must be giv^en to the police. When
visitors resemble the circulated descrip-

tions of persons " luanted" by the police

and advertised for with a picture.

2. Informations must be given rr persons

who possess money or valuables manifest-

ly unsuitable to their station in life, and
?-e persons who are spending money
recklessly.

3. Information must be given 7'e persons

possessed of swords, firearms, or other

lethal weapons, and whose conduct is

suspicious.

4. Information must be given about persons

who remain in brothels for upwards of

three days consecutively.

5. Information must be given when guests

entrust or give to courtesans money or

effects. (Issued December 1896).

Police Department Instruction No. 41a, ad-

dressed to all Police Stations having jurisdiction

over brothel quarters. Contains 7 Articles re the

position of tlie Department vis-a-vis the Kashi-

sashiki, Hikitejaya, and SJiogi Guilds. (Issued

December 1896).

There are also a great many detailed

provisions intended to protect the women,
among which may be mentioned one read-

ing:—
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" Should the keeper of a brothel endeavour to

cause undue expenditure of money, or without

valid reason try to interfere with the women
desiring to reform, it is forbidden by law ; and he

can neither by law or under agreement, ill-treat

the women cruelly or unfairly, therefore should

anything like this occur, the women shall complain

to the policeman on the beat or to the Police

Station."

The laws are fair enough if carried

out in the spirit in which they have been

framed, but it is needless to say that the

inmates of the Japanese brothels are entirely

subjected to the will of their keepers, and
although as a rule the girls are not inhu-

manely treated, they are to all intents slaves,

just as much as if they were chained to the

galleys. It is not law, but atstom which

keeps them there, and there is many and
many an innocent victim driven to these

devilish institutions by customs which exalt

profligate Fathers and Brothers into autho-

ritative beings for whom every sacrifice

should be made—even that of chastitv. To
say a woman has sacrificed herself for the

sake of her relations covers everything

among the lower and more ignorant masses,

and the only thing which would be effectual

with these model fathers, mothers, and
brothers, would be a thorough horse-whip-
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ping each and every time a case crops up

;

or better still, the cat o'nine tails laid on by
an expert until they howl for mercy. The
efforts of the Japanese Government to abo-

lish the evil of this servitude have been

vigorous, but custom—that law of foods

—

has been too powerful, and the regulations

are infringed indirectly in many ways, chiefly

however owing to the frantic opposition to

reform raised by those numerous parasitic

hangers-on who attach themselves to the

prostitute quarters, and, while leading a lazy

and mischievous life, manage to suck sus-

tenance from the earnings of defenceless

women. The position of the Government
is clearly demonstrated by the text of the

laws and notifications, but no Govenuneul

can eradicate an evil if not backed np by the

people, and at present the number of persons

who have intelligently considered the ques-

tion is very small indeed.

The Penal Code, promulgated July

1880, Art. 425, provides three to ten days'

imprisonment, or a fine of i yen to i yen

95 sen, as a punishment for secret pro-

stitution, or lending premises to persons

for the purpose of assisting such secret

prostitution.
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To enable the reader to judge of the

severity of the treatment which the Govern-

ment in olden times meted out by way of

punishment to women practising secret

prostitution annexed is a proclamation made
by Ooka Echizen-no-Kami, the famous Go-
vernor of Tokyo, dated Kyoho 7th year 8th

month i6th day. (26th Sept., 1722).
" Whereas secret prostitution has been pro-

hibited in the Wards of this City, and whereas it

appears that the practice has been carried on in

an audacious manner, it is hereby ordered that

henceforth secret prostitutes shall be treated as

follows :

—

rst.—The person harbouring secret prostitutes

will be ordered to yield up to the Government his

ground lot, furniture, house, and godown, and the

woman offending, shall herself have her furniture

seized, and for the space of lOO days shall be

manacled with irons, and committed into the

custody of the responsible jjarties in her W^ard, an
officer being detailed off to visit the house every

other day to inspect the seal on her manacles.

2nd.—The owner of grounds and houses in

which secret prostitution takes place, shall be held

in the same penalties even although he is not

living on the premises, but only represented by
a care-taker. The care-taker shall have all his

furniture seized, and shall be manacled for a period

of 100 da}-s, during which period he will be com-
mitted into the custody of the responsible j^arties

in his W^ard, and every other day the bonds shall

be examined and the seals inspected.
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Three days after this date the appointed

officials and Yoshiwara Authorities will proceed

to search for persons carrying on illicit prostitu-

tion, and if those persons are apprehended they

will be dealt with as stated above.

Persons harbouring offenders may be punished

with banishment or death, and moreover the

members of the Ward who are responsible for the

parties may be likewise punished in accordance

with the foregoing. Now therefore take notice,

and let this be published throughout the City."

Again in 1876, the Police Department

issued a notification, dated the 27th January,

and numbered 23, as follows :

—

" Persons practising secret prostituiion and the keepers of

secret houses used for that purpose, shall be punished as follows :

—

r, . , (r- r^cc (Fine not exceedino; lo yen or 2A months'
Principal First Offence - . . ?

*
1

[
imprisonment.

A I r. J r^cc ' Fine not exceedingr 20 yen or 5 months'
Accessory Second Offence -, . f^

(^ (
imprisonment.

r I r- r^ar ( Fine not exceeding IS yen or 3 months'
Keeper of First Offence - •

o j j j
^

J (
imprisonment.

-- 1^ J /-.or (Fine not exceeding 50 yen or 6 months'
the House Second Offence - a j j

\ I
imprisonment.

The followinQ^ is the text of a form of

contract used at Susaki. It is practically

the same as that used in the Yoshiwara :

—

m -^ m ^
1 ^

°:.>^H'^ 1 i>E^ii jj:i)^^^t!$^ 1
^ K
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^^^^^m-^mn^ ^
g-.-g ai- tm m

^ <

^ijjil^ m
•^•^^5^-^ili:^:td^^

m ^
i^.i
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The following is the text (translated)

of an actual agreement which was cancelled

by mutual consent :

—

Memorandum of Agreement.

! c,e;^

i 2 Sen 2 Sen ""•-,.-

i Revenue Revenue

; stamp. stamp.

Y^en 90. Bearing interest at tJic rate of \% {one per

cent) per month.

With respect to the above, owing to unavoid-

able circumstances, I agree, with the consent of

my relatives, to practise the profession of a cour-

tesan in your establishment. In this connection

I have borrowed from you the sum of money
hereinabove-written, the due receipt of which I

hereby acknowledge. In consideration of the

premises, and with the intention of repaying the

loan to you from my earnings, I hereby agree to

the following clauses of this contract :

—

I.—My fee for each guest is fixed at 25 sen.

Out of each fee I2| sen will appertain to

myself, 3 sen being kept for my personal

pocket-money while 9^ se)i will be ap-

plied to the reduction of the principal

and interest of my debt. You will please

deduct the (latter) amount from the total
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of my daily earnin£Ts when the accounts

are made up.

2.—Should I contract temporary loans during

the period of my service, the monies

shall be promptly returned out of my
earnings for the current month, and such

temporary loans shall be separate and

apart from, and have nothing to do with,

the capital loan contracted under this

agreement.

3.—As my living expenses during detention

in the hospital are a charge payable by
myself, you will please deduct the same
from m\' earnings during the current

month. These expenses shall have no

connection with the capital loan con-

tracted under this agreement.

4.—Should I at an}' time be unable to repay

out of any earnings temporary advances,

or living expenses while in the hospital,

during the current month in which such

charges are contracted, you will please

add the amount to the capital loan to be

accounted for as per Article i.

5.—My professional possessions are licreby

pledged for the amount of my debt,

therefore I will neither carry them out

elsewhere, pledge them, nor sell them to

other parties.

6.—The term (^f service contracted for is from

the 20th December 1895 to the 9th

October 1900, and during that period I

will not fail to practise my calling in your

house ; but should I abandon the pro-
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fession, or move to another establishment

during the term, it is agreed that I am
to repay forthwith the whole amount of

loan and interest due thereon.

/.—Should I fall ill and become unable to

attend to business, I shall leave the

matter in the hands of the doctor and
abide by his diagnosis, and 1 promise not

to rest from work- or abandon my pro-

fession on account of arbitrary personal

caprice.

8.—When this agreement expires, should

there be a balance of money owing to

you by reason of extraordinary advances

made by you in connection with my
entering the hospital, resting from busi-

ness, etc. ; or in connection with my
flight (abscondence) or other faithless

(disloyal) conduct, I am to repay to you
the whole amount of such balance on the

same day that I give up the profession.

g.—When I give up business on the expiration

of this agreement, or should I fall sick,

be disabled, or die, my guarantor will

receive me and will positively not cause

you any trouble or annoyance.

lo.—Under the circumstances mentioned in

Art. 9, should the amount of debt not be

duly repaid the articles held in pledge

by you shall be sold, in the presence of

my guarantor, and the proceeds shall be

applied to the clearing off of the debt.

II.—Should I commit a breach of agreement

in violation of Articles 6, 7, or 8, or
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should I abscond and not return within

30 days, the articles pledged shall be

sold, and the proceeds applied to the

clearing off of the debt. Should a bal-

ance still be left, it is specially agreed

that all the persons whose names appear

as joint signatories to this contract shall

be liable for the repayment of the amount
involved. Should any of the persons

liable be unable to discharge the debt,

the remaining persons shall be responsible

for repayment.

Agreement entered into is as above.

20th December, 1895.

Borrower {sigiiatiire) ^«ji^

Guarantor {signature) [a

(address)

To
Mr. Nisiiimura E'j-susuke

Brothel-keeper.

I have witnessed the above agreement.

(signed) SUNAGA YONEZo Seal.

Vice-Superintendent of the Brothels, tea-houses, and
courtesans of Susaki.

No. 453.

The following is a specimen of an

average contract from an actual document
and will serve to illustrate the matter. This

contract is one used by the Kanagawa bro-
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thel called " yiinpuro " (commonly known
as " No. 9.")

Memorandum of Agreement.

Relative to a loan of Money.

Yen—Four hitiidyed.

7-*r^77V/(iy/ that interest on the above shall be

in accordance with the Gov^ernnient Regulations.

With respect to the above I hereby acknow-

ledge that as I have no means of livelihood, and

practice the profession of a courtesan by official

sanction, I have borrowed from you the above-

written sum of nioney, and in consideration there-

of I hereb}' agree to the following clauses of this

contract.

I.— I will strictly comph' with the regulations

relative to courtesans.

2.— I will cominence business on the

year month day of Meiji,

and continue until the year

month day of Meiji, and on the

conipleti(5n of this term of three years

will forthwith return my license to the

Government. It is understood that sliould

I enter the lock- hospital during the term,

the number of days shall be clearly noted

in writing, and I shall apply for official

sanction to continue longer in the busi-

ness for a corresponding period of days.

Should I not have repaid the loan when
the time comes to return mv license, I
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will enter into an agreen:ient to repay the

same entirely.

3.— I will gradually repay the loan from my
earnings as a courtesan, and while the

same is not all repaid, 1 will work faith-

fully and diligently. 1 will never rest

from work without good reason, neither

will I do anything calculated to interfere

with or hurt your business.

4.—I will pay the prostitute tax provided by
the regulations from my own earnings.

5.— I will divide the amount of my earnings

into two portions, one of which I will

give up to you as room-hire and other

sundry expenses. Fromi the remaining

half I will repay the loan to you at the

rate of 1 5 per cent of my receipts, and

the balance (35 per cent) will be taken

by me as my own. It is understood that

having agreed to halve the money as

above, even should the amount of my
earnings be insufficient to pay the ex-

penses of my board, I shall not pay out

any other money.

6.—The account of repayments of the loan

shall be balanced twice a month, for

which purpose the landlord and the

courtesan shall both keep books of the

account wherein shall be set down entries

to agree the one with the other, and at

the end of each montli such entries shall

be stamped by both parties in each

other's presence. With regard to the

clothes which I use in the profession, and
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also my other effects as per separate list

attached herewith, I hereby pledge and
inortgage the same to you as security for

the hereinbefore-mentioned debt.

7.—Should the owner of the prostitute house

consider that the coming of any particular

guest will be unprofitable, even although

he (she) should send such guest away
with a refusal I shall certainly not com-
plain, but comply with his (her) wishes.

8.—Should I abscond during the term of

engagement, fall sick, or desire to dis-

continue the business and change my
residence owing to certain circumstances,

but be unable to repay the above-written

debt, I will not remove or cease practising

the business until my guarantor has paid

the entire amount.

9.—Any special debts which may be con-

tracted by private arrangement between

the parties shall have iio connection with

the present agreement. It is neverthe-

less imderstood that should I be unable

to pay the fees and expenses while in the

Lock hospital, any money I may borrow

from you under that head will be added

to the amount of the present loan.

10.—In respect to the monthly balancing of

account as per above-written (Art 6), in

order that there may be no objection or

dispute, the books of both parties shall

be submitted to the Director of the

''Three Professions,'" who shall be requested

to seal the same officially after inspection.
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In Witness whereof we the undersigjned have

hereunto set our seals together with those

of the guarantors, in order that there

may be no breach of the foregoing agree-

ment hereafter.

Mei j i year month day.

Borrower L.S,

Guarantor (Father) L.S.

Address L.S.

Guarantor (mother) L.S.

Address

To the Mistress of the Brothel.

I hereby seal the foregoing instrument in

witness that its contents are in order.

Mei ji year month day.

Kanagawa Tachibana-gori,

Kanagawa-Eki,

{signed) Shimazaki Kyujtro. (ShaJ

Director of the " Three Professions."*

• Broihel-keeping
;
prostitution ; introducing houses.
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The Medical Aspect.

According to a report of an investiga-

tion of venereal diseases, drawn up by Dr.

Takai Hayao in 1892, and published in No.

4 of the ''Medical Monthly Reporr (^^
^ $g) for that year, the percentage of in-

fection in the six prostitute quarters of

Tokyo was, during 1891, as follows :

—

Shin-YosJihvara 1.67 Scnji 1.35

Siisaki 1.88 SJnnjiiht 1.99

SJiinagazva 1.47 Itabashi 1.98

the stated average being 1.67509 per 100

women.
In Kanagawa Prefecture (including the

prostitute quarters of Yokohama and Yoko-
suka) among 2634 women the average

percentage of disease for 1898 was officially

stated as 2.771. These very low figures

must be regarded with great suspicion, as

they are not only against the experience of

medical practitioners in other countries but

are clearly proven to be misleading by the

latest statistics of the Yoshiwara hospital

In March 1899 the percentage of patients

in the Yoshiwara rose to about 6^°/o, and
this appears to be a more reliable figure.

It is curious to note that in a work by Dr.
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O. Commenge [Recherches sttr les Maladies

venerieimes a Paris, dans leur Rapports avec

la Prostitution reglenientaire de i8j8 a
i88j) the percentage of prostitutes (registered

by cards) suffering from syphilis alone was

7.370 while those registered in houses were
diseased to the extent of 12.07°. In view of

these figures, I cannot help regarding the

Japanese statistics, which are supposed to

include all venereal diseases, as somewhat
untrustworthy and misleading, and I think

this trouble arises from the superficial nature

of the inspection.

At the same time, it must not be for-

gotten that segregation of prostitutes in

regularly appointed quarters may cause a

difference in the percentage of disease, as

this system gives a greater control over the

licensed women.
According to the records of the Yoko-

hama General Hospital (from 1868) the

ratio of syphilitic cases treated diminished

considerably after the present system of in-

spection and control was inaugurated in

Yokohama. European medical practitioners

inform me that it is a decided mistake to

consider the form of syphilis in Japan as a

peculiarly virulent or severe type. Among
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Japanese it is exceptionally mild, the more
severe and deeper lesions being somewhat
rare. It may be more severe in the com-
paratively pure-blooded European, but even

with foreigners it is as amenable to treat-

ment as in Europe or America.

Many Japanese doctors affirm that since

the introduction of inspection and enforced

hospitalization the more severe types of

syphilis have become less common. Prior

to the Meiji (present) era it was quite an

ordinary thing to see noses eaten away by
syphilis, whereas such a sight is compara-

tively rare nowadays.

Although there are a great many con-

flicting opinions on the subject, the concensus

of opinion among Japanese medical men is

that public prostitution is an unfortunate but

necessary evil. They say that the present

system is a safety-valve for society and that

repressive measures would increase the

number of cases of rape, seduction, adultery,

unnatural vice, and illicit prostitution ;
* and

that to abandon medical inspection would
certainly tend to increase the ratio and
virulence of venereal diseases.

* Illicit prostitution lias actually increased in Gumma and W'akayama
since the abolition of licensed brothels.
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One of the greatest evils of the system

is that of permitting the custom called " ma-
washf' by which a woman accepts several

guests and goes round from one to the

other in turn all night. It is stated that the

women wash themselves after each connec-

tion for the purpose of preventing the spread

of disease, but unless the cleansing is done

very thoroughly there can be no doubt but

that infection is communicated to guests by

this disgusting practice of accommodating

several men at the same time. It appears

that great trouble is experienced by the

women when washinQ^ themselves in Sum-
mer : the skin is apt to become inflamed

and excoriated by excessive washing, and

although iodoform w^ould be an excellent

antiseptic if applied, the smell of iodoform is

offensive to guests, and this precludes its use.

The doctors, recognizing the one-sided

feature of dealing with women alone, re-

commend that men entering houses of pros-

titution should be examined by a matron, so

that all who are diseased can be eliminated,

but they admit that this examination would
not be infallible and that certain diseases

would pass undetected : the brothel-keepers

say that such a system would drive away
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guests and tend to encourage secret pros-

titution, and besides that the cost of medical

attendance would be greatly increased.

I am informed that there are a great

many cases of heart-disease, kakke (beri-

beri) dyspepsia and hysteria among the

inmates of the Yoshiwara, and also some
cases of consumption.

Result of Medical Inspection in the

Shin-Yoshiwara. 1898.

Month.
Number of

inspections.

Number of

infected cases.

Proportion

per 100

Number of

guests

entertained.

Januan- 10,590 574 5-42 135.100

February 10,052 585 5.82 98,922

March 12,224 697 570 104,415

April 10,466 ^11 6.05 121,497

May 11,568 71-h e.?>l 100,616

June I 1 ,803 684 5.83 101,005

July 10,542 600 5.69 108,973

August 12,268 671 5-47 92,101

September II. 153 539 4-83 90,523

October 10,869 540 4.96 91,486

November 11,817 649 549 111,784

December 11,250 597 5-30 81,463

Total I 34.602 7,506 5.58 1,237,885
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Result of Medical Inspection in the Shin-

Yoshiwara. January to April i899.

Month.
Number of

inspections.

Number of

infected cases.

Proportion

per 100.

Number of

guests

entertained.

January

February

March

April

11,545

10,300

1 1 ,648

10,412

71-^

665

740

699

6.34

6.46

6.35

6.71

133,410

89,127

115,534

131,593

Total 43,905 2836 6.47 469,664

Statistics re Social Evil in Japan in 1898.

The following figures are stated to be

result of official investigation, and they are

given for reference. Readers will please

understand that it is virtually impossible to

verify the details, and that I therefore cannot

guarantee the correctness of the informa-

tion :

—

Number of singing girls (adults) 24,261

Number of singing girls (cliildien; 3,537

Number of women carrying on the

profession of courtesans and sing-

ing-girls combined 513
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Waitresses in brothels and tea-houses* 34,015

Number of .^<75//(t: houses 6,647

Number of restaurants 29,511

Various establishments frequented by

gcisJia 5 ,650

Inspection offices 364
Number of courtesans 40,208

Introducers of courtesans ^i~77

Number of prostitute quarters 546
Number of brothels 10,172

Pros and Cons.

As I have absolutely no axe to grind,

and only desire to offer materials for further

investigation of the subject, I annex some
correspondence which appeared in the

'' jfapan Times'' in March 1899.

Correspondence.

A SOCIAL QUESTION.

To the Editor of the ''Japan Times."

Dear Mr. Editor,—Will you kindly give the fol-

lowing " facts " a place in your paper. How long is

the Government of this land going to sanction a condi-

tion of things that permits of such cruel enslavement

of her women ?— for, Mr. Editor, however the law may
* A great many of these women are />v no means virtuous. These

statistics are very incomplete, inasmuch as they fail to take into account the

vast number oi secret prostitutes in Japan. Even in the case of courtesans and

geisha, I feel almost certain that the numbers are understated.
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" read," morally, these twirls have no Hberty ; and so

lontT as legalized prostitutes are possible, so long will

such sacrifices be forced upon the women of Japan.

If it he true that a nation is judged by the esteem

in which her women are held, — is it not time for

ambitious Japan to remove this blot upon her name?

In western Japan lives a widow and her three

children—two daughters and a son. The eldest daugh-

ter when twelve years of age was adopted by another

family. Three years later the adopted father died,

when the adopted mother desired to be relieved of the

child, but had no intention of giving her up without

remuneration. She therefore wrote the true mother
offering to return the girl on the payment of yen i 50,

and in the event of the mother not paying this price

stating that she would sell the child for three years to

a brothel. The price demanded was more than the

poor mother could meet, for she was struggling to

supply the needs of herself and other children ; and
this child of 15 years was sold for "seven " instead of

" three " years, the purchase money going into the

hands of the foster mother.

Seven years rolled round, and the true mother
expected to receive her child ; but through the intrigue

of the brothel manager and foster-mother—the latter

was receiving a monthly percentage of the girl's earn-

ings— it had been so man?.ged that the helpless girl

must earn still yen 300 before her slavery would end.

The letters from this victim of man's passion and greed,

told only of repugnance of the life to which she was

bound, and were full of entreaties to be freed. Finally a

letter came saying death was preferable to the life she

was leading. In despair the mother journeyed to the

city where her child was in bondage, and succeeded in

getting possession of her. Jen years of enforced slavery
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to which " death " is preferable has been this girl's

portion. Hap])}' in her freedom, she is now earning

her living in an honest and respectable way ; but on this

innocent woman, who is but 25 }'ears of age, will rest

the blot of a soiled life. Where are the patriots?

Surely the time has come for sucii to lift their voices

and say these things shall not be.

Yours, WiinE Ribbon.

Rditorinl Note March ^rd, 1899,

The question of licenced prostitution, like every

other problem under the sun, has two sides to it, and

no judgment can be pronounced upon it until all the

pros and co/is have been duly considered and weighed.

We do not profess to have studied the subject suffi-

ciently thoroughly and dis[)assionately to record any

authoritative opinion about it. Ikit so far as we can

see, the coni.Tiunit}' at large certain!}- fares better from

moral and sanitary points of view under a system which

localizes social vices and exercises strict control over

them, than under the alternative system—or rather

absence of system—under which the evil is suffered to

stalk about and stare at respectable men and women at

every turn in the open streets, as is the case in many
Christian cities in Europe and A:nerica. It is quite

possible that the s}'stem of efficient control is not free

from individual cases of hardship, cruelty, and injustice,

such as that cited by " While Ribbon " in a letter

published elsewhere. But the question is whether such

cases of hardship upon innocent girls will be removed
when the present system of licenced prostitution shall
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have been done away with. Supposinq' that there were

no h'cenced houses of ill fame, would not the same
greedy and cruel adopted mother in the j^esent case

have found some other means of maldni^ money at the

sacrice of the unfortunate girl's virtue ? Would the

girl's lot be any the better in such event ? Until a

time arrives when these questions can be answered in

the decided affirmative, it seems to be mere waste of

useful energy on the part of social reformers to cr}' out

against the system of adniinistratix'c control of vice.

The}^ had better devote their attention to the elevation

of the general moral tone of society.

Dear Sir.—The case of the girl sold b}' her mother-

in-law into a life of prostitution, reported by " White
Ribbon " in to-day's issue of your paper, is certainly

not an exceptional one in this country. That the

majority of the girls filling the houses of prostitution

in this country are there not of their own free will,

but are practically held as slaves, is the current opinion

among Japanese. That the government does not re-

cognize such " sales " is of course understood. The
first and most important step for social reformers

undoubtedly is, as you suggest, the elevation of the

general moral tone of society. This is the purpose of

the " White Ribbon " movement and of much other

moral and religious work-. I am also ready to grant

that, at least for the present, it may be an open

question whether the legal control of the social evil is

not i)erhaps the wiser course to pursue. Ikit the

question remains ; what is the government of Japan

doing towards the elevation of the moral tone of

society, malting such cases as reported by your corrcs-
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pondent at least hideous in the eyes of the people, and

rare in occurrence ? Does not the Dianncr in which the

Government regulates this vice tend rather towards

encouraging than towards discouraging such practice ?

Henry Norman in his " The Real Japan " has given us

a pretty clear insight into the procedure by which girls

receive the Government's permission to lead the profes-

sion of a courtesan. As Henry Norman says, " the

whole system is based upon the theory of a civil

contract " and if the poor girl, hating the life into

which she has been forced, tries to escape it by flight,

is it not true that the keeper of the house of prostitu-

tion " recovers possession of her by a civil action for

debt against her parents and surety " ? Would not

much be gained if the Government should cease autho-

rizing the entrance of any girl upon a life of prostitu-

tion ? If the police were to keep strict account of the

number of prostitutes in the houses of ill fame, the

medical exam.ination could be continued compulsorily

as now ; and in this lies, as far as I understand, the

great advantage claimed by the advocates of licensing

the evil. But if a girl has been allured, or has been

sold into a life of shame, she could then escape from it

without fear of being forced bade by a civil suit against

her paients or against those who had to do with

leading her into it. If any keeper of a house of ill

fame advances money in order to have additions to

his stock of prostitutes, let him do it entirely at his

risk, knowing that there is no legal redress if he loses

his money through the flight of the girl.

Dear Sir, I write in no carping or fault-finding

spirit. While I wish with all my heart that this whole

awful evil could be wiped from the face of the earth

and all men might treat every woman as their own
mother or sister. I recognize that this can not be
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gained at one jump. Social reformers as well as tem-

perance reformers ought to avoid impracticable ex-

tremes. But while we are working for the elevation of

the general moral tone of the people, is it not possible

for the Government to do more towards the discourag-

ing of the evil than it is doing ? Can the Government
do nothing towards malting it easier for a girl, lonp;ing

for freedom and purity, to secure it ? Can the Govern-

ment not do something to allow a girl to hide herself

from the gaze of voluptuous men rather than be driven

by a wretch of a brothel-keeper to sit for hours exposed

to the gaze and the foul talk of vile men, for the mere
purpose of swelling the brothel-keeper's income ? Is

the Government doing all it can do, all it ought to do,

towards making it easier for any girl to ]<eep out of a

life of shame if she wishes to, and at the sam.e time

make it harder for the keepers of these houses of hell

to capture and to retain these poor girls ? With regard

to these two points the authorization of a girl by the

Bureau of Prostitution, and the permission for publicly

exposing tlie inmates of a house of prostitution to

public gaze, Japan certainly is far behind other civilized

nations, and it is these two points that appear most

hideous to foreigners. Can not the newspapers of the

country, who so powerfully influence public oi)inion, do

more than they are doing at present towards changing

the existing state of things ?

Thanking you for your Isindness in granting me
your valuable space, and inclosing my card,

I remain. Yours, respectfully,

March 8th, 1899. AdjutoR.
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Dear Sir,—In cominentintj on a contributed article

entitled " A Social Question " in a recent issue, the

editor states that he has not studied the subject

—

licensed prostitution—sufficiently thorouj^hly and dis-

passionately to record any authorative opinion about

it, but that fact did not deter him from allowing liis

remarks to convey the idea that he considers the

present sj'stem the best that can be had under the

circumstances.

The writer /ms made a study of the social evil

question and hence begs space for the following com-
ments.

The statement that the community fares better

under license than under the alternative system —
prohibition,—cannot be supported by facts. On the

contrary in Gumma and Wakayama provinces, which
prohibit prostitution, venereal diseases are no more
prevalent than in places under license—in fact the

greatest per centage of venereal cases are to be found in

provinces and cities which license the evil. This ought
to settle the sanitary side of the question, and the fact

that under prohibition himdreds and thousands of

powerless girls are freed from the most damning form of

moral slavery ought to settle the moral side of the same.

The editor speaks of " efficient control," conveying

the idea that the evil is actually being controlled and
localized by license, but such is far from being the case.

Take the editor's own cit\', To]<}-o, for instance. There
were in 1897, 6,393 licensed prostitutes and over 2,000

geisha pl>'ing their trade according to law, but at the

same time there were between 3,000 and 5,000 women
who plied their trade secretly, that lucrc not controlled,

except the 304 who were arrested for fornication.

The fact, that, licence or no licence, the evil will

exist to some extent liowever, certainly does not justify
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the State in making its existence easy and secure, for

surely the proper idea of license is to confine, lessen,

and prohibit outside of certain specified places, but a

careful investigation will prove that the evil is not

confined and that instead of being lessened is actually

augmented.

Because some women will sell their bodies and

inhuman parents will sell their daughters for immoral

purposes does not justify the State in becoming a

partner to the transaction and making from 30 to 35
yen per year on eacli girl as at present. Neither can

the writer understand how the general public is bene-

fitted by laws which compel helpless girls to abide by
the terms of contracts made by others, going so far as

to fine and imprison those who attempt to escape from

the brothels.

A case like the one cited, and there are thousands

of such in Japan to-day, could not occur in either Gumma
or Wakayama Ken, neither could anything very near

it occur.

Trying to elevate the moral tone of society while

leaving this question as it is means a great loss of

effort, as every one who has much experience in reform

worlc must know.

The State must withdraw its support and sanction

and take the only logical arid safe position a State can

take, that of absolute prohibition of everything essen-

tially evil, then we can have a much better chance at

elevating the moral tone of society.

As to the evil stalking about the streets in many
European and American cities, etc., the editor draws

on his imagination or that of some one elses' if he

means to convey the idea that such is carried on to an}'

great extent. Hoping that the time is near at hand
when the welfare of helpless, innocent girls will receive
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consideration as well as the safety and conv^enience of

lustful men,

I am, yours for

March lOth, 1S99. REFORM.

Japan Times Editorial 14th, I\Ia?r/i, 1899.

We feel considerable reluctance to tak-e up the

question of licensed prostitution, it is too delicate in

its nature and complicated in its bearings to be a

proper subject for journalistic discussions which are

unavoidably brief and incomplete and which, in the

case of questions li]<e this, are particularly liable to

become the source of misunderstandincrs and misleading:

inferences. However, having already ventured some
remarl^s in connection with a recent communication on

this subject, we cannot very well refuse to take cogniz-

ance of some of the points raised by the two other

correspondents whose letters are published in another

column.
" Adjutor " says: — "That the majority of the

girls filling the houses of prostitution in this country

are there not of their own free will, but are practically

held as slaves, is the current opinion among Japanese."

We may asl< our correspondent if the majority of the

unfortunate girls of the same class in other countries

are not nearly in the same predicament as their sisters

in this country with regard to the exercise of free will

in the choice of their profession, the only difference

being in the nature of motives that influence their

decision. If miser\% starvation and vicious habits con-

stitute the principal influences that drive women to
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the immoral callinijf in other countries, the determininq;

motive is here, in many crises, a mistaken idea of filial

piety. In either case, the choice is equally free or

otherwise, accordin^^ to the way in which one lil<es to

understand the meaning of the expression " freedom of

will." This certainly has little to do with the question

of licensed prostitution. So long as some girls are

willing to enter upon a life of shame in obedience to

mistaken ideas of filial duty, and so long as society

remains as it is, tlie abolition of licensed prostitution

will not prevent the occurrence of cases lil<e that of

the girl mentioned by " White Ribbon."
" Adjutor," however, is not positively opposed to

the system of licensed pro.stitution ; on the contrary,

he is " ready to grant that, at least for the present, it

may be an open question whether the legal control of

the social evil is not perhaps the wiser course to

pursue." But he is opposed to the manner in which
the system is carried out and maintained, and complains

that the Government is not doing enough to discourage

the evil. He suggests that much improvement can be

effected if all legal sanction be removed from contracts

which at present bind the prostitutes to their em-

ployers, so that the latter, in the event of the escape

of their employees, may not be able to enforce the

contract. There is something in this suggestion, but

we doubt very much whether its adoption will not

practically tend to make the lot of the unfortunate

girls harder than it now is. Supposing that the

keeper of a house of ill-fame had no legal means of

proceeding against any girl who may escape from his

establishment, he will certainly ta]<e ever)' precaution

to prevent such desertion. And what does this mean ?

It inevitably means a complete curtailnjent of the

liberty of his employees who will then be no better
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than c^alley slaves. Our correspondent may say

:

Why, the police can interfere in such cases. They
can, to a certain extent, but it is not to be expected

that, however assiduous and ritjorous their exertions

una}' be, their interference Vv'ill effectually prevent the

unscrupulous and ingenious brothel-keepers from ex-

ercisinij their oppressive control over the movements
of the prostitutes under them. The result will simply

be an immense increase in the hardships of the lot of

these unfortunate creatures.

As to the charge that the Government is not

doing enougli to discourage the social evil, all that we
need say is that the police authorities, before whom all

girls about to enter upon a life of prostitution are

required to appear before official authorization is issued,

are under strict instructions to see that no unfair means

have been employed to force the girls against their will.

And there have been a number of cases where the

discovery of the use of such unfair means has led to the

withdrawal of official authorization. We may, however

grant that the system as it is now carried out admits

of reforms and improvement. One of these is, as

" Adjutor," points out, the abolition of the exposure

of the inmates of the houses of ill-fame to public gaze.

We hope this desirable change will he speedily carried

out by the police authorities.

The other correspondent, " Reform," who declares

that he " has made a study of the social evil question,"

denies that " the community fares better under license

than under the alternative system." He says that " in

Gumma and Wakayama provinces (sic), which prohibit

prostitution, venereal diseases are no more prevalent than

in places under license." and that " in fact the greatest

per centage of venereal cases are to be found in provinces

and cities which license the evil " This is a bold
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statement, a statement whicli certainly is not in

accord with the opinion of those scientific experts who
have made a special study of the matter. Unfortu-

nately statistics are wanting, but it is a well known fact

that the sanitary authorities at the Home Office are

agreed in the verdict that venereal diseases are far

more prevalent in places where no public prostitution

exists than in localities where it is licensed.

" Reform " takes exception to our expression
" efficient control," and cites some figures about the

existence of unlicensed prostitutes in Tokyo. We need

hardly say that the expression was used in a relative

sense ; no right-minded person will expect that the evil

can be controlled in an absolutely efficient manner.

Neither will such person deny that the relative freedom

of the streets of Tokyo from the presence of those objec-

tionable beings who swarm in cities claiming to be more
civilized and enlightened, is attributable to the system

of localization followed here. We do not of course

expect that ** Reform " will recognize this fact unless

he makes a short visit to his native land and sees how
the evil stalks about in open streets in some of the

cities there. Such a trip will be of immense benefits to

many another social reformer.

Note on " Jigoku " or Illicit prostitutes.

TJic Ji^i^okii : These women are the legitimate

representatives of the ancient Yo-taka (night-walker).

The origin of the word " Yo-taka " is given in an

accepted Japanese encyclopaedia as follows. In the

eighteenth century, there was, in Yoshida Street,

Tokyo City, a house called the " Yotaka-ya " (the sign

of the " Night-hawk ") where women repaired to be
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pointed and decked out when the ravages of disease

had made them unpresentable. Thus women who were

full of disease were painted and made up to look like

young girls, and old hags had their eyebrows blackened

with charcoal and their hair fashionably dressed in

order to add to their attractions. Many of these pro-

stitutes had their noses eaten away by syphilis, so they

had the damage repaired by coloured candle dri})pings.

Among them were deaf, dumb, lame, persons suffering

from amaurosis and other maladies owing to syphilis

which prevented them from practising in a regular

brothel. These whitened their dirty complexions with

powder, and the syphilitic sores and wounds in their

faces were filled up and concealed by cosmetics, while

the handkerchiefs which they bound round their heads

did the rest, aud guarded against too close an inspec-

tion.

These women in their dirty greasy cotton gar-

ments, haunted the public streets, and might be seen

by the sickly light of the waning moon, flitting about

like the spirits of the damned, hunting for victims.

They were in the habit of carrying with them a piece

of matting or a rug, the use of which was only too

self-evident and requires no explanation. They would

accost passers-by with the utmost effrontery, and the

price of their favours was a few cash per night ?

During the period 1711 to 1735, the nuisance grew so

bad, that a large number of these women were com-
pelled to become regular prostitutes, being forcibly

handed over to the Yoshiwara by the Government.
From 171 1 to 1746, the number of women who had
been forced by the Government to enter the Yoshiwara

as regular courtesans, served their time there, and been

released was, according to a return made the 27th

March 1746, just 246 women.
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